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1. Introduction to the report

1.1. Introduction

The National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) funds and supports world-leading clinical and applied health and social care research.

Providing £1 billion of funding per annum to support research and the research infrastructure in the NHS, NIHR aims to: drive faster translation of new treatments, technologies and diagnostics to improve outcomes for health and care services; promote the wealth of the nation, including via inward investment from the health research community; pull basic science discoveries through into tangible benefits for patients and the public; and provide research evidence to support more effective and cost-effective NHS delivery.

NIHR looks to achieve these aims through strategic partnerships, including with charities, industry, other government funders and academia, and it does so with patients and the public at the heart. It supports centres, units, facilities and expert research teams within the NHS, as well as programmes and systems to deliver high-quality research. This enables NIHR to respond rapidly to research priorities and opportunities identified by commissioners, front line staff, service users/patients and the health research community. By connecting academia, the NHS and other parts of the health and care system, NIHR funding supports research that is improving lives, reducing costs and advancing science for national and international benefit.

NIHR celebrates its tenth anniversary in 2016. It is an appropriate time to step back and consider how NIHR has changed the wider health research landscape. In light of this, the Department of Health commissioned the Policy Research in Science and Medicine (PRiSM) unit to consider the question ‘What are the ways in which NIHR has benefited the health research landscape in the past 10 years?’ The objective was to identify and celebrate examples where benefits to and wider impacts on the health research landscape have occurred and to synthesise this evidence in one report.¹

1.2. Background

NIHR was created in April 2006 under the government’s health research strategy, Best Research for Best Health, and is funded by the Department of Health. This strategy outlined the direction that NHS research and development should take in order to deliver NIHR’s vision ‘to improve the health and

¹ This report was not commissioned as an evaluation. A full list of caveats and limitations is provided below.
wealth of the nation through research’. At the time, the perception was that there were weaknesses in NHS R&D funding; it was thought that the funding too often resulted in poor-quality research. There was also significant concern about the funding being diverted to support service delivery, rather than research, and about a decline in the number of clinical academics. The ambition of NIHR, led by the then-incoming Director of R&D and now Chief Medical Officer in England, Professor Dame Sally Davies, was to turn this around and create an environment that valued clinical research as highly as basic research\(^2\) and that maximised opportunities for patient benefit. The strategy *Best Research for Best Health* set out the roadmap for how to get there. At its core were five strategic goals through which it would transform the research landscape:

- Establish the NHS as an internationally recognised centre of research excellence;
- Attract, develop and retain the best research professionals to conduct people-based research;
- Commission research focused on improving health and social care;
- Manage our knowledge resources; and
- Act as sound custodians of public money for public good.\(^3\)

Today NIHR organises its activities around four main areas of work:

- Infrastructure – providing facilities and people to the research enterprise
- Faculty – supporting and developing individuals to lead, support and carry out research
- Research – commissioning and funding research
- Systems – creating systems to manage and support research and its outputs

As an impact synthesis, and not an evaluation, the report aims to provide an analytical understanding, based on available evidence, of the ways in which the activities of the NIHR have led to positive change within the health research landscape. A full list of related caveats and limitations is provided below, along with the full details of the methodology used in the report.

### 1.3. Methodology

The 100 case studies identified in this report were selected on the following basis:

- An initial set of more than 200 examples which broadly reflected the original five goals of *Best Research for Best Health* were identified in consultation with senior managers from the Department of Health and the NIHR, from a review of annual reports, and from the list of more than 200 impact case studies submitted to the 2014 Research Excellence Framework (REF) which cited NIHR-funded research.
- This long list was reviewed and examples were subsequently clustered to arrive at 10 thematic areas.

---

\(^2\) This was implied in a statement in the so-called ‘Cooksey Report’, which was released in December 2006, that there were, at the time, ‘perverse incentives that value basic science more highly than applied research’. (Cooksey D. 2006. *A review of UK health funding*. London: Stationery Office, p. 1)

Individual case study examples were explored further, and those where only limited evidence of benefit was readily available were discarded.

A final short list of just over 100 case studies was agreed with senior Department of Health and NIHR managers.

Finally, evidence of impacts and other benefits was synthesised from a variety of sources, including published reports, peer-reviewed articles, and short interviews with relevant researchers or individuals associated with the research and its benefits. No primary research was done to generate new evidence of impacts or other benefits. Where evidence was limited to NIHR publications, this is noted in the case studies.

In order to generate the illustrative activities under each theme we followed a six-step process:

1. **Generating a long list**: A long list of over 200 activities was developed as described above.
2. **First round of theme allocation**: Each activity was independently coded to a theme for which there was greatest alignment by two researchers. During this process, brief research was conducted around each example and similar examples were grouped together.
3. **First allocation workshop**: The research team met to agree the initial theme allocations and to resolve discrepancies. Themes were allocated to researchers for a more intensive review of each activity.
4. **Second round of coding and allocation**: Activities were further researched and coded according to the following characteristics: Health Research Classification Scheme (HRCS) codes to ensure representation across disease areas; socio-demographics (ethnic minorities, women, children, etc.); region (where applicable); area of NIHR structure (Faculty, Research, Systems, Infrastructure); NIHR funding stream; and availability of evidence about impact.
5. **Second allocation workshop, including cross-checking for representation**: Themes with too many activities were reviewed and activities were re-assigned where possible in order to ensure a balance of activities across themes and characteristics. At this stage, activities were discarded from themes if there was a lack of evidence about impact.

Evidence of impacts and other benefits was synthesised from a variety of sources, including published reports, peer-reviewed articles and short interviews with relevant researchers or individuals associated with the research and its benefits. No primary research was done to generate new evidence of impacts or other benefits. Wherever possible we tried to source peer-reviewed and other independent sources of information which demonstrated the impact of the activity, though as noted below in the caveats this was not always possible.
1.4. Caveats and Limitations

There are several caveats and limitations to the synthesis of impacts presented in this report:

- This study was commissioned as a synthesis of impacts and benefits, not an evaluation. Its aim was not to generate new evidence of NIHR’s impact, nor to evaluate it against a set of aims and objectives. Rather, we set out to identify and synthesise existing evidence about NIHR’s impacts over the past 10 years, as demonstrated through a series of case study examples.
- One of the primary criteria in selecting case studies was availability of data and evidence of impact. Generation of primary data was outside the scope of this report, so where there was little or no readily available evidence of impact, a case study was not included.
- Over 60 per cent of the examples draw on impact case studies submitted to the 2014 REF exercise, and the limitations of those case studies are also applicable to our report.4
- Few case studies are based on research solely supported by NIHR. Although our aim is to highlight NIHR’s contribution to the health and care system, we note that many of these contributions have happened in partnership with other funders.
- Where possible, we identified independent sources of evidence to confirm impacts and benefits; however, in many cases this was not possible, and hence we relied on evidence supplied by those directly involved in the case studies.
- In summarising the evidence across each of the 10 thematic areas, we are mindful that the evidence we are drawing upon is limited to the 10 case studies within that theme. We acknowledge that the parts may not (necessarily) be representative of the whole and may only present part of a larger picture.
- Although we tried to ensure representation across NIHR’s activities, funding streams, infrastructure and geographical reach, we could not, and do not claim to, touch on every part of the NIHR system.
- Research is inevitably speculative – it is aimed at addressing unknowns; therefore, not all NIHR-funded activities will have demonstrable benefit in the way shown by the case studies.

In compiling the 100 case studies in this report we have, necessarily, needed to strike a balance between breadth and depth. The case studies provide an initial snapshot into the activities undertaken and the impacts and benefits which may have been realised. There are, inevitably, levels of detail and depth which we have not been able to include due to the time and resource constraints. However, in capturing the breadth, rather than depth, across 100 examples, we hope to provide some sense of the many ways in which NIHR has had a demonstrable impact on the wider health and care system in the past ten years.

---

4 The Research Excellence Framework is the system for assessing the quality of research in UK higher education institutions (www.ref.ac.uk). In the REF, impact case studies were submitted by all participating higher education institutions, which provided summaries of the wider impacts, defined as any effect on, change to or benefit beyond academia to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the environment, or quality of life. The full database of impact case studies submitted in the last REF is available at http://impact.ref.ac.uk/CaseStudies/. See also King’s College London and Digital Science. 2015. The nature, scale and beneficiaries of research impact: An initial analysis of Research Excellence Framework (REF) 2014 impact case studies. London: King’s College London and Digital Science. As of 9 May 2016: http://www.kcl.ac.uk/spp/policy-institute/publications/Analysis-of-REF-impact.pdf
1.5. Structure of this report

The remainder of this report is structured around the 10 themes of positive change which have been identified through our synthesis. These are:

- Bringing breakthroughs to patients
- Supporting the nation to deliver world-leading research with global impact
- Making the nation’s health and care system the best it can be
- Working with charities and the third sector on common agendas
- Supporting public health delivery
- Putting patients and the public at the heart of all stages of research
- Creating opportunities for economic and social returns
- Enabling clinical research excellence
- Supporting, training and developing a diverse workforce in the NHS and academia
- Investing across the nation

Each theme begins with a theme summary, highlighting how the evidence from each of the case studies fits together under each theme. There are then 10 individual case studies within each theme demonstrating the different ways impacts and other benefits that have been realised. The case studies are short and are intended to provide a snapshot of the impacts or benefits. They are not detailed accounts of the underpinning research, the pathways to impact, nor the impacts themselves. Each case study has a narrative section and then a supporting evidence section. Each piece of evidence has a short description indicating its nature and the information about the impacts it contains. Each case study as presented here can be used as a starting point for finding out more information about the activity by either using the evidence sources and/or contacting any of the individuals identified.
2. Bringing breakthroughs to patients

2.1. Summary

**Innovative. Transformational. Accessible.**

*NIHR drives the development of the evidence base needed to bring innovative treatments and other interventions into practice and improve the lives of patients. This research evidence informs new clinical guidelines and facilitates the translation of innovations into clinical practice.*

NIHR-funded research on new and existing drugs, devices and diagnostics provides an evidence base for changes to treatments, policies and guidelines where existing treatments are unsatisfactory or where more evidence is needed to support new approaches. To this end, NIHR supports both novel trials and scale-ups of trials, building on existing studies.

Findings from NIHR-funded research are changing guidelines for clinical practice at both the national and international levels. These guidelines support improvements to commissioning practices, medical education and clinical communication. All three types of improvement are crucial if new treatments are to translate into patient benefits. For example:

- Safer methods of screening for Down’s syndrome, using non-invasive prenatal genetic testing, stand to reduce the number of women needing diagnostic tests that carry a risk of the woman losing her baby. This research is now feeding into UK national screening policy.
- Fewer patients with Bell’s palsy face hospitalisation, following research to demonstrate the benefits of treating this form of facial paralysis with steroids rather than antivirals. This work has informed the first definitive treatment guidelines for this condition in the UK, India, Spain and Ireland.
- A trial demonstrating the effectiveness of mindfulness-based cognitive behavioural therapy led a local Primary Care Trust to commission a clinic providing this therapy for patients with treatment-resistant depression. The findings generated considerable media interest, helping to raise patients’ awareness of treatment options available to them.

By filling gaps in evidence of clinical effectiveness, NIHR-funded research helps to develop treatments that are safer, less invasive and more focused on patients’ quality of life. Further evidence of the cost-

---

5 As will be the case for each theme summary, the examples presented here are fully expanded upon below in each theme.
time-efficiency of treatments helps to ensure that a greater number of patients have access to healthcare resources. This is illustrated by the following:

- An intelligent knife (or ‘iKnife’) uses real-time information on the molecular profile of cancerous tissue as it cuts. This knife is now in trials to determine whether it can improve cancer surgery by identifying the boundaries between healthy and diseased tissue.
- Risk-adapted radiotherapy for breast cancer is a less toxic form of radiotherapy shown to be as effective as conventional whole breast radiotherapy in preventing recurrence of cancer, while requiring far fewer hospital visits.
- The Hall technique is a less painful and minimally invasive treatment for child tooth decay that is now included in dental guidelines and clinical education curricula following findings that it is more acceptable to both patients and clinicians.
- Challenging ‘breakthrough’ status in new antipsychotic drugs has shown that older classes of drugs for schizophrenia can be just as effective as new drugs, and at a fraction of the price. This is resulting in cost savings to local NHS Trusts.

Moreover, by supporting research across multiple disease areas, from rare diseases to cancer, NIHR ensures that the benefits of novel research reach a diverse range of patients. For example:

- Dramatic improvements in survival rates for patients with chronic granulomatous disease, a rare immunodeficiency disease which affects around 100 people in the UK, are the result of research to determine the long-term effectiveness of bone marrow transplantation.
- The world’s first ever implant of a fully synthetic trachea was possible after NIHR-supported research led to ground-breaking uses of nanocomposite materials for rejection-free tissue transplants.

Finally, NIHR-funded work aimed at revolutionising the way clinical data is collected and utilised is helping to ensure that England remains at the forefront of the types of novel research described above. An example of this is:

- The 100,000 Genomes Project – which is funded as a partnership with NIHR, Public Health England, NHS England and Health Education England – is combining genomic sequence data with medical records in order to better understand causes and potential treatments of cancer and rare diseases, and is facilitating future research.

2.1.1. Applying medical advances for the benefit of the few: improving treatments for a rare blood disorder (chronic granulomatous disease)

Rare diseases present a difficult picture when it comes to weighing up the value of different medical approaches, particularly so when the disease is severe and present from birth. Originally termed ‘a fatal granulomatous disease of childhood’ when first described in the 1950s [1], chronic granulomatous disease (CGD) affects around 100 people in the UK [2]. The disease arises due to a defect in patients’ white blood cells, meaning that they are unable to fight infection. While the prognosis for babies born with CGD has improved, estimates in 2008 placed mortality by the age of 30 as high as 45 per cent [3]. With
only four babies born with CGD in the UK each year, data on the long-term implications and impact of the disease on patients’ lives are understandably scarce [4].

In 2009, a team in Newcastle reported results of their having treated 20 patients with bone marrow transplantation – specifically, using tissue from either matched siblings, or matched unrelated individuals, for which there is a wider pool of potential donors [5]. The technique proved successful, with 18 patients cured, although a number of them later developed complications, some of which were severe [5]. In order to progress clinicians’ understanding, and evaluate the effects of different treatments – including newer, gene-based therapies – on patients’ quality of life, in 2010 the NIHR supported the Newcastle team to carry out a longer-term study.

Funded under the NIHR Research for Patient Benefit scheme, this study investigated which treatments offered the best patient outcomes, not only in terms of admissions to hospital and the need for surgery and multiple medications, but also in terms of patients’ wellbeing, mental health, and intelligence [2].

Drawing on clinical data from a national CGD patient registry [3], the research team identified 73 children living with CGD in the UK, and it recruited 59 of them to the study [6]. The team found that children who had not undergone bone marrow transplantation had poorer outcomes across a range of measures, including physical, emotional and social wellbeing. Whereas patients who had not had a transplant were admitted to hospital with a serious infection on average once every 3.5 years, post-transplant patients had no serious infections [6].

The study influenced practice by shaping international guidelines, with the European Society for Immunodeficiencies and European Group for Blood and Marrow Transplantation noting in 2011 the excellent outcomes after transplantation. Practice in the UK has also shifted to incorporate the findings of the research, with Great Ormond Street Hospital (the second of two specialist centres in the UK equipped to treat patients with CGD) also adopting a strategy of bone marrow transplantation [4].

Of the 36 children who received a transplant between 2008 and 2013, 32 are alive and cured of the disease. Based on the study results, the team have produced information and engagement materials, promoted via the UK CGD Society [4]. Through its support of research, the NIHR has contributed to impacts for the patients themselves and their families, both in the UK and globally, by advancing understanding and best practice in treating this rare but challenging disease.

Evidence


Original clinical description of what is now termed chronic granulomatous disease, highlighting its near-ubiquitous fatality when first encountered in the 1950s.

A description of the NIHR’s funding of CGD research via its Research for Patient Benefit scheme, including information on CGD’s prevalence in the UK population.


Descriptive epidemiological analysis of clinical features and outcomes of patients in the UK and Ireland with CGD enrolled in a patient registry that was established in 2000.


Research Excellence Framework case study detailing the wider impacts of the NIHR’s investment in CGD research.


The results of a retrospective case series analysis of 20 patients with CGD undergoing bone marrow transplantation at Northern Supra Regional HSCT (hematopoietic stem cell transplantation) Unit for Primary Immunodeficiency, Newcastle upon Tyne, between 1998 and 2007. The paper describes the success of the procedure in a majority of patients, as well as complications associated with transplants, and makes the case for early transplantation in patients with CGD.


The results of the NIHR-supported Research for Patient Benefit study, a retrospective case series analysis comparing outcomes in patients with CGD who received bone marrow transplants with outcomes in patients managed conservatively.
2.1.2. Providing better outcomes for patients with Bell’s Palsy through trials of steroids

Case study

In 2007, an NIHR-funded multicentre study led by the University of Dundee demonstrated that early treatment with steroids provides better outcomes for patients with Bell’s palsy (BP) than does treatment with antivirals. The study also showed the former to be more cost effective. These findings led to changes to guidelines on the treatment of BP and to prescribing practices, and impacted the wider body of research on BP.

Bell’s palsy is a form of temporary facial paralysis which can lead to persistent facial nerve malfunction and deformity. It affects between 12,400 and 24,800 people per year in the UK [1]. Prior to this study, which was funded by the NIHR Health Technology Assessment (HTA) programme using the Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD) (which, in turn, is partially funded by the NIHR), the aetiology of BP was unknown, and no best treatment was defined. Cochrane reviews published in 2002 [2] and 2004 [3] identified a need for more high-quality evidence to determine whether the condition should be managed through early treatment with steroids and/or antivirals, the latter of which are more expensive and had increasingly been prescribed in the absence of definitive guidance on treating BP.

This HTA-funded study was a national, acute, primary care trial which involved GPs from half of all Scottish practices. Other key design features included a primary outcome measure (complete recovery from BP at three and nine months) of relevance to policymakers as well as patients and clinicians, the reporting of adverse events, and the use of an intention-to-treat analysis.

The study found that early treatment with the steroid prednisolone led to significantly increased likelihood of full recovery at both three and nine months, while treatment with the antiviral aciclovir had little or no effect [4]. The study rejected the hypothesis that BP is caused by the effect of the herpes simplex virus on the facial nerve.

The study had a significant impact on clinical practice for the treatment of BP, as well as policy, health and economic impacts. Findings from the study have been incorporated into guidelines from clinicians produced by the NHS and in other countries including India, Spain and Ireland. These included guidance on avoiding unnecessary medication.

Actual changes in clinical decision-making were measured through an analysis of prescribing behaviour in 14,460 BP cases between 2001 and 2012 [5], using the CPRD database. The analysis showed that, following the publication of the trial in October 2007, there were increases of up to 70 per cent in prescription of prednisolone and reductions of up to 41 per cent in prescription of antivirals for BP patients. This impact on practice was associated with positive impacts on health, with a 36 per cent reduction in referrals to hospital of BP patients. The study found that 83 per cent of patients treated with prednisolone recovered normal facial function within three months, compared with 64 per cent of patients not treated with prednisolone [4]. Regarding economic impact, whereas treatment with antivirals involves the prescription of a relatively expensive drug or combination of drugs, treatment with steroids requires a GP to prescribe only a single, relatively inexpensive drug [6]. Hernández et al found that
treatment with prednisolone cost 6.5 per cent less than treatment without prednisolone, and that 12.8 per cent more patients were cured at nine months when treated with prednisolone [6].

The study also had an impact on the wider body of research on BP. The paper resulting from the study has featured in commentaries in major journals such as the Lancet, and as of October 2013 it had been cited 270 times [7]. Furthermore, based on the findings of the study, the Cochrane Collaboration identified a need for previous reviews of steroids and antivirals for BP to be updated, and the group responsible for the study is collaborating with colleagues in Chile to carry out this update [8][9]. The group has also been commissioned by the Cochrane Neuromuscular review group at King’s College London to produce a review of all interventions for BP [7]. Finally, the study has been recognised by the Royal College of General Practitioners, Academy of Medical Royal Colleges and Sense About Science as a ‘game changer in evidence based medicine’ due to its evidence-based approach to general practice [10].

Evidence

Webpage describing symptoms, causes and diagnosis of Bell’s Palsy.

Results of a systematic review of the evidence of the effect of steroid therapy in the recovery of patients with Bell’s Palsy.

Results of a literature review of the evidence of the effect of Aciclovir or similar agents for the treatment of Bell’s Palsy.

Results of a randomised controlled trial testing the effects of aciclovir used in combination or separately with oral prednisolone for the early treatment of Bell’s Palsy.

Results of a study measuring the incidence of Bell’s Palsy in the UK and the impact of clinical trials on the management of Bell’s Palsy.
2.1.3. Bringing more acceptable treatments into practice to treat child tooth cavities

Case study

NIHR-funded research has brought into dental practice certain treatments which are more acceptable to patients and clinicians than those already in use, as well as being more effective. A study conducted by the University of Dundee established the clinical effectiveness and acceptability (to both patients and clinicians) of the Hall technique, which provides for non-invasive treatment of decayed baby teeth. This study is also an example of NIHR-funded research overcoming barriers to generalisability and translation, as it conducted clinical trials in a primary care setting which had previously proved challenging.

Childhood experience of dental treatment is a significant factor in the development of dental anxiety [1], which can lead to avoidance of necessary dental treatment in later life [2]. The Hall technique enables minimally invasive management of dental decay in children by placing preformed metal crowns over teeth, thus avoiding injections and drilling. Prior to this study, challenges in conducting research in...
primary care presented barriers to the generalisability and translation of research on treatments such as the Hall Technique [3]. The study, funded through the NIHR Health Technology Assessment (HTA) programme, consisted of a split-mouth-designed trial, in which children were treated using both the Hall Technique and standard dental care.

The study produced positive findings in relation to both the effectiveness of the Hall technique and its acceptability to patients and clinicians [4]. Regarding the former, at two-year follow-up, the study found the Hall technique to be more effective than conventional dental fillings in preventing dental pain and infection in children [4]. This was confirmed at five-year follow-up, which found that the Hall technique was associated with reductions in pain, infection and the need for extractions under general anaesthetic compared to standard treatment [5]. The five-year follow-up also showed that the frequency of ‘major failures’ (irreversible pulpitis, loss of vitality, abscess or tooth unrestorable) was lower in the Hall Technique arm (2 per cent) than in the control arm (17 per cent) [5]. With regard to acceptability, the study found that the Hall technique was preferred to standard treatment by 72 per cent of children, 63 per cent of parents and 73 per cent of dentists [4]. Findings on both effectiveness and acceptability have been corroborated by two clinical audits of the Hall technique [6][7].

Findings from the study have had a significant impact in the UK and abroad - in clinical practice, in policy, in teaching and training, and on the body of research related to the Hall Technique. The Hall technique has been included in Scottish guidelines on the prevention and management of tooth decay in children [8], and in national guidelines for countries including New Zealand and Poland [3]. The trial’s results and the Hall technique’s inclusion in guidelines have been accompanied by an increase in uptake by clinicians. A survey of Scottish specialists following the trial found that 75 per cent were using the Hall technique, with 65 per cent identifying it as their preferred treatment for children with significant tooth decay [9]. A further study showed that the use of preformed metal crowns in Scotland increased from less than 600 in 2000-01 to more than 7,000 in 2011-12 [10]. Moreover, the fact that the Hall technique is now included in undergraduate curricula suggests that its uptake is likely to be sustained. Starting in 2008, the Technique is being taught in 15 out of 16 undergraduate dental schools in the UK and in all 18 dental therapy schools [11], and has been incorporated into a postgraduate training module as part of the NHS e-Den Project [12]. The impact of this change to dental training was demonstrated by a survey published in 2012, which found that half of postgraduate students identified the Hall technique as their preferred treatment of decay in children with dental anxiety [13].

The study’s impact on the body of research around the management of decay is evidenced by the Hall technique’s inclusion in an updated Cochrane review, which found significant advantages to the use of less invasive treatments such as the Hall technique [14]. An independent commentary on the Hall technique drew similar conclusions [11], while senior clinical teachers and clinical directors from outside the UK have visited Dundee Dental School to investigate the effects of adopting the technique [3]. The study has also contributed to driving research around minimally invasive dental treatments for children, some of which has been supported by the NIHR. The NIHR Health Technology Assessment programme provided funding for the original researchers to conduct further research on the Hall technique as part of the Fillings in Children’s Teeth; Indicated Or Not (FiCTION) project, which seeks to inform further best practice and shape policy on child dental care in the UK [15].
Evidence


Findings of a study examining different methods of anxiety management practised by general and paediatric dentists.


Published guidelines for the assessment of dental fear in general practice.


Research Excellence Framework case study which provides an evidence base for the Hall technique (a non-invasive treatment for decayed baby teeth).


Results of a randomised controlled trial on the acceptability and outcomes of the Hall technique, 23 months after treatment.


Results from a randomised controlled trial examining the results of the Hall technique five years after treatment, compared with clinical/radiographic failure rate of general dental practitioners.


Results of a study comparing outcomes of the Hall technique comparing with conventionally placed preformed metal crowns.


The findings of a study examining childhood awareness of rationale and acceptability of the use of fluoride varnish in the prevention of caries.

Report by the Scottish Dental Clinical Effectiveness Programme on the prevention and management of dental caries in children.


Results of a qualitative study examining the opinion and usage of the Hall technique amongst paediatric dental specialists based in Scotland.


Webpage detailing the Dental Informatics Programme, including programme summary and contact details.


Results of a randomised control trial investigating whether the use of the Hall techniques is an effective treatment option for children, compared to usual care, measured in terms of success, minor failure, or major failure.


Webpage describing the e-Den project.


A study by postgraduates in paediatric dentistry, of European Paediatric dentists, using an online questionnaire, comparing the management of carious primary molar teeth.


The findings of a National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Health Technology Assessment (HTA) commissioned study, examining the clinical and cost-effectiveness of restoration caries in primary teeth compared with no treatment.
2.1.4. Changing the use of genomic information in healthcare systems: the 100,000 Genomes Project

Case study

The 100,000 Genomes Project is a landmark commitment to harness the power of genetic information (one’s genome being the complete set of DNA contained within a cell’s nucleus) to enable more precise diagnoses of disease, more targeted and personalised treatments and new therapeutics and cures. Managed through a company wholly owned by the Department of Health, namely Genomics England Ltd, the 100,000 Genomes Project is an ambitious effort to change how the NHS delivers medicine in the 21st century [1]. Given the potential of the project to deliver new scientific insights, the NIHR has been a primary partner from its inception [2].

Seeking to involve participants who are most likely to benefit, the project set out to sequence the genomes of individuals from two principal groups: patients with rare inherited diseases, and those with cancer. The NIHR was involved in pilot projects to pump-prime activity in both of these areas [2].

For the rare disease pilot, the NIHR BioResource - Rare Diseases worked in partnership with Genomics England to recruit 2,000 people. The pilot aimed to obtain samples from family ‘triads’ – two parents and one affected child – to identify the genetic causes of rare disease [2]. In March 2015, the Centre for Life in Newcastle announced that two families had received a diagnosis that would not have been possible were it not for this project. One patient was found to have a rare genetic variant identified as the cause of a severe kidney condition. The discovery enabled his family members to be tested and, in the case of those carrying a similar variant, offered treatment to prevent or delay kidney damage. The other discovery – involving two brothers – identified a mutation as the cause of a muscle wasting disease [3]. In one of a number of news reports covering the announcement, one of the brothers said:

‘I wanted to be part of the 100,000 Genomes Project as it will help future generations in the long-term. It is great that research schemes such as this are being undertaken as it will enable experts to further understand rare diseases better’ [4].

In parallel, one of two cancer pilots involved a partnership with a series of six NIHR Biomedical Research Centres (BRCs) – the other being a partnership with Cancer Research UK. Its aim was to develop new standards for collecting the clinical and digital data that would underpin genomic studies of both cancerous and non-cancerous cells and tissues [2]. In August 2015, the NIHR BRC at the University of Oxford and Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust was the first to open recruitment to patients with cancer [5]. Less than two months later, Genomics England announced that they had sequenced over 5,000 genomes [6].

The 100,000 Genomes Project is currently well underway, sequencing around 100 genomes a day. With committed partnerships from the NIHR and other UK organisations at the cutting edge of modern biomedicine, this transformative programme stands to dramatically shift how genomic information is used in healthcare systems both in the UK and around the world.

Evidence

Summary information on the aims and supporting narrative underpinning the 100,000 Genomes Project, as well as its scope.


Full protocol detailing the three phases of the 100,000 Genomes Project planned to 2017, including information on how data will be used and shared, how participants will be involved, and aspects of the project’s governance and management.


Announcement of the first two diagnoses that the 100,000 Genomes Project enabled through its sequencing of families with rare diseases.


News coverage of the three men and their families who received a diagnosis of their disease, having volunteered for the 100,000 Genomes Project.


Announcement of the first cancer patients to be recruited to the 100,000 Genomes Project.


Announcement of progress in sequencing more than 5,000 genomes, with links to patient stories and a discussion of challenges encountered in the project thus far.

### 2.1.5. Ensuring that advanced methods of antenatal genetic testing are introduced with patients’ best interests at heart

**Case study**

Implementing a ‘breakthrough’ technology from the realm of experimentation into routine clinical practice requires clinicians to tread a careful path: guided not merely by what they can do, but what they ought to do, in the best interests of patients. Medical advances in understanding and manipulating the makeup of the human genome – as exemplified by the transformative nature of initiatives such as the 100,000 Genomes Project – are helping the NHS to usher in a new era of genomic medicine. However, to ensure an appropriate and acceptable use of genomic information in medical decision-making requires...
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a specific kind of patient-focused research. With funding from the NIHR’s Programme Grants for Applied Research, Professor Lyn Chitty at the University College London Institute of Child Health – via the Reliable Accurate Prenatal non-Invasive Diagnosis (RAPID) study – has established how clinicians ought best to use advanced genetic screening methods, to improve the safety of antenatal testing [1].

Professor Chitty’s work focuses on the use of genetic tests capable of detecting tiny quantities of fetal DNA present in a mother’s bloodstream, as a means to establish the presence or absence of disease in the unborn child. Importantly, non-invasive genetic testing of this kind poses no risk to the fetus – in contrast to amniocentesis, which is associated with a 1 in 100 chance of inducing miscarriage [2].

The NIHR’s funding enabled Professor Chitty and her team at UCL to establish stringent laboratory and clinical standards for two main types of non-invasive prenatal testing. The first looked at sex-linked disorders, such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy, and other single gene disorders such as certain causes of dwarfism [3]. As well as demonstrating the effectiveness of these new methods of testing, the research examined benefits and disadvantages as perceived by the patients themselves – both practical (such as avoiding miscarriage) and psychological (such as providing peace of mind) [4]. By ensuring both the feasibility and acceptability of the tests, Professor Chitty’s team was able to establish itself as the UK’s – and one of the world’s – first public service laboratories offering non-invasive testing of this kind in a routine clinical setting [2].

The second focus of Professor Chitty’s NIHR-funded work has been to determine whether non-invasive prenatal testing can be introduced as a method of screening for Down’s syndrome. In June 2015, she presented results from more than 2,500 women who had taken the test. Her team’s findings showed that non-invasive testing reduced the need for follow-on invasive tests, with women being positive about its potential. One woman classified as having a ‘high risk’ pregnancy said:

‘You get told 1 in 30 and although that sounds relatively high… we probably wouldn’t have done [invasive testing] because there’s a risk of miscarriage.... I think that we were very lucky. It’s enabled us to make an informed choice about what happens for the rest of our lives’ [5].

This research fed into a report for the UK National Screening Committee to support the introduction of non-invasive prenatal testing into the NHS pathway for Down’s syndrome [6] In January 2016, the committee recommended that these tests be introduced as a result of their ability to reduce the numbers of women needing unnecessary diagnostic tests that carry a risk of losing their baby [7].

Through its funding of careful, sensitive and compassionate programmes of research such as this, the NIHR is helping to ensure that breakthroughs in biomedical science are deployed appropriately for the benefit of patients throughout the NHS, and beyond.

Evidence


Details of the NIHR’s programme grant awarded to Professor Chitty’s research to develop non-invasive methods of prenatal diagnosis.
http://impact.ref.ac.uk/CaseStudies/CaseStudy.aspx?id=21969

REF impact case study detailing the course of Professor Chitty’s research and wider impacts of the NIHR’s funding.


Results of research examining fetal sex as determined by non-invasive methods in over 500 pregnancies, confirming its accuracy and efficiency.


Patients’ perceptions of non-invasive prenatal testing obtained via interviews with 38 women who had undergone such tests for determining the sex of their foetus.


Announcement of the results of Professor Chitty’s NIHR-funded programme grant to explore appropriate methods of introducing non-invasive prenatal diagnosis into the NHS.

http://legacy.screening.nhs.uk/policydb_download.php?doc=551

Report for the UK National Screening Committee synthesising findings of the NIHR-funded RAPID programme grant.


Recommendations of the UK National Screening Committee, including the phased introduction of non-invasive prenatal testing for fetal anomalies, such as Down’s syndrome.
2.1.6. Reducing the toxicity of treatments for patients with breast cancer with risk-adapted radiotherapy (TARGIT) following lumpectomy

Case Study
The NIHR’s Health Technology Assessment (HTA) programme supports research that brings innovative treatments into a clinical setting. The HTA-funded TARGIT-A and TARGIT-B trials build on existing studies (supported by funders including University College London Hospitals Trust and the Photoelectron Corporation) to demonstrate the effectiveness of more targeted radiotherapy to reduce the number of sessions and time required, provide safer treatment and deliver cost savings.

Following breast-conserving surgery, many patients are unable to attend clinics daily for 3 to 6 weeks to receive post-operative whole-breast radiotherapy. Without the option of radiotherapy to reduce the risk of recurrence of cancer, many patients (most commonly in developing countries, but also in Europe and the USA) often opt for mastectomy. Previous studies by a team at University College London developed the hypothesis that radiotherapy could be limited in select cases to the tumour bed where the majority of recurrences appear, leading to the development of TARGeted Intraoperative radioTherapy (TARGIT) technology [1][2].

Building on the initial research, the HTA programme provided funding to the UCL team to conduct clinical trials of the treatment. The HTA-funded TARGIT-A randomised controlled trial (RCT) compared single-dose TARGIT with the standard three- to six-week course of radiotherapy, finding TARGIT to be as effective as whole-breast radiotherapy in preventing recurrence of cancer [3]. The RCT also found non-breast cancer deaths (mainly from cardiovascular causes) to be significantly less frequent in TARGIT patients than in whole-breast radiotherapy patients [3]. The TARGIT-B trial has been launched with HTA funding to test the effect of TARGIT in young and high-risk patients.

The TARGIT-A trial was the first proof of principle of this type of treatment [4]. It has had a significant impact on clinical practice, accompanied by health, policy and economic impacts. Resulting changes to clinical practice mean that more than 200 breast cancer teams now use TARGIT and over 8,000 patients have received the treatment [4]. TARGIT’s worldwide uptake is evidenced by its inclusion in guidelines by the European Society of Breast Cancer Specialists [5], and the European Society of Medical Oncology (whose guidelines are also endorsed by the Japanese Society for Medical Oncology) [6] and in German national guidelines [7]. In the UK, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) is considering recommending the introduction of TARGIT in routine practice [8].

These guidelines are backed by a body of expert opinion supporting TARGIT. The Marmot committee, commissioned by the UK Department of Health and Cancer Research UK to report on the benefits and harms of breast cancer screening, reported that, in selected patients, the use of TARGIT instead of whole-breast radiotherapy has the potential to minimise side effects due to over-diagnosis and resultant overtreatment associated with mammographic screening [9]. In addition, in 2011, 52 experts at the St. Gallen International Breast Cancer Conference voted in favour of using intraoperative radiation in selected patients [10].

The adoption of TARGIT has resulted in improved patient outcomes As well as providing an alternative to mastectomy, the lower degree of toxicity of TARGIT compared with whole-breast radiotherapy means
that it results in fewer deaths; mortality from cardiovascular diseases and cancer among the 1,140 patients receiving TARGIT was 3.9 per cent, compared with 5.3 per cent among the 1,158 receiving whole-breast radiotherapy [4]. TARGIT has also received higher ratings than conventional radiotherapy for patient satisfaction and quality of life [4].

In addition to being an effective treatment, TARGIT has proved to be time- and cost-efficient due to the lower number of radiotherapy sessions required compared with conventional radiotherapy. TARGIT can be completed within 4 routine radiotherapy sessions, whereas conventional radiotherapy requires 30 sessions. Based on staff hours alone it is estimated that the NHS will save around £60 million per year [4].

Evidence


Pilot study with 25 patients followed up over 24 months reporting the findings of targeted intra-operative radiotherapy versus post-operative tumour bed-boost for the treatment of early breast cancer.


Peer-reviewed journal article describing the Targit study and the intraoperative technique to be tested with early breast cancer patients in a randomised control trial.


Results of the TARGIT trial which compared targeted intraoperative radiotherapy with the conventional policy of whole breast external beam radiotherapy for the treatment of breast cancer.


Research Excellence Framework case study reporting the results of targeted intraoperative radiotherapy for patients with early breast cancer, up to six weeks postoperative radiotherapy.


Recommendations published by the International Society of Geriatric Oncology and the European Society of Breast Cancer Specialists for the management of elderly patients with breast cancer.


Clinical practice guidelines published by the European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO) for the treatment and ongoing management of primary breast cancer.


National Guidelines for Germany recommending best practice for the diagnosis, treatment and aftercare of breast cancer, published for multiple disciplines.


Peer-reviewed journal article summarising the results of a randomised controlled trial (RCT) and providing evidence for the effectiveness of INTRABEAM Photon Radiosurgery System for the treatment of early or locally advanced breast cancer.


Letter from the Independent UK panel on Breast Cancer Screening in response to publication by Michael Baum justifying details published in an early report by the Panel.


Publication highlighting the key findings, evidence, and arguments from the St. Gallen International Expert Consensus, on how to treat early breast cancer.
2.1.7. Increasing the availability of psychological support for depression

Case study

NIHR funding has supported research into evidence-based approaches and improved access to mental health care. The Mood Disorders Centre (MDC) is a joint venture between the NHS and the University of Exeter and that has received funding from the NIHR, as well as from the Wellcome Trust, the Brain and Behaviour Research Foundation, and the Medical Research Council [1]. Three studies funded by the NIHR Health Technology Assessment (HTA) programme have formed part of the MDC’s contribution to developing an evidence base for approaches to treating depression, and translating that evidence into interventions and changes in practice.

Depression is the most frequent cause of disability worldwide [2]. NIHR-funded research by the MDC has had impact in 1) targeting treatment-resistant depression; 2) reducing vulnerability; and 3) improving access to effective psychological interventions. In the area of treatment-resistant depression, NIHR funding supported a large-scale randomised controlled trial (RCT) which confirmed the value of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) as a supplement to pharmacotherapy for treatment-resistant depression in primary care [3]. With the goal of reducing vulnerability, an HTA grant to the MDC funded the largest ever RCT of mindfulness-based CBT (MBCT), which uses meditational approaches to increase resilience. For the final objective (improving access), NIHR funding supported the Cost and Outcome of Behavioural Activation (COBRA) RCT which compares the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of two therapies namely, behavioural activation and CBT. This trial aims to determine whether behavioural activation offers a means of overcoming the limited availability of treatment for many patients due because it is delivered by less expensive healthcare professionals than CBT.

The MDC’s NIHR-funded research, both in itself and as part of the centre’s overall body of research, has had significant impacts on policy and practice, as well as societal impacts [1]. The ongoing COBRA trial addresses a call from the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) for research into behavioural activation, and it is therefore expected to follow previous MDC studies in shaping NICE guidance on MBCT [1]. The MBCT research demonstrating the value of the treatment, including the NIHR funded RCT, has brought about changes to practice, through service provision, including the local Primary Care Trust’s commissioning of a treatment clinic providing MBCT in Exeter [1]. The same research has also informed the implementation of MBCT through the resultant guidance resources [1], which were downloaded 700 times in the first three months following their publication online [1].

The MDC’s MBCT work has also been incorporated into evidence-based training for healthcare professionals, including MSc training in MBCT at the University of Exeter [1]. By driving these evidence-based changes into practice, service provision and training, the MDC’s work (including its NIHR HTA-funded studies) has led to improved care for patients. More than 2,400 patients in Devon have been treated by the MDC, of whom half were treated at the MDC clinic and half were treated as part of trials [1].

In addition to clinical impacts, the MDC’s overall body of work has achieved a broader societal impact and choice for patients by raising awareness of treatment options for depression through coverage in mainstream media. These media sources include The Daily Telegraph, Daily Mail, The Herald, the BBC
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News website, Radio 4, the BBC World Service, Metro, Irish Independent, New Scientist, and The Guardian [1].

Evidence
Research Excellence Framework Study: Mood Disorders Centre.
World Federation for Mental Health document on depression.
Abstract for the journal article, The implementation of mindfulness-based cognitive therapy in the UK Health Service.
NICE guidelines on the treatment and management of depression in adults.

2.1.8. Harnessing advances in nanotechnology to produce nanocomposite materials for ‘smart’ organ scaffolds

Case study
The NIHR funds research that translates novel technologies into innovative treatments. Researchers at University College London’s Centre for Nanotechnology and Regenerative Medicine, funded in part by the NIHR’s New and Emerging Applications of Technology (NEAT) programme, have developed nanocomposite biomaterials and used them to manufacture fully synthetic human organs, leading to improved patient outcomes from transplants [1][2]. This study is also an example of NIHR-supported research being commercialised, as two spinout companies have been created to market the technology (for further examples of this, see chapter 8).

Conventional organ transplant methods are associated with a number of difficulties, such as a lack of available donor organs and undesirable patient outcomes including the need for immunosuppressive drugs to prevent rejection [3]. Research led by Professor Alexander Seifalian, and funded in part by the NIHR, was driven by the development of two novel non-biodegradable and bioabsorbable nanocomposite polymers, which further research showed to be suitable materials for organ regeneration scaffolds that can be used to grow new tissue [1][4]. The research team built on these findings to manufacture scaffolds from the nanocomposite polymer, which were functionalised with proteins and peptides and/or seeded...
with stem cells. Further research led to the development of ‘smart’ scaffolds to regenerate a variety of organs and tissues, including in paediatric patients. The combined result of this research was the capability to manufacture synthetic organs tailored to individual patients using CT scans of their native organs.

This research has had an impact on clinical practice, along with associated health and commercial impacts. Most notably, the research brought the first fully synthetic organ into a clinical setting, providing the world’s first synthetic trachea to be implanted into a patient in 2011 [2]. The implant procedure was made easier by the use of CT scans to model the synthetic organ on the patient’s own trachea. Moreover, the use of the patient’s own stem cells for the implant removed the need for the patient to take immunosuppressive drugs as would have been required with a conventional transplant. The success of the implant has had an impact on longer-term patient outcomes, with the implanted trachea functioning well more than two years after the procedure [3]. A professor of laryngology at the Royal Throat, Nose and Ear Hospital reported that ‘This is the first time that a trachea made from a synthetic scaffold (here repopulated using stem cells), has preserved life and quality of life for longer than a few months’ [3]. The successful implant addresses a clear clinical need: because tracheal tumours are generally too large to be surgically resected by the time of diagnosis, there is a requirement for effective alternatives.

Furthermore, this research has implications for the development of synthetic organs more broadly, which have the potential to have a significant positive impact on a number of areas where current treatments are inadequate. One example is Professor Seifalian’s team using its platform nanotechnology in the development of the first synthetic tear ducts, now implanted into five patients. This has important consequences for patient outcomes, as patients whose tear ducts have been removed (for example due to cancer) would suffer from constantly watering eyes if not treated, and previous treatments had poor clinical outcomes. In contrast, the surgeon who implanted the tear ducts developed by Professor Seifalian’s team reported positive results following the procedure [5].

This positive impact on outcomes reflects the wider impact of this research. The development of fully synthetic organs and tissue allows clinical practice to overcome a number of the difficulties associated with conventional treatments, including the issue of availability of donor organs [3]. The use of patients’ own stem cells addresses the risk in conventional transplants of a harmful immune system response in the recipient due to donor cells not being completely removed from the organ [3].

The UCL team’s research has also had commercial impact, having led to more than 10 patents. Two spinout companies have been established to commercialise the use of the nanomaterials developed. Belsize Polymer (listed as dissolved as of 2015 [6]) was set up in 2013 to take forward clinical trials and commercialisation of synthetic organs, and SmartTech, a joint venture with Pharmidex and Flexicare Medical, was established in 2013 to commercialise the use of the UCL team’s nanomaterials for nerve regeneration and stents [3].

Evidence


An article about the development of nanocomposite biomaterials.


An academic article about the application of the material in a health context (synthetic trachea).


Article that corroborates the use of POSS-PCU in synthetic lacrimal duct surgery and the benefits to patients.


Details on Companies House webpage describing Belsize Polymer company details (now dissolved.)

2.1.9. Improving the precision of real-time diagnoses by using advanced technologies

Case study

The MRC-NIHR National Phenome Centre which is a partnership between the NIHR, the Medical Research Council (MRC), and academic partners Imperial College London and King’s College London, is opening a new chapter in analytical chemistry. Adapting cutting-edge technology for use in a hospital environment, the Phenome Centre is developing advanced ways to detect the hallmarks of disease [1].

The advanced equipment that makes up the Phenome Centre’s state-of-the-art analytical laboratory, a suite of mass spectrometry and nuclear magnetic spectroscopy machines, was initially acquired to carry out rapid drug testing of athletes at the 2012 Olympic Games. Alongside funding from a number of industry partners and the EU, funding from the MRC/NIHR provided the means to repurpose this equipment to test blood and other human samples for signature biochemical markers. In this way, the centre provides a population-wide phenotyping service (one’s ‘phenome’ being the sum of observable
characteristics of a cell, tissue, or individual) able to analyse up to 100,000 samples per year, and ten tests per sample [1].

An example of one of the areas in which the Phenome Centre is breaking new ground comes from its pilot of an intelligent knife – or ‘iKnife’ – that can provide near-real-time information on the biological makeup of tissue, as it cuts. The NIHR Biomedical Research Centre (BRC) at Imperial had originally funded Professor Jeremy Nicholson, the centre’s director, and Lord Ara Darzi, to work on a prototype iKnife device.

They recruited Professor Zoltan Takáts to the Imperial team and the collaboration proved productive. In 2013, they published results of their efforts to use the iKnife as a means to improve cancer surgery. Their aim was to identify whether tissue was cancerous by using the signature molecules given off by the electrosurgical scalpel, in real time, while patients underwent surgery to have a solid tumour removed.

When compared with the results of traditional pathology tissue testing, the iKnife correctly identified the histological diagnosis in 100 per cent of samples from 81 patients. By analysing the unique molecular profiles of the different tissues, the iKnife also provided additional biochemical information on the types of cancer present [3].

Applying this technology, the team are conducting further trials to develop the iKnife as a means to improve the accuracy of surgery [4]. In the case of cancer surgery, their ambition would be to circumvent the need either to remove excess healthy tissue surrounding the tumour, or send tissue samples for pathology testing to identify the persistence of cancerous cells while patients remain under anaesthetic [5].

By integrating analytical specialists within facilities that house the latest technological equipment, and bringing this to within the access of leading clinical facilities, the NIHR is helping to drive advances in diagnostics, and better inform treatment decisions, at the cutting edge of modern medicine.

Evidence


Article tracing the recent history of the MRC-NIHR National Phenome Centre as part of a series entitled Pioneers of Precision Medicine.


Description of the use of rapid evaporative ionization mass spectrometry (REIMS) as a technique to couple electrosurgical cutting of tissue with real-time analysis to determine its biological properties.
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Publication of initial results from the use of the iKnife as a means to differentiate between cancerous and non-cancerous tissue when compared with histological analysis of samples from 81 patients undergoing surgery for tumour resection.


News of the Waters Corporation’s acquisition of iKnife to develop the technology for clinical use.


News of the Imperial team’s initial testing of the iKnife in 81 patients undergoing cancer surgery.

2.1.10. Challenging ‘breakthrough’ status to determine the most cost-effective drugs to treat schizophrenia

Case study

Breakthroughs in medical healthcare do not only take place through a process of developing new and better drugs, devices and diagnostics. There are times when it is equally, if not more, important to evaluate whether existing therapies would be better applied or made more readily available to patients, as medical knowledge advances. The largest of the NIHR’s research funding streams, its Heath Technology Assessment (HTA) programme, plays an important role in gathering and making available evidence on the cost-effectiveness of different therapies. In a landmark trial supported by this programme, researchers at the University of Manchester helped to demonstrate that a new generation of antipsychotic drugs to treat schizophrenia were not as effective under ‘real life’ clinical conditions as practitioners had been informed.

The history of this trial dates back to the introduction of a class of antipsychotic drugs in the 1990s, hailed at the time as the first major advance in therapeutics for schizophrenia in 40 years. Limited evidence underpinning a number of the claims of these drugs’ superiority – in particular given their significantly higher price – had placed healthcare policymakers, who were working in a climate of ever-increasing mental healthcare costs, in a difficult position [3].

The Manchester team therefore set about to test whether the use of the newer ‘second-generation’ antipsychotic drugs was associated with improved quality of life, when compared with the older ‘first generation’ therapies. The team did this via a pragmatic trial – one mimicking routine clinical practice as far as practical under controlled conditions.

The trial concluded that the older drugs were as clinically effective as the newer drugs, with comparable side effects [2]. Patients reported no preference for either class of drug [2]. Importantly, the team found the older drugs to be far more cost-effective, priced at between 20 to 30 times cheaper than their more recent counterparts [1].
The findings surprised even the trial team themselves, who were quoted on the front page of the Washington Post as saying they were 'so certain they would find exactly the opposite that they went back to make sure the research data had not been recorded backward.' Nevertheless, the team’s conclusions proved valid and have since been incorporated into treatment guidelines in the UK, United States, and Canada – where audits of prescribing practices showed a measurable impact on the rates of clinicians prescribing second generation vs. first generation antipsychotics [4].

With further support from the NIHR under its Research for Patient Benefit (RfPB) programme, the Manchester team went on to demonstrate real savings of approximately £200,000 from encouraging clinicians in Bury Primary Care Trust to change their prescribing practices in line with the revised guideline recommendations [4].

While the nuances of applying evidence-based medicine are complex and the application is highly specialised, the NIHR’s support of this kind of pragmatic cost-effectiveness research plays a vital role in providing evidence for the allocation of increasingly scarce resources in the NHS. By appropriately and methodically challenging the claims of ‘breakthrough’ status in the case of second-generation antipsychotics – asking, as one researcher put it, 'how an entire medical field could have been misled' – this work has brought about significant cost savings, reducing the burden of paying for expensive and questionably effective drugs in a resource-constrained healthcare system [4].

Evidence


Results of a cost-effectiveness analysis, subsequent to the principal publication of the CUtLASS trial results by the Manchester team.


Results of the pragmatic CUtLASS randomised controlled trial, undertaken by the Manchester team to compare the effectiveness of first- versus second-generation antipsychotics.


An editorial providing further historical context for, and implications of, the CUtLASS trial.


REF case study detailing the wider impacts of the CUtLASS trial on policy and practice.

Media commentary around the time of publication of the CUtLASS trial, providing reactions from the medical and pharmaceutical communities.
3. Supporting the nation to deliver world-leading research with global impact

3.1. Summary


NIHR sets a standard for high-quality research that improves global healthcare. The evidence that it generates drives international advances, establishes medical best practice and ensures global preparedness against disease.

NIHR contributes to breakthrough discoveries with international impact. For example:

- More than 1 million people worldwide who would otherwise die each year from traumatic injury stand to benefit from NIHR-funded research into the novel, off-label use of a drug, tranexamic acid, that has been shown to significantly reduce the risk of bleeding to death if administered within the first three hours of trauma.

- More than 1,700 healthcare organisations worldwide are using the WHO’s Surgical Safety Checklist, a tool that significantly reduces post-operative complications and that was developed from a series of indicators informed by NIHR-funded research into patient safety.

- Hundreds fewer people are at risk of fatal poisoning following the withdrawal of co-proxamol in the UK, other EU member states and a number of other countries on the basis of findings from NIHR-backed studies.

NIHR provides researchers with the means to draw together and apply evidence of international best practice. NIHR-funded programmes of patient, and patient-focused, research are improving lives and patient safety worldwide:

- The 1 in 600 babies born each year in the UK with cleft lip and palate will benefit from more equitable and better quality surgery, following NIHR’s investment in research on centralising cleft services in fewer specialist centres. As a result, the clinical infrastructure is now in place to support national and international trials of new approaches in order to improve cleft care.

- Children with eczema now receive therapies based on internationally validated guidelines, with standardised methods to self-report their responses to treatment feeding into a global resource of clinical trials.

- Stroke survivors have access to advanced assistive technologies to support one-to-one rehabilitation, which are being put into practice as part of an internationally relevant programme of research that has trained more than 2,500 therapists.
• Elderly people with dementia will receive a more personalised approach to their care, via an NIHR programme on the impact of behavioural – as opposed to solely pharmacological – interventions.

• Artificial knee joints produced by foreign manufacturers are being tested to strict quality standards, using advanced bioengineering simulators. These devices are being manufactured and trialled as part of a collaboration involving the Leeds NIHR Musculoskeletal Biomedical Research Unit.

NIHR also undertakes research which impacts on global health, for example, within its Biomedical Research Centres and within NIHR centres dedicated to patient safety research, as shown by the following examples:

• NIHR is protecting patients’ and communities’ rights, working to safeguard all participants in research by improving international ethical standards designed to ensure appropriate consent mechanisms and minimise the risk of creating inequalities.

• NIHR is playing a part in trials of candidate vaccines for Ebola through its support of the Oxford Biomedical Research Centre, which is part of a study enrolling more than 500 participants in vaccine trials in Europe and Africa.

3.1.1. Minimising human factor errors with a surgical checklist to improve the safety of operations

Case study

NIHR research has played a pivotal role in efforts to try to understand and adapt to human factors that affect clinical performance and patient safety. To drive improvements in this area, in 2007, the NIHR provided funding for two centres that would be dedicated to a process of delivering real benefits for patients, via research into such safety issues such as prescription errors, misdiagnoses and accidents during surgery [3].

One of these two NIHR-funded Patient Safety Translational Research Centres is based at Imperial College London. Led by Professor Lord Ara Darzi, the centre has received over £12.5 million in funding from the NIHR, and has pioneered an intervention that has led to significant impacts on global health. The Imperial team investigated factors relating to human behaviour, team skills, and the surgical environment in the operating theatre, in order to determine their contribution to errors in surgical performance and procedures. Feeding in their findings via their participation in the World Health Organisation (WHO)’s Safe Surgery Saves Lives working group, the team developed a series of evidence based indicators which forms the basis of the WHO Surgical Safety Checklist [1].

The team went on to lead an international pilot evaluation of the checklist, which demonstrated a reduction in patient mortality following major operations (1.5% to 0.8%) and inpatient complications (11% to 7%) when the checklist was in use. Further benefits included higher teamwork and surgical teams’ improved compliance with standard care processes [1]. The NIHR-funded Imperial centre played a key role in these and further evaluations, providing an academic base and facilities for multidisciplinary research and innovations for safer healthcare.
In 2009, use of the checklist was mandated throughout the NHS [5]. As part of a national ‘Patient Safety First’ campaign to determine its effectiveness, the NIHR supported a survey of 19 hospitals and 3,000 NHS personnel [2]. Collecting data from nearly 7,000 patients, the study found significant reductions in post-operative complications associated with use of the checklist, in particular when all three sections of the checklist were completed in full [4]. The checklist was used in over 96 per cent of operations, with a rising majority of operating staff both wanting to use the checklist and believing that it made surgery safer [4].

The NIHR’s support of research to develop and implement use of the checklist across the NHS is having an impact on 4.6 million patients undergoing surgery annually in England alone. Worldwide, these figures scale up to an estimated quarter of a billion patients undergoing surgery each year. With the checklist in use in more than 1,700 healthcare organisations around the globe (a number still rising), the international impacts of the NIHR’s efforts to improve patient safety are having a significant effect on patients’ lives [1].

Evidence

REF case study describing research at the Imperial Patient Safety Translational Research Centre and its contribution to the WHO Surgical Safety Checklist, with information on the checklist’s uptake and global impacts.

Report including data from the NIHR-supported evaluation of the checklist, specifically views from NHS personnel around its use.

Information on the two Patient Safety Translational Research Centres supported by the NIHR, with an overview of their remit and funding agreed from August 2012.

Results of a longitudinal study of 6,714 patients at 5 academic and community hospitals, to evaluate how use of the checklist impacted on clinical outcomes.

Patient safety alert to healthcare organisations, requiring use of checklist in any operating theatre environment, along with materials to encourage its effective implementation.
3.1.2. Making the best of an old drug: how tranexamic acid is saving lives around the world

Case study

Identifying gaps in the evidence base underpinning medical treatments can sometimes lead to significant breakthroughs that go on to have profound global impacts. As part of its remit to evaluate both the effectiveness and the affordability of drugs being used in the NHS, the NIHR’s Health Technology Assessment programme supported a trial based around a question of how an existing blood clotting agent might be used to help blood loss from trauma, which is a major cause of death around the world.

The Clinical Randomisation of an Antifibrinolytic in Significant Haemorrhage (CRASH-2) trial was a randomised controlled trial undertaken in 274 hospitals in 40 countries, bringing together commercial, charitable and public funding to investigate the role of an out-of-patent (‘generic’) drug, tranexamic acid, in preventing uncontrolled bleeding in trauma patients. The trial was designed to make use of an existing network of researchers and doctors with an interest in trauma, specifically following a Cochrane review of the use of drugs such as tranexamic acid, which found limited evidence to support their use in such circumstances [1].

With the support and early involvement of patient and practitioner groups across the globe, the trial recruited more than 20,000 participants [1]. It demonstrated that tranexamic acid significantly reduced the risk of patients bleeding to death (by 14%) if administered within the first three hours of trauma [2].

The trial team went to significant efforts to engage practitioners around the results of their work. As part of an independent evaluation of the trial process, they noted the challenges of having only limited resources available for engagement, given the lack of an obvious industry partner as a result of the drug being out of patent and therefore on the market in an inexpensive form [1]. That said, the team deployed novel communications channels, including a cartoon, songs and a comic, and the study’s results went on to receive widespread coverage, including pickup from international media [3].

In part due to their involvement in the trial itself, the UK military swiftly began using tranexamic acid to treat wounded soldiers in the field [4]. In parallel, evidence of the drug’s cost-effectiveness [5] was deemed sufficiently compelling that in 2010 the World Health Organisation (WHO) included it on their essential medicines list [6]. Shortly after this in 2011, British Armed Forces protocols [7] and Cochrane Review guidelines [8] incorporated the use of tranexamic acid as a means to reduce trauma mortality rates. In 2012, the UK’s National Institute for Health and Care Excellence released its first ever evidence summary for an off-label drug to encourage wider use of tranexamic acid following trauma [9].

As a result of its significant investment in the novel use of an old drug, and its efforts to implement its use in acute settings – such as by ambulance crews and emergency departments in the south west of England [10] – the NIHR supported deployment of a therapy that stands to benefit over a million people worldwide each year who would otherwise die from traumatic bleeding [2]. Current uses of tranexamic acid now range from parachute regiments, [11] through to paramedics [12] and paediatricians [13]. Over 75 per cent of trauma victims in the UK receive treatment with tranexamic acid [4]. With the capacity to save 100,000 lives a year, the worldwide net health benefit of the global use of tranexamic acid is estimated to be worth £26 billion [14].
Evidence


RAND Europe’s independent evaluation of the impacts of the Health Technology Assessment programme, with detailed case study write-ups of specific HTA-funded initiatives, including the CRASH-2 trial.


Findings of the CRASH-2 trial, conducted across 40 countries, noting the effectiveness of tranexamic acid in reducing the risk of death by bleeding in trauma patients.

[3] Research Excellence Framework. 2014. Identifying and promoting a new trauma treatment which could save over 100,000 lives a year. [Case study 41458.] As of 5 May 2016: http://impact.ref.ac.uk/CaseStudies/CaseStudy.aspx?Id=41458

REF case study detailing impacts of the CRASH-2 trial, in particular. Evidence of the trial team’s efforts to undertake innovative engagement activities to promote the study’s findings.


PRiSM’s independent evaluation of the economic returns from the HTA programme, with case study write-ups of specific HTA-funded initiatives, including the CRASH-2 trial.


Sub-analysis of the CRASH-2 trial results, demonstrating the cost-effectiveness of tranexamic acid when used to treat trauma in low-, middle and high-income settings.


Application on the use of tranexamic acid in trauma, prepared for the WHO’s 18th Expert Committee on the Selection and Use of Essential Medicines.


Proposal for a revision of Tactical Field Care and Tactical Evaluation Care guideline to incorporate use of tranexamic acid for trauma.
Cochrane collaboration systematic review quantifying the effects of antifibrinolytic drugs on mortality, vascular occlusive events, surgical intervention and receipt of blood transfusion after acute traumatic injury. This review recommended use of tranexamic acid to reduce mortality in bleeding trauma patients without increasing the risk of adverse events.


First evidence summary of an unlicensed or off-label use of a medicine considered of significance to the NHS, to support the use of tranexamic acid for trauma, in the absence of a licensed alternative.


The NIHR’s Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research South West Peninsula’s role in implementing the use of tranexamic acid in acute care settings in partnership with local NHS teams and the South Western Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust.


Results of a retrospective observational study investigating the effects of different clotting agents on the survival in combat-injured patients, conducted by a research group including members of the NIHR New Queen Elizabeth Hospital in Birmingham and 144 Parachute Medical Squadron, 16 (Air Assault) Medical Regiment, Colchester.


National clinical practice guidelines based on current best evidence for the provision of ambulance services.


Guidelines from the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health on the use of tranexamic acid.

Research Excellence Framework case study detailing wider impacts on policy and practice following from the CRASH-2 trial.

3.1.3. Expediting trials of Ebola vaccines through the early stages of research

Case study

The Ebola virus epidemic that emerged in Guinea in December 2013 has, to date, infected more than 28,000 people and killed more than 11,000 [1]. Although the World Health Organisation (WHO) declared a number of the worst-affected countries virus-free by the end of 2015, flare-ups continue to occur. In these cases, having an effective Ebola vaccine is crucial to confine the spread of the virus and protect those who have come into contact with infected people [2]. Research can aid in efforts to speed up the development of new vaccines and prevent the devastating impact of this current epidemic and future outbreaks of Ebola virus [3].

This most recent Ebola outbreak posed an unprecedented challenge for patients and healthcare systems around the globe. Reviewing the UK’s preparedness for such emergencies, a recent report from the UK House of Commons Science and Technology Select Committee spoke of ‘a long-term market failure to invest in interventions for rare but potentially catastrophic epidemics’ [4]. Despite this, there remains no approved vaccine for Ebola virus, and global experts are still calling for intensified research to prevent the next epidemic [5]. In November 2014, the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI), Europe’s largest public-private collaboration for the development of medicines for patients, launched a €280 million programme to speed up the progress of research around a vaccine for Ebola [6].

One project to receive funding from the IMI was a collaborative group led by the French Institute of Health and Medical Research (INSERM) who are project coordinators, and including doctors and scientists in the Oxford Vaccine Group, as well as London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Le Centre Muraz, Inserm Transfert (IT), and the Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies of Johnson & Johnson [3]. The Oxford site of the study will aim to recruit healthy volunteers from across the UK. The Oxford study is supported by the NIHR Oxford Biomedical Research Centre (BRC), a partnership between the University of Oxford and Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust [3].

Within six months of IMI’s funding announcement, the EBOVAC programme had begun recruiting patients to one of a series of trials to test a new ‘prime boost’ vaccine. This method of vaccination, using the vaccine Ad26.ZEBO, is designed to offer long-lasting immunity to the virus [3]. To speed up the research process, constituent studies within the EBOVAC programme are running in parallel – with phase 1, 2 and 3 trials all planned concurrently [7]. As of March 2016, more than 350 subjects had been recruited to the trial in Europe, with a further 130 of more than 1,000 intended subjects have been recruited in Africa [8].

It is clear that in order for health workers in affected areas to mobilise an appropriate response to the next Ebola outbreak, trials of candidate vaccines must have progressed to a point where they can be deployed without delay in the event of an epidemic [5]. Encouraging evidence of the success of this unorthodox parallel trials approach comes from a WHO-sponsored multilateral effort to trial a different vaccine
(rVSV-ZEBOV) in August 2015. That trial reported 100 per cent efficacy amongst more than 7,600 people in Guinea [9].

Through its provision of infrastructure to support these trials, the NIHR is helping to ensure that important research into Ebola continues at a pace that will ensure greater preparedness for this lethal disease.

Evidence


The World Health Organization’s situation report detailing numbers of confirmed, probable and suspected cases of Ebola virus disease worldwide.


News article describing the WHO’s ongoing role in containing outbreaks of Ebola virus and the role of vaccines in preventing its spread.


Press release from the University of Oxford noting the NIHR’s role in fast-tracking trials of a vaccine for Ebola virus.

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmselect/cmsctech/469/469.pdf

Report reviewing the UK’s response to the Ebola crisis, providing recommendations for improved future responses to epidemics, such as calls for the government to publish an emerging infectious disease strategy to maximise the impact of public and private investment in research and development in this area.


Article by Professor Peter Piot, who co-discovered the Ebola virus in 1976, describing the continuing urgency of challenges posed by the most recent outbreak in West Africa.


Press release detailing aims and ambitions of IMI’s multimillion-Euro call for proposals in Ebola research.


Information from the EBOVAC team on the series of trials currently underway to develop the Ad26.ZEBOV ‘prime boost’ Ebola vaccine.

e-Newsletter from the EBOVAC2 trial, updating on progress with patient recruitment and other milestones, as one of a series of constituent trials in the EBOVAC programme.


Results of a cluster-randomised, ‘ring vaccination’ trial of the rVSV-ZEBOV vaccine among 7,651 subjects in Guinea.

3.1.4. Protecting patients’ and communities’ rights when taking part in research trials

Case study

Over the past five years, more than three million people in the UK took part in high quality research, with support from the NIHR’s Clinical Research Networks [1]. Ensuring that research subjects are afforded appropriate practical and ethical protections, while maintaining their participation throughout the duration of a trial, is a major challenge [2]. Since 2008, the NIHR Biomedical Research Centre (BRC) at University College London (UCL)/UCL Hospitals (UCLH) has been supporting Dr Sarah Edwards’s work into research ethics and governance. This work has fed into important international consensus statements regarding research subjects’ rights to withdraw from trials, as well as the ethics of conducting particular forms of trials increasingly deployed in resource-poor contexts [3].

An early strand of Dr Edwards’s NIHR-funded research examined the concept of introducing a contract for participants taking part in studies. This put forward the notion of subjects consenting to explicit terms that would qualify the consequences of their withdrawing from a study, as a means to improve both retention rates and the mutual responsibility between researchers and participants [4]. Based on this and further studies of participants’ views around withdrawing from trials [5], Dr Edwards was invited to draft a number of clauses for a revision of the Declaration of Helsinki [3]. This statement acts as the most authoritative international guidance for human research ethics, and forms part of EU and UK regulations for trials involving medicinal products [6].

Dr Edwards’s research also investigated the ethical issues surrounding cluster randomised controlled trials (RCTs) – where groups of subjects, as opposed to individuals, are randomly assigned to receive interventions. The research argued that researchers conducting cluster RCTs ought to employ modified design strategies to minimise the risk of creating inequalities (health, economic or social) among different groups participating in the trial [7]. Later work set out the cases – such as epidemics or other public health emergencies – where cluster RCTs could provide a way to gather meaningful scientific data, while managing the spread of disease [8].
This work fed directly into international recommendations on the ethics of conducting cluster RCTs known as the Ottawa Statement [9]. Subsequent policy impacts of this work include impacts on the Food and Drug Administration and the Department of Health and Human Sciences in the USA, who incorporated these guidelines into their regulations for how to conduct cluster RCTs. In addition, the World Health Organisation cited Dr Edwards’s recommendations in support of their guidelines on patient safety research, noting the particular vulnerability of patients in resource-poor settings to increased risks of inequalities, when considering cluster trial designs [3].

Dr Edwards’s work has gone on to directly impact resource-poor communities, feeding into the design of a model strategy to improve women’s and children’s health, as part of a cluster RCT carried out in the slums in Mumbai, India [10]. In supporting Dr Edwards’s leadership role, the NIHR is contributing to work that is safeguarding the design of research, to benefit both participants in and the wider beneficiaries of trials taking place across the UK, and around the world.

Evidence


Information on the NIHR Clinical Research Network’s support of clinical research within the UK.


Paper examining the consequences of participants dropping out of clinical trials and the impact of this on data collection and the progress of research.


Research Excellence Framework impact case study describing Dr Edwards’s research into the ethics of clinical trials, with details of how international bodies have adopted this work into research governance standards to protect patients’ interests.


Article proposing the concept of ‘informed withdrawal’ as means to improve clinical trial retention rates.


Study of the importance of patients’ views around the right to withdraw from a trial of reconstructive breast surgery, and the circumstances under which they would exercise that right.
3.1.5. Placing people at the heart of more effective interventions for dementia

Case study

Dementia is a rapidly growing international problem, with the Global Observatory for Ageing and Dementia Care predicting that the number of people with dementia worldwide will rise from 36 million in 2010 to 115 million in 2050 [1]. When compared to research into cancer or heart disease, dementia research has received a less than proportionate share of public investment, given the increasing burden of this disease [1]. Referring to a growing ‘national crisis’, in 2012, UK Prime Minister David Cameron launched the National Dementia Challenge [2]. The NIHR is playing a leading role in addressing this challenge, by investing in dedicated efforts such as the Dementia Translational Research Collaboration, and with the appointment of Martin Rosser as the National Director for Dementia Research [2]. The NIHR’s investments in specific areas of dementia research – in particular the challenge of basing dementia care around the experiences and needs of patients themselves – are providing a model for international best practice in this complex and urgent area.
Since 2007, the NIHR has funded a series of research studies at the School of Dementia Studies at the University of Bradford (formerly the Bradford Dementia Group), the University of Hull, and other collaborating NHS partners in the Yorkshire and Humber region [3]. Much of this group’s work builds on the concept of ‘person-centred care’, initially developed by Bradford Professor Tom Kitwood, which aims: ‘to ensure well-being, achieved by affirming personhood, meeting people’s psychological needs and understanding their perspective’ [3].

Part of the challenge of re-aligning dementia care away from a focus on ‘the disease’, and towards a focus on ‘the person’, was having a means to understand and record dementia patients’ experiences of their own care. The Bradford team and its collaborators developed a method called dementia care mapping (DCM) – that provides a common framework to assess and improve upon the quality of person-centred care. This in turn has acted as a catalyst to improve the quality of life for people with dementia [3].

Through its wide-ranging funding, the NIHR is contributing to an internationally-relevant evidence base that supports carers using such methods as DCM. Since 2008, the Bradford team have trained more than 3,000 practitioners internationally in person-centred care approaches, contracting with more than 10 international organisations in a number of countries [3]. A randomised controlled trial of this approach in Australia demonstrated decreased falls and agitation amongst care home residents [4]. Similar trials are taking place in Netherlands [5] and, with further NIHR funding, in the UK [6].

A recent evaluation of the dementia research landscape, conducted by RAND Europe, highlighted the UK’s global strength in person-centred approaches to dementia care. One interviewee noted:

…”in psychosocial research that’s been talked about at the current initiative of the World Dementia Research Council, the UK has been very much in the lead’ [1].

By drawing together experts including physicians, mental health specialists, therapists, and care home staff, and placing the person at the centre of behavioural, rather than solely pharmacological, interventions, the NIHR and its commitment to dementia research is setting a leading example for practitioners and researchers around the globe.

Evidence


Evaluation commissioned by the Alzheimer’s Society to analyse the UK’s dementia research landscape and workforce capacity and inform funding and capacity-building efforts in dementia research.


Government announcement of measures aimed at making the UK a world leader in dementia care and research.
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Research Excellence Framework case study detailing the NIHR’s support of research into person-centred care at the University of Bradford and collaborating partners, providing details of the international relevance and impact of this work.


Australian RCT of person-centred care and dementia care mapping in 15 care sites with 289 residents, demonstrating its capacity to reduce agitation in people with dementia.


Design of a cluster RCT of dementia care mapping as a means to improve person-centred care in the Netherlands.


Ongoing NIHR-funded cluster RCT examining the effectiveness of dementia care mapping among 750 residents of 30 care homes.

3.1.6. **Restoring lost limb function in stroke patients through assistive technologies**

**Case study**

Stroke affects approximately 150,000 people in the UK each year, with one third of patients requiring costly and labour-intensive rehabilitative care to restore lost movement. Researchers at the University of Southampton have developed innovative technologies to stimulate patients’ muscles and support their rehabilitation, without requiring such intensive one-to-one practitioner-led care. Funding from the NIHR is generating the evidence to promote these technologies into widespread use, and ensure that the UK remains at the forefront of international best practice [1].

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) – the use of electrical pulses delivered directly to the nerves – as a means to facilitate movement in patients with nerve damage and paralysis, has been in use since the 1960s [2]. Led by Professor Jane Burridge, the Southampton team’s early research demonstrated that implantable FES devices, which placed micro-stimulators into the limbs of stroke patients to restore movement, could be safe and effective [3], and improved users’ quality of life [4].

In 2009, the NIHR funded a programme grant to examine the opportunities and barriers that would affect how FES, as well as other forms of assistive technology, might best translate into clinical practice to benefit stroke patients. The work involved searching the international literature for evidence of promising
treatments and consulting with stroke patients, their carers, health professionals and commissioners to understand the hurdles to the use of these technologies in the NHS [5]. The research provided a detailed picture of different users’ views on the different factors – such as the design of devices’, the types of clinical trials, and the provision of services – that could contribute to more effective stroke rehabilitation [6]. It also surveyed stroke interventions currently in practice in the UK, and assessed these in the context of both national and international guidelines, to determine a ‘core’ series of component treatments for limb rehabilitation following stroke, from the use of movement therapy through to assistive technologies [7].

Drawing on findings from this research, the Southampton team secured partnership funding to develop a multidisciplinary International MSc in Advanced Rehabilitation Technologies. This collaborative venture is coordinating different partners’ use of new technologies to inform learning, harmonising educational methods and techniques, and linking education and research across Europe with industry partners [8].

There have also been efforts in training therapists worldwide. As president of the International Functional Electrical Stimulation Society (IFESS), Professor Burridge has hosted workshops to train therapists and both clinical and non-clinical specialists in the use of this technology. Overall, the Southampton team have trained more than 2,500 therapists in the use of FES, in 14 countries [1].

With further funding from the NIHR’s Research for Patient Benefit programme, the team also developed and trialled web-based programmes, to help patients overcome habitual non-use of the arm or hand affected by stroke [9] By funding research into these assistive approaches, the NIHR is widening the therapeutic options available for patients with stroke, while reducing the need for costly one-to-one rehabilitative interventions [1].

Evidence


Research Excellence Framework impact case study from the University of Southampton, detailing research to improve the effectiveness of technologies to aid patients’ recovery of movement and independence, and the international impacts of this work.


Paper detailing original use of electrotherapy as a means to stimulate movement in patients with paralysis.


Results of a phase 2 trial of an implantable FES device, ActiGait, to improve walking in 15 participants who had suffered a stroke.

Participants’ views on the ActiGait device, indicating improvements in their quality of life and ease of use compared with ‘surface’ systems.


Details of the NIHR’s programme grant to explore the use of assistive technologies and their delivery within the NHS.


Study of the views of patients, carers and healthcare professionals on barriers to the use of assistive technologies for stroke rehabilitation.


Study of the types of treatment most commonly provided to treat patients with mild, moderate and severe impairment following stroke.


Website of the Southampton team’s MSc programme, providing a shared learning environment for students across a number of disciplines to study the use of rehabilitative technologies.


Further NIHR funding of a trial of intensive exercise of stroke-affected limbs, through the use of a mitt on patients’ unaffected hands.

3.1.7. Informing the setup of health services to ensure equity of care for children born with cleft lip and palate

Case study

Cleft lip and palate is a common malformation affecting one in every 600 babies. Estimates suggest that approximately every two minutes somewhere in the world a child is born with a cleft lip or palate [1].
Treatment for babies born with clefts is highly variable, with resource-poor countries at a greater risk of not repairing cleft palates, resulting in higher infant mortality rates for those affected [2]. In the UK, discrepancies in the quality of care for children born with cleft lip and palate identified in the 1990s resulted in a policy to centralise services to fewer numbers of specialist centres. To establish the impact of this reconfiguration, the NIHR funded a programme grant at the University of Bristol. Results of this research are prompting other international cleft service providers to adopt similar centralisation strategies to ensure the quality and equity of care in their countries [3].

Earlier work by the Bristol group had identified that outcomes for children born with a cleft lip and palate in the UK varied and were often suboptimal. It revealed, for example, that UK children were far more likely than their European counterparts to require multiple operations during the early years of their life, to correct for discrepancies in the growth of their upper and lower jaw – 40 per cent in the UK compared with just 4 per cent in the other European comparators. At the time, 57 centres across the country provided care for children with clefts. The aim of reconfiguring services, and basing them around a multidisciplinary model (where patients would receive care from surgeons, speech and language therapists and other specialists), was to improve outcomes for children, by treating them in fewer centres, with more highly trained staff [3].

With funding from the NIHR’s Programme Grants for Applied Research, the Bristol team set out to evaluate and draw together the most effective ways of working across the newly reconfigured cleft lip and palate services. Their challenge was how to move cleft care from a predominantly audit-based (i.e. locally reflective) service, to one that applied evidence of national and international best practice [4].

The research showed that over the fifteen-year period evaluated, centralisation from 57 down to 11 more specialised multidisciplinary cleft lip and palate services in the UK improved outcomes for children. Surgeons had harmonised their surgical procedures, with half the numbers of children requiring corrective surgery to their upper jaw due to poor bone growth, compared with figures prior to centralisation of services. Speech outcomes were also better in significantly more children, with improvements in their self-confidence [5].

The Bristol team’s NIHR-funded work collected sufficiently detailed data, from a large enough number of participating centres, to underpin future randomised controlled trials and observation studies, as part of an international data platform, such as in New Zealand, to ensure that patients receive care delivered to a consistent standard [6]. The NIHR’s support of patient-focused research, combined with an ongoing process of centralisation, has helped to reverse a situation where cleft lip and palate clinical care in children was based on low levels of evidence. This has ensured that the required clinical research infrastructure is now in place to run larger studies as part of a nationally and, increasingly, internationally-coordinated response [7].

Evidence


Article exploring inequalities in healthcare coverage for children born with clefts in India, which also provides information on the global incidence of the disease.
3.1.8. Discontinuing the sale of co-proxamol as a policy measure to lower the risk of suicide

Case study

Co-proxamol is an analgesic used to treat mild to moderate pain. It is a combination of two active ingredients: paracetamol and dextropropoxyphene. This was the most frequently used drug for suicide in...
England and Wales leading to 766 deaths between 1997 and 1999 [1]. Following a 2005 Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) review of co-proxamol’s safety and efficacy profile, it was announced that the product would be withdrawn from use in the UK by 31 December 2007 [2]. Between 2005 and 2007, doctors were asked not to prescribe this pain killer to any new patients and to switch to other analgesics in the case of patients who were already being medicated with co-proxamol [1]. Between 2007 and 2011, the NIHR funded a research programme in support of the National Suicide Prevention Strategy for England. This programme brought together leading researchers in self-harm and suicide from the Universities of Bristol, Oxford and Manchester. Professor Keith Hawton, who led the team on co-proxamol studies in Oxford, benefited from an NIHR Senior Investigator Award (2009-14) that further supported his work in this field. The teams evaluated the impact of the MHRA decision on analgesic prescribing and poisoning mortality [3]. The findings have informed European and UK medicine regulatory activity on co-proxamol. Following the UK and European decisions, other countries have also discontinued the use of co-proxamol [3].

The team investigated two types of impact: (1) the impact of the initial withdrawal phase (2005–07) and (2) the overall impact of this decision including data from the three subsequent years of full withdrawal [3]. Withdrawal of co-proxamol in the UK was found to have had important consequences in reducing the number of poisoning deaths involving this drug, namely an estimated 295 fewer suicides and 349 fewer deaths, including accidental poisonings. This amounts to more than 600 fewer deaths within the six-year period. Despite an increase in prescribing of other analgesics 20 per cent for co-codamol, 13 per cent for paracetamol, 12 per cent for co-dydramol and 8 per cent for codeine there was no evidence of significant substitution of poisoning with these medicines [4]. The research on co-proxamol is one of most important cited contributions to the National Suicide Prevention Strategy for England [1][5].

These findings were presented to the European Medicines Agency and influenced its decision to recommend, to the European Union, the ending of dextropropoxyphene prescribing in June 2010 [6]. The UK and European Union actions prompted the US Food and Drug Administration to withdraw dextropropoxyphene in the USA in 2010. Similarly in 2010, Health Canada announced dextropropoxyphene withdrawal. These withdrawals were followed by action in New Zealand, Singapore, Taiwan and India.

This NIHR funded research has enlarged the evidence base and contributed to further policy changes to lower suicide risk, including the withdrawal of dextropropoxyphene from countries in the European Union and from other countries.

Evidence


The case study offers an overview of the research performed by the team led by Professor Keith Hawton in Oxford, highlighting the research that informed the MHRA decision to discontinue co-proxamol, as well as the subsequent international impact.
3.1.9. Establishing a globally-relevant evidence base to underpin trials of new therapies for childhood eczema

Case study

Eczema affects up to a fifth of children worldwide, with the numbers of cases steadily rising [1]. Professor Hywel Williams, an NIHR Senior Investigator based at the University of Nottingham’s Centre of Evidence-Based Dermatology, has led international efforts to improve the quality and relevance of research into this and other skin diseases.

Prior to the NIHR’s establishment, the Health Technology Assessment programme had funded Professor Williams and his team to conduct a systematic review of trials of eczema treatment [2]. The review helped
to identify treatments that worked – for example topical corticosteroids – and set priorities for further research [1].

In 2008, the NIHR funded Professor Williams to lead a programme grant focused on improving treatments for four skin diseases, including eczema [3]. This enabled Professor Williams and his team to consolidate their previous work, building on and updating their initial systematic review to create a Global Resource of Eczema Trials, known as the ‘GREAT’ database [4]. GREAT streamlined the process of finding relevant evidence for clinicians, and sought to shorten the duration and costs of other clinical eczema studies by pooling the existing literature on eczema research, in order to prevent unnecessary international duplication [5]. Professor Williams also contributed to ongoing work to map the global prevalence of eczema, as part of the world’s largest epidemiological study, the International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) [6]. The ISAAC criteria remain the most widely used method to diagnose eczema worldwide [1].

Professor Williams and his team’s work has provided evidence for clinical guidelines on treating eczema in children, aimed at dermatologists, paediatricians and general practitioners in the UK and internationally in South Africa, Europe, New Zealand and Japan [1]. The work has also underpinned further NIHR-funded clinical studies. For example, Health Technology Assessment programme funding enabled the team to carry out a randomised controlled trial of water softeners as an effective treatment option. The trial found that installing a water softener for three months brought about no additional relief to children with eczema [7]. If even only 10 per cent of the 400,000 UK families who had children with eczema did not buy a water softener, the team estimated they would save around £4 million over a three year period [1].

The team’s work also developed validated scales for patients to rate the severity of their disease – so-called ‘patient-reported outcome measures’ (PROMs). These are helping to capture patients’ own perceptions of their responses to the treatment they receive [1]. An eczema-specific PROM is recommended in both the UK, via the National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE), and the US, with an internationally-focused initiative, ‘HOME’ (which Professor Williams co-founded), recommending it as a means to compare data across clinical trials databases [8].

With the NIHR’s support, Professor Williams and his team have conducted research of direct relevance to patients and clinicians around the world. Their focus on generating and synthesising clinically relevant evidence underpins, and improves methods to treat a common condition that causes suffering to large numbers of children in the UK and internationally.

Evidence


Research Excellence Framework impact case study noting the NIHR’s – and, before its establishment, the NHS R&D programme’s – investment in research at the Centre of Evidence Based Dermatology at the University of Nottingham and the contribution of this work towards internationally relevant changes in policy and practice.

Health Technology Assessment–funded systematic review to produce a map of randomised controlled trials of eczema treatments and summarise the available evidence.


Programme grant outlining a strategy and topics for improving the treatment of patients with eczema, as well as three other common skin diseases.


Information on the purpose and funding of the GREAT database as a resource to reduce duplication in eczema clinical research.


Article summarising the purpose and methods behind the GREAT database, outlining its role as a publically available and comprehensive map of clinical research into eczema.


Results of the third phase of the world’s largest epidemiological study to map the prevalence of eczema.


Health Technology Assessment–funded randomised controlled trial involving 336 children aged 6 months to 16 years old to determine whether water softeners provide relief from the symptoms of eczema.


Page noting use of the Nottingham team’s eczema-specific PROM in UK clinical guidelines and the internationally focussed HOME initiative.
Transforming the safety and longevity of replacement knee joints through simulations

Case study

Building on a commercial partnership spanning more than two decades, a collaboration among the NIHR-funded Leeds Musculoskeletal Biomedical Research Unit (LMBRU), the University of Leeds Institute of Medical and Biological Engineering (iMBE), and Simulation Solutions is setting international standards for testing artificial joints. The research is contributing to global efforts to design and test better implants for patients needing knee replacements, by developing artificial joints designed to last longer in an ageing population. Professor John Fisher, an NIHR Senior Investigator and co-director of the LMBRU, sums up the challenge facing those working in the field of medical engineering and artificial joints:

‘It’s estimated that by 2030 there’ll be five times more knee replacements in the world than there are currently. So what we’ve got to do is produce interventions that will last for 50 years. This could mean that an artificial knee joint would undergo over a hundred million steps in the patient’s lifetime’ [1].

This challenge forms the basis of the ‘50 active years after 50’ initiative, which brings together such groups as the NIHR-funded LMBRU to drive innovation in musculoskeletal research [1].

One goal of the initiative is to improve artificial joint performance to meet the demands of younger and more active patients. This work draws on the Leeds group’s long-standing collaboration with Simulation Solutions, a Manchester-based company that produces bioengineering simulators to test the design of replacement joints. Based out of an academic testing facility at the iMBE, the Leeds group has developed advanced computational and experimental methods to assess how well different joint replacement designs perform under a range of simulated clinical conditions [2].

Working together, the LMBRU, the iMBE and Simulation Solutions identified a global need for growing markets – such as those in China and Japan – to have access to simulators capable of testing artificial joints to higher standards than the current industry requirement [1]. Drawing on a vast databank of simulation tests, more than 5 billion cycles of reference data, the group co-developed standard operating procedures (SOPs) that would allow other joint replacement manufacturers to test their devices under equivalent conditions. These SOPs ensure that other academic or commercial organisations can generate reliable and robust pre-clinical data when using the simulators, in spite of their complexity [2].

The partnership is generating international impacts through its licensing of the simulation technology to organisations in China, India, Australia and elsewhere in Europe. For example, in response to an increasingly rigorous regulatory environment in China, the group has entered into an agreement with one of nine Chinese outposts of the US Food and Drug Administration (in Tianjin) to install simulators in its laboratories. This is helping to build local capacity to test devices manufactured in China, and to allow local authorities to gain more meaningful safety data, prior to obtaining regulatory approval [3].

The NIHR’s funding of research at the LMBRU is ensuring that the technology underpinning replacement joints keeps in step with patients’ needs, both in the UK, and around the world.
Evidence


NIHR brochure highlighting a series of successful research partnerships with manufacturers of medical device and diagnostics.

[2] Research Excellence Framework. 2014. Lower wearing, longer lasting joint replacements in the hip and knee. [Case study 6341.] As of 9 May 2016:
http://impact.ref.ac.uk/CaseStudies/CaseStudy.aspx?Id=6341

REF impact case study detailing underpinning research into joint simulation research at the University of Leeds, charting the collaboration with Simulation Solutions and describing international impacts arising from this work.

[3] Institute of Medical and Biological Engineering. 2013; 13 January. Leeds expertise helps company reach worldwide markets. As of 9 May 2016:

News release announcing international licensing of the Leeds group’s simulation technology, with training of local staff in foreign outposts of the US Food and Drug Administration in Tianjin, China.
4. Making the nation’s health and care system the best it can be

4.1. Summary


NIHR funds research to inform, support and improve the quality, accessibility and organisation of health services. By making better use of information and resources, the evidence that this research generates offers options for sustaining and improving the NHS.

The NHS is committed to providing high-quality healthcare for all, irrespective of age, health, race, social status or ability to pay. To do this, the NHS must continue to adapt to take advantage of new opportunities offered by science and technology.

At the disease level, numerous studies about the cost-effectiveness of specific treatments contribute to improved accessibility and better coverage of targeted populations. NIHR funds research aimed at providing higher-quality, safer and more effective and cost-effective products and solutions. Examples include the following:

- Studies into continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion for patients with diabetes are helping to educate and empower patients, improving their quality of life and likely minimising the burden on the health system by reducing their reliance on other services.
- Research into methods of expediting treatment for patients suspected of having a transient ischaemic attack (‘mini-stroke’) has provided a route to preventing 10,000 strokes per year, potentially saving £624 per patient and up to £200 million annually in acute care costs in the NHS.
- Research into cognitive stimulation therapy has shown it can improve memory and language functions for people with mild and moderate dementia. This therapy could save the NHS an estimated £54.9 million a year as a result of decreased use of antipsychotic medication.

NIHR funding is directly impacting on the quality of patient care through workforce interventions and knowledge sharing, as exemplified by the following:

- The Radiotherapy Trials Quality Assurance Team ensures that medical staff respect the highest standards when it comes to clinical research that has a radiotherapy component, helping professionals to transfer research knowledge to regular care through a continuous exchange of ideas.
- The Hyper-Acute Stroke Research Centres offer stroke patients the option to participate in trials of the latest ‘clot-busting’ therapies and have led to efforts to capture data that enhance the
quality of emergency care and improve stroke care organisation and delivery. NIHR’s funding facilitated research that is difficult to conduct in traditional settings due to tight time constraints.

- The Enabling Research in Care Homes programme is helping to develop and sustain a network of ‘research-ready’ care homes so that residents, especially those with dementia, can take part in appropriate studies and trials. NIHR invested over £10 million in 2013 in care home research, contributing to a more inclusive health and social care system.

By financing research into service organisation and delivery, NIHR also contributes to a health and social care system which makes better use of information and resources. Examples of such research include the following:

- Studies to advance the European EQ-5D framework have allowed further development of measurement instruments that capture the health preferences of the general public. The framework fosters a culture of health system monitoring, providing accountability and transparency in healthcare decisions.
- The findings of the Birthplace in England study are providing evidence for services that offer women a choice of birth setting and are steering the healthcare system towards safer and more cost-effective births in England.
- The Clinical Record Interactive Search and the Clinical Practice Research Datalink – systems that capture and link medical data from different sources for use in research – promote the development of more efficient and resilient information systems. Both are helping to inform changes in clinical practice, for example, by identifying appropriate services for people with severe mental health illnesses on the basis of the severity of their symptoms.
- NIHR has put systems in place to improve the efficient and prompt set-up and delivery of clinical research itself, such as the introduction of contracts between the Department of Health and Local Clinical Research Networks and the initial introduction of a ‘research passport’ to streamline permissions to undertake research across multiple clinical locations, now managed by the Health Research Authority.

4.1.1. Judging the cost-effectiveness of medicines to inform healthcare decisions and valuations

Measuring and monitoring patient health is central to making evidence-informed decisions on health and healthcare. These assessments rely on such measurement instruments as European Quality of Life 5-Dimensions (EQ-5D), which is a standardised tool developed in Europe and used worldwide[1] to capture the self-reported health preferences of the general public. Professor Nancy Devlin’s work on methods for valuing quality of life, in order to advance the way EQ-5D can be used, has been supported through many funding streams including the NIHR.[2][3][4].

EQ-5D uses are particularly important because results from these analyses inform a variety of decision-making processes within the healthcare system, including: National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) decisions about reimbursement and pricing of new technologies; NHS ‘need-based’ allocations of budgets across regions; assessments of provider performance; and analyses of the value for money of health care services. The EQ-5D is also used in the NHS Patient Reported Outcome Measures
(PROMs) survey which captures patients’ experiences of the access to and quality of healthcare they receive [5]. This, in turn, leads to a healthcare system that can monitor and improve the performance of healthcare providers, quality of services and patient health [6]. In other words, it allows for an in-depth analysis based on the public’s values to inform the allocation of taxpayer contributions. This continuously refined methodology also reflects the importance of capturing patients’ views and values when it comes to their own health, fostering a ‘patient-centred’ approach.

Professor Devlin’s research is influential worldwide, fostering a culture of health system monitoring and providing accountability and transparency for healthcare decisions. The research has made significant methodological contributions to the use of EQ-5D contributions which have been widely adopted throughout the health system and which translate into the use of PROMs in economic evaluations and clinical trials. These are the foundations for a health care system that can continuously measure progress and identify areas of improvement.

Evidence


This chapter explains the EuroQoL five dimensions questionnaire (EQ-5D). The authors highlight that the conceptual basis of the EQ-5D is the holistic view of health, capturing both the clinical and the psychological aspects. The chapter also details the structure and purpose of the EQ-5D – a questionnaire and a visual analogue scale (known as EQ-VAS). The EQ-VAS captures the respondents’ perceptions of their own current overall health on a scale, while the self-assessment questionnaire is self-reported description of their health state in five dimensions, i.e. mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression. Each health state can be transformed into a score, which is an expression of the quality-adjusted life years. This is commonly used in cost-effectiveness analysis.


The article reports an analysis of the EQ-5D data generated from a pilot study commissioned by the Department of Health aimed at investigating the implications for the use of EQ-5D data in performance indicators and measures of patient benefit. The research presents two new methods that had been developed for analysing and displaying EQ-5D profile data.


The methods used to value EQ-5D include Time Trade Off (TTO), Discrete Choice Experiments, Visual Analogue Scale and Standard Gamble. The concept behind the TTO method is to find out how much time people are willing to trade off, with more time expected to be traded off with the worsening of the health state. This research presents a methodological contribution of replacing TTO with ‘Lead Time’ TTO. This improves upon conventional TTO by providing a uniform method for eliciting positive and
negative values. The values are sensitive to the ratio of lead time to duration of poor health and to the order in which these appear (lead vs lag).


The research reports on the methods used to develop the EQ-5D-5L value set for England. It also mentions that the value set to be produced will be used by healthcare decisionmakers, such as the English Department of Health and NICE. The paper explores several methodological issues relating to the analysis of valuation data, including how different data – Time Trade Off and Discrete Choice – can be used in modelling health state values.


The article describes the advancement of the methods for health-state valuation for the newly developed EQ-5D-5L. The piece stresses that for the first time, the European Quality of Life (EuroQol) group has a fully documented research protocol that will ensure that studies are undertaken to a high standard, using a consistent study design and methods for collecting health-state values. The potential of this approach is, among others, that it would allow international comparisons of values for EQ-5D-5L.


The case study highlights Professor Devlin's significant contributions to the refining of the European Quality of Life 5-Dimensions. The piece offers an overview of the milestones in her research, stressing her scientific leadership at the EuroQol group. The impact of all her research is worldwide and highly significant in improving health and healthcare decisionmaking.

4.1.2. Implementing evidence-based brief group therapy (cognitive stimulation therapy) for people with mild to moderate dementia

Case study

The Alzheimer’s Society estimated that in 2015 there were 850,000 people living with dementia and predicted that this number will rise to more than 2 million by 2051 [1]. In addition to personal suffering for the patients and their families, this disease also triggers high societal costs; currently dementia costs the UK £26.3 billion a year. The development and adoption of cognitive stimulation therapy (CST) has led to important patient benefits and health system savings.

In 2003, a team at University College London, in collaboration with Bangor University, developed CST, an evidence-based, brief treatment for people with mild to moderate dementia [2]. The NIHR has supported the development of CST through several awards [2]. This programme consists of structured sessions for small groups that involve physical exercises and activities aimed to stimulate and engage
patients cognitively. The group facilitator is a trained person who works with patients with dementia. Usually the CST sessions take place in hospitals, residential homes, care homes, or day centres.

While the main beneficiaries of the CST are the patients, this therapy also has important impacts on the health system itself. CST was shown to lead to improved cognitive functioning; for example improved memory and orientation capacities, as well as improved language skills in the areas of naming, word-finding and comprehension [3]. In addition to contributing to patients improved cognition and communication, CST contributes to better social interaction, well-being and quality of life [4][5]. The benefit of CST is similar to that obtained using anti-dementia drugs [6]. Research has shown that weekly CST sessions can lead to cognitive function improvement for a six-month period from the initial programme. CST has been shown to be cost-effective [7], and the NHS Institute for Innovations [8] stated that CST can save the NHS £54.9 million a year as a result of decreased use of antipsychotic medication. This represents important cost savings for the health system as a whole.

In order to enable the benefits of CST at the health system level, the Bangor research team produced manuals and training programmes to encourage international practitioners to adopt the team’s findings. These efforts have been a success, with wide international adoption of the therapy in Australia, as well as in countries located in Africa, the Americas, Asia and Europe [9].

The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) [10] recommended CST for people with mild/moderate dementia and the 2011 World Alzheimer Report [11] states that people with early-stage dementia should receive CST. The Memory Services National Accreditation Programme now offers CST routinely in 66 per cent of UK memory services [2], highlighting the uptake of this beneficial therapy into health services and the healthcare system as a whole.

Evidence


The infographic offering prevalence and cost data on dementia.


The case study tracks the development and impact of CST, offering details on the underpinning research and impact of this therapy.


Based on the results from a multicentre, single-blind, randomised controlled trial, the research concludes that CST has particular effects in promoting language function, which is expected to lead to generalised benefits.
This systematic review identified a consistent significant benefit to cognitive function following CST treatment. The identified benefits appeared to be over and above any medication effects and remained evident at follow-up up to three months after the end of treatment. Benefits were also noted for quality of life and well-being and on staff ratings of communication and social interaction. The review recommends that CST should be made more widely available in dementia care.

The research is a systematic review on cognitive stimulation to identify its effectiveness. The findings are that CST benefits cognition in people with mild to moderate dementia over and above any medication effects. Although the included trials were found to be of variable quality, improvements in self-reported quality of life and well-being were promising.

The research is a randomised control trial that concludes that, under reasonable assumptions, there is a high probability that CST is more cost effective than treatment as usual, with regard to both outcome measures.

The economic evaluation explains that, combining healthcare cost savings and quality of life improvements, behavioural interventions generate a net benefit of nearly £54.9 million per year.

The guideline recommends that 'people with mild/moderate dementia of all types should participate in group Cognitive Stimulation which should be commissioned and provided by a range of health and social
care workers with training and supervision. This should be delivered irrespective of any anti-dementia drug received by the person with dementia.’


The report states that there is strong evidence that cognitive stimulation (for cognitive function) is an effective intervention in mild dementia.

4.1.3. Structuring self-education programme and studies into continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion therapy (CSII) for patients with diabetes

Case study

Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is a chronic disease that often first presents at a young age. The patient requires lifelong medication and monitoring. In 2015 the estimated prevalence of type 1 diabetes in children and young people under the age of 15 in England and Wales was 187.7 per 100,000. This is considered to be a high number and yet, is likely to be an underestimate as not all children over the age of 15 are seen in paediatric care [1]. The NIHR has supported a number of research projects aimed at empowering patients to better manage their T1DM, with the ultimate impact of the improving quality of life of individuals with the condition and bringing consistent savings to the health system.

Despite being a manageable clinical condition, diabetes brings with it increased risks of heart attack, stroke, sight loss, kidney failure or foot problems that can lead to amputation. These complications can occur as a result of poor management of diabetes leading to incorrect levels of insulin in the blood. When insulin levels are too high and the level of glucose in the blood falls, hypoglycaemia can set in, which in severe cases could lead to convulsions or death.

The management of diabetes requires testing and monitoring, and therefore can lead to additional costs to the health system for medical procedures and hospitalisations resulting from diabetes complications, as described above [2].

An example of NIHR-supported research aimed at educating T1DM patients to better manage their condition is the Dose Adjustment For Normal Eating (DAFNE) programme. This is a structured five-day patient education program on how to adjust insulin therapy to take account of food and exercise by effectively monitoring one’s blood glucose levels. Research has found that the DAFNE programme led to better glycaemic control, as shown by measurements of glycated haemoglobin, significant improvement in psychological well-being, and satisfaction with treatment, as well as significant decrease in perceived frequency of hyperglycaemia [3]. Following this success, the programme has been rolled out in health centres across the UK, impacting on education of patients nationwide. Approximately 900 UK healthcare professionals and 27,983 UK adults with T1DM enrolled in 4,045 courses had been trained by the middle of 2013 [4].

As anticipated, educating patients has translated into positive outcomes at the health system level. Research validated the positive effect of DAFNE on glycaemic control and also showed the benefits that the programme has had for the health system. They found that emergency call-outs for severe
hypoglycaemia fell from 10 episodes in 7 patients to 1 episode in 1 patient in the course of a year [5]. DAFNE courses were also found to reduce psychological distress and improve perceived well-being [6].

However, there are still cases where diabetes control remains problematic despite benefiting from the DAFNE approach. For example, achieving a good control of blood glucose via multiple daily injections can be difficult during the night-time. Building on the success of DAFNE, the NIHR has also funded research into continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) via pump therapy. This therapy tries to mimic the release of insulin that would be done by a normal pancreas. In order for this therapy to be used within the healthcare system, it was appraised by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in 2008 and recommended for children younger than 12 years with T1DM where multiple daily injections are impractical or inappropriate [7]. CSII is also recommended for type 1 diabetes patients older than 12 for whom multiple daily insulin therapy has not worked. In 2010, an evidence synthesis funded by the NIHR’s Health Technology Assessment (HTA) programme reinforced this recommendation and showed that continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion has some advantages over multiple daily insulin injections for both adults and children who have T1DM [8]. These appraisals have relied on several studies that demonstrated the effectiveness of CSII [9][10] and has led to wider adoption across the UK.

The work on CSII has had policy impact by informing several UK guidelines, such as the NHS Technology Adoption Centre’s 'How to Why to' guide, which furthered the diffusion and adoption of insulin pump therapy across the UK. This led to a 4 per cent increase in usage among affected adults between 2008 and 2012 [4]. In 2013, more than 13,400 adults and 5,000 children were using CSII pumps, resulting in improved blood glucose control and a better quality of life [11]. Among the quality of life benefits, NICE mentions flexibility of lifestyle, autonomy, and improved sleep and socialisation [7]. These positive psychological outcomes would suggest future impacts at the health system level are possible by reducing the usage of other services, in particular those aimed at improving mental health, although we do not have evidence for these as yet.

In summary, NIHR-funded research into the structured self-education programme and continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion therapy for patients with type 1 diabetes has translated into direct clinical and psychological benefits for patients at risk of hypoglycaemia. It has led to educated and empowered patients who can better manage their condition, thus optimising health services by making use of innovation and bringing savings to the health system by reducing usage of emergency call-out services.

Evidence


The infographic offering prevalence and cost data on dementia.


The case study tracks the development and impact of CST, offering details on the underpinning research and impact of this therapy.
Based on the results from a multicentre, single-blind, randomised controlled trial, the research concludes that CST has particular effects in promoting language function, which is expected to lead to generalised benefits.

This systematic review identified a consistent significant benefit to cognitive function following CST treatment. The identified benefits appeared to be over and above any medication effects and remained evident at follow-up up to three months after the end of treatment. Benefits were also noted for quality of life and well-being and on staff ratings of communication and social interaction. The review recommends that CST should be made more widely available in dementia care.

The research is a systematic review on cognitive stimulation to identify its effectiveness. The findings are that CST benefits cognition in people with mild to moderate dementia over and above any medication effects. Although the included trials were found to be of variable quality, improvements in self-reported quality of life and well-being were promising.

The page lists the worldwide established CST groups.

The research is a randomised control trial that concludes that, under reasonable assumptions, there is a high probability that CST is more cost effective than treatment as usual, with regard to both outcome measures.

The economic evaluation explains that, combining healthcare cost savings and quality of life improvements, behavioural interventions generate a net benefit of nearly £54.9 million per year.

The page offers a selection of available research conducted in relation to CST.
4.1.4. Delivering complex interventions quickly through Hyper-acute Stroke Research Centres

Case study

Stroke is the largest cause of severe disability and the third biggest cause of death in the UK, with approximately 150,000 strokes occurring every year [1]. Treatment of stroke and associated productivity loss, amount to £8.9 billion a year in societal costs, with stroke treatment costs making up approximately 5 per cent of total UK NHS costs [2]. In 2013, the NIHR spent over £4.5 million on stroke research [1].

In the case of strokes, timely interventions determine the full scale of recovery. The faster treatment is initiated, the higher the chances of better health outcomes. The NIHR, in line with its vision to improve the health and wealth of the nation through research, has provided research support funding for eight Hyper-acute Stroke Research Centres (HASRC) across England to enable access to cutting-edge stroke treatment through increasing capacity and capability in the system. The idea behind the centres is that when a person has suffered a stroke, that person should be offered the possibility to participate in research studies and therefore access the latest clinical advancements in the field. In order to do this, there was a need to facilitate research team availability 24/7, which the HASRCs have achieved [3][4].

The HASRCs were launched in June 2010 with an annual £1.6 million budget and were meant to build on service reconfiguration of hyper-acute stroke services across England [5]. Dr Jonathan Sheffield, CEO at the NIHR Clinical Research Network stated that ‘Thanks to facilities like the Hyper-acute Stroke Research Centres, England has the infrastructure to lead the way in stroke research and offer more effective treatments to stroke patients across the country’[1]. This translates into opportunities for patients to access breakthrough stroke treatments, such as ‘clot busting’ therapies, immediately after having a stroke.

The impact of the HASRCs can be demonstrated by the number of patients that have taken part in clinical studies. The investment in the eight Centres has led to an overall doubling of patient recruitment into acute stroke studies as compared with recruitment prior to the NIHR investment. Specifically, the Manchester Hyper-acute Stroke Research Centre quadrupled recruitment in 7 months from 3 patients per month (2012) to 11.2 patients per month (2013). Similarly at the Nottingham Hyper-acute Stroke...
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Research Centre, the overall recruitment rate in 2010-11 had increased by 34 per cent in comparison with the previous year [4].

There have also been benefits for associated clinical staff. The research teams working at HASRCs are multidisciplinary and consist of clinical stroke specialists, research nurses, radiographers and interventional neuroradiologists. The establishment of the HASRCs has led to positive impacts on associated clinical staff, as highlighted by a manager of a HASRC who noted that the staff had elevated confidence and felt that research has become embedded into care rather than a separate task. Patients are also pleased with the opportunity to participate in trials at HASRCs. As mentioned by one patient

‘I was so grateful for the speed of treatment and care that I received [..] It’s only by doing research like this that we can hope to improve treatments for other stroke patients in the future’ [4].

The NIHR-funded HASRCs are increasing research capability and capacity in the field of stroke, benefiting patients as well as clinical professionals and making the UK a world-leader in hyper-acute stroke research [4].

Evidence


This is presentation material for the new Focus on Stroke portal also provides data on Hyper Acute Stroke Research Centres.


Study reporting the estimated annual costs of stroke to the UK economy using direct and indirect cost measures.


A video showing interview footage with Professor Gary Ford CBE and Dr Barry Moynihan about the effectiveness and success of the Hyperacute Stroke Research Centres.


This is a case study discussing the progress achieved by the Hyper Acute Stroke Research Centres one year after their launching.


Presentation of Professor Gary A Ford, Director, NIHR Stroke Research Network.
4.1.5. Assuring high quality standards in radiotherapy trials

Cancer is the leading cause of death in the UK [1], with 300,000 new cases occurring each year [2]. Radiotherapy is one of the most cost-effective curative treatments for cancer [3]. Following a 2008 review, the National Cancer Research Institute (NCRI) board established the Clinical and Translational Radiotherapy Research Working Group (CTRad) in 2009. The aim of the group is to support the design and conduct of radiotherapy trials, enable quality assurance for these trials and develop an academic radiotherapy environment in the UK [4]. With a view to achieving robust quality assurance, the Radiotherapy Trials Quality Assurance Team (RTTQA), funded by the NIHR, has been established. The RTTQA makes certain that the highest standards, which guarantee respecting subjects rights in clinical trials, are met, and has ensured delivery of high-quality data in more than 28 studies to date [5].

Recent RTTQA findings have shed light on crucial aspects in preclinical radiotherapy quality assurance, which in turn have triggered initiatives to provide all preclinical laboratories with access to standardised quality assurance procedures. This has broadened the work of the RTTQA [4] and demonstrates the breadth of its reach.

The RTTQA designs and implements quality assurance programmes for all UK Clinical Research Network Portfolio trials that contain a radiotherapy component. In 2015, the team had been involved in 10 completed studies, 18 recruiting trials and 20 newly funded ones [5]. The RTTQA provides advice and support throughout the trial process. The team is initially contacted for a preliminary assessment of the level of quality assurance that the trial would entail. After the funding has been secured and before finalisation of the protocol, the RTTQA is consulted for the development of the quality assurance guideline document, in the form of a quality assurance programme that sits alongside the trial protocol. The quality assurance programme is implemented throughout the study [6]. The programme helps improve the trial because it establishes best practices with respect to radiotherapy. It ensures 1) a consistent approach across all centres; 2) protocol adherence by the on-site research team; and 3) treatment accuracy [6]. Combined, all of these factors enable good clinical practices to be pursued, ultimately allowing the compilation of high-quality clinical data from participating subjects.

The contribution of the RTTQA to the quality of radiotherapy trials is growing in significance, in line with the number of complex radiotherapy trials, which have almost doubled between 2010 and 2014 [4]. RTTQA input in these cases rose from approximately five studies in 2010 that required complex quality assurance input, to 15 such studies in 2014 [5]. This reflects the value that RTTQA is considered to offer as a tool in clinical research [5].

The programme also has an educational component for professionals involved in radiotherapy clinical research; it provides ongoing support and fosters regular reviews of trial protocols, which allows for the introduction of new findings [7].

Documents from the RTTQA programme highlight that the benefits arising from high-quality clinical trials might also be seen in the context of a healthcare system perspective [6]. The demonstrated increase in adoption of quality assurance programmes could add to the perceived confidence in the safety and quality of new therapeutic solutions being tested, as well as in the research teams. The higher confidence in the research teams’ capacities could attract more funding in the area, as demonstrated by the increased
number of clinical trials. This in turn could translate into engaging a larger number of participating subjects. While we do not have evidence of these impacts, it is the case that the NIHR-funded RTTQA exemplifies how improving the quality of radiotherapy clinical trials is leading to improved clinical practice.

Evidence

Webpage to a link for a Statistical Bulletin by the Office for National Statistics for the numbers of deaths registered in England and Wales for 2014, showing registered deaths by age, sex, selected underlying causes of death, and the 10 leading causes of death for both males and females.


Webpage showing the cancer incidence statistics for the UK, including common cancer types.


Study estimating the radiotherapy infrastructure required across the 25 European countries based on best available evidence for indication of radiotherapy and national epidemiological data.


This is an evaluation of the CTRad, presenting the main outputs and achievements. It also discusses the radiotherapy quality assurance endeavours taken through the RTQA.


PowerPoint presentation detailing recently closed or current trials and newly-funded trials in radiotherapy.


PowerPoint presentation by Elizabeth Miles in October 2014, describing the role of the National Cancer Research Institute (NCRI) Radiotherapy Trials QA group.
4.1.6. Capturing detailed patient information in a ground-breaking database to advance mental health research

Case study
The Clinical Record Interactive Search (CRIS) system was developed in 2008 through the NIHR Biomedical Research Centre (BRC) for Mental Health at the South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust (SLAM) and King’s College London [1][2]. Containing records of more than 250,000 individual cases from South London, with approximately 20,000 new cases added each year [2], it is considered the largest regional register in Europe [3]. The NIHR has funded the development of CRIS (£1 million) [4], which now facilitates research in mental health using these records. This enables the identification of patterns and trends that are valuable when assessing what works and in which populations. The programme is also being developed in four other trusts, in the form of the D-CRIS programme, which aims to advance dementia research using the CRIS system [1]. CRIS is being rolled out now across the country in the form of UK-CRIS, with further external funding (Innovative Medicines Initiative grant).

CRIS captures de-identified psychiatric information (excluding name, date of birth, and address), which protects patient anonymity. The patients are informed about this and have the option to opt-out of their data being used as part of CRIS [1]. The trust’s researchers have access only to the de-identified information, and the system is tightly monitored and evaluated. CRIS has been linked with numerous other databases, including databases in primary care (Lambeth DataNet), the Department for Education National Pupil Database, Hospital Episode Statistics, and databases on mortality and cancer [1]. By linking these databases, associations that otherwise would require complex and lengthy research are now able to be explored in a more cost-effective manner. The system is also technically advanced, and its natural language processing applications have facilitated the use of data on cognitive function, education, social care receipt, smoking, diagnostic statements and pharmacotherapy [1].

The high volume of data, the technical capabilities of the system, and the numerous data linkages, have led to important research outputs. One example is the discovery of a pattern suggesting that people with severe mental illnesses have a higher mortality risk than others [5]. Calculations using the CRIS data revealed, in 2010, that people with severe mental illness were two times more likely to die in comparison with those without severe mental illnesses. The research also found that people with substance-use disorders had a four-fold higher risk of mortality [5]. Calculations from 2010 concluded that this amounted to 12 life years lost for people with severe mental illnesses and 14 life years lost for those with substance-use disorders [5]. More analysis revealed more precisely which groups of persons are at risk among these populations. For the substance-use disorder group, these were women with opioid-use disorder and younger people with alcohol-use disorder [5]. Analysis using CRIS data also showed that for severe mental illnesses, such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, the severity of symptoms (e.g. hallucinations) was less important when predicting mortality than were difficulties carrying out regular daily activities [5]. It was also concluded that the risk of self-neglect was a better predictor of mortality than was the risk of suicide or violence assessed by health professionals. Professor Rob Stewart, head of the
epidemiology section at King’s College London’s Institute of Psychiatry and Honorary Consultant in Liaison Old Age Psychiatry at SLAM, who led the development of CRIS stated:

‘Research of this kind illustrates the enormous value of information that can be found in health records. The studies described here would not have been possible without the CRIS data resource’ [5].

These type of findings have the potential to reconfigure healthcare in the case of severe mental illnesses, as they highlight the opportunity to have more targeted services for a group of people who receive a particular diagnosis but are still predisposed to different levels of risks for some outcomes (such as death).

Other examples of research using CRIS are investigating the risks and benefits of psychotropic drugs in pregnancy [6] or exploring the service use patterns in young people with psychosis during the time of transition between child and adolescent mental health services and adult services. The latter exemplifies the way in which CRIS can be used to perform health economic analyses [7]. This will facilitate a greater understanding of the costs and consequences of mental health services and treatments, which will inform better provisions of healthcare services.

Finally, it is important to note that, in accordance with the NIHR’s commitment to involving the patients in research that concerns them, CRIS was developed with significant patient/service user involvement. For example, the chair of the oversight committee has been a user of mental health services [8]. This brings the research in line with the patients’ needs and facilitates diffusion of findings arising from research.

CRIS represents a new way of conducting research that has already produced important scientific outputs. The impact CRIS could have is considerable: contributing to faster personalised diagnosis and treatment benefiting patients both nationally and worldwide [4]. The programme is already receiving wide recognition, including from Prime Minster David Cameron, who highlighted CRIS as exemplar in one of his speeches announcing plans for the government’s Life Sciences Strategy to advance healthcare research in the UK [8].

Evidence


Page detailing the Clinical Record Interactive Search tool.


The article highlights some of the most important technical developments in the SLaM BRC Case Register which are: the introduction of natural language processing to extract structured data from open-text fields, linkages to external sources of data, and the addition of a parallel relational database.
(Structured Query Language) output. Natural language processing applications to date have facilitated usage of data on cognitive function, education, social care receipt, smoking, diagnostic statements and pharmacotherapy. Through external data linkages, large volumes of supplementary information have been accessed.


The article follows the development of CRIS and finds that it represents a ‘new generation’ in research design, allowing in-depth secondary analysis of both numerical, string and free-text data, while preserving anonymity through technical and procedural safeguards.


Webpage announcing that Kings College London was awarded £1 million in funding to support the development of the BRC’s Case Register Interactive Search (CRIS) system.


Webpage announcing that the BRC’s Case Register Interactive Search (CRIS) system has reached 200,000 fully detailed, electronic mental health records.


King’s College London webpage


Insider Newsletter: The newsletter of Centre for the Economics of Mental and Physical Health revealing plans to use the BRC’s Case Register Interactive Search (CRIS) system to significantly aid health economic analyses.


Link to a news report published by Kings College London, highlighting a news story in which the prime minister, David Cameron, made particular reference to the BRC’s Case Register Interactive Search (CRIS) system as an exemplar.
4.1.7. Steering the health care system towards safer births in England

Case study

Establishing the proper care required by women to experience safe childbirth is important because it directly translates into better health outcomes for both the child and the mother. From a health and care system perspective, striving to ensure that the right setting for childbirth is matched with the needs of the mother leads to effective use of resources by perinatal health services. The Birthplace in England Research Programme, a multidisciplinary research programme at the University of Oxford jointly funded by the NIHR Service Delivery and Organisation programme and the Department of Health Policy Research Programme [1], was set up in 2007. It aims to compare the outcomes of births planned in these four different settings, looking at safety, cost-effectiveness and women’s experiences.

There are four main settings for births: home, freestanding midwifery units (FMUs), alongside midwifery units (AMUs) and obstetric units (OUs). The main differences among these settings are in the people who have clinical responsibility (midwives or obstetricians) and whether or not the unit is situated in a hospital with availability of obstetric, neonatal and anaesthetic care.

The first part of the Birthplace in England study mapped maternity care in NHS trusts and revealed that, while there were noticeable improvements in options for place of birth, there was still a substantial proportion of women unlikely to have a broad range of options available locally [2]. Furthermore, while the number of maternity units had increased in England, with an overall 11 per cent increase between 2007 and 2010 and with twice as many AMUs as in 2007 (53 compared with 26), there were regional differences when it came to availability and capacity. This led to most women giving birth in an obstetric unit [2]. These findings were important in the later update of policy recommendations that aimed to maximise the use of existing resources, such as AMUs.

The national forward-looking study of planned place of birth achieved an exceptionally high level of coverage across UK hospitals. It involved over 97 per cent of NHS trusts providing home birth services and almost 90 per cent of all midwifery units in England. One main finding was that for ‘low-risk’ women, defined as those who experience a straightforward pregnancy and are in good health without any serious health conditions (pregnancy-related or otherwise), the likelihood of poor health outcomes was low in all birth settings [4]. In addition, a cost-effectiveness analysis revealed that for low-risk women the cost to the NHS for birth and related postnatal care, including costs from clinical complications, was lower for births planned at home, in a FMU and in an AMU compared with births planned in an OU. The costs varied from £1,066 for home birth to £1,631 for birth in an OU [5]. This means that the option for low-risk women to give birth at home or in a midwifery unit is safe for baby and mother and saves the NHS money.

The evidence from this first part of the Birthplace in England programme has been widely discussed and disseminated in various media, from academic journals to TV, radio and national newspapers [3]. It has been cited by the Royal College of Midwives, the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists and the National Childbirth Trust. In 2012, the UK government’s White Paper Liberating the NHS: No Decision About Me, Without Me cited the research in support of the policy of choice of care setting [6]. The 2012 NHS Commissioning Board’s Commissioning Maternity Services also mentioned this research.
in support of service improvement that would offer healthy women with low-risk pregnancies a choice of birth setting [7]. In 2014, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) updated its guidance on care during labour and childbirth, relying heavily on findings from the Birthplace in England programme. The guidance recommends planned birth in a midwifery unit for healthy women having a first baby and planned birth in a midwifery unit or at home for healthy women having a second baby [8]. This research has also had an international impact in Brazil, where the Rede Cegonha (which translates as the stork network) has been set up to improve maternity care across the country, including the development and roll-out of 180 midwifery units nationally [3]. In Australia, an analysis of similar data also found that women who planned to give birth at a birth centre or at home were significantly more likely to have a normal labour and birth compared with women in the labour ward group [9].

Identifying the need to further explore factors that influence interventions, transfers and other outcomes in different settings and to also inform further the discussion on the organisation and delivery of services, the NIHR funded a ‘follow-on’ project in the form of the second part of the Birthplace in England study, which started in 2012. A 2015 report [10] of the follow-on study brought additional evidence to inform the development of care services that offer women a choice of birth setting and provide information that would help women choose their planned birth setting.

This programme has changed, through policy recommendations, the advice given to pregnant women and practice, and the research continues to produce findings that will likely translate into quantifiable safer and cost-effective births in England.

Evidence

The webpage compiles the publications arising from the study and the latest news on the evolution of the research.


Paper published by Evidence-Based Midwifery describing the organisation of maternity care at trust and unit level in England.


The case study provides an overview on the major studies conducted by academic staff at City University London. Part of the research team here previously worked on the Birthplace England study, and the research is also mentioned in this Research Excellence Framework.


Results of the Birthplace Study showing the perinatal and maternal outcomes by planned place of birth for low risk pregnancies in England from a prospective cohort of approximately 65,000 women.


Evidence from the Birthplace study showing the cost effectiveness of planned births either at home, in freestanding midwifery units, in alongside midwifery units, and in obstetric units for women with low risk pregnancies.


Subsequent publication from the Department of Health following on from the White Paper: Liberating the NHS, calling for responses to a further consultation.


Resource pack setting out a framework to support Clinical Commissioning Groups in the commissioning of maternity services.


National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidelines for delivering intrapartum care for health women and babies.


Results of a study reporting findings using routinely collected data on planned birthplace and on perinatal and maternal outcomes, and interventions in labour.

This report summarises the findings from the follow-on study which was aimed to provide further evidence to support the development and delivery of maternity services and inform women’s choice of birth setting, specifically, to explore maternal and organisational factors associated with intervention, transfer and other outcomes in each birth setting in ‘low-risk’ and ‘higher-risk’ women. The report concludes that expansion in the capacity of non–obstetric unit intrapartum care could reduce intervention rates in low-risk women and that the benefits of midwifery-led intrapartum care apply to all low-risk women irrespective of age, ethnicity or area deprivation score. The report also mentions that no change in the guidance on planning place of birth for higher-risk women is recommended.

4.1.8. Initiating urgent assessment and treatment for patients following mini-strokes

Case study
Costs arising from the treatment of stroke and costs incurred due to productivity loss of the UK population have been calculated to amount to approximately £8.9 billion a year [1]. Stroke treatment costs represent about 5 per cent of total UK NHS costs [1]. Research resulting from the Oxford Vascular Study (OXVASC), which is partly funded by the NIHR, has had significant impact on stroke prevention and the way minor strokes and transient ischaemic attacks (TIAs, or ‘mini strokes’) are managed, by informing clinical guidelines.

The OXVASC study started in 2002 and provides data on the incidence and outcome of all acute vascular events occurring in the population in Oxfordshire [2]. The NIHR has contributed to the research in different ways, such as: funding specific research on cost savings arising from early detection of TIA and stroke, in phase 2 of the OXVASC study, and providing an NIHR Senior Investigator Award to one of the principal investigators [3].

The first phase of the OXVASC study showed that the risk of stroke after a TIA is greater than originally considered, that there is a narrow time-window for prevention, and that individuals who are at highest risk of having a stroke can be identified with a simple clinical score – the ABCD [2]. It also showed that the requirement for appointments could lead to a delay in referrals for patients with a suspected TIA or minor stroke.

Based on learning from phase 1, the second phase of the research led to impacts on emergency treatment of TIA and minor stroke in primary care [2]. In this second phase, primary-care physicians were asked to send the patients immediately to the clinic, without any appointment, where treatment was initiated immediately if the diagnosis was confirmed. This led to an 80 per cent decrease in the 90-day risk of recurrent stroke in patients referred to the phase 2 clinic compared with those referred to the phase 1 clinic. In addition, clinic hospital admissions for recurrent stroke were lower when the requirement for appointments was removed, which translated to a savings of £624 per patient [4]. The Early use of eXisting PREventive Strategies for Stroke (EXPRESS) study, nested within OXVASC, determined the
effect of more rapid treatment after a TIA and minor stroke in patients who are not admitted directly to hospital [4][5].

These findings have had an impact on service provision and professional education about TIA and minor stroke. This is demonstrated by the changes the research has produced in clinical guidelines. Findings from the EXPRESS study have informed the 2007 National Stroke Strategy; the 2008 National Institute for Health and Care Excellence guidelines *Stroke: National Clinical Guideline for Diagnosis and Initial Management of Acute Stroke and Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA)*; and the 2012 Royal College of Physicians Intercollegiate Stroke Working Party’s *National Clinical Guideline for Stroke* [3]. The recommendations in these documents reflect the findings from the EXPRESS study that there is a need for identification of patients at high risk of subsequent stroke and early specialist intervention, including commencement of appropriate secondary prevention treatments.

Based on the estimations from the EXPRESS study, it was calculated that emergency treatment of TIA and minor stroke in primary care would prevent about 10,000 strokes per year, adding up to savings of up to £200 million annually in acute care costs alone in the NHS [3]. Overall, the health and care system has benefited from improved stroke prevention as a result of determining the resource costs, health outcomes and cost-effectiveness in stroke care using evidence from the Oxford Vascular Study.

Evidence


Study reporting the annual cost of stroke to the UK economy using a combination of direct and indirect cost measures.


Link to a project page on the National Institute for Health Research website, describing the OXVASC Study programme.

[3] Research Excellence Framework. 2014. Reduction of stroke risk by risk stratification and urgent intervention after a transient ischaemic attack (TIA) or minor stroke. [Case study 14720.] As of 2 May 2016: http://impact.ref.ac.uk/CaseStudies/CaseStudy.aspx?Id=14720

The case study summarises the achievements of the team from the Stroke Prevention Research Unit in Oxford from early 2000 to 2013.


This paper summarises the findings on the cost-effectiveness of the phase 2 intervention. It concludes that urgent assessment and treatment of patients with a TIA or minor stroke who were referred to a specialist outpatient clinic reduced subsequent hospital bed-days, acute costs and six-month disability.
The page offers a comprehensive account of this part of the research of the Oxford Vascular Study, including the publications resulting from it. This project aimed to: 1) estimate the size and predictors of immediate and long-term (i.e. five years after the event) National Health Service resource use and healthcare costs of stroke and transient ischaemic attacks; 2) estimate the size and predictors of immediate and long-term health outcomes, including five-year life expectancy, patient disability, quality of life, and quality-adjusted life expectancy; and 3) assess if urgent clinical assessment and treatment of non-hospitalised patients with a minor stroke or TIA was cost effective.

4.1.9. Simplifying and streamlining clinical research initiation and delivery

Case Study

One of the key objectives of the NIHR is to enable faster and easier clinical research so that the NHS and other parts of the health and social care system can take full advantage of the opportunities that science and technology offer patients, carers and those who serve them. As part of this commitment, the NIHR has established a number of processes to simplify and streamline administrative and regulatory processes. Key activities include working actively to make the performance of NHS providers in more transparent and accountable while they are starting and delivering research; providing support to help the NHS improve research performance; and simplifying approval processes for ethical research through working with the Health Research Authority (HRA) [1].

To make the performance of NHS providers in starting and delivering research more transparent and accountable, the NIHR has undertaken a number of actions to improve the timeliness under which clinical trials are undertaken. For example, it ensures that all new NIHR contracts with NHS services include requirements on the timelines under which all clinical trials by the contractors are undertaken. Since April 2014, similar requirements have been included in contracts between Department of Health and hosts of NIHR Local Clinical Research Networks (LCRNs), as well as in contracts or other forms of agreement between LCRN hosts and significant research-active providers in their patch [1].

In parallel, the NIHR played an instrumental role in setting up the Research Passport system, allowing higher education institution (HEI) researchers to undertake their research within and across NHS organisations more easily. The Research Passport introduced standardised procedures for issuing Honorary Research Contracts and Letters of Access to HEI researchers. As a result, it has streamlined processes for confirming details of the pre-engagement checks undertaken on the researcher in line with NHS Employment Check Standards [2]. There is anecdotal evidence from universities that it has sped up the process from weeks to hours [3]. The NIHR was also crucial in establishing the Champions for Research support initiative. These champions disseminate messages throughout the NHS and act as advocates for effective research management and delivery to promote the outcomes of faster and easier
clinical research [4]. From January 2015, the responsibility for supporting this initiative was transferred from the NIHR to the HRA.

To help the NHS achieve faster clinical research, the NIHR adopted the Research Support Services (RSS) framework in 2011. The RSS is a set of tools and guidelines such as the Operational Capability Statement, that support a consistent and streamlined approach to managing health research studies in the NHS [5]. As of December 2014, 151 NHS Trusts published their R&D Operational Capability Statements. The RSS Framework has helped the NHS service providers to meet a 70 day benchmark in new NHS contracts for recruiting the first patient to clinical trials. The framework has also helped to organise their capacity for managing trials from end to end, helping them deliver to time and target. Based on the adjusted data it was established that the percentage of trials meeting the 70 day benchmark increased from 47 per cent in 2013 to 75 per cent in 2015. Working with the NHS service providers has also reduced the median time from receipt of a valid research application to recruitment of the study’s first patient from 105 days in the summer of 2012 to 50 days in the summer of 2015.

The NIHR has set up a number of other measures, including the NIHR Coordinated System for gaining NHS Permission (NIHR CSP) and standardised research agreements to aid efficient and effective study set-up and delivery. The CSP streamlines local NHS permission so that clinical research studies on the NIHR research portfolio can be approved more quickly [6]. As a result of the CSP, the median time for a study to gain all NHS permissions has decreased to 19 days from 28 days in 2013. Similarly, the median time for individual site NHS permissions is 6 days, an improvement on 13 days in 2013 [7]. The standardised research agreements include a model Clinical Trials Agreements (mCTA) and a model Industry Collaborative Research Agreement (mICRA). These agreements support clinical research collaborations involving the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries, academia and NHS organisations across the UK [8].

The NIHR has also worked closely with HRA since its inception in 2015 as a new non-departmental public body, tasked with promoting the interests of patients in health research and streamlining the regulation of research. The NIHR supported the HRA’s plans to create a unified approval process for research and to promote consistent and proportionate standards for compliance and inspection, including improving the processes of the National Research Ethics Service, and thus providing an efficient and robust ethics review service, which have recently been changed to the HRA Approval processes [9].

In sum, the NIHR is supporting a range of measures aimed at improving research processes and making clinical research faster and easier in the UK. This includes, among others, changing NIHR contracts to make NHS providers’ research performance more transparent and accountable, developing the NIHR RSS Framework to support NHS performance improvements, and working with the HRA to simplify approvals processes for ethical research.

Evidence
This briefing document describes the NIHR activities aimed at facilitating faster and easier clinical research.


This webpage provides details on the Research Passport and Streamlined Human Resources Arrangements.


This document provides an overview of the changing regulatory and governance landscape for research and of the different initiatives in place.


This webpage describes the NIHR’s involvement in the Champions for Research Support initiative and includes the dissemination notes from meetings in 2014.


This webpage provides more detailed information about the Research Support Services Framework.


This webpage describes recent changes to the study set-up arrangements within the NHS in England.


This document provides an annual overview of the key statistics in relation to the objectives of the NIHR.


This webpage provides additional details on Model Clinical Agreements.


This webpage contains full information on the Research Ethics Service.
4.1.10. Enabling research in care homes: the ENRICH programme

Case study
The NIHR’s Enabling Research in Care Homes (ENRICH) programme is the first national network to provide support for research engaging care homes and their residents, especially people with dementia. In 2011, the NIHR Dementias and Neurodegeneration (DeNDRoN) Clinical Research Network established the ENRICH programme. This was followed at the beginning of 2012 by the launch of the ENRICH toolkit, a move publicly praised by industry [1]. Through the ENRICH toolkit, the programme has supported participating care homes to take part in a range of studies. As a result, there was a total NIHR investment in care home research of over £10 million in 2013, which was around 30 per cent of all dementia funding [1]. The toolkit is an electronic portal that provides advice and guidance for researchers, research staff and NIHR Local Clinical Research Networks on how to set up and conduct studies in a care home. It registered 500 hits in the first month of its existence [1].

The network of participating care homes has grown considerably. In 2012, BUPA care homes became the first corporate partner of ENRICH, adding 350 care homes to the network [1]. Today the network has more than 700 participating care homes in England and Scotland [2]. This offers a unique opportunity in dementia research, as it is estimated that 80 per cent of people living in care homes have a form of dementia or severe memory problems [3].

In late 2012, the ENRICH network was approached to support three studies funded as part of the NIHR’s dementia themed call, with £3.5 million for care home research [1]. One of these studies is called the ‘Enable Person-centred care for people with dementia and their carers: A cluster randomised controlled trial In Care homes (EPIC)’, which is funded by the NIHR Health Technology Assessment programme. It aims to evaluate the clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of Dementia Care Mapping™ (DCM™), a care home intervention used to support the implementation of person-centred care training for staff working with people with dementia living in care homes in England [4]. The EPIC study is being conducted in accordance with the principles of the ENRICH toolkit [4]. Professor Claire Surr, Chief Investigator, states that using existing networks and contacts has helped hasten the recruitment process, with 500 residents being recruited since June 2014 [5][6]. This exemplifies how the ENRICH programme is supporting research into dementia that will ultimately benefit the residents of the care homes.

An evaluation of the ENRICH programme was published in 2014. It looked at 33 recent studies and identified several ways in which ENRICH is beneficial. It was noted that membership of the network was perceived as a means of accessing research and networking with other care homes for mutual support, and that it had a positive impact on staff education and improved care. The evaluation also noted positive feedback from Care Quality Commission inspectors; increased volume of dementia research; and the chance for staff to express their opinions, concerns and ideas for improving residents’ care [7].

Since its launch four years ago, the ENRICH toolkit has had more than 35,000 users. The tool has been updated since then, and the latest version contains revised guidance, a community blog, an online training tool and information on accessing funding opportunities [8].
The NIHR’s ENRICH programme is bringing research on dementia closer to its beneficiaries; improving the participation of care home staff in bettering the residents’ care; and facilitating uptake of research funding, which contributes to capacity building in dementia care.

Evidence


Progress report on the Prime Minister’s Challenge on Dementia


List of participating care homes taking part in the Research Ready Care Home Network.


Alzheimer’s Society statistics.


Evaluation of the effectiveness and cost effectiveness of Dementia Care Mapping.


Document outlining recruitment in the EPIC trial.


Webpage updating on EPIC trial recruitment.


The evaluation used a two-phase, mixed-methods approach. Phase 1 established a baseline of current and recent studies, including the National Institute for Health Research portfolio. Interviews were conducted with researchers working for the Dementias and Neurodegenerative Diseases Research Network (DeNDRoN) and care home managers. In phase 2, four DeNDRoN area offices recruited care homes to a care home network for their region. The phase 1 review revealed a small but increasing number of studies.
involving care homes. Phase 2 proved the feasibility of care home research networks and their potential to increase recruitment to research and develop partnerships between health services and care homes.

ENRICHER webpage on meeting the Prime Minister’s vision for Dementia in 2020.
5. Working with charities and the third sector on common agendas

5.1. Summary


NIHR works with charities and the third sector on common agendas to maximise the health gains from research investment and to reach patient groups at risk of being marginalised.

NIHR’s research infrastructure in the NHS helps to enable charities and the third sector to undertake high-quality, cost-effective research. Charities invested over £1.7 billion into studies enabled by and using NIHR infrastructure over the period 2009/10 to 2014/15, including £436 million in 2014/15 alone.

Partnering with charities enhances NIHR’s ability to reach out to specific patient groups and to support major national campaigns. Equally, it allows charities to access the entirety of NIHR’s infrastructure to realise patient benefits. For example:

- NIHR’s network of Experimental Cancer Medicine Centres is jointly funded with Cancer Research UK and is increasing the number of patients taking part in trials of innovative new cancer treatments, such as those for refractory myeloma. More than 2,500 patient participants were recruited to 389 trials in 2015.
- England’s largest programme to tackle stigma and discrimination against people with mental health, Time to Change, bases its interventions around principles of social contact validated as part of an NIHR research programme. The research team worked closely with the charities Mind and Rethink Mental Illness, who lead the programme.

Charities provide over a third of all public funding for medical research in the UK, and many national charities partner with NIHR. One example is Arthritis Research UK. This charity is working across the breadth of the health research innovation pathway and NIHR infrastructure, including with the University College London Hospitals Biomedical Research Centre, to establish the world’s first centre for adolescent rheumatology; with NIHR’s Translational Research Partnership, to begin the first translational research programme in Lupus; and with NIHR’s Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care Greater Manchester, to promote self-management of their disease for patients with rheumatoid arthritis.

NIHR, in collaboration with the Association of Medical Research Charities – the UK’s membership body representing 133 charitable research funding organisations – and other stakeholders, including the Health
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Research Authority and the Medical Research Council, is implementing guidelines which will help reduce the burden of research funding on charities. The guidelines will provide a mechanism through which the NHS will pay for additional costs that could otherwise make the price of research prohibitively high.

NIHR works with charities to tackle urgent health issues where there are unmet research needs. Pooling resources with charities significantly speeds up the process of bringing new technologies into clinical practice. Examples of these partnerships include the following:

- The British Tinnitus Association is working as part of an NIHR-supported Priority Setting Partnership (via the James Lind Alliance) to inform research results into the first ever evidence-based clinical practice guidelines for tinnitus, which stand to benefit the 5 million people living with this condition in the UK.
- Globally more than 10,000 patients with a rare genetic form of diabetes have benefitted from a personalised medicine approach that allows them to control their blood sugar without the need for insulin injections. The screening method used to identify these patients arose from research funded via a strategic partnership with the Wellcome Trust, as well UK diabetes charities.
- Stroke survivors with cognitive impairment receive a diagnosis earlier and more efficiently as a result of NIHR’s championing of a screening tool originally developed with funding from the Stroke Association.
- Researchers working in partnership with the charity Sue Ryder are improving practices on how to better communicate with patients and their families about end-of-life plans.

Networks of volunteers support research within their community. NIHR sponsors research to assess the impact and cost-effectiveness of these local, often experimental, initiatives. Below are two examples of NIHR randomised controlled trials which helped demonstrate significant benefits:

- One volunteer group now operates as its own charity, Speak with IT, to deliver enhanced, computer-based rehabilitative therapies for stroke victims with aphasia (a speech and language disorder) in the north-east of England. This follows results from NIHR’s pilot trial indicating that this therapy improved patients’ language abilities, and was more cost-effective, when compared to standard speech and language therapy and linked support groups.
- The charity Sing for Your Life reaches more than 1,000 elderly people in community and care settings each month. An NIHR-funded trial demonstrated that the singing programme the charity delivers significantly improves participants’ quality of life and well-being.

Charity and third sector partnerships also provide a platform from which NIHR can undertake research into topics viewed as sensitive or challenging:

- The Equality Trust is an educational and campaigning organisation set up to share findings of an NIHR research programme examining the social and health-related determinants of inequality. The findings have been cited in World Health Organization policy documents and by senior policymakers from the United Nations and the International Monetary Fund.
5.1.1. Stratifying treatments for patients with maturity onset diabetes of the young

Case study

Acting to speed up the processes through which new technologies can make a difference to patients’ lives, the NIHR has facilitated a strategic partnership with the Wellcome Trust to support projects that target unmet, or poorly met, healthcare needs. Via a dedicated Health Innovation Challenge Fund (HICF), this initiative encourages companies, academia and clinicians to work together to translate research from the ‘proof-of-principle’ stage to improvements in patient care [1]. Using the NIHR’s clinical research infrastructure at the NIHR Exeter Clinical Research Facility, Professors Andrew Hattersley and Sian Ellard at the University of Exeter Medical School have conducted research to help patients with rare genetic forms of diabetes. This research provides an example of what a joined-up, partnership approach to clinical research has achieved.

Diabetes caused by mutations in a single gene (‘monogenic’ diabetes) is rare and is often misdiagnosed as type 1 or type 2 diabetes. Estimates are that fewer than 5 per cent of people with monogenic diabetes are correctly diagnosed, with the result that up to 20,000 patients may be receiving inappropriate treatment [2]. Early work by the Exeter research team had developed genetic tests for several of these forms of diabetes. These are collectively termed maturity onset diabetes of the young, or MODY, given people affected usually show symptoms before the age of 25 [3].

Because genetic testing of all patients suspected of having MODY would prove prohibitively expensive, the team went on to develop a method of screening patients, by testing for by-products of insulin production that circulate in the bloodstream. With support from the HICF, as well as Diabetes UK, the Diabetes Foundation, and the European Union, the team was able to trial this approach, recruiting patients via the NIHR’s Exeter Clinical Research Facility. The team showed that in certain cases, patients’ blood glucose could be controlled using tablets rather than insulin injections, while in others, treatment could be stopped altogether [3].

The research has had significant impacts on practice and patient care. Through Professor Hattersley’s membership on expert committees (including the International Society for Paediatric and Adolescent Diabetes and the World Health Organization), treatment guidelines for MODY now reflect the team’s successes in applying a personalised medicine approach. More than 10,000 patients worldwide have had their treatment modified to remove the need for insulin injections, with improvements in their quality of life as a result of reduced discomfort and inconvenience [3].

As part of efforts to improve the availability and quality of information to guide healthcare practitioners and patients, the team also developed an online ‘MODY calculator’. This resource allows clinicians to predict an individual’s risk of MODY, by inputting information about their family history, clinical characteristics and test results. By providing a systematic approach to selecting patients who would benefit from further genetic testing, the MODY calculator helps to prevent unnecessary tests, and it has been used by more than 6,000 clinicians, scientists and patients [3].

The work demonstrates the value of the NIHR’s bridging role between not-for-profit and other public and special interest groups, as well as providing infrastructure to support research that can transform the
lives of patients whose disease may otherwise be overlooked by common diagnostic and treatment pathways.

Evidence


Information on the NIHR website detailing aims and objectives of the HICF.


Clinicaltrials.gov listing of the UNITED trial, with information on monogenic diabetes and aims and objectives of the NIHR trial.


REF case study outlining the contribution of NIHR-funded research to improved practices in diagnosing and treating MODY, and the support of a number of charitable partners.

5.1.2. Rehabilitating patients with speech and language difficulties following a stroke

Case study

Aphasia is a problem affecting patients’ ability to speak, to understand speech, and to read and write. It results from damage to the language region of the brain, often following a stroke, and is relatively common, affecting up to a third of stroke victims, or more than 50,000 people each year [1]. Speech and language therapy can help patients to recover their ability to communicate, however such treatment is rarely offered beyond three months post-stroke. In partnership with a number of stroke charities, the NIHR has enabled patients to receive further speech and language support, through piloting the use of a computer programme, called Step-by-Step, that helps to rehabilitate patients and restore their confidence in finding the right words [2].

Drawing on the support of the NIHR’s Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLAHRC) South Yorkshire, whose remit is to build research capacity – a team at the University of Sheffield developed an initiative to tackle some of the issues that people with aphasia face. These can include depression, family breakdown, unemployment, and social isolation [3].

The Sheffield team designed a pilot randomised controlled trial (RCT) to test the feasibility of using the Step-by-Step programme as an adjunct to standard speech and language therapy. The trial involved participants working through a library of more than 13,000 language exercises, for at least 20 minutes a day, 3 days a week, for 5 months [4]. To support participants in using Step-by-Step, the team recruited a network of volunteers from communication and stroke charities, including Speakability (now part of the Stroke Association) [5].
The trial recruited more than its original target of 30 participants. Results indicate a significant improvement in the number of words that participants receiving the Step-by-Step intervention could correctly identify, 5 months into their therapy. Working with the volunteer network meant that a speech and language therapist only needed to provide light-touch supervision, at the early stages of setting up the programme. Thus, in spite of the intervention’s slightly higher lifetime costs compared with standard language therapy and linked support groups (£19,124 and £18,687 respectively), the team estimated that it would be cost effective (an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of £3,058), given the improvement the team observed in patients’ language abilities [4].

The patients and carers who took part in the pilot trial were so positive about their experiences in participating that in 2012 they launched their own charity, Speak with IT, to offer the Step-by-Step programme to other patients with aphasia in the north east of England [3]. Made up entirely of volunteers, the charity has trained 30 people to help more than 200 patients with aphasia, and is an active voice in the local community to raise awareness of the disease. Its CEO, Carl Palay, explained the value:

‘The fact that Research at the University of Sheffield has shown using computer technology to treat the issues found with processing speech and language after a stroke is more effective than the usual stimulation offered in such cases, drives and inspires me to work towards making our support services available to as wide an audience as possible. For example, people using the computer software independently at home made significantly more improvement in finding the words they wanted than those who did not use computer treatment and our charity facilitates and supports this approach helping directly improve the quality of life of stroke survivors’ [6].

With further funding from the NIHR’s Health Technology Assessment programme, the Sheffield team are now leading a RCT of the computer therapy in twenty aphasia departments across the UK. In facilitating collaboration among patients, carers, volunteer groups and charities and through this research the NIHR is informing decisions around the use of this new model of treatment for patients with persistent aphasia.

Evidence

Information on aphasia, outlining causes and types of and treatments for the disease.

As of 2 May 2016: http://www.nihr.ac.uk/funding/funded-research/funded-research.htm?postid=1981
Details of the NIHR-funded Research for Patient Benefit pilot RCT of a computer-assisted course of speech and language therapy for patients with aphasia.

Brochure providing case studies of the NIHR’s engagement with the third sector and a number of impacts of this work.


Results of the Sheffield team’s pilot RCT of a computer-assisted course of speech and language therapy for patients with aphasia, including sample size calculation for a full RCT and estimated cost-effectiveness of the pilot intervention.

Summary project findings on cost effectiveness of computer aphasia treatment versus usual stimulation.

Recent public-facing communications from the charity set up to promote further aphasia patient engagement with the Step-by-Step intervention, as trialled in the NIHR-funded study.

Details of the NIHR Health Technology Assessment programme–funded full RCT to evaluate the use of computer therapies for aphasia and inform care decisions by NHS commissioners, patients and relatives.

5.1.3. Developing a common research agenda for charity and patient groups involved in tinnitus research

Case study
The NIHR Biomedical Research Unit (BRU) in hearing in Nottingham was established in 2008 and is the only such unit funded to undertake early translational research in deafness and hearing problems. Funded with an initial NIHR award of £3.75 million for four years, and awarded a further £6.25 million in 2012 [1], the Nottingham BRU is a partnership between the University of Nottingham and Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust, and works closely with the Medical Research Council Institute of Hearing Research. Drawing on close links with national charities, the Nottingham BRU is working with people who suffer from hearing-related problems and tinnitus.

Tinnitus is the perception of hearing a noise in the absence of any external source of sound. In the UK, there are more than 5 million people with tinnitus [2], costing the NHS £27million a year in hearing aids and/or counselling costs [3]. This condition affects primarily the elderly with 14 per cent of people aged over 50 suffering from tinnitus [2]. This makes it a burden on the healthcare system, especially considering the increasing aging population.
The BRU benefits from physical infrastructure comprising sound-insulated booths, and quiet testing rooms, including a child-friendly room, as well as equipment that allows for clinical and experimental assessments of hearing and researchers who offer expertise [1]. Leveraging existing capacity and capabilities, the BRU engaged with charities and industry in a partnership for a James Lind Alliance tinnitus priority-setting partnership (PSP). On this project, the BRU worked with the British Tinnitus Association (BTA) and the Judi Meadows Memorial Fund to identify the top 10 important questions for tinnitus research [4]. The programme ran from 2011 to 2012 and obtained the views of a wide range of stakeholders such as professional organisations, charities and patient support groups. The BRU offered expertise on how to conduct this process. Starting with 2,500 questions, the project involved several steps of refinement leading to a long list of 393 questions and, ultimately, 170 questions that were proposed to the tinnitus community for selection [4]. The 10 identified research uncertainties are meant to focus the research agenda by capturing important questions for both clinicians and patients. As recognised by the BTA Chief Executive, this project 'gave a unique opportunity for a patient-led organisation to work with the BRU to deliver a project that was important to the whole of the tinnitus community – patients, clinicians and researchers' [5].

The unique partnership among the NIHR, tinnitus charities and patient groups has identified important research questions. For example, the partnership led to exploring the potential of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) through a £259,000 grant awarded by the NIHR Research for Patient Benefit programme [5].

Another way in which the BRU is working with the BTA is through the creation of a BTA Head of Research position in 2015 [6]. The researcher is based at the BRU and works to facilitate tinnitus management within the NHS. An initial research study is investigating whether use of hearing aids and combination hearing aids improves tinnitus management [6].

By engaging in collaborations such as the one between the BRU in hearing in Nottingham and the BTA and by advancing common research agendas, the NIHR helps to achieve patient benefits. This research agenda is important in both national and international contexts because the BRU’s work is already achieving international impact. BRU research contributed to evidence-based clinical practice in tinnitus, with BRU work being featured in the clinical practice guidelines for tinnitus published by the American Academy of Otolaryngology on the assessment and management of bothersome and persistent tinnitus [7].

Evidence


Webpage giving information about the Nottingham Hearing Biomedical Research Unit.


Webpage providing information on the causes and treatment of Tinnitus, aimed at general readership.
5.1.4. Allocating clinical research costs fairly

Case study

Charities provide over a third of all public funding for medical research in the UK, consistently funding over £1 billion of research each year since 2008 [1]. The NIHR maximises the value of this funding through its support of infrastructure, such as facilities, centres and units dedicated to clinical research, and the UK-wide clinical research network [2]. The NIHR’s partnership with the third sector has led to an array of achievements, with a number of these detailed in this chapter. It also prompted a review in how the NHS apportions research costs, to ensure that charity funding is directed towards the areas where it is likely to have the greatest impact.

In 2012, the Department of Health in England released updated guidance on attributing the costs of carrying out clinical research (known as AcoRD) to ensure that funders meet these costs fairly and transparently. It defined the types of cost that apply to clinical research, from those of the research study itself (research costs) to the costs of treating patients involved in the research (NHS treatment costs, and NHS support costs). It identified the costs that fall into each category and who should meet them. For the first time, the guidance also specifically set out the costs that charities should not be expected to pay,
including the local costs of managing trials, collecting research data and complying with regulatory requirements [3].

The AcoRD guidelines, subsequently adopted UK-wide, have acted to reduce the burden of research funding on charities, by providing a mechanism through which the NHS will pay for additional costs that could otherwise make the price of research prohibitively high [4].

To help implement the guidelines, the NIHR is working in collaboration with the Association of Medical Research Charities (AMRC) – the UK’s membership body representing 133 charitable research funding organisations – and other stakeholders, including the Health Research Authority and the Medical Research Council. Together, they have developed tools to help researchers to correctly apportion costs when applying for research funding from charities and other research funders. To ensure that only high-quality research would be eligible for the support, and in line with AMRC best practice, charities must offer their funding in open competition [4].

The importance of a fair and transparent process to encourage charities to fund research that maximises the NIHR’s support of clinical research is clear when one looks at the scale of this funding. Since 2009, charities have provided almost £1.7 billion of research funding to studies making use of the NIHR’s infrastructure. In 2014-15, charity funding accounted for over a quarter of all such external funding [2].

Other case studies present tangible examples of how the NIHR is collaborating with charities to advance the nation’s health and wealth: from Experimental Cancer Medicine Centres to trial new therapies for cancer, through to screening tools that prevent unnecessary insulin injections in patients with rare forms of diabetes.

Evidence


Article from the UK representative body for medical research charities, detailing historical research spend.


Summary document detailing the amounts and sources of funding of NIHR infrastructure.


Guidance to provide a framework for the NHS and its partners to identify, attribute and recover costs associated with research in the NHS.


AMRC guidance on the AcoRD guidance and its implications for charity research funding organisations.
5.1.5. **Collaborating to improve studies of supportive, palliative and end-of-life care**

**Case study**

An increase in the number of people living with long-term and chronic illness means that the need to provide high-quality, supportive palliative and end-of-life care is more pressing than ever before. Advance care planning (ACP) enables patients to consider, discuss and, if they wish, document their wishes and preferences for future care, including decisions to refuse treatment in the event that they lose capacity to make decisions for themselves [1]. With support from the NIHR, researchers working in partnership with the charity Sue Ryder at the University of Nottingham’s Sue Ryder Care Centre for the Study of Supportive, Palliative and End of Life Care have enabled improvements in practice on how to communicate better with patients and their families about end of life plans and have developed recommendations for health policy to improve the experience of death and dying for patients and their families. The centre’s collaborative relationship with the charity Sue Ryder improves the uptake of its research into the provision of palliative and neurological care.

An NIHR-supported study into communication and decisionmaking in rehabilitation [1], undertaken by Dr Ruth Patty and colleagues, examined how practitioners raise sensitive issues and encourage involvement in decisionmaking. This research has informed professional practice and policy, as the findings have since been used by health and care professionals to improve how they communicate with patients about advance end-of-life care plans. Aside from the NIHR support, the Centre also benefitted from research grants from Burdett Trust for Nursing, Trent Cancer Network, and others [2].

This research informed the legislative and policy changes introduced in the Department of Health’s End of Life Care Strategy and the 2007 Mental Capacity Act, which gave legal status to advance decisions to refuse treatment and nominations of lasting powers of attorney [3]. The Head of Programmes for Long-Term Conditions and End of Life Care at NHS Improving Quality described this research as ‘influential’ and said ‘[it] provided a foundation upon which further work and research has been based’ [4]. In 2011, the Centre’s analysis of staff’s educational needs was also used to revise guidance for health and social care staff in the National End of Life Care Programme [3]. The research also informed professional practice at a high level when its research was cited in the Royal College of Physicians’ evidence-based guidelines for ACP published in 2009 [5][6].

The research team actively engaged with the third sector in improving the understanding, implementation and uptake of ACP. The researchers worked actively with Dying Matters, a national coalition established by the National Council for Palliative Care to raise public awareness of and debate about ACP [8]. Since 2009, the coalition has gained 20,000 members from across the NHS, the voluntary and independent health and social care sectors, community organisations and academia [3]. The centre, jointly with the Dying Matters coalition and the National End of Life Care Programme, also co-developed an educational guide about ACP aimed at healthcare professionals. The guide is now available in seven languages.

The research has attracted considerable international attention. Its findings were presented at numerous international conferences, such as the inaugural International Advance Care Planning and End of Life Care conference [3]. It was also cited in the World Health Organisation’s guidance for palliative care and...
older people [7]. The centre’s research also informed a European Council Symposium on the end of life decision-making process, when the Steering Committee on Bioethics agreed to develop European guidelines as part of its work programme [8].

The influence this research has had on policy and professional practice has been acknowledged, and the NIHR continues to support other research streams at the University of Nottingham’s Sue Ryder Care Centre for the Study of Supportive, Palliative and End of Life Care. Similarly, the NIHR Programme Grant for Applied Research supported a new six-year research project titled Promoting Activity, Independence and Stability in Early Dementia (PrAISED) into maintaining independence, well-being and quality of life for people with early dementia by promoting activity and reducing falls and their adverse consequences [9].

Evidence

NIHR Final report detailing findings of study examining communication between health professionals at the end of life.


Peer-reviewed journal article with findings from a qualitative study about treatment actions and recommendations in physiotherapy.


This is the REF case study describing the impact of research into advance care planning undertaken by the University of Nottingham’s Sue Ryder Care Centre for the Study of Supportive, Palliative and End of Life Care.


91
Report by the National End of Life Care Programme, containing guidance for health and social care staff for advance care planning in cases of life limiting illness.


Peer reviewed ‘spotlight’ article describing the changes in modern society and health care advances, their impact on how we deal with death and the best approach to managing dying in the future.


World Health Organisation report for providing palliative care to older people.


Study page with summary and contact details for the PrAISED study.

5.1.6. Screening to detect cognitive impairment and target rehabilitation in stroke survivors

Case study

There are approximately 152,000 incidents of stroke a year in the UK [1]. The clinical response to stroke has commonly focused on physical disabilities rather than cognitive problems, although over 90 per cent of stroke survivors experience cognitive impairments that can be undetected by medical professionals [1]. Supported by an NIHR Programme Development Grant, the NIHR Clinical Research Network (CRN) and other funding sources, including the Stroke Association and Birmingham Guangzhou Brain and Cognition Centre, researchers from the University of Birmingham continue to advance a comprehensive stroke-specific screening tool, called the Birmingham Cognitive Screen (BCoS). This tool enables early and efficient detection of cognitive impairment after a stroke for a wider range of patients than is currently possible with existing methods [2]. This research has been influential in informing professional practice and its potential has been maximised through the formation of a social enterprise, Cognition Matters, which offers training for healthcare professionals and development of rehabilitation programmes.

Developed by the researchers at the University of Birmingham and initially funded by the Stroke Association, the BCoS tool enables early and efficient detection of cognitive impairment after a stroke. The tool is more comprehensive in its range of assessment than those used in current clinical practice. It is able to assess a wider range of patients who would otherwise be untestable because of their difficulties with language and attention, and it does not require a specialised neuropsychologist for its administration [4].
The evaluation of the tool from 2012 concludes that ‘as a model based assessment, BCoS offers a quick and valid way to detect apraxia and predict functional recovery’ [2]. This conclusion was reiterated by another assessment from 2013, concluding that ‘[BCoS] can identify differential cognitive profiles across patient groups [and] help predict outcomes and inform rehabilitation’ [3].

The NIHR has supported further development of this screening tool and its associated training programme, in order to further advance the ways in which stroke survivors are assessed in the UK and internationally, as well as progressing professional practices in other areas, such as traumatic brain injury. This includes the BCoS Lite, funded by the NIHR, a current trial developing and validating a shorter version of the BCoS for more acute patients within six weeks of assessment [4]. This project also involves trialling of an associated rehabilitation intervention to improve cognitive and everyday functioning as indicated by the BCoS assessment.

The research has attracted widespread interest from the clinical and research communities in the UK and internationally. Since the launch of the BCoS tool in 2011, the research team has demonstrated the tool to over 120 health professionals and academics, which included clinical specialist psychologists and occupational therapists from the UK and abroad [4][5]. The research team continues their efforts to recruit further hospitals and associated services in the UK. The feedback from both clinicians and patients has been positive. As described by one of the clinicians,

‘The true strength of this assessment is that staff can see that the investment of the time to carry it out allows for clearer communication with the patient and the team and improves treatment planning. Using the same assessment tool across our pathway means that staff has improved communication about patients and saves time when moving patients across transition points in the pathway’ [4].

The widespread interest has led to development of this tool and its adaptation for assessment of patients with traumatic brain injury [4].

To maximise the potential of the BCoS tool and recover its costs from sales and training, this research led to a formation of a new social enterprise, Cognition Matters [6]. Since its establishment, this social enterprise has won a number of enterprise and social enterprise awards in recognition of the importance and potential impact of the project, including winning a Big Idea competition at the University of Birmingham in 2009, a Social Enterprise Catalyst Award from the Higher Education Funding Council for England and UnLtd in 2010, and the Enterprising Birmingham Business Plan competition in 2011 [7]. The innovativeness and effectiveness of this tool has also attracted international attention. The team received an investment from China [8], which led to the translation of the tool into three Chinese languages (Taiwanese Mandarin, Mainland Putonghua, and Cantonese version). The evaluation of the Cantonese version of the BCoS suggested that the tool was effective and claimed that it offers a ‘very promising tool for the detection of cognitive problems in Cantonese speakers’ [9]. The international uptake of the tool continues to expand, and the research team also received requests to translate the tool into additional languages, such as into Hindi Urdu, Spanish, Greek, French and Korean.
Evidence


This report by the Stroke Association provides a summary and basic statistics on stroke and stroke research in the UK.


This paper evaluates the validity and functional predictive values of the apraxia tests in the BCoS, using observational studies from a university neuropsychological assessment centre and acute and rehabilitation stroke care hospitals across England.


This study examined the utility of the Birmingham Cognitive Screen in discriminating cognitive profiles and recovery of function across stroke survivors, using a cross-section observational study which analysed cognitive profiles of 657 sub-acute stroke patients, 331 of whom were reassessed at 9 months.


This REF impact case study on the BCoS outlines the details about the tools, provides its summarised research and clinical impact, and references the additional evidence.


The manual is part of the test pack and provides details about the BCoS.


This website provides details on the Cognition Matters social enterprise.


This webpage provides details of the Cognition founders and lists their awards in relation to the BCoS.


This article provides details about international expansion of the BCoS and investment from China.

This article provides the results of a study which uses the Cantonese version of the BCoS with a total of 98 patients with acute ischemic stroke and an additional 133 healthy individuals recruited as controls.

5.1.7. Basing interventions to reduce discrimination and stigma associated with mental health disorders around a principle of social contact

Case study

Nine out of ten people with mental health problems report a negative impact of stigma and discrimination on their lives in the UK [1]. Stigma and discrimination limit recovery from illness, reduce social inclusion, have negative impacts on physical health, and stop people getting into employment [1]. To reduce stigma-related attitudes and behaviour and increase knowledge about mental illness, the NIHR has funded, through its Programme Grants for Applied Research scheme, a five-year research programme on mental health-related stigma and discrimination, SAPPHIRE, undertaken by researchers at the Institute of Psychiatry Psychology and Neuroscience at King’s College London between 2007 and 2012 [2]. The research developed and tested original interventions based on the principle of ‘social contact’ between people with and without experience of mental health problems as the most important active ingredient in anti-stigma interventions [3].

The research resulted in the development and piloting of interventions suitable for the general population, and played a major role in the formation and evaluation of the Time to Change (TTC) campaign, the largest-ever mental health charity campaign in England [4]. Working closely with two leading mental health charities, Mind and Rethink Mental Illness, the research team made an important contribution to the development of the TTC social marketing campaign and locally based initiatives aiming to bring together people with and without experience of mental illness to reduce stigma [5]. Furthermore, the researchers led the evaluation of Phase 1 of TTC between 2008 and 2011. Together with Rethink Mental Illness, the researchers carried out a series of national phone surveys with 3,579 mental health service users using one of the tools developed as part of this project, the Discrimination and Stigma Scale (DISC). The evaluation concluded that experiences of discrimination reduced over the first four years of the TTC programme, from 91% in 2008 to 88% in 2011 [6]. Based on the results of this evaluation, the Department of Health announced £16 million in funding for TTC phase 2 [7]. The researchers continue to be an evaluation partner of TTC, collaborating with Mind and Rethink Mental Illness to track the progress and impact of the campaign and enabling the charities to improve the effectiveness of their interventions.

The research has also been influential in informing policy on mental health. In 2011, the UK government committed to ‘supporting and working actively with Time to Change and other partners on reducing stigma for people of all ages and backgrounds’ in the national mental health strategy ‘No Health without Mental Health’ [8]. In the subsequent Implementation Framework for this strategy, the three main
components of the evaluation of TTC phase 2 are listed as the methods for assessing progress towards the objective of ensuring that ‘fewer people will experience stigma and discrimination’ [9].

The research has also led to the development of a comprehensive set of measures and tools to assess stigma and discrimination in anti-stigma campaigns. It includes the Mental Health Knowledge Schedule (MAKS), consisting of stigma-related mental health knowledge domains and items about knowledge of mental illnesses, which was found to be a brief and feasible measure [10]. The Reported and Intended Behaviour Scale (RIBS) assesses reported past, current and intended behavioural discrimination. Rated by users and experts in stigma research, the scale has high internal consistency, test-retest reliability and consensus validity [11]. DISC is a psychometrically validated measure to assess experienced discrimination [12]. These measures are now used to evaluate anti-stigma campaigns in the UK, as well as internationally, including New Zealand where the DISC tool was featured in the government’s ‘Like Minds Like Mine’ national anti-stigma campaign [13]. Other tools, including MAKS, RIBS and DISC, have also been used by the Swedish government to evaluate Sweden’s anti-stigma campaign [14].

Evidence


This survey carried out at the beginning of Time to Change shows stigma and discrimination in mental health in the UK.


This webpage provides details of the NIHR-funded research programme SAPPHIRE, which underpinned the Time to Change campaign.


The REF case impact case study provides a summary and details of the impact of the research supported by the NIHR and other funders.


This webpage includes the research papers essential to the formation of the Time to Change campaign.


This webpage provides background information on the Time to Change campaign and explains the role of underpinning research from King’s College London in the formation of the campaign.


This peer-reviewed editorial piece describes the findings of an evaluation of TTC phase 1.
This article describes how TTC phase 1 (2008–11) was evaluated and describes its results.

This policy document outlines a cross-government mental health outcomes strategy and describes the role of TTC in this strategy.

This best practice guidance by the Department of Health provides an implementation framework for the government’s mental health strategy.

This peer-reviewed article provides further details on the MAKS tool.

This peer-reviewed article provides further details on the RIBS tool.

This peer-reviewed article provides further details on the DISC tool.

This report cites use of the tools developed by the NIHR-funded research described above.

This article cites use of the tools developed by this research.
5.1.8. Mapping inequality as a predictor of poor health and social care status

Case study

Understanding the sources of income inequality has become a pressing issue around the world. Supported by funding from the NIHR, the research of Professor Kate Pickett and Professor Richard G. Wilkinson from the University of York helped establish the link between income inequality and social and health status, informing policy debates and Professors Pickett and Wilkinson are working with the third sector to improve public understanding of those issues.

Undertaken between 2007 and 2012, the studies examined social and health-related determinants of inequality, using ecological and multilevel cross-national comparisons and found that societies with lower levels of income inequality perform consistently better [1][2][3]. Their extensive international evidence links inequality to a wide range of social issues, including mental and physical health, drug use, obesity, educational performance, teenage births, violence, and social mobility. To improve the quality of life and well-being, their research recommended that more attention be paid to the social environment and the quality of social relations and that reducing material inequality improves the psychosocial well-being and social functioning of whole societies [4].

The research findings have been presented in 16 widely cited peer-reviewed journal articles and in a monograph *The Spirit Level: Why More Equal Societies Almost Always Do Better*, published by Penguin in 2009 [4]. *The Spirit Level* has sold more than 150,000 copies in its English edition and is published in 23 foreign editions [4]. The research and its implications have been influential in informing policy and public debates on inequality, and in 2009 led Pickett and Wilkinson to establish a not-for-profit educational and campaigning organisation, The Equality Trust. The organisation aims to improve the public understanding of social issues related to inequality and to inform political debate. It has widely engaged with the public, policymakers, and employers in the UK and internationally [5]. Among its many activities, The Equality Trust led an influential campaign, titled One Society, which aimed to ‘promote policies to take us towards a more equal society, and respond to political developments relating to top pay and income inequality’ [5].

The research, its implications and the resulting third sector work have had a considerable influence on informing public and policy debates on the determinants of inequality in society in the UK. The research findings and associated recommendations have been widely discussed by policy-makers nationally and internationally. The findings influenced the formation of local Fairness Commissions in the UK [6], which investigate and implement ways of reducing inequality in local areas such as recommending and campaigning for the payments of a living wage, prior to the introduction of the national living wage by the UK government in April 2016. The research has also fed in to numerous policy commissions, including the independent Living Wage Commission [7], the High Pay Commission [8] and the UK Drug Policy Commission [9]. It has also influenced the introduction of the Equality Act of 2010, which now includes a duty for local and national public bodies to ‘have regard to the desirability of reducing socio-economic inequalities’ in their decisionmaking [10].

Internationally, the research findings have been cited in numerous policy documents by international organisations and foreign governments. This includes the World Health Organisation’s Regional Office
for Europe in its policy document on addressing the social determinants of health [11], as well as the Canadian National Council of Welfare which cited the research in relation to strategies for reducing poverty and improving societal well-being [12]. The research conclusions and recommendations have also featured in the speeches of numerous prominent policymakers from international governmental organisations, including the United Nations, which commented on the impact of the research on the policy debates [13].

Evidence

This peer-reviewed article provides the findings of the research underpinning this case study.

This peer-reviewed article provides the findings of the research underpinning this case study.

This monograph, written for a general readership, summarises the findings of the research and its implications.

This REF impact case describes the impact of this research.

This webpage describes the history of The Equality Trust and how the research underpinned its formation.

This policy brief provides details on the Fairness Commissions in the UK.

This report describes the Living Wage Commission in the UK. Professor Pickett was one of the commissioners of this report.
5.1.9. Partnering with charities to advance experimental medicine in cancer research

Case study

In partnership with Cancer Research UK the NIHR and the health departments of the devolved administrations together established Experimental Cancer Medicine Centres (ECMC) to enable researchers and clinicians to work together towards developing new treatments for cancer [1][2]. Despite the historically long development cycle of oncology medicines (approximately 10 years), ECMCs are
already showing signs of impact in enhancing research capacities and focusing resources from public bodies, charities and industry into early phase clinical trials of cancer medicines.

The ECMC network was launched in 2007. To date there has been a joint investment by all the partners of £70 million. ECMC funding is competitive, encouraging bids from centres with a demonstrated track record of achievement in conducting research into experimental cancer medicines. Similar to that of the NIHR Biomedical Research Centres, ECMC funding is an infrastructure award, covering the costs of dedicated research nurses, laboratory technicians, administrators or pharmacists.

Bringing together public and charitable funding, ECMCs offer a high degree of flexibility and freedom in pursuing a broad area of research within experimental cancer medicine: centres are free to use the award in accordance with their local needs. There are currently 18 ECMCs and 9 paediatric centres across the UK [3]. In England, the NIHR provides support for the clinical infrastructure costs of research, while Cancer Research UK (CRUK) provides funding to meet the academic partner’s infrastructure costs.

An impact of the ECMCs has been to increase the number of early trials of innovative new medicines. In 2014/15, more than 2,500 patients were recruited to 389 trials [3]. The success of ECMC supported research is evident by the progression of studies through different phases of development, that is, from pre-clinical to phase 2/3 trials. Examples of such studies are those on novel compounds for the treatment of melanoma, breast and ovarian cancer, non-small-cell lung cancer or chronic myelomonocytic leukaemia among others [3].

An example of a promising collaboration is that in myeloma research. The Myeloma UK Early Phase Clinical Trial Network, which was developed by the charity Myeloma UK, worked with the ECMCs to conduct the study ‘Myeloma UK One’, investigating the best combination of treatments for patients that relapsed or that have refractory myeloma. The study was set up in record time, with recruitment starting within 12 months from protocol design, compared with the usual two-year time-frame. This is an important achievement, one which supports the aim of bringing new medicines to patients in need more quickly [4].

A major ongoing ECMC-supported research study to advance stratified medicine is the ‘Matrix trial’. Leveraging the ECMC network, the study aims to provide the right treatment to the right patient, building on knowledge of what makes the cancer cells grow and survive in that particular patient [5]. The study is being conducted in collaboration with the third sector represented by important industry players (AstraZeneca and Pfizer), and represents about £25 million worth of research [5]. The participating hospitals are coordinated by the respective ECMC in their region, with approximately 50 NHS trusts being involved in the programme [3].

The ECMCs have built research capacity, leveraging additional funding from universities, NHS Trusts and the private sector of £73.5 million (from a total of 48 companies or organisations). Commercial partnerships are encouraged in the ECMCs, with the private sector being a partner in 77 per cent of studies in the adult network and 60 per cent of those in the paediatric ones [3].

Other ways in which the ECMC network has developed research capacity include: supporting workshops (e.g. a 2014 Research Nurse workshop); developing knowledge hubs (e.g. the UK Therapeutic Cancer Prevention Network Group); and offering support in radiopharmacy trial set up through the CRUK,
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ECMC and UK Radiopharmacy Group Taskforce [3]. In line with the NIHR’s commitment to involving patients in research, the ECMCs have also engaged both patients and the public. This has involved gaining their insights into study development, study implementation and dissemination of results. The ECMC secretariat has set-up an ECMC Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) Group comprising representatives from the adult ECMCs (nominated by the ECMC leads), staff and PPI representatives. Patient representatives can also be found on ECMC steering committees/boards, as well as on a number of trial-specific steering groups [3].

The ECMCs are illustrative of how the NIHR, in partnership with CRUK, has managed to set up a clinical research network that draws on existing capacities and is attracting consistent further funding from industry to advance oncological research for patient benefit.

Evidence

Webpage with further details on the Experimental Cancer Medicine Centre Network.

Webpage with further details on the Experimental Cancer Medicine Centre Paediatric Network,

This is the ECMC annual report for 2014–15, highlighting the achievements of the network in the areas of collaboration within the network and with industry and discussing the supporting role of the ECMC secretariat.

Guidance published by the National Institute for Health Research describing how to engage with medical research charities.

Press release from Cancer Research UK announcing a new clinical trial aiming to advance lung cancer treatment through a partnership between pharma and Cancer Research UK.
5.1.10. Exploring the benefits of community singing groups to improve health outcomes in elderly people

Case study

Combining the arts and the sciences, and working alongside charities, researchers at the Sidney De Haan Research Centre for Arts and Health at Canterbury Christ Church University have deployed creative approaches to tackling health issues alongside a programme of research, and have delivered interventions to improve the lives of elderly people with a range of conditions [1].

The Canterbury team’s work focussed on the well-being and health benefits of singing groups. The team had established an independent charity, Sing for Your Life, whose Silver Song Groups afforded opportunities for older people to take part in community singing [1].

With the NIHR’s support, the team set out to conduct a randomised controlled trial to evaluate the effectiveness of these groups as a health promotion initiative [3]. The trial showed significant improvements in participants’ reported quality of life measures of mental well-being, at the end of the 12-week intervention and 3 months after follow-up [1].

Linked work investigated the experiences of patients with respiratory disorders, specifically chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), engaged in a 36-week singing programme. In this case, the team found that participants perceived singing as both acceptable and beneficial for both their breathing, and their overall physical, psychological and social wellbeing [4].

The team has been able to transfer the findings of their research via the Sing for Your Life charity, which now reaches more than 1,000 older people in community and care settings per month. With engagement from local Parkinson’s Society support groups, the team have established Skylarks, a network of singing for patients with Parkinson’s. Testimonials capture the impacts of these groups on patients’ wellbeing:

‘My Mum was diagnosed with Parkinson’s eight years ago and suffers from acute anxiety, especially in public situations. To say the singing group was a triumph would be an ENORMOUS understatement. It was the first time she has felt comfortable enough to stay for an entire group event in a very long time’ [5].

Further charitable support from the Dunhill Medical Trust has enabled the team to establish an East Kent Singing and COPD network, with similarly positive patient testimonials:

‘I go to the group with a tight chest, and leave feeling I can breathe again’ [5].

The Royal Society for Public Health incorporated the research team’s findings into national practitioner training in the arts, health and well-being. The team has also undertaken a number of local and international training events. Though perhaps unorthodox in its approach, the these efforts to bring arts-based group therapy closer to evidence-based medical care, and involve the third sector, are paving the way for elderly people to enjoy a better quality of life that may also in time prove beneficial to their health.
Evidence


REF case study describing the reach and significance of impacts derived from singing as a health and wellbeing intervention for adults within clinical and non-clinical populations.


Summary of the Canterbury research group’s findings of a randomised controlled trial of singing groups as a health intervention.


Protocol for a pragmatic randomised controlled trial of singing groups as a health intervention.


Results of a pre-test, post-feasibility and nested qualitative study of respiratory function and self-reported quality of life of patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease engaged in a 36-week singing programme.


Further descriptions of the impacts on practice and outreach from singing as a health and wellbeing intervention, with details of specific efforts to reach elderly people with mental health disorders and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
6. Supporting Public Health Delivery

6.1. Summary

**Healthy. Informed. Resilient.**

*NIHR’s public health research promotes healthy behaviours and population-level interventions that lead to healthier lives and tackle health inequalities across the general population.*

NIHR’s investment in public health research strengthens the country’s resilience to disease. It helps to prevent disease through improved screening and diagnostics, increases emergency preparedness and promotes health in both medical and non-healthcare settings.

NIHR supports research into novel methods to screen for and prevent non-communicable diseases, which saves money and enables healthier lives. NIHR research into broader prevention initiatives also helps to reduce the impact of chronic conditions on the health system. Examples of NIHR-funded research in this area include the following:

- New interventions to reduce alcohol-related harm save primary care trusts an estimated £650,000 annually.
- Research into the use of pulse oximetry – a cost-effective method to detect critical congenital heart defects in newborns – means 92 per cent of babies with such defects are now diagnosed before leaving hospital.
- Studies of low-hazard nicotine products reduce the harm from smoking by providing the evidence to underpin smoking prevention strategies.
- Research investigating the potential of stratified care for nonspecific low back pain – where treatment is matched to patients’ risk of a poor prognosis – is estimated to lead to more than £700 million in overall savings.
- Research into the clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of screening for human papillomavirus is contributing to the evidence base for effective cervical cancer screening methods, both in England and internationally.

NIHR’s support of vaccination research is an important component in preventing the spread of potentially life-threatening communicable diseases. NIHR research contributes to public preparedness for outbreaks and epidemics, enabling a rapid response in times of crisis. Examples of NIHR initiatives include:
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- NIHR-supported research into meningococcal meningitis has led to policy changes on childhood immunisation and national vaccine coverage, which has contributed to better protection of the population against this dangerous condition.
- As part of the response to the H1N1 epidemic, NIHR put in place a rapid commissioning mechanism to fund a range of research initiatives to combat the epidemic. This contributed to increased vaccination coverage, with more than 500,000 children receiving an H1N1 vaccination within a few months of the epidemic beginning, and with a doubling in the number of pregnant women immunised against influenza in England between 2008 and 2015.

NIHR funds health promotion–related research that is designed to safeguard the public from health risk factors. It also provides evidence to inform national and international policy changes. Some examples of NIHR policy impact include:

- Banning the use of bisphenol A in baby bottles was a policy decision influenced by NIHR-funded research investigating the effects of human exposure to this chemical.
- Violence is being prevented through interventions that make innovative use of data shared from hospital accident and emergency departments.
- Understanding public attitudes to presumed consent for organ donation – which was facilitated by NIHR’s funding of studies of different national approaches – helped to prevent a costly change in policy and informed recommendations which contributed to a 50 per cent increase in registering of organ donors in the UK.

6.1.1. Fostering the use of low hazard nicotine products amongst policies to prevent smoking

Case study
Despite the progress in curbing smoking uptake, data show that smoking-related deaths and prevalence of tobacco-related illnesses remain of great concern in the UK. About 10 million adults still smoke in Great Britain, with the highest number of smokers aged 25–34 years old [1]. These numbers also translate into high costs: estimates place yearly NHS spending on smoking-related diseases at £2.7 billion, while the wider UK economy loses £2.5 billion as a result of sick leave and lost productivity [2].

NIHR-funded research has helped to extend the evidence base for interventions to reduce smoking uptake. Research undertaken at the University of Nottingham is credited with advancing knowledge on how to prevent people from taking up smoking and on smoking cessation, in particular in less studied groups, such as pregnant women and children. NIHR-funded research performed by this team of researchers has investigated the efficacy and safety of nicotine patches during pregnancy [3] and the role of hospital-based cessation practitioners to identify and treat smokers in secondary care [4]. These research areas were instrumental in fostering the use of low-hazard nicotine products as a harm reduction strategy, as well as contributing to the design and delivery of interventions which help to discourage people from taking up smoking.

This research has had further impacts through its adoption into policy. The Nottingham group’s findings informed several policy documents on smoking cessation and prevention, including: National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance on smoking cessation in community settings in 2008; NICE guidance on smoking cessation in pregnancy and after childbirth [5]; NICE guidance on smoking cessation in all NHS acute, maternity and mental health secondary care settings [6]; and the NICE update on evidence on school-based interventions to prevent the uptake of smoking among children and young people [7]. The Nottingham team has also informed policies on prohibiting point-of-sale tobacco displays in England, on plain tobacco packaging and on harm reduction [8].

While it is not possible to quantify the particular impact of only the NIHR-funded studies, this body of research should be considered in connection with the achievements of smoking cessation activities in the UK. One such success is the steady year-on-year decline (0.4%) of women known to be smokers at the time of delivery of a baby. Moreover, between the last quarter of 2015 and the first quarter of 2016, the proportion of pregnant women known to be smokers at the time of delivery had fallen below the national goal of 11 per cent for the first time [9]. In addition to reducing the suffering of smokers and their families and dependents, this type of work also contributes to wider economic savings to both individuals, their families, employers and the NHS.

Evidence


Figures on the amount of smoking in the UK.


Figures from the British Medical Association on smoking in 2016.


The research investigated the efficacy and safety of nicotine patches during pregnancy by recruiting participants who received behavioural cessation support and treatment with active nicotine patches (15 mg per 16 hours) or matched placebo patches. The findings of the study were that there was no significant difference in the rate of abstinence from the quit date until delivery between the nicotine replacement and placebo groups. Therefore, it was concluded that employing nicotine patches to behavioural cessation support for women who smoked during pregnancy did not significantly increase the rate of abstinence from smoking until delivery.


The study investigated the effectiveness of the systematic default provision of smoking cessation support to all adult smokers admitted to hospital, relative to usual care. The intervention involved behavioural support and cessation pharmacotherapy for the duration of the hospital stay. According to the study’s findings, this led to substantial improvements in smoking cessation among smokers admitted to hospital.
The NICE guideline recommends that all pregnant women who smoke – and all those who are planning a pregnancy or who have an infant aged under 12 months – should be referred for help to quit smoking. It also mentions when and how nicotine replacement therapy and other pharmacological support should be offered.

This guidance aims to support smoking cessation, temporary abstinence from smoking and smoke-free policies in all secondary care settings. It recommends: strong leadership and management to ensure premises remain smoke free; all hospitals have an on-site stop smoking service; identifying people who smoke; offering advice and support to stop; providing intensive behavioural support and pharmacotherapy as an integral component of secondary care; integrating stop smoking support in secondary care with support provided by community-based services; ensuring staff are trained to support people to stop smoking while using secondary care services; supporting staff to stop smoking or to abstain while at work; and ensuring there are no designated smoking areas or staff-facilitated smoking breaks for anyone using secondary care services.

The guidance aims to prevent the uptake of smoking by children and young people aged under 19. Among the recommendations, it mentions that information on smoking should be integrated into the curriculum and that anti-smoking activities should aim to develop decision-making skills and include strategies for enhancing self-esteem.

The case study highlights the achievements of the research conducted at the University of Nottingham aimed at preventing the harm to health caused by smoking. The contributions of the research are in the following areas: 1) smoke-free policy and passive smoking – the report the team produced on passive smoking and children received high media coverage and calls by NGOs for greater restrictions on smoking in the presence of children, particularly in cars; 2) point-of-sale legislation informing the 2010 Health Act – point-of-sale legislation in the 2011 coalition government’s Tobacco Control Plan for England; 3) plain packaging – the systematic evidence review on plain tobacco packaging contributed to the Tobacco Control Plan; 4) smoking cessation and prevention – as shown by research in hospital patients, adolescents, pregnant women and people with mental disorders; and 5) harm reduction – the team produced a harm reduction report for the Royal College of Physicians that contributed to the
inclusion of harm reduction strategies in numerous policies, including a change in Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency approach to licensing policy on nicotine products and informing the 2013 EU Tobacco Products Directive for the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety (ENVI) committee, to support permissive regulation of nicotine-containing products at the EU level.


Figures from the Health and Social Care Information Centre on prevalence of smoking among pregnant women at the time of delivery.

6.1.2. Sharing hospital A&E assault data as a model to prevent violence

Case study
Violence contributes to lifelong ill health and early death. The WHO (World Health Organisation) highlights that many causes of death, such as heart disease, stroke, cancer and HIV/AIDS are the result of victims of violence engaging in such behaviours as smoking, alcohol and drug misuse, and unsafe sex in an attempt to cope with the psychological consequences of violence[1]. Therefore, violence prevention has important public health implications. At an individual level, violence prevention avoids physical and mental suffering. At a system level, it reduces the utilisation of several health services, including emergency department services. NIHR-funded research has contributed to the advancement of knowledge in the field of violence prevention. Building on work started in the mid-1990s, a team at Cardiff University has refined the Cardiff Model for Violence Prevention, a widely recognised best practice model on data sharing.

Created in 1996 by the Cardiff Violence Prevention Group, the model represents a multi-agency data-sharing approach using emergency unit data. It includes a monthly compiling of electronic data from patients attending emergency units as a result of violent acts, followed by the anonymisation of this data in view of sharing it through the local authority’s Community Safety Partnership. These data, combined with others gathered through different police channels, inform violence prevention interventions put in place by different agencies, such as education authorities or transport authorities, that could supplement transport in dangerous areas [2][3].

The effectiveness of the Cardiff Model has been demonstrated over many years. It was found that this approach has led to a 4 per cent annual decrease in emergency unit use in Cardiff, despite a 1 per cent annual population increase in this city [3]. An evaluation also found a consistent decrease in violence inside high-risk premises where alcohol was sold and consumed [4]. The effectiveness of the Cardiff Model has also been demonstrated when compared with the other 14 most similar cities across the UK, where the method was not applied. The research was controlled for variables that are known to impact incidence and recording of violence, such as strength of the police force and city unemployment. The evaluation found that there was a 42 per cent decrease in violent crimes in Cardiff compared with the other cities, which was attributed to the Cardiff Model. The Cardiff Model has also been evaluated to assess economic benefits. It was found that in Cardiff, the model saved the city approximately £5 million
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per annum from 2003 to 2006 and £6.9 million in 2007 [5]. The research has received wide recognition and adoption, being implemented in the UK as well as in other countries, such as the Netherlands [2]. NIHR funding has allowed the development of the Cardiff Model for Violence Prevention. While further refinement of the model is possible [6], this way of data sharing has resulted in positive public health outcomes and reduced costs and has led to safer societies.

Evidence


The report gathers data from 133 countries and focuses mainly on national efforts addressing interpersonal violence, namely child maltreatment, youth violence, intimate partner and sexual violence, and elder abuse. The report, which was jointly published by the WHO, the United Nations Development Programme and the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, and calls for a scaling up of violence prevention programmes, stronger legislation and enforcement of existing regulations for violence prevention, as well as the provision of services for victims of violence.


The case study offers a comprehensive overview on the development of the Cardiff Model for Violence Prevention, as well as on the policy impact it has had.


The article represents an evaluation over a four-year period of the Cardiff model implementation. The main finding of the evaluation was that this model of data sharing was a powerful and effective means of targeting police and other local resources to bring about violence reduction. Such interventions were: the mounting of overt and covert police interventions targeted at violence hotspot licensed premises; the introduction of new half-hourly night time city centre bus services by transport authorities; and an assault awareness campaign in schools and public libraries.


The article present the results of a three-year study that investigated the correlation of alcohol-related assault injury in the city centre of Cardiff, with particular reference to 1) emergency department and police interventions; and 2) number and capacity of licensed premises. The study found that city centre assault injury prevention can be achieved through police/emergency department interventions.
The study assessed the costs and benefits of the Cardiff Model and found that this scheme led to substantial cost savings for the health service and the criminal justice system. These findings emerged from a comparison with 14 other cities in England and Wales designated as similar by the UK government, where the Cardiff Model was not implemented.

6.1.3. Commissioning research to reduce alcohol-related harm

Case study

There are about 10.8 million adults in the UK who drink alcohol at levels that pose a risk to their health [1]. Frequent alcohol intake increases the risks of serious health afflictions, such as heart disease, stroke, liver disease, several types of cancer and pancreatitis. In addition, alcoholism can lead to several social challenges, such as homelessness, violence and family problems. All this adds up to high societal costs; the UK economy is losing £25.1 billion annually, while the health service is spending £2.7 billion annually on alcohol-linked conditions [2]. Therefore, research on how to reduce alcohol-related risks is very important to inform policies that will bring both health and economic benefits.

The NIHR is addressing these concerns by commissioning research on alcohol interventions. Examples of such research are the studies conducted at Newcastle University. Evidence gathered through a Cochrane Collaboration [3], which produced a systematic review of the wider evidence on screening and brief intervention effectiveness in primary care settings, was cited in policy documents [4]. This was credited with informing the public health community on how to act to prevent alcohol-related risk and harm across the population [2].

Researchers from Newcastle and Northumbria universities have also developed and promoted a method of screening and brief intervention for use by GPs and nurses in primary care. The screening helps to identify persons who would be at risk of alcohol-related harms (drinking above guideline levels), followed by an intervention consisting of advice or counselling to change drinking behaviour. The intervention includes a pack, entitled ‘How Much Is Too Much?’ that is aimed at patients who are able to control their drinking. The screening method has received wide recognition [4][5], and its impact can be traced on several levels. ‘How Much Is Too Much’ was included in six annual Directed Enhanced Service documents that were commissioned by the Department of Health and disseminated via Primary Care
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Trusts [2], thereby reaching a wide population in England. This screening tool has also had policy impact, having been recommended in the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guideline on alcohol-use disorders [6]. This NICE guideline in turn informed the government’s 2012 Alcohol Strategy, recommending routine alcohol screening to be carried out by NHS health professionals [5].

The positive impacts of the ‘screening alcohol’ intervention further translate into healthcare savings. The Department of Health estimated that the screening and brief advice could save a Primary Care Trust on average £650,000 annually, which in 2009 amounted to overall healthcare savings of around £100 million [7].

Evidence


Figures on smoking in the UK in 2015.


The case study describes the research conducted by the team at Newcastle University, offering an overview of the evidence and impact from 1995 to 2013.


This research is a systematic review on assessing the effectiveness of brief intervention, delivered in general practice or based in primary care, to reduce alcohol consumption. It concludes that brief interventions consistently produced reductions in alcohol consumption. Longer duration of counselling was found to probably have little additional effect.


The report addresses alcohol misuse by investigating the role that NHS and its partners played in delivering on the hospital admissions indicator in England, as specified in the Public Service Agreement. It also mentions the Newcastle and Northumbria universities’ brief intervention pack (‘How Much Is Too Much?’) when explaining brief advice (or brief interventions).


The strategy sets out proposals to reduce ‘binge drinking’, alcohol-fuelled violence and the number of people drinking to damaging levels and cites the NICE 2010 guidelines on alcohol-use disorders.
6.1.4. Immunising against meningococcal meningitis

Case study

Based at the Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust, in partnership with University of Oxford, the NIHR Biomedical Research Centre, Oxford (OxBRC) has been conducting translational research – translating basic/discovery science into clinical research – with the purpose of benefitting patients and the health system and achieving broader economic gains. Research on vaccines is one of 14 themes of research at OxBRC [1], supporting the work of the Oxford Vaccine Group. This group is part of the university’s Department of Paediatrics, which has made a contribution to public and global health solutions through advances in the areas of meningitis, influenza, pneumonia, tuberculosis, malaria, hepatitis and HIV/AIDS. In particular, the research on meningococcal meningitis led to UK and international childhood immunisation, increasing the protection against this disease.

Meningococcal disease is an infection that can often lead to death. Depending on the bacterial type, those who survive can experience disabilities, such as amputation, brain damage and epilepsy. The disease can be caused by five main groups of meningococcal bacteria – A, B, C, W and Y. There are two vaccines against most common strains of meningococcal disease for babies. These are the Men ACWY vaccine (meningococcal groups A, C, W and Y) and the Men C vaccine (meningococcal group C) [2].

The team at the University of Oxford has been heavily involved in the evaluation of new meningitis vaccines for infants and young children [3]. They performed the first global clinical trials in infants for the Men ACYW vaccine [4], for a vaccine against a combination of two infections: Haemophilus influenza type b and serogroup C meningococcal infections [5] – meaning a combination vaccine for a type of flu and Men C. They also performed the first trials of the Men B candidate vaccine [6].

The Men B vaccine was the leading serogroup B meningococcal vaccine candidate and was subsequently marketed under the name Bexsero by Novartis vaccines (the license is now owned by GlaxoSmithKline). The team at Oxford led the first phase 3 infant study in Europe [7], which resulted in obtaining Bexsero’s authorisation by the European Medicines Agency in early 2013 [3]. As of 1 September 2015, the Bexsero vaccine has been added to the NHS childhood immunisation programme, making England the first country in the world to introduce a Men B vaccination programme that is publicly funded and that has
national coverage [8]. The reach of this immunisation programme is wide, considering that the group B meningococcal infection accounts for about 90 per cent of meningococcal infections in the UK, the equivalent of about 500–1,700 people every year having suffered from Men B disease in the past 20 years [2]. At the end of January 2016, the preliminary vaccine coverage estimates for the first routine cohort eligible for infant meningococcal B immunisation was 94 per cent for one dose and 84.8 per cent for two doses by six months of age [9].

The work on the MenB vaccine has also informed public debate, as the research received wide positive media coverage through newspapers, radio and online outlets [3].

The trials on the combination Haemophilus influenzae type b-serogroup C meningococcal meningitis vaccine led to the vaccine being used in the UK and other countries, including the USA and Australia. In the five years since the introduction of the vaccine there has been a 97 per cent decrease (from 78 deaths to 2) in meningitis C deaths for people under 20 years old in the UK [3].

The research on meningitis C vaccine conducted by this group also led to policy change on childhood immunisation. As a result of phase 4 studies, the team showed evidence that children vaccinated with serogroup C meningococcal vaccine in early childhood can lose immunity, which led to the recommendation of adolescent booster doses in the UK [10], as well as in other countries, such as Canada [11] and the USA [12].

These far-reaching impacts show that NIHR support of research conducted in a BRC on vaccines has contributed to better protection for the population in the face of a life-threatening condition.

Evidence


Webpage describing the organisation and role of the Oxford Biomedical Research Centre.


Webpage detailing the signs and symptoms of Meningococcal disease.


The case study offers an overview of the research performed by the University of Oxford, highlighting the impact and contributions of the study team.
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The study presents the results from a randomized, open-label, controlled study of 225 UK and 196 Canadian 2-month-olds from August 2004 to September 2006. The study concluded that MenACWY was well tolerated and immunogenic in infancy.


To study presented in the article was aimed at investigating the immunogenicity and reactogenicity of a combined Haemophilus influenzae type b and Neisseria meningitidis serogroup C tetanus toxoid conjugate vaccine (Hib-MenC-TT) when administered as a booster dose in combination with a measles, mumps and rubella vaccine (MMR). The results supported the introduction of Hib-MenC-TT vaccine in the UK immunisation schedule to sustain protection of children against Hib and Men C disease.


The article presents the results from the first in infants of the leading serogroup B meningococcal vaccines. The study included a total of 147 infants from the United Kingdom. These were enrolled and randomly assigned to receive rMenB or rMenB+OMV at 2, 4, 6 and 12 months of age or a single dose at 12 months of age. The study concluded that the rMenB+OMV vaccine had the potential to protect infants from MenB disease.


The study aimed to determine the immunogenicity and reactogenicity of a multicomponent MenB vaccine (4CMenB) and routine infant vaccines when given either concomitantly or separately and found that a 4CMenB vaccine is immunogenic against reference strains when administered with routine vaccines at 2, 4, and 6 or at 2, 3 and 4 months of age.


Infection report from Public Health England detailing the estimated coverage of the new meningococcal B immunisation programme in England.

[10] UK Joint Committee on Vaccines and Immunisation, Meningococcal Sub-Committee, Minutes of the meeting held on 18 February 2011.

This document represents the minutes of the meeting held on 18 February 2011 and cites articles representing the work on serogroup C meningococcal vaccines in Oxford.


The US report summarizes two new recommendations: 1) routine vaccination of adolescents, preferably at age 11 or 12 years, with a booster dose at age 16 years; and 2) a 2-dose primary series administered 2 months apart for persons aged 2 through 54 years with persistent complement component deficiency (e.g. C5–C9, properdin, factor H or factor D) and functional or anatomic asplenia, and for adolescents with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection. The CDC guidance cites the work of Oxford investigators on serogroup C meningococcal vaccines.

6.1.5. Appraising the environmental risks of bisphenol A (BPA) exposure in humans

Case study

Bisphenol A (BPA) is used to produce polycarbonate plastics that are employed in the manufacturing of food and drink containers and other products. It is also used in the epoxy resins that line metal food cans and in dental sealants. BPA is absorbed by humans, and BPA metabolites are excreted in urine. The chemical is detectable in the majority of the human population (for example studies show it is in approximately 95 per cent of US population [1]). The NIHR supported research through the NIHR Collaborations for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLAHRC), conducted by a team at Peninsula College of Medicine and Dentistry, Exeter (known as PenCLAHRC), has demonstrated that the presence of BPA in the body is associated with hormonal imbalance and coronary heart disease [2]. This epidemiological research has informed a public health debate both in the UK and abroad, and a number of regulatory authorities worldwide are now tackling the need to reduce BPA residues in food and drink.

Research from PenCLAHRC represented the first cross-sectional epidemiological study investigating the effects of BPA on adult populations [3]. The study found that higher BPA exposure (judged by higher urinary concentrations of BPA) was associated with cardiovascular diagnoses. As this was a cross-sectional study, offering only a ‘snapshot’ of a situation in time, it was determined that a longitudinal study, following adults for a longer period of their life, was needed to provide further evidence. Subsequently, the team undertook the first forward-looking longitudinal study, which found that higher urinary BPA concentrations predict onset of coronary heart diseases [4]. Specifically, this evidence shows that BPA, alongside other known risk factors, such as smoking and obesity, could be an additional factor
contributing to the risk of developing heart disease. The PenCLAHRC article is cited in more than 180 scientific papers and in policy documents in Europe and the USA that have informed debate on the acceptable limit of BPA exposure.

Research undertaken at PenCLAHRC also showed a link between BPA and hormone imbalance. That is, men with higher concentrations of BPA also have higher concentrations of testosterone [5]. BPA may activate the oestrogen receptor ESRRA, which is involved in controlling the energy metabolism [6]. These findings are important because they show that BPA could have potential public health implications for the general population, and that BPA exposure should be further investigated in connection with other risk factors, which, combined, could lead to undesired health outcomes.

The research conducted by Professors Melzer and Galloway's team has stimulated international policy debate, having received wide media coverage in the academic literature, in international media (German television, the BBC) and in newspapers (The Independent, The Times, Daily Mail, The New York Times) [2].

The findings from the studies have been taken into consideration by many international bodies, such as the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [7], the European Food Standards Agency [8], the Advisory Board of the German Society of Toxicology [2] and Health Canada [2]. Specifically, in 2010, the FDA [2][9] stated having ‘some concern’ about BPA’s safety, particularly for infants and young children, citing the research from PenCLAHRC. The team’s research contributed to the international body of evidence on BPA. Currently there is not a common view on the acceptable levels of BPA exposure in adults. However, there is more consensus when it comes to BPA exposure in babies. A ban on using BPA for baby bottles has come into effect in Canada (2008); Denmark and France (2010); several US jurisdictions (13 states, the District of Columbia and a few local jurisdictions [10]) (2011); and the European Union as a whole (2011) [2].

Internationally, policymakers are grappling with how to reduce the presence of BPA in food and drink to limit its prevalence in the human body. NIHR-supported research has contributed to a better understanding of exposure to BPA in humans.

Evidence


Evidence that BPA is detectable in 95% of the US population.


The case study offers an overview of the BPA-centred research performed by professors Melzer and Galloway’s team, highlighting the findings from the conducted research and the impact on policy.
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The research was a cross-sectional study of BPA concentrations and health status in the general adult population of the United States. The analysis used data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey 2003–2004. The study considered 1455 adults aged 18 through 74 years with measured urinary BPA and urine creatinine concentrations. The study concluded that higher urinary BPA concentrations were associated with cardiovascular diagnoses.


The study presents findings from a nested case-control analysis, measuring urinary (u) BPA in stored samples from a baseline clinical examination. The study compared uBPA concentrations in a case group who later developed coronary artery disease with those in a control group who remained free of coronary artery disease during follow-up. He participants were selected from the European Prospective Investigation Into Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC) Norfolk cohort, which is a prospective population study of 25,663 men and women aged 45 to 79 years, resident in Norfolk, United Kingdom, who completed a baseline questionnaire and attended a clinical examination. The research found that higher uBPA concentrations were associated with heart disease.


The study is a cross-sectional study using data from the InCHIANTI study, a prospective population-based study of Italian adults. The study included 715 adults between 20 and 74 years old. BPA concentrations were measured by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry in 24 hour urine samples. The study found an association between higher daily excretion of BPA and total testosterone concentrations among men.


The study looked at data from 96 adult men from the InCHIANTI population study. The study analysed in vivo expression of six estrogen receptor, estrogen-related receptor and androgen receptor genes in peripheral blood leukocytes. The study found a positive association between higher BPA concentrations and higher estrogen levels, concluding that higher levels of BPA are likely to function as a xenoestrogen.


United States Food and Drug Administration review for Congress on the safety of Bisphenol-A (BPA).

[8] European Food Safety Authority, 2010. Scientific opinion on bisphenol A: Evaluation of a study investigating its neurodevelopmental toxicity, review of recent scientific literature on its toxicity and
6.1.6. Diagnosing critical congenital heart defects in new-borns through advanced screening methods

Case study

Congenital heart diseases (CHDs) are responsible for a large number of infant deaths. A systematic review found that CHDs accounts for 3 per cent of infant deaths [1], and the NHS highlights CHDs as one of the most frequent types of birth defects, found in up to 9 in every 1,000 babies born in the UK [2]. Depending on the seriousness of the heart defect, the child may require immediate life-saving surgery and life-long monitoring accompanied by medication to relieve symptoms or stabilise the condition. Therefore it is important to have an early diagnosis of CHDs. In the UK, within 24 hours after birth, a routine neonatal examination is performed on all newborns. Despite this, it is estimated that over 50 per cent of newborns with CHDs are incorrectly diagnosed [3]. NIHR-funded research has provided a cost-effective diagnosis for CHDs using pulse oximetry in neonatal screening. This research, described by *The Lancet* as ‘a new milestone in the history of congenital heart disease’ [4], not only is benefiting the UK population, but also has worldwide impact.

In 2005, a Health Technology Assessment programme–commissioned systematic review investigated the cost-effectiveness of newborn screening for CHDs to provide evidence for policy decisions on newborn CHD screening strategies and to identify future priorities for research [1][5]. This research identified two alternative newborn screening methods, pulse oximetry and echocardiography, to accompany the clinical examination and established that adding pulse oximetry in clinical examination is likely to be cost effective. Pulse oximetry is a test that uses a sensor to measure the oxygen level (oxygen saturation) of the blood. This level is important because low blood oxygen levels are often observed in CHDs. As a result of these findings, the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) programme commissioned research that led to a better understanding of the use of pulse oximetry as a population screening strategy [5]. The PulseOx trial, led by Andrew Ewer at University of Birmingham, is the largest UK study in this research area, having obtained data from 20,055 newborns and confirmed that pulse oximetry is a cost-effective way of
screening for CHDs. It is also a rapid, safe, non-invasive and painless method [6] that, when added to the regular clinical neonatal evaluation, led to a 92 per cent detection rate of CHDs of babies prior to discharge [7]. This means that it detects almost 30 additional cases of CHDs per 100,000 live births compared with clinical examination alone [6].

The PulseOx trial has had an impact at both the national and international levels. In the UK, the National Screening Committee has undertaken a pilot project, the Newborn Pulse Oximetry Screening pilot, which could lead to a national roll-out of pulse oximetry screening for CHDs [5]. The pilot has been rolled out in 15 NHS trusts across England. By the end of 2015, the pilot anticipated that pulse oximetry screening would be offered to approximately 38,000 newborn babies and was likely to result in the identification of around 300 babies with CHDs [8]. The HTA research has also impacted on clinical training in the UK, as clinicians have become more aware of pulse oximetry [5]. In 2010, a survey reported that only 7 per cent of UK neonatal units were routinely screening, while a follow-up survey in 2012 revealed that the pulse oximetry was routine practice in 36 (18%) of 204 units contacted. The 2012 survey results also found that of those not screening, 8 were in the process of introducing this practice and 111 were considering it but foresaw some obstacles [9]. The survey also revealed that there had been a positive change in opinion among UK neonatologists about pulse oximetry screening.

In addition to being cited in the international academic literature on pulse oximetry and informing public debate through wide media coverage in important newspapers, on radio and online [10], the PulseOx trial’s international impact has included the adoption of pulse oximetry screening in different countries. In 2011, the US Secretary for Health and Human Services recommended the addition of pulse oximetry screening in the USA, directly referencing the work done in the UK [10][11][12]. In 2015, 43 (out of 50) US states had taken action towards newborn screening for CHD through legislation, regulations or hospital guidelines [13]. In a recent evaluation conducted by RAND Europe, an interviewee noted that the HTA research on CHDs informed a European initiative aimed at introducing pulse oximetry screening in such countries as France, Germany, Spain and Italy. The interviewee also mentioned that in July 2015 the Sri Lankan government introduced the use of pulse oximetry for newborn screening for CHDs [5][14].

NIHR-funded research has directly supported the introduction, nationally and internationally, of an effective and cost-effective additional screening method to detect CHDs. Screening is a public health primary prevention method, and the timely identification of CHDs will translate into better health outcomes for the affected population.

Evidence


The HTA-commissioned research provides evidence to inform policy decisions about the most appropriate newborn screening strategy for congenital heart defects and to identify priorities for future research that might reduce important uncertainties around such decisions. The study concluded that pulse oximetry is a promising alternative newborn screening strategy and recommends further evaluation to
establish better estimates of test performance, optimal timing, and diagnostic and management strategies. The alternative screening addition, echocardiography, was found to be associated with the highest detection rate, but it is a more costly strategy and has a 5 per cent false-positive rate.


This is a link to a webpage on NHS Choices, aimed at patients and general readership, describing congenital heart disease, diagnosis and treatment.


This is a weblink to a brief report on the University of Birmingham website, describing the findings and implications of the completed PulseOx study in which pulse oximetry was used as a screening test for congenital heart disease in newborn babies.


This Lancet editorial discussed the work done by Andrew Ewer at University of Birmingham and finds the screening method to be ‘a cheap and readily available – at least in developed countries – screening tool with good specificity, very high sensitivity, and a low false-positive rate, especially when used 24 h after birth.’


The research examines the impact of the NIHR HTA programme between 2003 and 2013. This case study examines the impact of the Newborn Screening for Congenital Heart Defects study, including the PulseOx trial. Using a payback methodology, the CHD research was found to have led to knowledge production, research targeting and capacity building, thereby informing policy and benefiting health and the health sector as well as contributing to broader social and economic benefits.


This NIHR-commissioned research presents the findings from the pulse oximetry study. The research was undertaken to determine the accuracy of pulse oximetry. Acceptability of testing to parents was evaluated through a questionnaire; acceptability to staff was evaluated through focus groups. A decision-analytic model was constructed to assess cost-effectiveness. Among other things, the study found that pulse oximetry is a simple, safe, feasible test that is acceptable to parents and staff and that adds value to existing screening.
The National Institute for Health Research at Ten Years: An impact synthesis


These case studies offer an overview of the development of the HTA research as well as the impact of the studies, highlighting the achievements of the research team.


Press release from Public Health England announcing the start of the PulseOx screening trial for congenital heart disease in new born infants.


The research presents the results from a survey taken between May and October 2012. The results show that pulse oximetry was routine practice in 36 (18%) of 204 units. The commonest concerns that were mentioned in relation to considering introduction into routine practice were resource issues, such as cost (63%), staff time (28%), availability of echocardiography (25%) and staff training (24%), as well as absence of local and national guidelines (36%). Less frequent concerns included excess false positives (10%), discharge delay (5%) and cross-infection (3%). In the 49 units not considering screening, the main reasons were staffing (57%), false positives (55%), availability of echocardiography (33%) and cost (31%).


These case studies offer an overview of the development of the HTA research as well as the impact of the studies, highlighting the achievements of the research team.


Webpage with abstract for the paper, Strategies for implementing screening for critical congenital heart disease
6.1.7. Examining public attitudes to presumed consent for organ donations

Case study

In 2008, Spain had the highest rates of organ donation rate in Europe, with 35 donors per million of population, while the rate in UK was one of the lowest, at 13 per million of population [1]. At this time, the UK transplant waiting list consisted of about 7,000 people, with an approximately 8 per cent rise each year. In 2006–07 approximately 3,000 patients in the UK received an organ transplant, while approximately 1,000 patients died as a result of unavailability of organs or deterioration of health that made them no longer suitable to receive an organ [2]. To increase the number of available organs, a legislative change was proposed, to a default position that organs would be donated upon death unless individuals specifically opted out.

Against this data, and the availability of an ‘opt-out’ policy in such countries as Spain and Sweden, NIHR-funded research (through the Health Technology Assessment [HTA] programme) reviewed the impact of this type of legislation in other countries and analysed data on attitudes to presumed consent among the public, professionals and other stakeholders [3]. The research found that there was variation in the rates of organ donations among the different countries that had this opt-out regulation. While there was an increase in donation rates after the introduction of presumed consent in selected countries, the research found that presumed consent alone could not have triggered this change. The researchers concluded that a combination of legislation, availability of donors, transplantation system organisation and available infrastructure, available health system resources, as well as public attitudes and awareness of organ donations and transplantations contributed to the donor rates in those countries [3].

In response to these findings and arguments from other health professionals, in November 2008 the Organ Donation Taskforce advised the prime minister against introducing the opt-out legislation in the UK [2][4]. Chapters 11 (‘Impact of the introduction of an opt-out system on the number of organ donors’) and 12 (‘Attitudes of the public of an opt-out system’) were informed by the NIHR-funded research [4]. The taskforce argued that this type of change at that moment in time would be costly and challenging because it would erode public trust in the NHS. The government was advised to adopt non-legislative policy options and reassess the decision in five years’ time [4].
In 2013, it was reported that the number of people donating organs after death had risen 50 per cent since 2008 [5]. This translated to a 30 per cent increase in actual transplants, as some donors were unsuitable due to such factors as age. The highest increases in deceased donors were registered in Scotland and Northern Ireland – 74 per cent and 82 per cent, respectively [5].

All these increases in transplants translate not only into lives saved, but also into savings for the health system. The January 2008 Organ Donation Taskforce report [1] noted that the most significant economic benefits are found in the case of renal replacement therapy, that is, kidney transplantation instead of dialysis. While the average continuing annual cost for dialysis is £23,177, the cost of a transplant is £42,025 initially, followed by annual maintenance costs of £6,500. This makes it more cost effective to have a kidney transplant.

NIHR-supported research has provided evidence that informed policy in line with the capabilities and social realities of the NHS at the time. This prevented a costly change in policy that was anticipated to lead to a potential loss of public trust in the NHS and government [2]. It informed recommendations that led to 50 per cent increase in registering of organ donors. While shortages of organs are still a reality, the systematic review undertaken by the University of York with funding from the HTA programme is a valuable source of evidence that could help inform future policy changes. At the end of 2015, Wales became the first nation in the UK to introduce an opt-out system for organ donation [6].

Evidence


This January 2008 report provides 14 recommendations that, taken together, are aimed to create a structured and systematic approach to organ donation in the UK. The report estimates that a 50 per cent increase in donation would result in an additional 1,200 transplants a year. Of these, more than 700 would be kidney transplants, which would translate in significant cost savings when compared with the costs of dialysis. The recommendations cover five broad aspects of donation, based on one overriding principle, namely, that there should be a UK-wide organ donation organisation. The five aspects are: 1) legal and ethical issues; 2) the role of the NHS; 3) organisational aspects of coordination and retrieval; 4) training; 5) public recognition of donors and their families and public promotion of donation.


The case study offers an overview of the research performed at the University of York, highlighting the findings from the conducted research and the impact on policy.

The report presents the findings from the systematic review undertaken at the University of York. The research was aimed at examining the impact of a system of presumed consent for organ donation on donation rates and to review data on attitudes towards presumed consent. The following were included in the systematic review: five studies comparing donation rates before and after the introduction of legislation for presumed consent (before and after studies); eight studies comparing donation rates in countries with and without presumed consent systems (between-country comparisons); and 13 surveys of public and professional attitudes to presumed consent. Eight surveys of attitudes to presumed consent were from the UK public, with the most recent survey, undertaken in 2007, reporting that 64 per cent of respondents supported a change to presumed consent. The research concluded that presumed consent alone is unlikely to explain the variation in organ donation rates among countries.


The report summarises the evidence that formed the basis of the taskforce’s recommendation. The report cites the systematic review, acknowledging there was an apparent correlation between high donation rates and opt-out systems in countries around the world and that the presumed consent alone does not explain the variation in organ donation rates among the different countries. It also presents the arguments from health professionals about the potentially negative implications for clinical practice, such as the erosion of trust between clinicians and the patients and their families. Considering all the evidence, the report advises on a review in five years’ time of opt-out systems, considering the results that would emerge from the implementation of the 14 recommendations of the taskforce in its report Organs for Transplants from January 2008.


BBC News (England) release announcing the increase of organ donation over the past five years.


This is a link to a BBC News article reporting that Wales is the first nation in the UK to roll out an ‘opt-out’ system to organ donation.

6.1.8. Cracking the societal cost of back pain

Case study

Each year approximately 3.5 million people in the UK experience back pain [1] and as a result, 6–9 per cent of adults visit their general practitioner (GP) each year [2]. This amounts to 14 per cent of consultations [3]. The total cost for direct healthcare resources is £1.6 billion [1]. In addition, there is a wider societal cost as a result of work absence due to back pain. These costs combined lead to an estimated equivalent of 1–2 per cent of lost gross national product [4]. NIHR-funded research has
investigated the potential of stratified care for nonspecific low back pain within physical therapy services in primary care and has demonstrated the clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of this approach.

The STarT Back One model developed at Keele University represents a stratification of the management of back pain according to the patient’s prognosis (low, medium, or high risk). It consists of a nine-item questionnaire administered to patients during their GP consultation. Patients are then allocated to different treatments according to their score on the questionnaire. Those in the ‘low-risk’ group are given advice about how to manage their back pain using self-care methods, whereas patients in the medium- and high-risk groups are referred to a physiotherapist [5]. A 2011 study funded by Arthritis Research UK [6] compared the clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of stratified primary care (intervention) with non-stratified current best practice (control) and found that the stratified management approach resulted in improved primary care efficiency, with better health outcomes for patients with back pain compared with the non-stratified comparison group.

Based on these results, the NIHR supported the IMPlementation to improve Patient Care through Targeted treatment Back study (IMPaCT Back) through the involvement of the Primary Care Research Network–North West. This study investigated the effects of implementing risk-stratified care for low back pain in family physician practice [7], in particular the impact on the physician’s clinical behaviour, patient outcomes and costs to the system. The research involved 64 family physicians and 922 patients with low back pain. With a stratified approach to care, it was found that: 1) there were significantly more risk-appropriate referrals to physical therapy for medium- and high-risk patients; 2) there was a 30 per cent reduction in sickness certifications; and 3) there was a decrease in use of non-opioids – painkillers usually available without a prescription – and an increase in use of mild opioids, which is in line with back pain guidelines. The patient clinical outcomes were also better for the group that received stratified care, and there was a 50 per cent reduction in time off work for this group. This translates into a £400 saving per employed patient over 6 months. The calculated overall UK savings are than £700 million per annum [7].

To sum up, the IMPaCT Back study shows that stratified care, in which prognostic screening is combined with matched treatment, is effective in primary care settings. These findings have important public health and economic implications, because they could result in changes in family physician practice. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) is currently undertaking a review of the guideline Low Back Pain in Adults: Early Management [8]. While a list of papers that will inform the guidelines is not available, one of the research questions the update will answer is ‘What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of stratifying management of nonspecific low back pain or sciatica according to outcome of a risk assessment tool/questionnaire?’ As IMPaCT Back is the first study to investigate the implementation of stratified care for low back pain within primary care physician settings, the study results are likely to inform this NICE guidelines update. The STarTBack tool has been translated into 12 languages and implemented in several states in the USA (Utah, Idaho, Minnesota) [5].

Evidence
This paper reports the results of a ‘cost-of-illness’ study of the socio-economic costs of back pain in the UK.


Study reporting on the use of a single question about ‘bothersomeness’ in primary care to classify the severity of lower back pain.


Journal article reporting the prevalence of musculoskeletal problems in primary care by region, based on observational data.


Systematic and critical literature review of studies looking at low back pain in the general patient population.


Homepage for the STarT Back study at Kee University.


Results from the STarT Back randomised controlled trial comparing Stratified Primary Care Management for lower back pain with current best practice.


Peer-reviewed article reporting results from a study aiming to determine the effects of implementing risk-stratified care for low back pain in family practice on physician’s clinical behaviour, patient outcomes, and costs.


National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidelines for the management of lower back pain in adults (in development.)
6.1.9. Preparing for flu pandemics through vaccine trials for children and pregnant women

Case study
The H1N1 influenza, or ‘swine flu’, which first emerged in April 2009, was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organisation (WHO) in June 2009. This declaration meant that an exceptionally high proportion of the population was considered to be at risk of contracting it [1]. In response to this declaration, the NIHR established a coordinated, system-wide response to the flu pandemic that rapidly commissioned and published research looking into the treatment and management of H1N1 influenza [2][3]. The NIHR used both rapid investigator-led and commissioned routes to fund research through an open call with a one-week deadline, in addition to identifying key experts and working with them to develop research studies [3]. In the case of flu, children and pregnant women are often identified as high-risk groups, and therefore research investigating the safety of vaccines and antiviral treatment in these populations was particularly important. The NIHR has funded research on these groups, which informed a fast public health response, leading to the vaccination of children and early initiation of antiviral treatment for pregnant women. These efforts also informed policy at the national and international levels and offered an example of an efficient research response for future outbreaks.

Following the declaration of the swine flu as a pandemic, in preparations for the winter flu season in the autumn of 2009, the UK acquired two new influenza A H1N1 vaccines: Pandemrix and Celvapan [1]. Due to the urgent need to provide effective vaccines in a short amount of time, both vaccines had been licensed for use without having undergone testing on children. Therefore it was considered a national priority by the UK Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies (UK-SAGE) to conduct research that would provide paediatric data on these vaccines. The University of Oxford’s Oxford Vaccine Group, which is linked to the NIHR Biomedical Research Centre in Oxford, was appointed to conduct this research with fast-tracked ethical and regulatory approvals, due to the time critical nature of the research [4]. After being awarded the research grant on 1 September 2009, the research team was able to redeploy resources [4] – including the hiring of 80 staff [5] using NIHR infrastructure. NHS permission was granted after 19 days [4] and the Research Ethics Committee’s favourable opinion was also granted rapidly.

Combined, these rapid actions allowed the first vaccine administrations to take place within a month of commencing the study. In total, the study recruited 943 children across five sites [1] and gathered rapid data received from parents monitoring adverse effects in their children. The team reported an interim analysis of the data by mid-November, informing the Joint Committee for Immunisation and Vaccination and the Department of Health that both vaccines were well tolerated by participating children [1]. As recognised in an open letter by the research team from the Oxford Vaccine Group published in BMJ, ‘The capacity of trials staff funded by NIHR proved essential, supporting the need for NIHR to invest in the clinical trials infrastructure’ [4].

The interim analysis offered a preliminary indication on immunogenicity superiority of the one vaccine [6]. The following year, the NIHR funded a subsequent study showing that 98 per cent of the children receiving the immunogenic superior vaccine maintained influenza A H1N1 antibodies above the
threshold of protection for one year following first administration, in comparison with only 51 per cent of the children receiving the other vaccine [7].

The immunisation policy for the 2009–10 influenza A H1N1 pandemic was informed by the work done at the Oxford Vaccine Group, and the research contributed to offering influenza vaccines to all children less than five years of age. More than 500,000 children in the UK had received an influenza A H1N1 vaccine by February 2010 [1]. This research was also used to inform the World Health Organization’s global policy in this H1N1 outbreak [1].

Another at-risk group in the H1N1 influenza pandemic was pregnant women. Recognising this, the NIHR funded research on influenza A/H1N1 in pregnancy in a similar manner as the research for vaccines in children, through the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) funding programme. Making use of the UK Obstetric Surveillance System (UKOSS), which is a national NIHR-funded system to study rare disorders of pregnancy, researchers at the National Perinatal Epidemiology Unit at the University of Oxford received NIHR funding for a study of pregnant women hospitalised across the UK with 2009/H1N1 infection. They found that initiation of early antiviral treatment for pregnant women contributed to a 90 per cent reduction in the odds of admission for critical care [10][11]. As a result of using UKOSS, monthly analysis of data was possible, which enabled the Department of Health to undertake evidence-informed ongoing policy and guidance updates. The Department of Health changed the clinical algorithms – the sequence of clinical decisions in use to facilitate the fast availability of antivirals – specifically for pregnant women through the National Pandemic Flu Service [10]. Clinical guidelines were also updated in light of these findings [10][12].

The policy recommendation to offer pregnant women immunisation has been adopted subsequently in England as an ongoing recommendation that all pregnant women should be immunised against seasonal influenza [4][5]. As a result, the number of pregnant women immunised against influenza in England more than doubled between 2009 and 2015, to more than 280,000 [10][13][14]. At an international level, the UKOSS data informed recommendations issued by the European Centre for Disease Control and Prevention that indicate that universal influenza immunisation for pregnant women should be offered in Europe [10][15].

NIHR support yields lessons for a national public health response to pandemics, offering examples of how the UK system can deliver solutions in the face of such threats. As Professor Tom Walley (Director of NIHR Evaluations, Trials and Studies Coordinating Centre) said in his 2010 commentary for The Lancet: ‘The success of NIHR in this particular case shows how it has transformed clinical research in the NHS’. The research on getting paediatric data on vaccines exemplifies how NIHR support allowed for a reduction in timelines related to setting up a clinical trial, while the research on pregnant women shows how real-time updates to clinical practice were possible as a result of research using existing system data collection methods.

Evidence

The case study presents the underpinning research and impact of the clinical trials undertaken by the Oxford Vaccine Group. It provides information on the results of the effects of the Pandemrix and Celvapan vaccines in children, supported by relevant publications.


The webpage offers a collection of research undertaken to support the Department of Health’s response to the H1N1 ‘swine flu’ pandemic. A total of 14 projects were funded, and they published their results in three themed issues of the journal Health Technology Assessment.


The article describes the NIHR response to the H1N1 epidemic.


This piece is a letter highlighting the progress on the setting up of the children’s H1N1 vaccine trial, highlighting the success of the expedited approval process.


This piece presents the results of the first study comparing the two vaccines performed by the Oxford team. The aim was to evaluate the safety, tolerability and immunogenicity of an AS03(B)/oil-in-water emulsion-adjuvanted (AS03(B)) split-virion vs non-adjuvanted whole-virion H1N1 influenza vaccine in UK children aged 6 months to 12 years. The results indicated that the adjuvanted vaccine, although reactogenic (producing common adverse reactions), was more immunogenic (inducing an immune response aimed at protecting the organism), especially in younger children, indicating the potential for improved immunogenicity of influenza vaccines in this age group.


This piece presents the results from the one-year follow-on study. It aimed to assess the persistence of antibodies to H1N1 influenza one year after children aged 6 months to 12 years had been immunised.
with two doses of either a non-adjuvanted whole-virion H1N1 influenza vaccine or an AS03B-adjuvanted split-virion H1N1 influenza vaccine. It also aimed also to assess the immunogenicity and reactogenicity in this population of a single dose of 2010–11 trivalent seasonal influenza vaccine. The research found that one year later, nearly all children who received two doses of the AS03B-adjuvanted split-virion pandemic H1N1 influenza vaccine had levels of antibodies deemed protective, while children who received two doses of whole-virion vaccine had lower levels.


This article summarises the views that the Pandemrix vaccine is linked to the emergence of narcolepsy and discusses evidence that the nucleoprotein might be an important player in this link.


The objective of this research was to evaluate the risk of narcolepsy in children and adolescents in England targeted for vaccination with ASO3 adjuvanted pandemic A/H1N1 2009 vaccine (Pandemrix) from October 2009. The authors’ findings, which are consistent with those of a previous study conducted in Finland, found that the increased risk of narcolepsy after vaccination with ASO3 adjuvanted pandemic A/H1N1 2009 vaccine indicates a causal association.


The case study presents the underpinning research and impact of the rapid study of pregnant women hospitalised across the UK with 2009/H1N1 infection using UKOSS. It also offers an overview of relevant publications.


The research was undertaken to assess rates of and risk factors for adverse outcomes following AH1N1v infection in pregnancy and to assess the adverse effects of the antiviral drugs and vaccines used in prevention and management. The study concluded that earlier treatment with antiviral agents is associated with improved outcomes for pregnant women and recommended that antiviral agents and vaccines should be provided promptly to pregnant women, particularly in the primary care setting.


Department of Health guidance.

Department of Health guidance on immunisation against influenza in pregnancy.


The document provides EU/EEA member states and EU bodies with relevant information to make an informed decision on routine vaccination of healthy children and pregnant women with seasonal influenza vaccine. The document is based on a systematic review of the literature, which encloses a UK study that used UKOSS data and the opinions of a group of independent experts.

6.1.10. Piloting human papillomavirus testing as a cost-effective method for cervical cancer screening

Case study

In the UK, there were 3,207 new cases of cervical cancer diagnosed in 2013 and 919 deaths in 2012 [1]. A 2014 report found that the annual costs of treating cervical cancer in England are over £44 million, borne by the NHS, the state and patients [2]. The high numbers of cervical cancer cases, combined with a high cost of treatment, signal the importance of having cost-effective screening methods to diagnose and identify cases in a fast and timely manner. NIHR-funded research found human papillomavirus (HPV) screening to be a cost-effective method of primary screening for cervical cancer [3].

HPV is considered to be the primary cause of cervical cancer and over three quarters of sexually active women get this virus at some point in their lives [4]. Approximately 70% of cervical cancers and precancerous cervical lesions are caused by two HPV types (16 and 18) cause [4]. The main method of testing for cervical cancer is cytology, which consists of taking a smear test of cervical cells and investigating the presence of lesions that could signal pre-cancerous or cancerous cells. Screening is a way of preventing cervical cancer. Finding out early about cellular changes in the cervix and treating these changes could improve the chances for women to stay healthy. This is important as untreated changes in the cervix could lead to cancer. Through the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) programme, the NIHR has funded research into the clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of primary HPV screening in England [3][5].

Liquid-based cytology (LBC) is a method of preparing cervical samples for cytological examination. A randomised trial of human papillomavirus (HPV) testing in primary cervical screening (ARTISTIC) study, demonstrated that LBC and HPV testing combined was not superior to LBC alone. So combining the currently used method of screening with HPV testing did not give better results. However, the research did find evidence that HPV testing either as a triage or as an initial test triaged by cytology would be cheaper than the current way of cytology testing without HPV screening [5]. This suggests that using
HPV as a primary screening method to decide who should be offered cytological screening would be both clinically effective and cost effective.

Furthermore, provided the tests are carried out properly, the HPV testing gives either a positive or negative result; it is therefore more objective than examination of cytology for abnormalities because cytology screening is more dependent on the laboratory analyst [6]. Another finding of ARTISTIC was that the screening threshold for HPV recommended by the original manufacturer of the HPV test was leading to many false positives [5][6]. Based on this, the study has had an impact on industry, by establishing a threshold that resulted in fewer false positives and was still sensitive enough to ensure effective screening [5][6][8].

Subsequent NIHR-funded research, based on the results of the study, found that a HPV initial screen was more protective over a six-year period compared with current practice. This was based on the findings that for women that were HPV negative at baseline, the protection against lesions that could signal pre-cancerous or cancerous cells over 3 screening rounds and 6 years follow up was similar when compared to women with negative baseline cytology (current method of screening) after 2 screening rounds and 3 years. This finding showed an extended period of protection by a negative HPV result when compared with the cytology one and allows a safe lengthening of the screening interval [3][6]. The explanation for the longer duration of protection is that HPV signifies not only a risk of underlying disease but also a risk of developing a lesion. A HPV-negative outcome means a very low risk of having an underlying lesion and also a reduced risk of developing one over the next 6 years [3]. An independent assessment by RAND Europe found that this change would have a net benefit of nearly £3 million to the NHS, based on screening over 200,000 individuals per year [6].

The ARTISTIC trial triggered a national pilot of HPV primary screening [7][8] that began in 2013 and is being run at six sites across England. A 2015 evaluation of the ongoing pilot programme found that HPV primary testing achieves a higher detection rate of abnormal growth on the surface of the cervix, with a small increase also in the number of referrals to colposcopy, following positive screening results [9][10].

The UK National Screening Committee, which is responsible for the UK National Screening Programme in England, acknowledged the findings from the pilot trials together with other international evidence, and recommended that the cervical cancer screening programme should adopt HPV screening as the primary screening test for cervical cancer.

In sum, NIHR-funded research has contributed to the evidence base for effective cervical cancer screening methods, both in England and internationally [8]. The implications of this body of research are felt both in the quality of the screening method, which now is more exact and allows a longer timespan between screening times, and in the healthcare system costs.

Evidence


Statistics from Cancer Research UK on Cervical Cancer.
The report presents in detail the financial implications of cervical cancer, looking at its impact not just on individuals but also on the NHS and state more widely.

This is the NIHR HTA report of the research that describes the second study on the clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of HPV as a primary screening method.

This is the NIHR HTA report of the research that describes the ARTISTIC trial.

The study reviewed the impact of the programme, from 2003 to 2013, on health, clinical practice, health policy, the economy and academia. The ARTISTIC study is also discussed in the report.

The paper reports on the results of baseline testing in the first 18 months of the pilots.

This blog post from 13 April 2016 mentions that, based on the review of the results from the English HPV primary screening pilot sites and international evidence, the UK National Screening Committee
recommended at its January meeting that HPV primary screening should be adopted by the screening programme.


Report to the UK National Screening Committee by the Chair of the Advisory Committee for Cervical Screening
7. Putting patients and the public at the heart of all stages of research

7.1. Summary


NIHR is making health research more relevant to patients and to the public it benefits by involving members of the public at all stages of research, from setting priorities to communicating and implementing study findings, as well as improving public awareness of research and actively improving public participation in research studies.

One of the main aims of patient and public involvement (PPI) is to further improve the quality of research by including patient’s perspectives on how and why the research is being conducted. The hope is that, by involving patients who will be directly involved in, and benefit from, the outputs of the research, patient-centred research will be more targeted and relevant and have an impact on the provision of services and care.

INVOLVE is an NIHR-funded national public involvement centre and advisory group that seeks to ensure that patients and the public are effectively involved in all stages of research. As acknowledged in the international evidence gathering for the Going the Extra Mile report,INVOLVE has been a world leader in raising the awareness, importance and quality of public involvement over the past 20 years. It is one of the few (and longest-running) programmes of its kind in the world. Thus, through its promotion of PPI in research, NIHR is changing research culture and acting as a beacon of PPI best practice.

Examples of PPI supported by NIHR are numerous and cover the entire research process, from setting priorities for what kind of research is undertaken and how, to defining research outcomes and disseminating findings:

- Since 2008, the NIHR-funded Devices for Dignity (D4D) initiative has provided a platform for patients and the public to submit their ideas and become part of the healthcare innovation process. D4D focuses primarily on renal technologies, assistive and rehabilitative technologies, urinary continence management and paediatric technologies. D4D gives patients and the public an opportunity to underline which outcomes matter when thinking about the development of interventions and devices.

• A study of people at risk of cardiovascular disease who also have a severe mental illness received an award from the Mental Health Research Network for outstanding service user involvement. Patient engagement helped to make the intervention more acceptable and meaningful for research users and helped to shape future research.

• The Non-Executive Children’s Board at the NIHR/Wellcome Trust Cambridge Clinical Research Facility for Experimental Medicine has enabled children to have a voice in the service development of the facility and has led to changes in service re-design – for example, making the Clinical Research Facility more child friendly and helping inform the design of study-specific patient information.

• Funded by NIHR’s School for Primary Care Research, research to develop a smartphone app called the PainRecorder involved patients with musculoskeletal conditions in the actual design and functionality of the app, as well as in what kinds of data would be useful to collect. Their involvement resulted in changes to the app which better reflected the user experience.

• The James Lind Alliance seeks to involve the public in setting priorities for research. Funded by charities and supported by NIHR, it was established to give patients an equal voice with carers and clinicians through Priority Setting Partnerships. These identify and prioritise the Top 10 ‘unanswered questions’ concerning the effects of treatments on which they would like research to focus. Since 2007, approximately 50 partnerships have been convened, enabling more patients, carers and clinicians to get involved in the decisionmaking process, and informing future research funding.

In addition to helping research to be patient-led and patient-centred, the following efforts have resulted in more people participating in all stages of research:

• The Join Dementia Research initiative is a national online service that makes it easier for people with dementia, their carers and members of the public to register their interest in taking part in dementia research. The service then matches people to suitable studies. By expanding the pool of interested research participants, it aims to improve the speed of study delivery and, ultimately, to support advances in treatment.

• A study on testing and treatment for prostate cancer involved patients and the public to inform the phrasing of participant information, leading to high levels of participation in the study.

• At the regional level, NIHR’s Clinical Research Network is helping to match patients to relevant clinical trials and accelerating the pace of research. Over the past five years, more than 3 million individuals have participated in clinical research studies supported by the Clinical Research Network.

Finally, efforts supported by NIHR are raising awareness among the public and within the scientific community about the importance of PPI and the ways in which people can become involved. One of the central aims of these efforts is to be inclusive and to reach those groups which are usually not involved in research, as shown by the following example:

• The Generation R initiative provides a platform for children to engage with and learn about research both nationally and internationally. Generation R is giving children and young people a
role in informing research, from funding applications through to the design and validation of materials used as part of clinical trials.

7.1.1. Conducting research for the people, with the people: INVOLVE

Case study

Established in 1996, INVOLVE is now funded by, and an integral part of, the NIHR, with the aim to support active public involvement in NHS, public health and social care research [1]. As such, INVOLVE is the only government-funded national advisory group seeking to ensure that patients and the public are involved in research, working from within the healthcare system itself. INVOLVE aims to embed patient and public involvement (PPI) throughout the research process, from identifying, prioritising and commissioning topics that form the focus of research studies, through to the design, conduct and communication of research studies and their findings.

The premise of PPI is that research should be conducted ‘with’ or ‘by’ the public or service users through their active involvement in research organisations or projects, rather than merely with their participation [2]. In practice this means that INVOLVE works to ensure that researchers, research commissioners, research funders and the public have access to the support and guidance that they need [1]. This includes significant online resources, including guidance, briefing documents and a PPI evidence library that anyone can add to [3]. INVOLVE also matches members of the public who want to participate in research with those carrying out research, through linking to the NIHR-hosted website People in Research [4].

Through its role, INVOLVE has raised awareness of the importance of PPI and improved the quality of research and different pathways to achieving patient benefits in these areas. A recent review by the NIHR concluded that the existence of INVOLVE has been crucial to the development of public involvement in NIHR, in the UK and internationally [5]. Stakeholders also felt that INVOLVE was instrumental in encouraging PPI across the research sector in the past 10 years [5]. This is also reflected in the research literature, where INVOLVE is often flagged as an example from which other countries and sectors can learn [6]. The examples below illustrate the different ways in which INVOLVE has achieved this.

Demonstrating the wide reach of INVOLVE, the INVOLVE website attracted 1.2 million visitors in 2014-15, with 54,600 people accessing briefing notes and 33,600 people visiting the PPI evidence library [7]. Alongside this reach is a wide network one can access through invoDIRECT, an online, searchable, directory of more than 100 networks, groups and organisations that support active public involvement in the NHS, public health and social care research [7].

INVOLVE also facilitates invoNET, a network of different members, working to build evidence, knowledge and learning about public involvement in NHS, public health and social care research. Membership covers a range of stakeholder groups including researchers, research funders and health and social care practitioners [8]. The purpose of the network is share, strengthen and disseminate the knowledge base of public involvement in research [9]. invoNET activities include round table events, most recently around the evidence base for impact of public involvement in research [10]. An example of the growing evidence base feeding in to these resources is a recent survey by the NIHR Clinical Research
Network indicating that 80 per cent of studies with PPI achieved their patient recruitment on time and on target [11].

Finally, INVOLVE supports specific programmes to raise awareness of research amongst particular groups of the public and patients. INVOLVE has a strong commitment to ensuring equality and diversity, guided by the principles of the Equality Act 2010 [12]. Recently significant focus has been raising awareness and developing the knowledge base around involvement of children and young people in research [12]. This includes ‘This Is My Story’: an animation of a young man who, initially new to research, becomes meaningfully involved [13].

Through its unique set-up and collaborative nature, INVOLVE will continue to have an important ongoing role in contributing to the nation’s research agenda, and supporting improvements in how patients and the public are involved at all stages in its formation and delivery [5].

Evidence


An explanation of what public involvement means and definitions of related terms.


Introduction to the evidence library on the INVOLVE website.


Homepage for People in Research, an initiative matching members of the public with researchers.


Going the Extra Mile is a report outlining the NIHR’s vision for PPI, the current status of PPI and recommendations for action based on the Breaking Boundaries strategic review.


A paper reporting on a qualitative study exploring European-based pharmaceutical industry professionals’ beliefs about PPI.

A report by the INOLVE Coordinating Centre outlining recent activities and achievements.

List of invoNET members.

Overview of invoNET, a network to build evidence and learning about public involvement in research.

Information on news and events related to invoNET.

Survey collating information from 281 studies on the NIHR Clinical Research Network.

Overview of how INVOLVE addresses equality and diversity in working with others.

Information on how involving children and young people can help research.

7.1.2. Shaping health services to improve patients’ physical and mental health

Case study

Severe mental illnesses (SMI), such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, affect 0.5 to 1 per cent of the UK population [1][2]. The cost of schizophrenia for society amounts to £11.8 billion per year, of which £7.6 billion is spent in the public health sector [3, 4]. Previous research conducted at University College London found that people with schizophrenia are at greater risk of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) [5]. People with SMI use primary care and GP services more often than people without SMI [6], and this interaction could provide the opportunity for screening for CVD. Combining these two findings, NIHR funded a project called PRIMROSE (Prediction and management of cardiovascular risk for people with severe mental illnesses).

The PRIMROSE project is a five-year programme of research started in 2011 to improve the detection and management of CVD risk in people with SMI in primary care [7]. PRIMROSE has benefited extensively from the involvement of service users, which has had a major impact on the research project [8].

This involvement has been achieved through the help of Rethink, a charity for people with mental illnesses. Rethink facilitated the employment of a service user researcher on the research team, who acted as a gatekeeper and ensured high-quality involvement of a broad range of service users and carers, which in turn significantly influenced the elaboration of the new intervention. The service users came together
through two groups: 1) the Lived Experience Advisory Panel, a panel of service users and carers that meets once a year and that contributes to steer the project; and 2) the Intervention Development Group, which has two or three meetings per year and provides input during all stages, from grant application through to development [8]. These groups also helped identify barriers to the implementation of the intervention and ways to overcome them, making the intervention more acceptable and meaningful for service users [8].

An example of the Intervention Development Group’s contribution has been the shaping of the nurses’ training programme. The group suggested that stigma should be included in the curricula and that there should be considerations for ensuring that nurses are at ease working with people with SMI. A person with SMI involved in the project stated: ‘[Being involved in the study is] something that I feel really matters – the shocking statistic of people with severe mental illness like myself – the fact that our life expectancy is so dramatically reduced. It feels really important in that way for all service users. It also matters to me personally because I’m trying to reduce my own risk factors for cardiovascular disease’ [8].

The design of the intervention also involved a series of focus groups with health professionals, service users and carers. The service users’ focus groups were coordinated and facilitated by the Rethink researcher. In total, the focus group research involved 75 people: GPs, nurses, service users, community mental health staff and carers providing detail about the existing procedures and the perceived barriers and facilitators to delivering interventions for lowering CVD risk for people with SMI in primary care [9].

These findings informed the next step of the research programme, namely, a study to compare the effectiveness of the designed behavioural intervention to lower CVD risk which is delivered by a practice nurse or healthcare assistant, within standard care offered in general practice [9]. The study recruited 69 GP practices and 174 patients between January 2014 and the middle of 2015 [10].

While the full results from the PRIMROSE project are not yet available, this work has already shown the positive impact on the involved practice nurses and service users, in line with the NIHR’s commitment to involve the public and the patients in research that concerns them. Overall, through the design and implementation of this new intervention, the programme aims to inform how to best shape GP services, therefore optimising the health care system and translating the results into better services for people with SMI.

Evidence


The National Audit Office webpage on health and social care describes the role of the Crisis Resolution and Home Treatment services


This journal article is a systematic review of prevalence and incidence studies of schizophrenic disorders.

This is a discussion paper from the LSE on effective interventions in schizophrenia.


This Nuffield Trust webpage provides a chart on the top three categories of NHS spending in England.

Research Excellence Framework. 2014. Improving management of schizophrenia and severe mental illnesses in general practice. [Case study 22421.] As of 2 May 2016: http://impact.ref.ac.uk/CaseStudies/CaseStudy.aspx?Id=22421

The case study offers mainly an overview of the MRC-funded research to identify and reduce cardiovascular disease in NHS patients with severe mental disorders undertaken by the team at University College London. Most of the research had been done before the Primrose programme.


This webpage provides an abstract of the Schizophrenia Research journal article, Suicide and severe mental illnesses: Cohort study within the UK general practice research database.

PRIMROSE (homepage). 2016. As of 2 May 2016: http://www.ucl.ac.uk/primrose

The webpage of the PRIMROSE programme offers an overview of the programme, the latest publications and two newsletters that inform on the progress of the programme.

Staley K. 2013. The PRIMROSE programme – A case study illustrating the impact of service user and carer involvement. London: NIHR. As of 2 May 2016: http://www.nihr.ac.uk/CCF/PgfAR/CCF-PgfAR-PPICaseStudyPRIMROSE.pdf

This case study describes the impact of service user and carer involvement on the PRIMROSE programme, offering testimonials by different persons involved in the research.


Original research article from the follow on study.


This is a link to the PRIMROSE study newsletter.
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7.1.3. Inviting patients and the public to take part in research: OK to ask and Join Dementia Research

Case study

People participate in research studies for a variety of reasons. Sometimes they hope to benefit personally, and in other instances they want to help others [1]. According to the NIHR Clinical Research Network, 95 per cent of the population stated they valued participation in research; however only 21 per cent stated they would be comfortable broaching the subject of their participation in research with a doctor [2]. To inform the public about the benefits of taking part in research and opportunities to do so, the NIHR has led a number of campaigns.

In 2013, the NIHR launched the OK to Ask campaign to coincide with International Clinical Trials Day (20th May), making the UK the only country in the world to run an awareness campaign to get people to take part in clinical research [3]. The campaign is now heading into its fourth year. OK to Ask encourages patients and their carers to ask NHS professionals about how they might take part in clinical research, as well as raising the profile of research participation. This reminds all healthcare professionals, whether research-active or not, to be research-aware [2].

As well as focusing on the 20th May, OK to Ask has active social media influence, such as Facebook and Twitter, where it uses the hashtag #NIHRoktoask. The OK to Ask campaign also draws support from charities, such as Sparks [4], MND [5] and the British Liver Trust [6], which highlight public participation in clinical research.

Each year, OK to Ask runs a survey to evaluate the impact of the campaign. In 2015, the survey was distributed to 15 Clinical Research Facilities. Although the survey cannot determine the number of people who have taken part in research as a result of campaigns, it showed that 97 per cent of respondents (n=825) would recommend research participation.

Looking more broadly, we see that in 2015, 618,453 patients and members of the public took part in 4,932 NIHR Clinical Research Network Portfolio studies. This means that over the past five years more than 3 million people have had the opportunity to participate in research supported by the NIHR Network [7].

While OK to Ask sought to raise awareness from all patients, some services were developed to be more topic focused than others, such as Join Dementia Research. In February 2015, the NIHR launched this national service, through an online and telephone service, in collaboration with the Alzheimer’s Society, Alzheimer’s Research UK and Alzheimer Scotland [8]. In the UK alone, 850,000 people live with dementia, a disease that requires a deeper understanding of its causes and possible treatments. Join Dementia Research encourages the public (both people with and people without dementia) to take part in research in a number of different areas, including, for example, cognitive tests, talking therapies, nutrition, drug trials, and genetics [9].

A benefit of Join Dementia Research is that it provides a pool of volunteers from which researchers can choose, the only requirement being that the studies have ethics approval [10]. This means that commercial as well as academic studies are eligible to use this resource, something particularly useful for
PhD candidates. The Join Dementia Research service has attracted 16,785 volunteers, 4,758 of whom have enrolled in 62 dementia studies across 115 NHS, University and commercial Research organisations [11].

A July 2015 survey of volunteers demonstrated that over 80 per cent of respondents had an increased awareness of dementia research taking place due to Join Dementia Research and two-thirds believe that the service has made it easier to get involved in dementia research [12]. The availability of volunteers to participate in studies has enabled studies to start in a timely manner without the historic issues with recruitment, and to have sufficient participants to make relevant findings at a population level. When asked about the value of taking part in research one couple said, ‘It’s for future generations and anything that we can do to help anybody with memory problems doesn’t cost a thing, does it?’ [13]

Recent figures show that 98 percent of NHS Trusts and 41 percent of general medical practices were actively engaged in clinical research. The NIHR has led campaigns and services, and encouraged thousands of patients and members of the public to engage directly with clinical research, demonstrating the value of taking part and increasing the number of individuals and institutions participating in research across the nation.

Evidence


Results of the 2015 OK to Ask Survey.


News item on the NIHR OK to Ask campaign.


Blog post on the NIHR OK to Ask campaign survey.


Sparks charity supporting the NIHR OK to Ask campaign.


MND Research Blog on the NIHR OK to Ask campaign.


British Liver Trust charity supporting the NIHR OK to Ask campaign.
7.1.4. Setting the research agenda through public, patient and clinician consultation

Case study

The James Lind Alliance (JLA), established in 2004, brings together patients, carers and clinicians through Priority Setting Partnerships (PSPs) in order to identify and prioritise the top 10 ‘unanswered questions’ in different areas of health concerning the effects of treatments on which they would like research to focus [1]. A paper by Tallon et al. published in The Lancet in 2000, identified a research mismatch, meaning that research being conducted was not necessarily aligned with ‘consumer’-identified needs [2]. To address this, the ultimate aim of the JLA is to ensure that funders are aware of patients’ and clinicians’ research priorities [3] and thus can advise on the best match. The NIHR funds the JLA to facilitate recruiting and training of JLA Advisers, coordinating PSPs, and looking after central JLA...
communications. Usually each PSP is responsible for its own funding and organisation, which generally comes from one PSP-associated organisation or partners, or from a charity [4][5]. In 2015, a report on the Mesothelioma PSP was published, and a survey was launched for the Alcohol Related Liver Disease PSP, the first two examples of PSPs fully funded by the NIHR [6].

Since the first JLA PSP was conducted in 2007 on asthma, nearly 50 other PSPs have been conducted [7], translating into more than 70 articles and publications, as found on the JLA website [8]. PSPs focus on a range of health areas, including acne, hair loss, miscarriage and tinnitus. Between 2004 and 2015, 31 PSPs were completed and the work of PSPs attracted the participation of more than 26,000 individuals, enabling more patients, carers and clinicians to get involved in the decisionmaking process and thus informing future research funding [9]. For example, the Dementia PSP published a paper praising the involvement of patients and the public in the priority setting process claiming it ‘provided a broader perspective to the research agenda and in particular highlighted the need for research into care and organisation of care and delivery of people with dementia services’ [10].

The impact of the JLA PSPs and their potential for future impact has contributed towards addressing the ‘mismatch’ issue identified in 2000 by Tallon et al. and in a more recent research article by Crowe et al. in 2015 [2][11]. For example, not only do the JLA PSPs set priorities for research based on public, patient and clinician consultations, but this information is made public online.

One marker of the impact of PSPs can be found when selected research priorities are commissioned through the NIHR and other funders. The NIHR, in particular, uses some of the PSPs’ priorities to inform the research topics for commissioned calls. However, in some cases, funding for PSP priorities is difficult to track, especially if the funding comes externally to the NIHR, from a charity, for example. However, the JLA conducted a tracking exercise of NIHR funded priorities. Although not exhaustive, this exercise revealed that, as of February 2016, 26 identified priorities from 12 PSPs went to tender or were commissioned.

The funding outcomes of PSP identified priorities are not always systematically monitored; however, a selection of examples is presented in the next section. First, examples of the unanswered questions have been picked up in NIHR funded calls. For example, those from the Childhood Disability PSP were picked up by the NIHR’s Health Technology Assessment (HTA) and the Health Services and Delivery Research (HS&DR) programmes [12]. These programmes allocated funding to three of the ten issues identified as a result of the Childhood Disability PSP [12]. In 2013, the Dementia PSP released its priorities, 2 of which have been commissioned under the NIHR HS&DR funding programme [13][14]: one evaluating specialist nursing support for carers started in November 2015, and another, focusing on acute care for those with dementia, will start in July 2016 [13][14].

In response to the Sight Loss and Vision Partnership PSP a clinical trial was funded to understand ‘how outcomes from cataract surgery can be improved’. Following the Sight Loss and Vision Partnership PSP, the Efficacy and Mechanism Evaluation (EME) Programme has provided funding to test how keratoconous is treated in children and youths [15]. In 2016, the results of the Palliative and End of Care PSP led Marie Curie, a charitable organisation working with terminal illness, in association with the Motor Neuron Disease Association, to issue a call for research around the priorities identified in the PPI consultation [16]. Outside of the UK, this PeolcPSP inspired the All Ireland Institute of Hospice and
Palliative Care (AIIHPC) which used the PeolcPSP’s top 28 unanswered questions to identify local priorities.

The PSPs, facilitated by the JLA, provide an opportunity for the public and patients to interact with clinicians and to contribute to the research agenda by identifying issues that are important to them and which will ultimately impact on their health, well-being and quality of life.

Evidence


This webpage is an introduction to the JLA and its work through PSPs


This paper presents the idea of the research mismatch between the work researchers do and the work ‘consumers’ would like to see done.


This webpage explains the PSPs through the NIHR Guidebook.


Information from the JLA website


Information on setting up a Priority Setting Partnership.


Message from Dame Sally Davies outlining 2014 NIHR statistics.


Information detailing the Priority Setting Partnerships through the JLA.


This source explains the work of the James Lind Alliance, including figures for the number of PSPs completed and outlining some implications for the JLA.

This paper details the PPI process in the Dementia PSP.


This news item provides an update on the outcomes of the Childhood Disability PSP which have been explored by the British Academy of Childhood Disability Strategic Research Group and the NIHR.


Information on a HS&DR funding call


Information on a HS&DR funding call


This news item outlines some impacts of the JLA Sight Loss and Vision Partnership.


News item which outlines how the results of a PSP have helped to inform a call for research.


News item on the progress made by the PeolcPSP.
Case study

In 2008, the NIHR piloted two Healthcare Technology Cooperatives (HTCs), one of which was Devices for Dignity (D4D) [1] which sits in the Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust [2]. In general, the HTCs are designed to work on issues of high relevance to patients and healthcare services and to create new medical devices, technologies and interventions [1]. Specifically, D4D works to deliver innovative technology solutions to support people with long-term conditions, preserving their dignity and independence. Following the pilot, in 2013, D4D became one of eight NIHR HTCs. It focuses on urinary continence management, renal technologies, assistive and rehabilitative technologies, and paediatric technologies [2].

All HTCs have a Patient and Public Involvement and Engagement plan, and they report on this on an annual basis. As just one example, D4D involves patients and the public at several levels, from inclusion of two PPI members on its steering committee, to having PPI representatives in each clinical area [1]. In addition, D4D’s Renal Technologies theme includes a PPI lead/project manager who represents D4D as a co-applicant on research grants.

Thus, in more than 90 per cent of its projects, D4D engages with the public in a variety of ways, from conception to the iterative development of a product to optimise its utility and impact on patients [3]. For example, research users were involved in design workshops to rethink the neck collar for patients with motor neuron disease who have to wear a collar to support their neck [4].

When evaluating the experience of a subset of users involved in D4D research, it was found that all users (n=13) ‘felt comfortable’ and ‘felt listened to’ in participating in a project. Over half felt that they had ‘had an impact on the project’, and over 80 per cent stated that they were ‘extremely likely’ to want to get involved in further research in the future. As a result of feedback from this evaluation more information is being provided to users about subsequent stages of the research, so they can follow up on what they have contributed to [1].

To engage and involve patients and the public in its research programme, D4D ran a national Independence and Dignity survey [5] and hosted an event in June 2015 called My Dignity Means: A Patient-led Event, which was planned by a patient advisory group. The My Dignity Means: A Patient-led Event and preceding survey led the D4D team to identify issues, challenges and needs of individuals. Subsequently the team developed plans to mitigate some of the more prominent issues. For example, some patients alluded to the fact that they could not find satisfactory reviews of products or devices. As a result, D4D has begun collaborations with a number of its partners to launch a website where reviews of devices can be found [6]. The survey has also allowed the D4D team to assess patients’ unmet needs, and inform the direction of further research. A secondary impact of the survey has led D4D to establish a partnership with Parkinson’s UK on urinary continence management, although this is still under development [6].

In 2014, D4D also hosted a very successful ‘hackathon’ event in collaboration with Sheffield Hallam University and NIHR Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLAHRC) for
Yorkshire and Humber, which focused on meeting unmet patient needs through improving the design of existing products, such as drinking devices, patient hoists and rollator, which are all currently under development [1].

The products and services that D4D develops in collaboration with patients and the public have also had an impact on health services delivery. An ‘electronic bladder diary and clinical web portal’ called ELAROS 24/7 was devised through a collaborative effort between Medipex and Innovations North, in collaboration with patients [7]. The purpose of this software is to help patients monitor and manage their symptoms, and to help assess and diagnose patients for lower urinary tract symptoms [7]. The impact of such an invention reduces patients’ reliance on GP services or hospital referrals and helps patients to manage their condition. In 2013, ELAROS 24/7 was established as a company in its own right [7]. ELAROS 24/7 claims to have reduced referrals to secondary care by 30 per cent, appointment and diagnostics costs by 35 per cent, and the use of pharmacology by 10 per cent [8].

Funded by the NIHR, D4D has been able to identify issues relating to living with long-term conditions and has placed patients’ needs at the core of its work, with the aim of improving patient well-being. As a consequence, D4D has had health services delivery and societal impacts through the results of its public-patient involvement and the development of patient-focused devices and technologies. Furthermore, D4D has created networks across the third sector and industry highlighting the HTC’s commitment to taking a holistic approach to improving patients’ lives.

Evidence


This document is the National Institute for Health Research’s annual report for the year 2011-2012


Background on the D4D HTC.


A video outlining patients’ involvement in, and contribution to, innovation in the context of D4D.


Article on patient and public input into the design of a collar for MND patients and its benefits.


This webpage outlines the ways in which D4D interacts with patients and listens to their views.

7.1.6. Involving patients and the public in research through new methods and fora

Case study

The NIHR School for Primary Care Research (SPCR) is a partnership among nine leading academic centres for primary care research in England. It was established to increase the evidence base for primary care practice. One of the departments is in Manchester, where the ‘Primary Care Research in Manchester Engagement Resource’ (PRIMER) group is located. This group of patients, carers and members of the public promotes the involvement of the public in shaping research and works with researchers at the University of Manchester and across the SPCR [1].

As an innovative approach to involving patients and the public in the research process, PRIMER have run ‘hack days’ in 2014 and 2015. These were co-designed with patients and the public, who facilitated some of the sessions at the event.

At the events, members of the public pitched their research ideas to each other and to researchers, and they then worked through how to develop the ideas using a research toolkit. Benefits included helping people to understand the process and challenges of competition and bidding through raising awareness of the steps and considerations that researchers need to think about in applying for funding. Another main benefit was that the interactive nature of the day broke down barriers between researchers and the public. Following the involvement, some individuals have teamed up with research teams: for example, one is sitting on a research advisory group and another individual now has an NIHR fellowship award to undertake a PhD [2].

PRIMER has also co-developed and co-delivered training with users, to provide input on how the public experience working with researchers, and to develop master classes on communications and how to set up and sustain public and patient involvement (PPI) groups [3].

One example of a patient inspired research project, where patients and the public have been central to the delivery of the research is ISIS (identifying, signposting and supporting carers) [4]. In this instance a member of the public, Mrs May Griffiths, who was part of the PRIMER team, identified an issue around ‘hidden carers’. These are individuals who support others with health problems but do not identify as a carer, and who are therefore less likely to access available support. As a ‘hidden carer’ for many years, Mrs...
Griffiths recognised the issue. She collaborated with researchers in Manchester, and was named as a co-applicant on the application, which was funded by the NIHR Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLARHC) Greater Manchester. Mrs Griffith’s worked as a research team member and is an author of the publication describing the research findings [5]. In addition, the group used a steering group to act as ‘critical friends’, providing advice in advance of data collection on protocols and processes, during the study to reflect on progress and emerging findings, and afterward to validate the findings and make recommendations.

Another example of PPI in primary care research is the development of the PainRecorder, by a team of researchers in collaboration with patients and the public. When treating musculoskeletal conditions, such as arthritis it is important to understand the intensity of pain and its impact on quality of life over time to assess responses to treatment, and to ensure that correct medication and management is provided for the patient. Intermittent appointments with medical professionals are unlikely to identify these changes in a timely manner, unless accompanied by a diary to show regular monitoring by the patient. Paper diaries are often poorly completed and cumbersome, and information might be outdated by the time it reaches the practitioner. Research conducted at the University of Keele and funded by the NIHR SPCR, developed a smartphone application (called the PainRecorder) to digitally record information on pain and on the impact of pain on everyday life.

Patients and the public were heavily involved in the research through collaboration with the university’s research user group, who formed an advisory group. Members had a range of experience in using mobile technology. This was important, because the app had to be appropriate for use by a broad range of users. They provided input and advice on 1) the collection of data that was relevant to patients; 2) the appearance of the PainRecorder app itself; and 3) the functions and ease of use of the app [6].

Initially, the user group commented on specific aspects of the design, and ranked their importance for usability. The group made a number of suggestions around the data to be collected, as well as the presentation. For example, the user group felt that data should be entered at least twice a day, to reflect changes over time, including pain at night, and it highlighted the need to link pain to impact on activity. These features were incorporated into the design, and the group reconvened to test the device. In terms of usability, it was important for the user to be able to choose how to progress from one page to another, by clicking or sweeping to make it as user-friendly as possible, taking into account different levels of familiarity with digital technology [6].

The research group has now received follow-on funding from NIHR to conduct further testing on the validity of data collected and the methods for analysing and storing it, and on the clinical acceptability and utility of the app in informing patient treatment [7][8].

Evidence
Background to SPCR.
Engaging children and young people in research: Generation R

Case study
Medicines can have different effects on children than on adults and young people, and the two groups also experience disease and services differently. In this context, Professor Dame Sally Davies, Chief Medical Officer, stressed that young people’s involvement in healthcare research was ‘not important but essential’ [1]. She underlined the developmental and psychosocial impacts of treatments on children and the effects of offering a degree of autonomy to young people by inviting them to be part of the research
and decision-making process [1]. Involving children in the design and delivery of clinical research is important in two distinct ways. First, it empowers children to take part in research on health and healthcare matters that concern them. Second, it allows research to respond to children’s concerns and ideas and to tailor solutions to their needs. GenerationR, a community for the involvement and participation of children in research, has provided a platform for children to engage with and learn about research both nationally and internationally. This has led to benefits with a global reach, including greater participation of young people’s voices in research, through improvements to the way young people are engaged and involved in research.

GenerationR (R for research) was created in 2013 by five Young Persons Advisory Groups (YPAGs) based in Birmingham, Bristol, Liverpool, London and Nottingham [2] funded by NIHR [2]. These groups are made up of about 15 young people between the ages of 8 and 19. Some of the members have themselves been participants in clinical trials; others are simply interested in learning more about clinical research. They meet every six weeks so that their views, and those of their guardians/carers, can contribute to the design and delivery of clinical research [2][3]. In addition to these local meetings, the YPAGs have become involved in national and international collaborations that have led to the organisation of events.

In 2012, recognising the importance of coming together and sharing experience, the five YPAGs, with continued support from the NIHR, began to collectively organise and eventually formed a national YPAG: GenerationR [1]. GenerationR was launched at an event in September 2013 which engaged more than 160 stakeholders from charities, the research community, and industry. It was expected that this would help to demonstrate the value of patient and public interaction with researchers, improve research studies, and understand appropriate patient reported outcome measures [1]. The event was organised by representatives from each of the YPAGs and five parent representatives, as well as members of the Medicines for Children Research Network, a part of the NIHR Clinical Research Network (CRN) [1]. It was highly praised by international delegates, with one stating that this ‘example of involvement in research of young people in the UK is really an inspiration for researchers in other countries’ [4]. Eleven recommendations emerged from the event’s round table discussions, centring on research ethics, dissemination of research results, and access to treatment, and considering the future of research and the next generation [1].

One of the recommendations from the GenerationR meeting was to find ‘alternative and innovative ways of engaging with more young people and families building links with charitable organisations and parent/young people’s groups’. This recommendation was acted upon in four ways. First, in January 2014, a Young People’s Mental Health Advisory Group was established within GenerationR. This topic-specific group seeks to ‘share good practice in service user and carer involvement,’ and to promote research into mental health issues involving young people and highlighting their perspectives [5]. Second, GenerationR was further formalised in the creation of an interactive website, created in collaboration with the James Lind Initiative, with support from NIHR. The website was launched in May 2015, which awareness of young people’s involvement in health research using blogs, games and quizzes [2].

Third, in October 2015, a follow-on event was convened involving 30 individuals (young people, the NIHR, the Nuffield Council on Bioethics, the JLA, the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health, the Health Research Authority, charities and industry) [6]. The GenerationR Alliance was initiative at the event, recognising the need to be aware of children and young people’s (CYP) involvement in research, and to encourage interested parties to collaborate. Finally, GenerationR has also been involved in
international activities with other children’s and young person’s groups in the USA, Canada and Scotland, and through collaboration with the global pharmaceutical company, Pfizer. These efforts have led to the formation of the international Children’s Advisory Network (iCAN) [7]. iCAN held its first summit in June 2015, and included two delegates from GenerationR [8]. There are plans for another summit in June/July 2016, which is predicted to attract 150 members of iCAN - young people, parents and advisors [9].

Another recommendation arising from the founding meeting of GenerationR in 2013 was to ‘develop a systematic way to measure the impact of involvement activities’ [8]. This was achieved through an evaluation of children’s involvement in the Clinical Research Network, which gave as examples 10 cases where illustrating the involvement of children or young people in health research [10]. These case studies have shown how children and young people have informed research from funding applications through to the design and validation of materials. An example is the Supporting Parents with A Child with Arthritis (SPACe) study [10]. Researchers consulted a YPAG on the design of information leaflets for children and young people in advance of a randomised trial [10]. The YPAG was useful in suggesting a summary overview of the content at the start of each leaflet and in advising that an age bracket should not be a feature of the leaflets (validating the researchers’ initial line of thinking) [10]. No further changes to the information leaflets were deemed necessary [10]. The research team believes that these leaflets were helpful in the subsequent successful recruitment to the study [10].

GenerationR is about empowering and stimulating children to get involved in research. The NIHR CRN has set up this initiative to involve future generations and to shed the stigma around involvement and participation in medical research. Overall, YPAGs and Generation R have provided young people with a platform to share their ideas with researchers and industry, and to be ambassadors for participation in research.

 evidence


Report detailing the outcome of the Generation R event on 11 September 2013.


Webpage outlining the Generation R initiative.


Clinical Research Network webpage explaining the Young Person’s Advisory Group.


Webpage outlining initiatives which involve and are led by young people.

7.1.8. Exemplifying public involvement as a means to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of research

Case study

The NIHR Clinical Research Network (CRN) delivers clinical studies in the NHS. One element of this is to involve patients and the public to enhance participation, and ensure study design reflects public’s priorities and needs. NIHR CRN can support researchers in a number of ways from training workshops to inform and advise patients and the public about ways in which they can be involved in research [1], to awareness campaigns, toolkits and guidance [2].

NIHR has played a leading role in establishing public involvement as good practice in clinical research. This is increasingly backed up by the evidence on how it can positively impact on research. For instance, an important thing to take into account is not holding study clinics too early in the day, so that elderly people using bus passes can attend. Practices like this support people to participate in research. To assess the benefits of patient involvement in recruitment to trials, the NIHR Mental Health Research Network (a topic-specified part of the CRN prior to the reorganisation in 2015) undertook a study to look at all 374 studies listed on the MHRN portfolio database between its inception and October 2011 [3].

The study found that patient and public involvement had increased over time, although in some areas of research it was limited. The study considered two different types of involvement – described as researcher-initiated collaboration versus consultation only. Studies funded by the NIHR were associated with a significantly higher level of collaboration, and had the smallest proportion of studies in the consultation-
only category. This suggests that the emphasis on patient involvement is more pervasive for the NIHR than for any other funder. Interestingly, studies that involved patients to a greater extent were more likely to have achieved recruitment targets, showing a benefit of involvement [3].

This work has been followed up across the entire NIHR CRN portfolio, by looking at the impact of PPI on research quality and performance, using closed studies supported by the CRN between 2012 and 2014 [4]. In a sample of 281 studies, 69 per cent of studies included patient and public involvement at some stage of their research. Patients and the public were most commonly involved in the development of the study protocol and identification of relevant ethical issues. When asked about the impact of PPI on research quality and performance, nearly 50 per cent of study teams highlighted the value of improving the information provided to patients, 38 per cent felt that PPI enhanced the credibility of the research team, and 30 per cent claimed the involvement reduced the burden for participants, by ensuring that the recruitment procedures to studies were sensitive to the needs of the patient [3]. In line with the findings from the MHRN study above, this research found that 80 per cent of studies with PPI recruited to time and target, as opposed to 69 per cent of studies that had no PPI element.

This research shows that public and patient involvement in research provides benefits to the quality of the research, and supports the recruitment of individuals through the NIHR CRN. Over the past ten 10 years, the NIHR has stressed the importance of PPI in the research it funds and supports, and there now seems to be growing evidence that this correlates with studies achieving performance targets, which seems to correlate with high levels of PPI and achieving clinical trial targets.

Evidence


Webpage on building research partnerships.


Toolkit for lay people involved in Clinical Studies Groups


Journal article on lay involvement in mental health research


Study to understand the impacts of lay involvement and quality of research and performance
7.1.9. Avoiding over-treatment in prostate cancer: The ProtecT trial

Case study

The NIHR has funded studies whose innovative methods of engaging patients in research have enabled groundbreaking findings and established new models for patient involvement in future research. The ProtecT trial of ‘active monitoring’ to avoid over-treatment in prostate cancer – a field in which recruitment has proven difficult – successfully increased participation rates by using embedded qualitative analysis of recruitment processes to produce patient-friendly study information.

More than 40,000 new cases of prostate cancer are diagnosed in the UK each year, making it the most common cancer in UK men [1]. This rate is expected to rise as the country’s population ages [2], leading to an increase over the 2012 death rate of 10,837 per year [3]. However, the value of screening for and early detection of prostate cancer is disputed due to the risk of over-diagnosis and over-treatment [4]. Radical treatments in men with localised, ‘low-risk’ prostate cancer can severely impact quality of life by affecting sexual, rectal and urinary function [5]. In response, NIHR-funded researchers have developed active monitoring as an alternative to radical treatments. Active monitoring aims to avoid over-treatment by continually reassessing patients with prostate cancer and only beginning radical treatment in those who show progression [6].

The ProtecT trial, funded through the NIHR’s Health Technology Assessment programme, compares active monitoring with surgery and radiotherapy in a randomised controlled trial. In order to be successful, the trial had to overcome the longstanding barrier of patients’ reluctance to participate in prostate cancer trials. Patients are less likely to participate in trials which assess differences in complications of treatment, but not differences in survival [7]. To address this challenge, the research team used qualitative research methods to examine the process through which patients diagnosed with prostate cancer were asked to participate in the study. Interviews with patients and analysis of recordings of recruitment appointments showed that the way in which the different treatments involved in the trial were presented had a significant impact on participation rates [7]. This resulted in a different approach to recruitment, in which recruiters avoided words which tended to be misinterpreted by patients. Researchers presented treatments as equal in keeping with the ‘uncertainty principle’, which holds that a study can only be considered an RCT if the patient does not know which of the trial arms will benefit them [8]. These changes led to an increase in the randomisation rate from 40 per cent to 70 per cent, with more patients finding all treatments involved in the trial acceptable [7].

Thanks to improved recruitment, the ProtecT study became the largest-ever randomised controlled trial in localised prostate cancer, with more than 1,500 patients with prostate cancer participating [9]. Although the results have yet to be published, emerging findings from the study have already had a major impact on policy and practice. ProtecT informed the 2010 decision not to introduce screening for prostate cancer in the UK – a high-profile decision on an extremely contentious issue – as evidenced by its citation in a Department of Health appraisal of options for screening [10]. In addition, conservative approaches, such as active monitoring, are central to NICE guidelines on diagnosis and treatment of prostate cancer [11], and evidence from ProtecT has been cited in Department of Health advice to GPs [12]. Finally, an independent review published in The Lancet states that ‘ProtecT has affected clinical
practice, even before announcement of its results, by allowing the UK to reaffirm its policy of no routine screening' [13].

In addition to enabling the development of an evidence base that has informed policy, the innovative use of qualitative methods to involve patients in research has had a broader impact on research practice. For example, a member of the research team, Professor David Neal, was appointed to a group established by the Department of Health to produce an ‘informed decision making aid’, which has since been adopted by the NHS [6]. Professor Neal also led the development for the Department of Health of a website for patients which explains conservative treatments of localised prostate cancer [6]. In this way, by funding the ProtecT trial, the NIHR has facilitated the development of patient-centred approaches to research that have the potential to improve recruitment for future trials, thus improving the quality of evidence produced.

Evidence

NHS Choices page on prostate cancer

Information on primary care master classes

Statistics on prostate cancer from Prostate Cancer UK

Journal article on screening for prostate cancer

Document explaining prostate cancer

Research Excellence Framework case study on the ProtecT Trial

Journal article on quality improvement using ProtecT as an example.
Case study

One of the recommendations that emerged from the strategic review of PPI in the NIHR was that ‘[a]ll NIHR…infrastructure organisations should have a strategy, framework or plan that covers the promotion and advancement of public involvement, participation and engagement in research’ [1]. Today, individual NIHR centres, units and facilities have patient and public involvement (PPI) and engagement strategies, which are often co-designed with members of the public [2][3][4]. This has led to concrete examples where PPI activities and other engagement and awareness-raising efforts have helped to improve the quality and relevance of research and raise awareness of research undertaken.

Across England, the NIHR’s Collaborations for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLAHRCs) conduct high-quality applied health research across the NHS to provide benefits to patient outcomes through bringing together local NHS providers and commissioners with academics and other relevant partners. Patients and the public often inform the research undertaken, improving its quality and
One example of this is the Transfer of Care at 17 project, from the East of England CLAHRC, which focused on mental health issues for young people in foster care [5]. The study found that foster carers needed additional training and access to psychological services to support young people in their care. As a result, the research team co-developed with young people a training course for foster carers and subsequently produced two videos to raise awareness about going into and leaving foster care. These videos have been viewed collectively more than 11,000 times on YouTube, and three young people involved in the project received a Cambridgeshire County Council Award for the best research/creative team [5]. The film has been integrated into a skills training for carers, social workers and other professionals delivered by The Fostering Network, a UK-based foster charity.

In 2013, the NIHR/Wellcome Trust Clinical Research Facility (CRF) in Cambridge established a Non-Executive Children’s Board – which has grown in size and in 2015 was made up of 35 children aged 5–16 who have participated in studies on the CRF and those who have never participated in research, their parents and CRF staff members – to discuss views on how to improve services and make the CRF more attractive and engaging for children.

The ideas from the children have helped create brighter, more child-friendly rooms, including turning an office into a children’s phlebotomy room and preparation of rooms to be age/gender appropriate. The children have also had a say in what toys, DVDs, games, books and even tablet computers are provided within the facility, along with a children’s activity menu. The Children’s Board also enables children’s input into the design of patient information. Children’s views on patient information sheets have informed the information provided to children prior to consenting to participating in research studies. Through the Children’s Board, the CRF has been able to develop its understanding of the patient experience. It shares research-related stories more widely with visitors, staff, patients and members of the public, using case studies. The Children’s Board has also provided input into three Photo Story Books to explain participation in research [6][7]. These story books, which are targeted at three different age groups (under 6, 6–10 and 11 and over), help to provide information about what visiting the CRF and participating in research involves. Inspired by this, two NHS clinics for allergies and diabetes created story books, which were helpful in recruiting patients to studies [7].

The Children’s Board is currently being evaluated through a small qualitative study called Children’s Experience of Engaging in Research (CHEER). The aim of the evaluation is to gather views from children, their families and CRF staff on the Children’s Board and to understand the benefits of engaging this group in the ongoing delivery of research by the CRF [8].

In addition to actively involving patients in different stages of research, many NIHR centres, units and facilities host engagement events which are designed to keep the public informed of research and opportunities to participate in research studies or become involved in research. For example, the NIHR Newcastle Biomedical Research Centre (BRC) on Ageing and Chronic Disease has a programme entitled Research and Innovation Matters [9]. This programme delivers more than 15 major public events each year with a focus on the themes of ageing and chronic disease. The events are usually aligned to national disease weeks or days to strengthen links to national and local patient groups. The centre also holds a series of debates to promote lively dialogue on key issues that arise, such as sharing patient data, ethics and governance for research, and patient involvement in early-phase research. The events are co-designed with
patients and members of the public to ensure that the content is relevant, appropriate and interesting. Across the programme, the BRC reaches thousands of interested individuals, and each event is filmed to ensure it can reach as wide and diverse an audience as possible.

Research occurring in NIHR-supported centres, units and facilities, such as BRCs, Biomedical Research Units, CLAHRCs and CRFs, have PPI strategies and activities to improve the quality and relevance of research and raise awareness of the research being undertaken.

Evidence


*Going the Extra Mile* is a report outlining the NIHR’s vision for PPI, the current status of PPI and recommendations for action based on the *Breaking Boundaries* strategic review.


Oxford BRC’s PPI in research strategy


Document on NIHR Newcastle Biomedical Research Centre’s and Biomedical Research Unit’s PPI


The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust and the Institute of Cancer Research, London’s BRC PPI strategy


This webpage explains the study resulting in mental health training for foster carers


Webpage explaining the role of children and young people at the NIHR/Wellcome Trust CRF in Cambridge

Document case study on the NIHR/Wellcome Trust CRF’s Children’s Non-Executive Research Board


This is a protocol which outlines the evaluation approach of the Non-Executive Children’s Board.
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8. Creating opportunities for economic and social returns

8.1. Summary

Entrepreneurial. Affordable. Effective.

NIHR creates opportunities for economic as well as social returns on health research investment, including a more effective and affordable NHS.

NIHR supports cooperative partnership models of working among companies, clinical academics and clinicians which improve patient health and benefit the economy. This is facilitated through NIHR’s support of the research infrastructure in the NHS, which is made up of world-class research centres, units, facilities and NIHR’s Clinical Research Network, which provides total coverage in England. This infrastructure plays an important role in supporting the wider health research system by supporting, enabling and delivering research through partner organisations. In 2014/15, NIHR provided £227.8 million of funding for the research infrastructure, which supported a further £130 million of research funding from industry, £436 million from charities and £354 million from research councils.

Commercial contract studies are an important part of this wider picture. In 2014/15, the Clinical Research Network supported the delivery of 4,932 open studies, 1,079 of which were from the life sciences industry. Commercial contract studies are also involving ever-greater patient numbers: 78 per cent of NHS Trusts recruited nearly 35,000 participants in 2014/15, making use of the nationwide NIHR Clinical Research Network, which acts as a unifying platform for delivery of research studies. The efforts of the Clinical Research Network are complemented by NIHR’s Office for Clinical Research Infrastructure, which provides a dedicated conduit for global industry to connect with the other NIHR-funded research infrastructure of centres, units and facilities, integrated within the world’s largest single-payer healthcare system.

NIHR’s investment in research infrastructure also facilitates public–private partnership models that connect ‘home-grown’ NHS research expertise with high tech manufacturing facilities. The following are examples of commercial licences and companies that are in place as a result of NIHR-funded early research:

- Autolus is developing therapies that re-programme the body’s own immune cells as a treatment for cancer. It has now raised £70 million of private capital through two rounds of funding.
- Synairgen has licenced experimental therapies to lessen the impact of viral infection in asthmatics, initially developed through proof-of-concept funding via NIHR’s Southampton Respiratory Biomedical Research Unit.
In addition to research studies, NIHR invests in proof-of-concept trials that traditional investors might consider high risk, thus helping entrepreneurs bring advanced prototypes to market. The following are two successful examples:

- ‘Smart specs’ help the visually impaired by augmenting users’ vision. Funding from NIHR’s Invention for Innovation programme enabled researchers at the University of Oxford to produce an advanced prototype tailored to patients’ needs.
- ‘Bionic eye’ prostheses in patients are a global first at the NIHR/Wellcome Manchester Clinical Research Facility; they use a retinal implant to combine artificial and natural sight to combat a form of blindness that affects millions of people worldwide.

NIHR also seeks to quantify the economic impacts of new therapies based on evidence. This has always been done, but is especially important in today’s climate of low growth. For example:

- Aiming to maximise public health gains at a price affordable to the NHS as a whole, NIHR’s Health Technology Assessment (HTA) programme conducts pragmatic research to inform policy recommendations on new drugs, devices and diagnostics. One estimate places the net benefit of putting a sample of 10 HTA study findings into practice at £3 billion, by implementing interventions shown to be either cost effective or cost saving to the NHS.
- Targeting patients at the greatest risk of malnutrition – estimated at 30 per cent of hospital patients – using a simple screening tool developed at NIHR’s Southampton Biomedical Research Centre could save the NHS £200 million.
- Improving the evidence for deciding if and when to vaccinate over-65-year-olds against pneumonia, informed by research at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine’s Health Research Protection Unit, is ensuring that resources within the NHS are spent in a cost-effective manner.
- Supporting clinicians to develop new medical devices and involve the NHS more closely in innovation, a cooperative partnership between clinicians, academics and industry at Queen Mary University of London developed a surgical stapler to resect the bowel. This device is improving patients’ lives while saving £12,000 per patient per year in treatment costs.

NIHR also helps to drive different stages of the translational pathway. A nationwide platform of Clinical Research Facilities is attractive to foreign manufacturers looking to trial innovative drugs, devices and diagnostics. Equally, NIHR’s funding of research consortia around rare diseases generates uniquely detailed data within patient cohorts. For example:

- A consortium that supports 5,000 patients with a rare form of liver disease and which has developed strong ties among industry partners, local clinical trials infrastructure and NIHR’s Clinical Research Network is generating new avenues for research – prompting one US-based pharmaceutical company to move its entire manufacturing outfit to the north-east of England.
8.1.1. Holding patient-focused research to account: The value and impacts of the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) programme

Case study
Basing medical treatments on evidence of what works, while supporting difficult decisions on what is affordable within a cost-constrained NHS, requires pragmatic and sometimes controversial research. The NIHR Health Technology Assessment (HTA) programme is the largest dedicated research programme within the NHS and a primary source of clinically relevant research directed at policymakers and medical practitioners. Predating the NIHR’s establishment, since 1993 the HTA has funded more than 700 independent research studies to assess the effectiveness, costs and broader impacts of healthcare treatments – aiming to maximise health gains at a price affordable to the NHS as a whole.

The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) is tasked with considering evidence of the cost-effectiveness of drugs, medical devices and diagnostics before formulating policy recommendations on which of them the NHS should incorporate into clinical practice. Feeding in to this process, the HTA acts as a trusted evidence provider – funding clinical trials and evidence syntheses that inform NICE clinical guidelines and expand the quality and range of treatments available to patients within the NHS [1].

Eleven case studies written up as part of this report – of which this case study forms a part – refer to HTA funding as contributing to the impacts they describe. Several of these case studies involve research undertaken with a commercial partner. These range from targeted and safer forms of radiotherapy for patients with breast cancer, to new continuous infusion pumps to mimic the body’s own production of insulin for patients with diabetes.

HTA funding is also having macro-level effects by supporting research to improve the quality and cost-effectiveness of current medical practice. To work out the potential returns arising from the HTA’s investments, an independent study by RAND Europe examined the benefits that would arise from adopting new medical interventions into the NHS. It took a small sample (10 of a total of 743) HTA-funded studies of interventions with high potential impact, shown either to be cost-effective, or cost saving, compared with standard NHS care. To work out a monetary value of these benefits over a single year, the analysis assumed that the NHS would fully implement the HTA study findings and that any impacts were solely due to these findings [2].

The study estimated a potential net benefit from the 10 studies in the sample of £3 billion, based on a value of £20,000 per quality-adjusted life year, or QALY. Thus, even if the NHS realised only 12 per cent of these studies’ potential benefit, it would cover the entire cost of the HTA programme from 1993 to 2012 – approximately £367 million [2].

Underpinning the HTA’s portfolio of work is an underlying principle that clinical research should not only use the most rigorous techniques, but also be needs-led, with a clear benefit to patients and practitioners. As a result, it has the freedom to fund research in areas where there is no direct commercial incentive. An example of the value of this work are the significant benefits – and resultant health cost savings – arising from the use of tranexamic acid as a life-saving treatment for patients at risk of bleeding.
to death from traumatic injuries. This work is estimated to have the potential to save the equivalent of £26 billion and 100,000 lives a year across the globe.

The HTA programme provides a valuable justification for the NIHR’s – and more broadly, the Department of Health’s – use of resources on research.

Evidence

RAND Europe’s independent evaluation of the impacts of the HTA programme.


RAND Europe’s independent evaluation of the economic returns from the HTA programme.

8.1.2. Stimulating medical innovation in hard-to-research areas, and developing new technologies to improve patients’ quality of life

Case study

The NIHR has brought industry and clinicians together to innovate in areas where conducting randomised controlled trials is difficult, such as surgery. In 2008, the NIHR designated two centres – one in London, and one in Sheffield – as pilot Healthcare Technology Cooperatives (HTCs) [1]. The initiative recognised two parallel needs: to support clinicians in developing new medical devices and to involve the NHS more closely in the process of innovation. Each centre acted as a hub where clinician-led collaborative teams, industry, academia, device users and patients could work together as a ‘national resource’, to benefit both health and wealth [2].

An example of the success of this cooperative model is the work of Professor Norman Williams and colleagues at Queen Mary University of London, and their efforts – via the Enteric Healthcare Technology Cooperative – to improve continence in patients who would otherwise require an ostomy (an operation to create an opening in the wall of the intestine).

The surgical team at Queen Mary developed a method of treating lower bowel cancer that made it possible to reconnect the bowel, so that a patient could evacuate naturally rather than having a stoma fitted. The method is known as the Anterior Perineal Plane for Ultra Low Anterior Resection or APPEAR procedure. Amongst other tools, this operation depended on the team developing a new surgical stapler and grasping device [2].

The NIHR’s support, alongside funding from the Technology Strategy Board, the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council and the Medical Research Council [2], created an environment where Queen Mary consultants and an external healthcare company could work together as a mutual
partnership. It allowed them to build up entrepreneurial skills and capabilities while drawing on the detailed knowledge of nurses and other professionals who work with patients on a day-to-day basis [2].

The team successfully developed the innovative APPEAR approach, with multicentre trials indicating that it reduced the need for a stoma in two-thirds of patients, saving £12,000 per patient per annum in avoided stoma management costs. The innovative stapler and grasper designed for the APPEAR procedure was awarded the Worshipful Company of Cutlers’ Surgical Prize 2011. Also Professor Williams and Queen Mary secured patents to enable international commercial exploitation [3], and they have leveraged over £6.6 million in public funding since 2012 [4].

Following an evaluation by RAND Europe, the Healthcare Technology Cooperative model was deemed a success, with both pilot centres receiving renewed funding. A crucial factor in the evaluation was to recognise that innovations (such as the APPEAR procedure) generate not only financial returns from industry (via direct commercialisation), but also wider benefits to the NHS and to patients, for which there is no direct commercial return [2].

Overall, the NIHR’s support for Healthcare Technology Cooperatives demonstrated the value in industry involvement, by bringing people together who did not previously know or work with each other. By increasing the availability of partners from the outset of the project, it reduced pressure on clinicians – who are often the ones with primary ideas for innovation – as the sole node determining success or failure.

In 2013, following an open funding competition, the NIHR provided funding for an additional six centres to be designated as Healthcare Technology Cooperatives: spanning trauma, wound management, cardiovascular disease, colorectal therapies, and mental health. Its investment of over £6 million is aimed at furthering the benefits of this programme to UK industry and translating them into improvements in health and quality of life of patients [1].

Evidence


Information on the Imperial HTC and recent achievements, as part of its annual report.


RAND Europe’s independent evaluation of the first round of the HTC programme, evaluating achievements and impacts of the two pilot HTCs, with detailed case studies.


REF case study detailing work of the Imperial team and underpinning research into innovative surgical devices, including references to the NIHR’s renewal of the HTC.
8.1.3. Encouraging the life sciences industry to invest in UK health research

Case study

As part of an annual investment of over half a billion pounds in health research infrastructure, the NIHR provides facilities, staff and support for first-class research that sustains collaborations with industry partners. The annual industry investment leveraged by the NIHR’s infrastructure support has quadrupled, from £33 million in 2009/10 to £130 million in 2014/15, and there has been a five-fold increase in industry-backed studies, from 514 to 3,008 per year, over the same period. Overall, NIHR Biomedical Research Centres and Units have supported more than 4,000 collaborative and contract studies with industry since 2009-10 [1].

The NIHR Office for Clinical Research Infrastructure (NOCRI) acts as a conduit for global industry, research charities and other national and international government agencies to connect and partner with the NIHR. It provides a managed process for collaborative research – helping companies to understand the clinical potential of drugs, devices and diagnostics in development, and expediting their access to groups of patients among the 60 million people who use the NHS. It also acts as a signpost for the various routes via which industry might best make use of the expertise, facilities and services sustained by the NIHR’s support [2].

NOCRI has helped to broker substantive partnerships with industry. One example is the announcement in 2014 of Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd’s intention to invest £12 million into UK clinical trials. As part of the deal, Teva would provide funding of up to £600,000 towards dementia research [3]. NOCRI’s role in this instance was to facilitate and streamline Teva’s access to specific avenues of NIHR support, such as the Dementia Translational Research Collaboration, an initiative that draws together a number of world-leading specialist clinical and academic partners in UK dementia research [4]. Teva’s aim was specifically to focus on early-stage work, to understand drug targets, mechanisms and new approaches to treating dementia.

An example of a current project planned since Teva’s announcement is the project at University College London Hospitals’ Biomedical Research Centre, to study whether signs of inflammation in nerve cells in the brain can act as an early indicator of Alzheimer’s disease. The study team hopes that this would provide information for trials of new therapies that target neuro-inflammation: ‘a very exciting new direction’, as noted by the UCL Dementia Research Centre’s clinical trials lead [5].

By providing dedicated routes to partner and collaborate with global players in the life sciences industry, through such initiatives as NOCRI, NIHR is helping to bring direct investment into the UK economy.

As part of a foreword to the UK government’s Investing in UK Health and Life Sciences strategy, Prime Minister David Cameron said,
‘As a result of increasing R&D costs, the old "big pharma" model is becoming more difficult to maintain. In its place is a new focus on translational medicine – more early stage clinical trials with patients, more external innovation, more collaboration’.

This strategy highlighted NOCRI’s role as ‘a single point of entry’ for life science companies to engage with NIHR infrastructure, as part of an announcement of record levels of investment – £800 million over five years – into Biomedical Research Centres and Units [6]. By creating ‘unique research partnerships’, this initiative is establishing collaborations among academia, the NHS and industry with the potential to drive significant improvements to the health of the nation, as well as making a major contribution to growth [2].

Evidence


This brochure outlines a number of the ways in which the NIHR’s provision of people, programmes, infrastructure and systems are contributing to UK growth. It contains a variety of statistics on the increasing amounts of industrial collaboration with the NIHR, narrative descriptions of routes through which the NIHR provides support, and case studies of particular initiatives involving industry.


This brochure is aimed at corporate partners seeking to find out more information about NOCRI. It contains information on the UK’s presence as a global player in the life sciences industry and on the NIHR’s role in supporting a number of industry-focussed and collaborative initiatives, in particular translational research partnerships.


Information on the NIHR’s dementia-themed translational research collaboration, noting details of NOCRI’s role in bringing together different elements of NIHR-supported infrastructure.

[5] University College London Hospitals Biomedical Research Centre. 2015. UCL and Teva study to research role of inflammation in neurodegeneration. As of 5 May 2016:
Announcement from UCL Hospitals NIHR Biomedical Research Centre on Teva’s funding of a two-year study to investigate inflammation in microglia cells as a predictor of disease in 20 patients with early-stage or mild Alzheimer’s.


The UK government’s 2011 strategy document for the UK life sciences sector, announcing planned investments in Biomedical Research Centres and Units, as one of a number of efforts to support translational research in the NIHR.

8.1.4. Advancing revolutionary cancer treatments from concept through to venture capital

Case study

The nature of the NIHR’s support, underpinning research at all stages of the translational pathway – directly by funding people and projects, and by supporting research infrastructure and systems – acts to ‘crowd in’ other public and private funders [1]. The collaborative nature of this process is exemplified by the work led by Dr Martin Pule at the joint University College London (UCL)/UCL Hospitals (UCLH) NHS Foundation Trust Biomedical Research Centre (BRC), which seeks to advance the very latest genetic and immune-based technologies as a treatment for cancer.

The premise of this research – namely genetically re-engineering the body’s own immune cells (T-cells) to attack cancer cells rather than viruses – is to develop an alternative to the often imprecise and toxic forms of chemo- and radiotherapy currently available for treating cancer. However, ensuring the safety and scalability of such ground-breaking therapeutics, based on manipulating living material rather than simple chemical or protein-based drugs, is a significant challenge [2].

As part of infrastructure funding totalling over £100 million directed towards the UCL/UCLH BRC, the NIHR has supported Dr Pule’s pioneering work through the early proof-of-concept stages and then, via a therapeutic innovation bridging fund, towards its clinical application. By combining this ‘home grown’ scientific expertise with significant parallel investments in specialist production facilities, the UCL/UCLH BRC has developed a unique resource to manufacture clinical-grade gene and cell therapies [3].

In 2015, building on promising results from initial trials of T-cell therapy in patients with end-stage leukaemia in the United States [2], and capitalising on interest from pharmaceutical companies in this area [4], the UCL team announced its formation of a ‘spin-out’ company, Autolus [5]. The company launched following a £30 million investment by Syncona Partners LLP, itself a commercial subsidiary of the Wellcome Trust, whose profits are redirected back to support the Wellcome Trust’s charitable mission [6].
The team must develop these advanced technologies further if they are to programme T-cells precisely enough to be used widely across the NHS [5]. Bringing these new therapies to trial will be a careful process involving small numbers of patients, thus requiring close integration with specialist referral clinics [5]. To achieve this, Autolus is embedded within the clinical trials infrastructure that NIHR provides, through its support of UCL/UCLH BRC [5].

Recent funding announcements suggest there could be further growth for Autolus. Later in 2015, as part of its Invention for Innovation programme, the NIHR committed over £3 million towards further research at UCL to deliver a safe, scaleable and cost-effective version of the T-cell therapy [7]. In March 2016, Autolus announced a further £40 million of investment from two companies, Woodford Investment Management and Perceptive Bioscience, to help move its work into the clinic [8].

Evidence


This brochure outlines a number of the ways in which the NIHR’s provision of people, programmes, infrastructure and systems are contributing to UK growth. It contains a variety of statistics on the increasing amounts of industrial collaboration with the NIHR, narrative descriptions of routes through which the NIHR provides support, and case studies of particular initiatives involving industry.


Announcement of the results of an early trial of CAR T-cell-based therapies in 27 adults with refractive acute lymphoblastic leukaemia, of whom 24 went into remission and 6 remained disease-free after a year.


Commentary tracking recent advances in T-cell-based therapies, including industry investment and discussions of the safety challenges surrounding this ‘living’ anti-cancer technology.


Press release detailing Syncona LLP’s commitment of £30 million in Series A financing to develop and commercialise the work of Dr Martin Pule and colleagues in T-cell engineering.

Information on Syncona’s remit and corporate set-up as a subsidiary of the Wellcome Trust.


Information on Dr Martin Pule’s Invention for Innovation (i4i) challenge funding to develop a timely and cost-effective strategy for delivering T-cell therapies on the NHS.


UCL/UCLH BRC’s most recent announcement of a second round of funding for Autolus, totalling £40 million, from Woodford Investment Management LLP and Perceptive Bioscience Investments Ltd.

8.1.5. Generating the evidence to support difficult decisions around vaccination policy in a cost-constrained healthcare system

Case study

The NIHR’s remit to improve both the health and wealth of the nation places a duty of care on it to provide evidence to help prevent treatments being put into practice when doing so would place an unjustifiably high cost burden on the NHS as a whole. Deciding which treatments ought not to be deployed in a cost-constrained health system remains a complex task. Research at the NIHR-funded Health Protection Research Unit (HPRU) at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM) is helping to improve the evidence for making these difficult decisions, such as if and when to vaccinate elderly people against pneumonia, which in England and Wales hospitalises six to seven people over 65 years of age, every day.

The NIHR set up the HPRU programme as a series of partnerships between universities and Public Health England, a body formed in 2013 to protect the public from infection-borne and environmental hazards [1]. In 2014, LSHTM received more than £10 million over five years from the NIHR to establish three new HPRUs. The remit of one of these HPRUs – focussed on immunisation – is to conduct research to enhance the protective impact and safety of vaccinations, and ensure a more equal sharing of the benefits of vaccination across society [2].

In the case of pneumonia vaccination, a team at the London HPRU led by Dr Albert Van Hoek sought to establish whether healthy 65 year-olds would benefit from a vaccination – PCV-13 – against types of pneumonia responsible for up to a fifth of such infections in the elderly [3]. Previous clinical trials in the Netherlands had demonstrated PCV-13 to be effective in preventing 75 per cent of severe disease caused by the types of pneumococcal bacteria included in the vaccine [4]. However, in the UK, a fully immunised child already receives three doses of this vaccine before the age of four [3].

The research team took into account the current burden of disease among the elderly, as well as the indirect benefits of the childhood vaccination programme on future cases of the disease. The results
indicated that the future impact of the childhood vaccination programme would, as a result of improving ‘herd immunity’ amongst the general population, reduce the chances of these types of pneumonia affecting those over 65 years of age. The team concluded that even if the PCV-13 were free, as opposed to costing £50 per dose, any immunisation programme in the elderly would not be cost effective [5].

Based on this research, in November 2015 the body responsible for advising on UK vaccination policy – the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation – decided not to recommend introducing PCV-13 vaccination to those over 65 years of age [6]. The committee noted the importance of the HPRU’s cost-effectiveness analysis in bringing the evidence on vaccination of the elderly up to date [7].

Although pneumonia remains a serious problem in the elderly, by establishing the low likelihood that a further PCV-13 vaccination programme would be a cost-effective way to tackle infections, NHS resources can be diverted to other routes to tackle this disease. Through its investment in HPRUs, such as that at the LSHTM, the NIHR has enabled the UK to implement policy in contrast to that of countries such as the United States – where the PCV-13 vaccine has been introduced – with estimated savings of up to £25 million per year to the UK taxpayer [3].

**Evidence**


The NIHR’s description of the remit of its HPRU programme, noting its establishment in 2013, principal (disease) topic areas, and initiatives funded since April 2014.


The London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine’s announcement of NIHR funding awards to establish three new HPRUs aimed at strengthening research across a range of public health priority areas.


Results of a trial in the Netherlands involving 84,496 adults 65 years of age or older immunised with PCV-13, indicating its effectiveness in preventing pneumococcal disease.

Results of a study examining the cost-effectiveness of introducing PCV-13 vaccination to adults aged 65 or over in the UK, in addition to existing child vaccination and vaccination of those over 65 years old in clinical risk groups.


November 2015 statement from the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation, the independent body that advises UK health departments on the provision of vaccination and immunisation services, noting the increasing likelihood that a programme of PCV-13 vaccination in the elderly would not be cost effective given the impact of childhood PCV-13 vaccination.

Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation. 2015. Minute of the meeting on 7 October 2015 [Draft.] London: JCVI. As of 2 May 2016: https://app.box.com/s/iddfb4ppwktjusir2tc/1/2199012147/46319285265/1

Minutes of the 7 October 2015 Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation meeting considering evidence from the LSHTM HPRU research as part of its decision whether to immunise over-65-year-olds with the PCV-13 vaccine.

8.1.6. Preventing malnutrition in clinical settings via a user-friendly screening tool: The Malnutrition Universal Screening Tool (MUST)

Case study

More than 3 million people in the UK – 1 in 20 adults – are malnourished or at risk of malnutrition. Disease-related malnutrition is estimated to cost the UK taxpayer in excess of £20 billion every year, or roughly 15 per cent of the total public expenditure on health and social care [1]. People in healthcare settings are at a particularly high risk of malnutrition – estimated at 30 per cent of hospital patients and 35 per cent of care home residents [1]. Establishing and addressing these risks has been a primary focus of research supported by the NIHR’s Southampton Biomedical Research Centre (BRC) for Nutrition, Lifestyle and Healthy Ageing.

Led by Professor Marinos Elia, researchers at the University of Southampton’s Institute of Human Nutrition created and validated the Malnutrition Universal Screening Tool (MUST) – a user-friendly and simple technique for identifying and managing patients at risk of malnutrition [2]. The research underpinning this tool identified a series of three simple risk indicators for malnutrition based on patients’ past, present and future nutritional status, and combined these to create a score that healthcare practitioners can use as the basis of a care plan [2]. Crucially, the research also developed and tested a series of surrogate measures to allow practitioners to estimate patients’ height and weight – and thus
enable them to still carry out the necessary calculations – when patients are bed-bound (for example in elderly, infirm or unconscious patients) [2].

The team began to roll out the MUST tool into clinical practice in the early 2000s, and it saw significant uptake following the NIHR’s BRC award to Southampton in 2007 [2]. To raise public awareness of the tool, the research team undertook substantial advocacy efforts – via chairing a number of malnutrition-related associations – and sought to incorporate recommendations for its use into policy reports and national action plans [2]. The MUST tool also won the IT Innovation Award at the Health Business Awards 2008 [3].

In 2012, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) incorporated recommendations to use MUST as a screening tool for malnutrition into its Quality Standard on Nutrition Support in Adults [4]. At the time, only two other NICE guidelines had been estimated to provide greater cost savings to the NHS [1]. Current estimates suggest that by targeting the patients at greatest risk of malnutrition, these guidelines – if implemented widely – could save the NHS in England in the region of £200 million in a single year [1].

The Southampton team noted that significant further upfront investment is required if these cost savings are to be realised [5]. Nonetheless, by providing a supportive framework for the Southampton BRC team’s continuing research efforts, the NIHR is enabling high quality studies that can inform further improvements in the quality and cost-effectiveness of care to reduce the burden of avoidable malnutrition on the nation’s health and wealth.

**Evidence**


Joint report detailing the costs of malnutrition and providing an impact analysis of implementing the NIHR Southampton BRC-supported NICE clinical guidelines/quality standard on nutritional support in adults.


REF case study detailing the work of the Southampton team on developing, testing and implementing the MUST screening tool, providing evidence of its uptake into practice and the resulting health and wider socioeconomic impacts.


Press release announcing the Southampton team’s prize at the 2008 Health Business Awards.
8.1.7. Attracting foreign companies to conduct world-first trials of retinal implants that combine artificial and natural sight

Case study

By providing dedicated national clinical research infrastructure in the NHS, through its Biomedical Research Centres, Biomedical Research Units, and Clinical Research Facilities, the NIHR is enabling world-leading clinical trials to take place. A recent global first brought together public, charitable and industry support to trial an innovative device for restoring sight – the Argus II retinal implant system. Trials of this device, manufactured by US company Second Sight Medical Products Inc, are bringing foreign investment to the support of UK research, for a group of patients who may be the first of millions to benefit from such advances in medical technology [1].

Leading the research is a group at the Manchester Vision Regeneration Laboratory, part of the joint NIHR/Wellcome Trust Manchester Clinical Research Facility (MCRF). Their work sought to build on previously successful trials of the Argus II system, namely, an artificial implant, or ‘bionic eye’, which uses wireless signals from a camera worn by the user to stimulate an array of electrodes placed directly onto the surface of a patient’s retina [2]. Argus II was the first device of its kind to be approved as a means to induce visual perception, and therefore restore a degree of sight, in patients with retinitis pigmentosa, a rare hereditary disease that causes progressive damage to the light-sensitive cells in the retina and, ultimately, complete blindness [3].

The Manchester team set out to expand use of the Argus II system by trialling its use in a more common form of retinal disease, namely, ‘dry’ age-related macular degeneration (AMD), which is the leading cause of blindness in the Western world. Patients with dry AMD progressively lose their central vision, while retaining peripheral vision [4].

In July 2015, 80-year-old Ray Flynn became the first participant in the Manchester research study to receive the Argus II implant, and thus the first patient with dry AMD to combine artificial and natural vision using a retinal prosthesis. Within a day of the surgery he was able to identify the orientation of patterns on a screen, not previously possible as a result of the loss of his central vision. Remarkably, he was able to sense the outline of people and objects with his eyes closed – demonstrating that the system was functioning in addition to his natural vision [5].
Having previously relied exclusively – and exhaustingly – on his peripheral vision, Ray was positive about the impact of the research and its potential to help other patients in the future [6]. Following his operation, he said:

‘Before when I was looking at a plant in the garden it was like a honeycomb in the centre of my eye. That has now disappeared. I can now walk round the garden and see things’ [6].

Trials of the implant at the NIHR/Wellcome Trust MCRF are ongoing in a number of other patients with dry AMD. The research team are hopeful that by working in partnership with the manufacturers of this advanced technology, their work will pave the way for the use of this technology in the 44,000 people in the UK, and more than 20 million worldwide, who are living with this debilitating condition.

Evidence


Announcement of the Manchester research team’s intention to begin trialling the Argus II system in patients other than those with retinitis pigmentosa, whom the system had originally been developed to treat.


Information on the Argus II retinal implant from its manufacturers.


Systematic review and discussion of the body of research underpinning a range of retinal implant devices, including the Argus II ‘bionic eye’ system.


Review and discussion of AMD providing information about the disease and future impacts in the Western world, in the context of an ageing population.


Announcement of initial trials of the Argus II system in the first patient with dry AMD to receive the implant, Ray Flynn.
8.1.8. Forging clinical, academic and industrial partnerships for patients with a rare form of liver disease

Case study

Primary biliary cholangitis (PBC) (formerly called primary biliary cirrhosis) is a long-term liver disease affecting a few thousand people in the UK. For reasons that remain poorly understood, PBC arises when the body’s immune system attacks the bile ducts that transport bile from the liver, which can lead to liver damage and sometimes liver failure [1]. Professor David Jones, an NIHR Senior Investigator at Newcastle University, has built up a consortium to focus research efforts on this rare condition and has successfully engaged a number of industry partners [2]. Given that up to 40 per cent of patients with PBC do not respond to the only licensed treatment, ursodeoxycholic acid, research to improve treatment options for these patients is essential [3].

Underpinning the PBC consortium’s success is the world’s largest PBC research cohort – originally set up by Professor Jones in 2008 – which currently collects detailed information on the nature and progression of the disease from more than 5,000 patients [3]. In addition to funding from the Medical Research Council, the consortium draws on several branches of NIHR’s support, from direct funding for Professor Jones as a member of the NIHR faculty, to infrastructure support (both via the NIHR Newcastle Biomedical Research Centre (BRC), and as one of a series of NIHR Rare Disease Translational Research Collaborations [4]), to programme funding for specific research studies, such as a current study investigating treatments for profound fatigue in patients with PBC [5].

The value of the UK PBC consortium is manifold. The research cohort has enabled clinicians to build up a uniquely detailed database of medical information, helping to identify cases of PBC and describe the varying clinical features of patients’ disease. It has also acted as a springboard to develop clinical trials of new treatments, allowing researchers to group patients according to the specific genetic and biological characteristics of their illness. These features, together with the intellectual and infrastructural support provided by access to the NIHR Clinical Research Network, and a health system with a strong focus on health economics, combine to form an environment Professor Jones describes as being ‘like catnip to industry’ [6].

The UK PBC consortium has indeed benefitted from productive relationships with industry since its inception. One USA based pharmaceutical company that was an early consortium partner has since moved its entire manufacturing outfit to the north-east of England, as a result of the strong ties it has developed with clinical trials infrastructure. A further nine industry partners – ranging from small biotech start-ups to some of the world’s largest pharmaceutical companies – are currently involved with the consortium [6].
By providing a platform where industry and academia can build on each other’s strengths, the NIHR is helping to ensure that early-stage research efforts to find new treatments for rare diseases, such as PBC, stand the best chance of success as they progress through the clinical pathway. Through its cross-cutting support of such initiatives as the PBC consortium, these partnerships are working to bring improved treatments to the few, as well as the many.

Evidence


Information on PBC, including causes, treatments and prevalence.


This brochure outlines a number of the ways in which the NIHR’s provision of people, programmes, infrastructure and systems are contributing to UK growth. It contains a variety of statistics on the increasing amounts of industrial collaboration with the NIHR, narrative descriptions of routes through which the NIHR provides support, and case studies of particular initiatives involving industry.


Update from the UK PBC research cohort, containing information on patient numbers in the cohort as of winter 2015, as well as ongoing research efforts.


Information on the NIHR’s infrastructure funding to support research into rare diseases, including Professor Jones’s work on gastrointestinal disorders, such as PBC.


Listing of a current PBC study funded by the NIHR’s Efficacy & Mechanism Evaluation programme.


News article describing the requirement for industry and academia to work together to improve health and wealth, using the UK PBC cohort as an example of success in this area.

8.1.9. Helping to drive innovation by investing in early-stage inventions

Case study

Recognising the need for dedicated funding to help bring prototype innovations to market, the NIHR established the Invention for Innovation (i4i) programme, in order to advance new medical devices,
technologies or interventions into areas of clinical need. As well as supporting proof-of-concept and prototyping trials, traditionally seen as particularly high risk – and therefore less attractive to many investors – the programme supports researchers in commercialisation activities. These include securing intellectual property protection, developing business plans, and bringing venture funders into the picture [1]. It also enables researchers to consider and address the challenges of introducing innovative medical products into the practice within the NHS [2].

A recent evaluation of the i4i programme found that a majority of i4i-supported projects completed a prototype and began testing or began a pivotal clinical trial within the project’s lifetime. The programme also led to six spin-out companies and a number of late-stage prototypes (i.e. that are nearly ready for market) [1].

An example of the impact of i4i is ‘smart specs’, a visual aid developed by a team led by Dr Stephen Hicks at the University of Oxford. With the support of £650,000 from i4i in 2011, the project aimed to help people with poor vision by enhancing the brightness of images according to their proximity [3]. A pilot feasibility study provided evidence that a wearable display helped users with very limited residual sight to avoid nearby objects [3]. Building on what the principle investigatory described as ‘a clunky proof of principle’, i4i’s support enabled the team to develop a functional device that also engaged the user [1]. An ongoing collaboration with the Royal National Institute of Blind People provided the team with a valuable route to engage patients and to consider which types of visual impairment might benefit from a device to enhance wearers’ perceptions of nearby objects.

By focusing on the needs of individuals with visual impairment, and building a device around these individuals’ views of how it should feel and what would be useful, the team developed an advanced prototype designed to work for a number of different patients [1]. One participant in the early trials of the device remarked:

> ‘What is great about these glasses is that you can see through them and make the most of the vision you’ve got. They add to what you see with extra information. It’s like having a sixth sense, an extra superpower (though it’s what most people do every day) – knowing where to look and pick out objects from what’s around you. It’s very exciting’ [4].

The team went on to achieve considerable successes. Following from i4i’s support, the team won the Royal Society Brian Mercer Award for Innovation, as well as industry funding via a Google Impact Challenge award of £500,000, to help gather health economic data required to build a business case before commercialisation [1].

The team are now conducting further trials in patients, as they develop a commercial product that they intend to retail for less than £300. Their work, and i4i’s support, demonstrates the value of investment at an early stage in the development of medical devices, and provides the starting point for future public private partnerships in an area that few conventional research funding streams would ordinarily invest in [1].

Evidence

healthcare technologies. Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation. As of 2 May 2016: As of 5 May 2016:
http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR1100/RR1101/RAND_RR1101.pdf
RAND Europe’s evaluation of the i4i programme, which consisted of surveys of i4i-funded principal investigators and key informant interviews from a sample of 170 projects.

http://www.nihr.ac.uk/funding/invention-for-innovation.htm
The NIHR’s landing page for the Invention for Innovation (i4i) programme, with details of its remit and how to apply for funds.

Results of the Oxford team’s pilot of a low-resolution visual aid – ‘smart specs’ – on small initial cohorts of healthy and severely visually impaired individuals, to determine feasibility of their use to navigate a short obstacle course.

Press release noting positive results of the early i4i-supported trials of the smart glasses, with testimonials from the principal investigator and patients who took part.

8.1.10. **Trialling therapies to lessen the impact of viral infection in people with asthma**

**Case study**

By supporting the development of innovative treatments that address gaps in therapeutic options, NIHR Biomedical Research Centres (BRCs) and Biomedical Research Units (BRUs) help to create commercial potential while improving patient outcomes and saving the NHS money. This is illustrated by the Southampton Respiratory BRU’s involvement in work towards a new treatment designed to reduce exacerbations of respiratory illness, whose potential impact has attracted major investment from the pharmaceutical industry.

In 2006, the British Thoracic Society reported that respiratory diseases cause the deaths of 1 in 5 people in the UK [1]. However, the effectiveness of existing treatments in managing these extremely prevalent conditions has been limited. A person in the UK has a potentially life-threatening asthma attack every ten seconds [2], while exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) are the second most common cause of emergency admission to UK hospitals [3]. As a result, respiratory diseases cost the NHS £3 billion per year and cause the loss of nearly 25 million work days annually in the UK [1].

Researchers at the University of Southampton, led by Professor Stephen Holgate, have been working for more than 20 years to understand the underlying mechanisms of respiratory diseases. Building on the
finding that asthma attacks are caused by viral infections [4], the team has sought to develop novel therapeutics to prevent or reduce the severity of attacks. This led to the discovery of a new drug, interferon beta (IFNβ), which has been developed by Synairgen, a spin-out company founded in 2003 by Professor Holgate and colleagues. Clinical trials of the drug were conducted through the NIHR Southampton Respiratory BRU and the NIHR Wellcome Trust Clinical Research Facility (WTCRF). Synairgen CEO Richard Marsden describes the BRU and the NIHR WTCRF as ‘invaluable’ to the project, stating that ‘This specialist respiratory research capability, integrated with both the regional asthma service and the NIHR WTCRF means that high quality and challenging clinical trials can be completed in a timely manner’ [5].

The results from phase 1 trials enabled Synairgen to raise £6 million in 2009 and £2.5 million in 2011 to drive the completion of phase 2 [6]. These trials demonstrated the safety and efficacy of IFNβ in preventing attacks in moderate-severe asthma [6]. The findings of this research have had substantial commercial impact and have the potential to save the NHS money while improving patient outcomes. Synairgen has patented the use of inhaled IFNβ as a treatment for asthma and COPD exacerbations in Europe, the United States and Japan. It will be developed in partnership with AstraZeneca as part of a licensing agreement worth $232 million [5]. Synairgen now employs around 25 people [6].

In addition, the NIHR, through the Southampton Respiratory BRU, has awarded the University of Southampton £7.3 million in follow-on funding for further work on innovative treatments for respiratory illnesses [6]. This research, also funded by the Medical Research Council, has produced proof of concept for disease mechanistic networks in asthma sufferers – a development with potentially major implications for novel therapies [7].

Regarding potential impact for patients, trials have shown that IFNβ is effective against the majority of exacerbations in moderate-severe asthma, which affects around 10 per cent of all asthma sufferers in the UK [1]. Such exacerbations account for around half of the total healthcare cost of asthma, meaning that the NHS stands to realise major cost savings [8]. Moreover, a reduction in the number of work days lost in the UK due to COPD, as well as improving quality of life, would benefit the country’s economy by reducing the annual loss of productivity and income tax [9].

Evidence


https://www.asthma.org.uk/globalassets/about/asthma-uk-strategy-2014-17.pdf


9. Enabling clinical research excellence

9.1. Summary

**Informed. Clinical. Excellent.**

*NIHR connects academia, the NHS and other parts of the healthcare system. This enables NIHR to fund world-class early translational research and provide a rapid response to research priorities.*

NIHR funding and support increases the national research infrastructure in the NHS and resources available to researchers and clinicians. It provides the facilities and environment for academic and NHS researchers to leverage further funding from other partners, such as charities and industry. Examples of NIHR impact through collaborative structures include:

- Biomedical Research Centres and Biomedical Research Units increase research capacity and capabilities by providing research infrastructure in the NHS and opportunities for research and clinical personnel to develop multidisciplinary skills, with over £918 million in research funding leveraged in 2014/15 from NIHR’s charity, industry and public research funding partners.
- Clinical Research Facilities are providing a purpose-built environment equipped with the latest technology to conduct cutting edge experimental medicine research, leading to promising innovative treatments, devices and diagnostics, such as a new ultrasound technique for treating bone cancer, which alleviates pain almost immediately.
- NIHR’s BioResource provides a database of public and patient volunteers willing to participate in research trials and studies with a view to having an impact on health and healthcare. To date, 75,000 individuals have signed up to BioResource and are available to participate in studies.
- Collaborations for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLAHRCs) are partnerships bringing together local providers of NHS services and NHS commissioners, universities, other relevant local organisations and the relevant Academic Health Science Network that conduct applied health research and implement evidence-based solutions to improve health. An example is the My Medication Passport – a booklet and app that holds a register of an individual’s medication and other details – which empowers patients and helps them to inform medical professionals about their own medical history.

NIHR also provides funding for rare diseases and niche areas. Collaborations targeting early translational (that is, experimental medicine) research on specific diseases include the following:

- NIHR’s Translational Research Partnerships create frameworks for national coordination to meet therapeutic needs in special areas, including a collaboration with Novartis that could lead
to a new treatment for Sjogren’s syndrome, an autoimmune disease that affects the glands that produce tears and saliva.

- The Rare Diseases Translational Research Collaboration successfully supports 56 projects in the field of rare diseases, including 9 jointly funded with industry. This research benefits the 7 per cent of the UK population who suffer from rare diseases and enhances knowledge of disease mechanisms that are applicable to more common diseases.

Experienced, well-trained research staff are the foundation of robust research. NIHR funds three national schools that bring together leading academic centres in England and contribute to the professional training of researchers. The research outputs from the schools have informed national and international policy on a range of subjects:

- At the School for Primary Care Research, studies are contributing to policy change, including research which found that a mobile device that measured patients’ blood pressure while they were ambulatory was more accurate and cost effective than either clinical or home monitoring. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) has since updated its hypertension guidelines to recommend ambulatory monitoring, and the research is also cited in South African guidelines for hypertension.

- Studies at the School for Public Health Research aim to improve the evidence base for applied public health practice, such as investigating whether the availability of cheap beers and ciders encourages people to cut down on drinking or whether bringing welfare advice on such problems as debt and benefits together with delivery of medical care would reduce costly demands for health services.

- The School for Social Care Research is engaging research fellows, contributing to researchers’ professional development, and supporting studies that are benefiting the social care system. A study looking at the barriers faced by unpaid carers led to changes in guidance documents issued by several national charities and was cited during readings of the Health and Social Care Act 2012 in the House of Commons.

NIHR also provides resources to help advance knowledge and facilitate future research. It makes the findings of research freely and transparently available and provides resources to facilitate access to research resources, including public and patient volunteers, in the following ways:

- NIHR promotes the dissemination of research findings by requiring all NIHR-funded study outputs to include a short ‘plain English’ summary that can be easily understood by the general public.

- It also makes resources freely accessible online, including infographics, annual reports, booklets and research reports. NIHR’s Journals Library, the first of its kind to be established by a health research funder, comprises 165 published issues of five open access, permanently available peer-reviewed journals. It recorded 260,000 website visits in 2015.

- NIHR’s Research Design Service provides valuable advice on research design and methodological considerations and helps researchers improve the patient and public involvement component of their research. The service worked with more than 2,800 research teams in 2014/15 and helps lead to more successful and impactful research, as observed by researchers and funders alike.
9.1.1. Driving impacts across the UK higher educational sector through research

Case study

In 2014, UK universities higher education institutions (HEIs) underwent the Research Excellence Framework (REF), the largest and most comprehensive peer-reviewed exercise in research impact assessment of its kind in the world. For the first time, this exercise required institutions to submit evidence-informed narrative statements – ‘impact case studies’ – to demonstrate the non-academic impacts of that research, conducted at their institution had had between 2008 and 2013.

The REF impact case studies provide a rich source of narrative material with which to explore the mechanisms by which research is benefitting society [1]. As part of its remit to deliver research-based evidence to the NIHR, the Policy Research in Science and Medicine (PRiSM) unit, a joint venture between RAND Europe and The Policy Institute at King’s College London, conducted an analysis of these impact case studies to understand how NIHR funding and support was delivering impacts via UK HEI [2].

The study found that nearly 16 per cent of the total number of life science themed impact case studies submitted to the REF referenced the NIHR’s support, spanning REF submissions from HEIs across the country. These case studies described nearly 250 instances of the NIHR’s support noted within universities’ descriptions of how their research was improving society [2].

Notable amongst the case studies was a high degree of cooperative funding between different public and charitable research funding agencies. Almost half of those that referenced the NIHR support noted charity funding, and over a third noted support from one or more of the UK Research Councils [2].

The vast majority (more than 90 per cent) of NIHR-supported case studies described and provided evidence for research contributing to regional or national impacts (e.g. local or UK-wide implementation of health practices based on research findings). These ranged from improvements to school dental screening practices, to better ways of ensuring minority groups have access to stroke care, to gender-sensitised weight loss programmes [2]. These case studies have formed the basis for a number of the narratives detailed further within this report.

The study also found that NIHR-supported research at UK HEIs had impacts outside of the UK. It transpired that a little under half (45 per cent) of the case studies provided evidence of research contributing to changes in international practice. This included widespread changes in healthcare procedures, service delivery or training. Some examples are the use of NIHR’s Collaborations for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care supported tranexamic acid to prevent bleeding in trauma patients and NIHR Patient Safety Translational Research Centre supported surgeons’ deployment of a safety checklist, used by more than 1,800 healthcare organisations worldwide [2].

Similarly high proportions of case studies (over 40 per cent) noted contributions to direct impacts on patients. A majority substantiated these claims by providing evidenced figures on the scale of public benefits, for instance changes in patient outcomes observed as part of published research findings. Although it is difficult to quantify absolute numbers of patients benefitting from the support referred to
in the case studies, over a quarter provided evidence of the research impacting the lives of more than a thousand people; among those, a handful of studies impacted more than a million people.

The evidence shows that NIHR investment in research carried out in UK HEIs sustains a swathe of health, social and economic impacts. Given the generic health relevance of much of the research noted as receiving NIHR support, it also provides reassurance that the NIHR is acting in line with its broad mandate, to support ‘the health and wealth of the nation’.

Evidence


This high-level analysis examined the full corpus of 6,679 non-redacted case studies submitted to the 2014 REF exercise, of which the above NIHR sub-analysis formed a cohort.


A retrospective analysis of instances of NIHR support referenced within impact case studies submitted by UK higher educational institutions, as part of the 2014 Research Excellence Framework UK-wide research assessment exercise.

9.1.2. Underpinning stronger partnerships through translational research infrastructure

Case study

Launched in 2011, the NIHR Translational Research Partnerships (TRPs) and Translational Research Collaborations (TRCs) were developed to bring together the UK’s leading academic and NHS organisations with the life sciences industry and drive the translation of fundamental biomedical research into clinical settings. Creating translational research infrastructure through TRPs and TRCs had originally been envisioned in the UK’s government plan to establish the UK Life Sciences Super Cluster in 2009 [1]. Following the therapeutic capability clusters (TCC) pilot initiative in 2010-11, the NIHR became responsible for transforming this initiative into a long-term programme [2]. There are currently two TRPs, namely, Inflammatory Respiratory Disease and Joint and Related Inflammatory Disease, which allow the NHS, clinical academic researchers and life science companies to work together to focus on inflammatory respiratory diseases such as asthma, and joint-related inflammatory diseases, such as arthritis.

Four objectives are at the centre of the formation of TRPs: 1) deliver world-class translational research, which will result in optimal routes for clinical development and ultimately new treatments for patients; 2) encourage genuine collaboration between the UK’s leading universities, NHS organisations and life
science companies; 3) facilitate rapid and efficient interactions between life science companies and investigators who are participating in the TRPs; and, 4) promote and enhance the UK’s reputation as a world-class centre for translational research [3].

In practice, the partnerships established a consortium of centres of excellence formed by a university and NHS organisations, and represented by a Clinical Academic Lead, and these were selected by an international review panel based on their expertise and capabilities in the designated field. The TRPs thus provided a single point of access for life sciences companies, from first contact and entry into the centres of excellence through to the completion of a study. The benefits to commercial partners can be seen in better access to recognised experience in current exploratory development protocols; experience in pathophysiology and disease mechanisms; and expertise in modelling, enabling technologies and infrastructure, including imaging, biobanks, accredited laboratory facilities [3].

The collaborative opportunities created by the TRPs are expected to speed up the advancement of new therapies into treatments for major health conditions. As the partnerships were only established in the last five years, there is a lack of robust evidence of their expected impacts. However, there are early examples of the TRPs helping clinical academia and other partners, including industry and charities, work more collaboratively. The collaboration between Novartis and the NIHR TRP to start the first commercial trial of a new treatment for Sjogren’s syndrome [4] is one example. Sjogren’s syndrome is the second most common autoimmune condition after rheumatoid arthritis. This represents an example of how the TRP can aid in the development of a new treatment in areas of unmet need. Another example is the TRP in Joint and Related Inflammatory Diseases, which collaborated with Arthritis Research UK and its Experimental Arthritis Treatment Centres in a joint call for industry-collaborative clinical studies. This joint call will leverage an additional £1 million in research charity funding and will fund three studies, including the first Translational Research Partnership research programme in Lupus [5].

In addition, the NIHR supported the formation of two TRCs. The TRCs bring together groupings of expertise from across different parts of the NIHR infrastructure to enhance the translation into patient benefit and collaboration in specific therapeutic areas. Currently, there is a TRC in Rare Diseases and a TRC in Dementia. These collaborations brought together NIHR Biomedical Research Centres and Units with relevant research themes to collaborate in translating discoveries from basic scientific research in rare diseases and dementia into benefits for patients. In other words, they created instruments of national coordination to increase research collaboration and speed up translation in the areas of high unmet therapeutic need. The TRC in Rare Diseases has a focus on ‘deep phenotyping’ patients with rare diseases, and it works closely with the other NIHR research infrastructure for rare diseases research.

While the evidence of impact of the TRCs is yet to emerge due to their relatively recent formation, recent examples illustrate some results of efficient collaboration enabled by the TRCs [5]. For example, the TRC in Dementia recently received funding from Parkinson’s UK to search for Parkinson’s biomarkers in blood and cerebrospinal fluid using proteomics. This research has the potential to be advantageous as blood is easily accessible and a blood test can be repeated to obtain measures of change. The Tracing Parkinson’s study is also funded by Parkinson’s UK and is the largest in-depth study of people with Parkinson’s, recruiting more than 2,000 people across 70 UK study centres [6]. The NIHR Dementia TRC is also part of the UK Dementia Research Platform, a platform which aims to create the world’s
largest population study for use in dementias research, with 2 million participants aged 50 and over. The NIHR TRC supports the efforts of the UK Dementia Research Platform by providing experimental medicine infrastructure and capabilities.

Evidence
This policy document provides a background to and rationale for the formation of the therapeutic capability clusters, the predecessors of the TRPs.
This webpage provides a press release with an announcement of the formation of the NIHR TRPs.
This NIHR brochure sets out the background, vision and objectives for the TRPs and provides an overview of centres currently participating in the two NIHR TRPs.
This webpage provides an announcement of the start of a ‘pioneering study’ to test a new treatment for Sjogren’s syndrome.
This document provides an overview of the objectives and activities of the two TRCs.

9.1.3. Supporting UK leadership in rare diseases research

Case study
Rare diseases are defined as those found in less than 0.5 per cent of the population [1]. There are more than 5,000 rare diseases and collectively these affect 7 per cent of the UK population [2]. Research into this field is important not only for bettering the lives of these patients, but also for advancing research into understanding disease mechanisms that are applicable to more common diseases. The NIHR’s Rare
Diseases Translational Research Collaboration (RD-TRC) is providing the infrastructure to facilitate research with the potential to bring about novel treatments that will improve lives and reduce costs [1].

The RD-TRC includes NIHR Biomedical Research Centres, Biomedical Research Units and Clinical Research Facilities, thereby drawing on multiple areas of the NIHR research infrastructure [1]. Beginning in 2013, the NIHR has made an initial four year investment of £5 million per annum in the RD-TRC, with the intention to improve the research infrastructure and support costs for ‘deep phenotyping’ training and capacity development for translational research into rare diseases.

The RD-TRC is already having an impact on the research landscape in rare diseases. This is shown by increased participation in their funding calls, new partnerships with industry, uptake of their Fellowship Scheme, and increased involvement of patients and their carers.

At the end of 2015, the RD-TRC was supporting 56 research projects including 9 jointly funded with industry. There has been an increase in interest and applications in these schemes over time [2]. The projects have increased the knowledge base in the case of several rare diseases such as: Osteogenesis Imperfecta, Duchenne muscular dystrophy and Alpha-1-antitrypsin deficiency, among others [2]. The RD-TRC advances research through the gathering of ‘deep phenotyping’ data on patients living with rare diseases [2]. These data are available to NIHR-funded and other researchers for the purposes of research into new diagnostics and treatments, including through combining with genomic data. Furthermore, results from RD-TRC-supported studies have been disseminated within the clinical and scientific communities at international meetings and in peer-reviewed publications [2]. This increases the possibility of formulating new research questions based on RD-TRC findings.

The RD-TRC has also managed to foster partnerships with industry, both multinational pharmaceutical companies and small start-ups [2]. As the RD-TRC can only fund the phenotyping aspects of studies, the industry partner that is invited to collaborate is responsible for meeting other financial costs that arise in this complex area of research. The latest joint funding call with the NIHR Office for Clinical Research Infrastructure has resulted in nine studies with industry, two of which are phase 2 trials. This leveraging expands the potential impact that the RD-TRC can have in translating research into practice. For example, research into the phenotyping of IgA Nephropathy (N) has already led to the team having talks with pharmaceutical companies to continue the funding which will enable further phenotyping and establish a new cohort of 3,000 IgAN patients from across the UK. Researchers leading another study into congenital hyperinsulinism in infants received £2.3 million in funding from Innovate UK for a partnership with the biotechnology firm Heptares Therapeutics to develop novel treatment approaches [2].

In terms of capacity building, researchers involved with the RD-TRC benefit from special training that further advances research capacities. This includes training in research methodology and governance particular to rare disease research, as well as guidance on how to involve patients and the public in research. Since the launch of RD-TRC, there have been two rounds of fellowship calls, which provide funding for seven PhD and five post-doctoral qualifications [2].

The involvement of patient groups has contributed to an upward trend in patient recruitment and participation, with more than 9,500 patients recruited by the end of the RD-TRC’s second year (well over
300% of the target it had set itself). The RD-TRC has a Patient Advisory Group, which held its first meeting in November 2015. This group connects patients and researchers using social media tools. Consideration of the public and patients is further supported by producing ‘plain English’ study summaries and disseminating research findings via the RD-TRC website and twitter account [2].

Overall the RD-TRC exemplifies the way in which the NIHR’s research infrastructure is contributing to a greater early translational and clinical research capability in this field and keeping the UK at the cutting edge of international research in this field [1]. In the words of a patient beneficiary, it has filled an important gap in the advancement of research: ‘…that’s the gap that RD-TRC has filled very effectively and has allowed us to move from meeting one patient and identifying a rare defect, to coordinating a population of several hundred patients in the UK and making a strong case to the Department of Health for specialised service commissioning and for clinical trials, which we believe have an excellent hope of addressing some components of the conditions we are dealing with’ [3].

Evidence


This webpage describes the Rare Diseases Translational Research Collaboration.


The report presents an overview of research activities conducted by the NIHR Rare Diseases Translational Research Collaboration in the three years of its existence.


The newsletter contains accounts from patients from the TRC Research Symposium – Turning Lives Around – Segmental Overgrowth Study.

9.1.4. Opening up access to ‘big data’ with tools to support life sciences research

The NIHR has put in place a range of initiatives and resources that enable easier access to research data and tools to support excellence in academic research. These include both the NIHR ‘big data’ initiatives, as well as the NIHR policies on open access. The NIHR is committed to improving access to data as this will help ‘the nation stay at the forefront of pioneering health research and a favoured location for life sciences industry studies’ [1]. With this objective, the NIHR has established or joint-funded several initiatives and sources, including the Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD), the Clinical Record Interactive Search, the NIHR Health Informatics Collaborative, the MRC-NIHR phenome centres, the
NIHR BioResource with the MRC, the NIHR National Biosample Centre, and the Farr Institute of Health Informatics Research.

The Clinical Practice Research Datalink, created by the NIHR in partnership with the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency, as a new, enhanced service that constituted a £60 million investment over 10 years. The CPRD provides a secure service which enables researchers to obtain high-quality, anonymised data for different types of health research [2]. It provides one of the largest databases of longitudinal medical records from primary care in the world, currently representing more than 11.3 million patients from 674 practices in the UK. This includes 4.4 million active patients (6.9% of the UK population) meeting quality criteria who are broadly representative of the UK general population in terms of age, sex and ethnicity [3]. To date, the CPRD data have been extensively used for observational research in over 1,000 published peer-reviewed journal articles [4]. As illustrated in the literature, many peer-reviewed publications using the CPRD data have had a direct impact on public health in all major therapeutic areas, including cardiovascular disease, cancer, and digestive diseases [5]. The impact of the CPRD data can also be seen in clinical guidelines, and guidance documents including technical guidance which often inform decisionmaking in healthcare. According to a recent systematic review of CPRD studies in English guidance and guidelines since 2000 [6], 23 clinical guidelines or studies have referenced studies using data from the CPRD.

The impact of the NIHR-provided support can also be illustrated by the MRC-NIHR National Phenome Centre in London and the regional centre in Birmingham. Established in conjunction with the MRC, the phenome centres offer access of the UK research community to a world-class capability in metabolic phenotyping. The centres helps researchers to better detect the onset of several diseases and develop more effective treatments. The phenome centres represent an important step towards harnessing the full promise of precision medicine [7]. Early detection and tailoring of treatment are anticipated to contribute not only to significant improvements in patient health but also to cost savings to the NHS. Evidence of the potential impact of the centres is emerging through developments such as the intelligent knife (iKnife), a device that can provide near-real-time information on the biological makeup of tissue by analysis of the aerosol released during electrosurgical dissection [8]. Another example of the emerging impact of the phenome centres is a recent study which used an exploratory metabolic phenotyping approach identified that a specific pattern of metabolites detectable in urine samples is associated with increased BMI [9].

Evidence


This website provides an overview of the NIHR ‘big data’ initiatives.


The document provides an overview of this new service, and explains the delivery and refinement of this service and the products it offers.


This article reviews the Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD) and its contribution to health research.


This website provides the bibliographic details on the studies using the CPRD.


This editorial provides examples of and references to different therapeutic areas where the CPRD data showed a direct impact on public health.


This journal article provides evidence of the use of CPRD studies in clinical guidelines and guidelines.


This article uses an example of the National Phenome Centre to illustrate the potential of personalised medicine.


This article provides further details on the iKnife and summarises the initial results of the use of the iKnife as a means to differentiate between cancerous and non-cancerous tissue when compared with histological analysis of samples from 81 patients undergoing surgery for tumour resection.


This journal article provides the findings of a study enabled by the National Phenome Centre.
9.1.5. Creating impact with collaborative approaches to research through infrastructure merging academia and practice

Case study

Since 2008, the NIHR has made a major investment in partnerships between higher education institutions and local health services called Collaborations for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLAHRCs). In October 2008, the NIHR funded nine CLAHRCs for a five year period. In the next round, 13 sites were funded for five years starting from 2014. The NIHR has invested up to £114 million in these collaborations over the 10 year period. The aim is to increase capacity and capability to produce and implement research evidence through sustained interactions between academics and services which will, in turn, improve patient outcomes. CLAHRCs bring together the local providers of NHS services and NHS commissioners, who host the collaboration, working with universities, other relevant local organisations and the relevant Academic Health Science Network. The sites primarily focus on research targeted at chronic disease and public health interventions [1].

Since 2008, the CLAHRCs have demonstrated a substantial portfolio of world-class applied health research and significant track records in translating research findings into improved outcomes for patients. A number of evaluations have been conducted to understand the benefits of this model to funding.

Soper et al. found that CLAHRCs infrastructure and ways of working have strengthened local networks and relationships; built capacity in their local academic and NHS communities to undertake and use research that meets the needs of the service; developed research and implementation methodologies; and added to understanding of the complex relation between research and implementation [2]. This is in line with the findings of Rycroft-Malone et al., that showed that the ‘mechanisms of collaborative action, relationship building, engagement, motivation, knowledge exchange and learning are important to the processes and outcomes of CLAHRCs’ activity, including their capacity for implementation’ [3]. Rycroft-Malone et al. noted that impacts were affected by the CLAHRCs’ approach to implementation, quality of collaboration, commitment and ownership, and degree of sharing and managing knowledge [4].

By acting to bring together the perspectives of academics and clinical practitioners, CLAHRCs provide an infrastructure where researchers and NHS communities can work together to solve health issues. This way of working has strengthened local networks and relationships [1]. For example, CLAHRC East of England assessed screening measures for children for autism spectrum conditions, and produced a shortlist of tests which could be used by frontline clinicians. This has led to children with these conditions being diagnosed faster, and has improved their access to receiving the support they require [5].

Another issue, identified in Cambridgeshire as important in the local community was moving young people from care to independent living. The CLAHRC worked with the local councils and NHS Foundation Trust to understand factors that influence the transition and the quality of support they receive. The research found that poor mental health impacted on the transition, and that young people needed greater support in identifying these issues and receiving treatment. As a result, three films have been made which are used UK-wide in the training of prospective carers [5].

Another example is the development of My Medication Passport by CLAHRC Northwest London. The concept for this came from a public focus group and CLAHRC researchers worked with patients and...
clinicians to develop a booklet and app to hold a register of an individual’s medication and other details to empower patients and enable them to inform healthcare professionals about their medication and healthcare needs. The passport is felt to be of particular value to vulnerable patient groups and those using a wide range of health and social care services. The passport was launched in 2013, and a recent report of the impact of the CLAHRCs states that 100,000 booklets had been ordered and nearly 10,000 apps have been downloaded across 37 countries [5].

Overall, the NIHR has put in place the infrastructure to enable collaboration between academics and clinical practitioners. These ways of working have strengthened local networks and relationships; built capacity in their local academic and NHS communities to undertake and use research that meets the needs of the service; developed research and implementation methodologies; and added to understanding of the complex relation between research and implementation.

Evidence


NIHR briefing paper describing the set-up and structure of the CLAHRCs as funded by the NIHR.


Independent evaluations of CLAHRCs, reviewing their mechanism of collaboration to conduct results and produce impact.


Impact brochure published on behalf of the NIHR by the NIHR CLAHRC East Midlands describing the success of the CLAHRCs since their piloting in 2008.
9.1.6. Constructing the facilities to conduct high quality patient-focused research

Case study

Clinical Research Facilities (CRF) are dedicated, purpose-built facilities with specialist clinical research and support staff from universities and NHS Trusts working together on patient-oriented commercial and non-commercial early translational (experimental medicine) research [1]. The CRF Network enables researchers to collaborate, which, in turn, helps to ensure there is a diffusion of knowledge which can advance the field.

The decision to invest in the CRFs was taken as a result of the success of the five Wellcome Trust Clinical Research Facilities that were set up in 1997 [2]. These indicated that the new environments, which fostered collaborations between basic and clinically trained researchers, led to improvements in healthcare.

In 2006, the NIHR, in partnership with other funders in the UK Clinical Research Collaboration, offered a £84 million investment to set up the CRFs [2]. This capital funding was dedicated to building facilities and acquiring necessary equipment. The NIHR also funded NHS infrastructure costs for the CRFs, such as clinical research nurses, technicians, and facility maintenance costs.

Currently NIHR supports 19 CRFs impacting a large number of patients. The facilities allow for the conduct of both commercial and non-commercial experimental medicine studies, as private companies can also access the facilities for their research studies, with appropriate cost recovery by the NHS. From 1 September 2012 to 31 March 2017, the CRFs will receive £102 million of funding from NIHR [1][2]. CRFs around the country are realising research milestones and achieving benefits for patients. The NIHR Alder Hey Clinical Research Facility in Liverpool specialises in experimental medicine and early-phase trials for children and babies, including the first ever administration of new therapeutic agents in children and babies [3]. In 2013, just one year after opening, it provided patients with access to research studies from 18 different commercial partners, including one ‘global first’ in which a patient in Liverpool was the first in the world to be enrolled in a research study [4]. At the NIHR/Wellcome University College London Hospitals CRF, they began the first-in-man trial of a new treatment for hepatocellular cancer, the second most common cause of cancer death worldwide, but for which there is only one drug currently available for treatment of the advanced stage of the disease [4].

Though experimental medicine is, by definition, early phase, research at the CRFs is already providing benefits to patients. The NIHR Imaging CRF supports more than 100 research studies where imaging is used to monitor the responses of patients to novel treatments and therapies [5]. For example, a new Magnetic Resonance-guided High Intensity Focussed Ultrasound technique is being developed as a way of treating cancers. In particular where cancers have spread to the bone, this technique has shown promise in nine clinical trial participants, helping to significantly reduce the patients’ pain almost immediately. In November 2015, the results of this clinical trial using this technique received attention in the national media for its potential and for its promise to not only alleviate pain, but also help treat tumours without recourse to surgery [6]. At the NIHR/Wellcome Trust Birmingham Clinical Research Facility, two studies being carried out into new therapies for hepatitis C are having success. In one trial 11 patients were randomised and cured of the disease, while another trial cured 6 patients. Though these are small, early
successes, they show the promise of CRFs to help early translational medicine translate into patient benefits [7].

The CRFs can also help to support the research process, making research more efficient across the system. To cite but one example, the Exeter NIHR Clinical Research Facility has established a ‘biobank’ – a large collection of data and tissue samples which can be used for research purposes – and has recruited 8,000 volunteers into the Exeter 10,000 biobank and research register. There have been several benefits to research efforts realised already from this biobank, including: benefits to 90 different projects which were able to access a pre-screened database of research volunteers and achieve a 50 per cent response rate to studies; providing more than 20,000 samples for biomarker analysis; multiple publications in academic journals; and the generation of more than £10 million in external funding which utilises the data from this project [8].

Translating experimental research into concrete health outcomes is a lengthy process. However having a dedicated and purpose-built environment, equipped with the latest technology, enables researchers to conduct cutting edge research that will translate into benefits for the patients. In addition NIHR funding for CRFs is essential for fostering NHS collaboration with industry in experimental medicine [1], an area that historically can be less attractive for industry due to the associated costs, lengthy research and development cycle and high rates of failure.

Evidence


This webpage provides information on Clinical Research Facilities for Experimental Medicine


The document is a brief summarising how NIHR Clinical Research Facilities for Experimental Medicine are contributing to NIHR’s vision.


Improving the health and wealth of the nation through research relies on strong research capabilities and trained researchers. To create an environment that fosters research excellence in specific fields, the NIHR has funded three national schools: the School for Primary Care Research, the School for Public Health Research and the School for Social Care Research [1]. These schools represent collaborations between academic centres that allows for: research synergies leading to robust and high-quality evidence that informs policy in healthcare; capacity building in each area; and improvements in research awareness in the schools’ respective fields [1]. Examples of benefits and selected impacts from each of the schools are discussed briefly below.

The School for Primary Care Research (SPCR), established in 2006, has funded 326 studies (2016 data) [2], with a focus on epidemiology, diagnosis, treatment, management and prognosis of illnesses in primary care; service delivery of primary care; and methodological developments to address primary care research questions. SPCR has undertaken projects in a number of themes, including a stream of work on hypertension. In this field, projects include a number of patient self-monitoring and self-management trials, a systematic review of individual patient data meta-analysis of self-monitoring of blood pressure, and a prospective register of trials for ongoing meta-analyses. Research from the SPCR found that ambulatory monitoring of blood pressure is more accurate than both clinic and home monitoring in diagnosing hypertension. The research also showed the cost-effectiveness of ambulatory monitoring of blood pressure. Taking into account the improvements in accuracy, a NICE Guideline Development Group recommended that ambulatory blood pressure measurement should be implemented for the routine diagnosis of hypertension in primary care, and this is reflected in the 2011 NICE Hypertension Guideline [3][4][5]. The research also informed the South African Hypertension guideline of 2011 [5]. The findings of the research were also reported widely in the media, including by the BBC [4].

SPCR work has also been impacting on patient-centred care and the management of long-term conditions. The school’s research on the effectiveness of self-care strategies in non-communicable diseases was considered by the World Health Organization (WHO) guideline development group, which is currently using the findings in formulating WHO guidelines [6][7].

The School for Social Care Research (SSCR), established in May 2009, has commissioned more than 60 research studies [8] spanning a range of subjects in the area of social care, from preventing and reducing
the need for social care and support, to promoting choice and independence, balancing care and work, developing solutions to changing needs, and providing evidence to help deliver integrated services [9]. The research has been widely disseminated in 59 articles and journal papers, 18 methods reviews and 11 scoping reviews [10]. One example of SSCR research that has had a wider benefit is a study on overcoming the barriers faced by unpaid carers to remaining in employment. The project, undertaken in 2011, found that there were approximately 315,000 unpaid carers aged 16–64 in England. These were predominately women who had left full-time or part-time employment to provide care, a cost which amounted to £1.3 billion a year in public expenditure. The research also found little evidence that councils systematically provide services to support carers who are at risk of leaving their employment [11]. The study’s findings were cited in more than 20 media outlets, including BBC News, The Guardian and Community Care. The research has informed policy around unpaid care and employment, such as policy and practice documents by the Government and Employers for Carers (2013), the Alzheimer’s Society (2013), the King’s Fund (2013), the West Sussex Public Health Research Unit (2013) and Carers UK (2012), and it was cited in the House of Commons during the second reading of the ‘Care Bill’. Carers UK used the work to show the costs of caring to the government, and it is cited in several of their reports [11]. The scoping study is being followed by a further SSCR study to continue enlarging the evidence base to inform ‘replacement care’ for working carers in England [11].

Another example of impact which resulted from a research partly funded in the later stages by the SSCR is the impact on improving policy and practice to support mental health [12]. A wide body of research led from within the Personal Social Services Research Unit in the LSE (London School of Economics and Political Science) Health and Social Care group over the past two decades has sought to establish an economic case for interventions to prevent mental illness, to develop solutions to address mental health needs and to actively promote mental health well-being. In particular, work funded by the school on community capacity building to promote mental health and prevent mental health disorders provided an input to the government’s Mental Health Strategy for England (2011) and the Mental Health Strategy for Scotland 2012–2015 [12].

The SPHR established in 2012 has supported more than 38 projects (2014 data) [13]. The SPHR is a relatively new endeavour and it is not yet possible to see the full impact of its research. This school targets three main public health challenges, namely, alcohol, ageing well and health inequalities, and it has already produced evidence on a number of possible public health interventions. For example, there is ongoing research to understand whether giving residents control over decisions about their neighbourhoods improves health and well-being outcomes. This research is acknowledged by NICE for its potential to contribute to future guidelines developments [14]. Another study is investigating the impact of the availability of cheap beers and ciders on drinking habits, while other research is looking at whether bringing welfare advice on such problems as debt and benefits together with delivery of medical care would reduce costly demands for health services [15].

All three of the schools represent collaborations among leading academic centres in England and contribute to capacity building and development of research networks where fellows are able to disseminate their research and build partnerships [1]. For example, the SSCR has engaged more than 192 Fellows (2012 data) from London School of Economics and Political Science and the universities of
Bristol, Kent, Manchester and York [7]. More than 90 trainees have received awards through the SPCR that furthered their research careers [6], while the SPHR funded 140 researchers during its first year [16]. The three schools demonstrate how the NIHR has pooled together capacities and talent from some of the best academic centres in the country and has enabled them, through funding, to conduct high-quality and timely research.

Evidence


This document provides an overview of the three schools.


This is the homepage for the School for Primary Care Research.


https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/cg127/evidence

This webpage outlines evidence for the Hypertension in Adults: diagnosis and management NICE Guidelines.


NIHR School of Primary Care Research Annual Report for the 2011 – 2012 financial year.


Research Excellence Framework case study on hypertension from the University of Birmingham


NIHR School of Primary Care Research Annual Report for the 2012 – 2013 financial year.


Newsletter for the School for Primary Care Research.


List of current projects on the School for Social Care Research website.
NIHR School for Social Care Research annual report for 2009 – 2010

List of project outlines for the School for Social Care Research.

NIHR Journals Library webpage on the project, Overcoming barriers: Unpaid care and employment in England

Research Excellence Framework on Improving policy and practice to promote better mental health from the London School of Economics & Political Science.

These are the minutes from the 2014 Advisory Board meeting, which highlight the developments of the school in the past year.

The document mentions the Communities in Control Study Phase 1 & 2: An Evaluation of a Natural Policy Experiment in Community Empowerment among the literature that could inform future updates of the NICE guideline.


These are the meetings from the 2013 Advisory Board meeting, which highlight the developments of the school in the past year.
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Case study

The NIHR-funded Research Design Service (RDS) provides confidential and free-of-charge support to health and social care researchers across England on design and methodology when writing their grant applications to both the NIHR and other national funders of research that is peer-reviewed [1]. Researchers often need support in developing their ideas and working up study designs in order to increase the chance of success in obtaining funding and avoiding inefficiencies in both the application and research stages [2]. During 2014-15, 2,837 researcher teams benefited from RDS advice on the development of new projects. From the 1,582 funding applications supported by RDS, 375 full or one-stage applications were successfully funded and 208 outline applications were shortlisted [3]. This illustrates that RDS provides valuable research advice with relatively high success rates of projects securing funding.

The RDS advice is recognised by the applicants who positively rate its support. There are numerous examples from all regions in England highlighting the value of RDS support [4]. One such example is the Guildford Hypertension 2000 study, a randomised trial of exercise interventions to increase levels of physical and sporting activity. The researcher felt that the RDS played a key part in the development of the application, helped identify relevant people for conducting the study conduct such as GPs and case officers and offered advice on the design of the research [4].

The quality of RDS support is also recognised by funders. In the case of the Self-Management of Analgesia and Related Treatments at the End of life (SMARTE) project, whose application was supported by RDS, the NIHR Health Technology Assessment (HTA) review panel commented on the patient and public involvement (PPI) strategy that ‘This is the best inclusion of patients and public inclusion … seen on any application’ [4].

The support that RDS provides in the area of PPI is manifold. A 2015 evaluation of 10 case studies from across 5 RDS regions showed that researchers were supported through such mechanisms as being put in touch with PPI groups and receiving advice on training, and on how to engage patient and the public throughout the research, and details on how to provide reimbursements for PPI representatives [5].

The RDS is an important enabler for relevant and impactful research. This can be seen in the project on improving management of Type 1 diabetes in the UK with the Dose Adjustment For Normal Eating (DAFNE) programme as a research test bed. This successful NIHR Programme Grant for Applied Research (PGfAR) work benefited from RDS Yorkshire’s advice. The resulting research contributed to a better understanding of why some patients benefit from training more than others and helped develop models to enhance the accessibility and effectiveness of this training. More than 20,000 people with Type 1 diabetes in the UK have been trained to use DAFNE, and the Department of Health now supports structured education for all individuals with diabetes [6]. The programme’s findings were disseminated in more than 20 publications. Subsequently the RDS Yorkshire supported the development of a follow-on research programme to secure a subsequent NIHR PGfAR award in 2015.
In addition to offering individual support to researchers, the RDS also organises workshops at the programme level. More than 180 people registered for a series of four events held for PGfAR and Programme Development Grants programmes [3].

The NIHR-funded RDS is enabling researchers to develop stronger applications that secure funding. This reduces the risk of waste in research and enables the conduct of high quality clinical research.

Evidence


Homepage for the Research Design Service


Journal article on increasing value and reducing waste in research design, conduct, and analysis.


Facts and figures on the support provided by the NIHR Research Design Service 2014 – 2015


These are a range of case studies that present projects that received RDS support and the accounts of researchers that benefited from it.


The review presents identified themes from the analysis of 10 cases, which present the range and breadth of RDS support for PPI and the impact that this had.


This is the full NIHR grant report for this programme.
Facilitating research through dedicated Biomedical Research Centres and Biomedical Research Units

Case study
In April 2007, 12 NIHR Biomedical Research Centres (BRCs) were established across England through partnerships between leading NHS organisations and universities [1]. Following a second, new open competition in 2011, 11 NIHR Biomedical Research Centres were designed and funded. The centres conduct early translational research which aims to transform scientific breakthroughs into treatments for patients. The first round of BRCs was followed by the establishment in 2008 of the first round of 16 NIHR Biomedical Research Units (BRUs). In 2012, a second round of 20 BRUs was funded to conduct early translational research in areas of clinical need and high disease burden [2]. Compared with the BRCs, the BRUs are small in critical mass and specialised in a specific disease identified by the Department of Health. The BRU funding helps the NHS/University partnerships further their research capacity.

The BRCs and BRUs have advanced clinical excellence by creating research capacity in the NHS through the provision of physical infrastructure in order to conduct clinical research, acquire new research skills and capabilities, and establish new organisational structures, systems and functions [2][3]. Each of these areas is discussed below.

The capital funding provided by the Department of Health and the NIHR as part of the BRC and BRU awards (for example new physical infrastructure, such as translational research laboratories and clinical trial facilities) has been used in several cases to attract further funds from different actors. A 2013 evaluation found that BRCs are more successful in attracting additional funding than comparative international centres of excellence. It was calculated that for every £1 invested, the BRCs generate between £3.50 and £18 [4]. Year-on-year since 2009, there has been an increase in the funding leveraged across BRCs and BRUs, with figures for 2014-15 totalling in excess of £1 billion.

There is evidence to suggest that BRCs and BRUs have built and increased capabilities and capacity in health research. Funding has been used to open new positions and attract high-profile researchers from overseas and industry settings [3]. Professional training has also been supported through the scheme, often leading to the development of multidisciplinary skills for young researchers. Through the establishment of expert advisory boards and committees with international experts, BRCs have elevated the international competitiveness of the partnering institutions in translational research. Research forums, new research roles for clinical staff, and the introduction of ICT systems have resulted in changes in research management and governance [3].

As an organisational structure, the BRCs and BRUs are illustrative of how the NIHR is creating an environment conducive to achieving clinical research excellence by bringing together academia and the NHS. In particular, the contractual set-up of BRCs has transformed relationships between the NHS and academia by bringing them closer together to work on translational research [3]. With respect to BRUs, an evaluation concluded that NHS and academic partners are collaborating more closely than they were before the establishment of these structures. The evaluation documented changes in attitudes and mind-
sets of the involved parties towards mutual collaboration, with more interest in taking research forward jointly [2].

The BRCs are considered by international observers as examples of good practice in promoting translational research, with particular strengths in the institutional set-up that fosters integrated working, reduces fragmentation of actors and offers access to population-level data [4]. One element that is credited to this success is the feedback and accountability to the NIHR, as the funder [4]. The BRCs and BRUs also allow for links between industry and academia. At the Oxford BRC, developing vital sign data fusion technology for the emergency department and the cancer centre was possible in collaboration with private actors. This technology is valued by the clinical staff [4], as it allows for continual monitoring of patients' vital signs and alerts staff to the deterioration in patients' conditions.

Another way in which these structures have strengthened relationships is by raising awareness among clinicians and academics of the mutual reliance and interdependence of their activities that link quality of research and the quality of patient care [3]. This was done by attracting a larger number of both clinicians and academics into these collaborative and translational research organisations [3]. The BRCs also foster more transparent and effective research management and governance structures, as academics are more engaged in NHS trust boards and committees [3]. BRCs have contributed to raising public awareness about translational research among the general public and have achieved better patient involvement through the use of patient advisory boards, information leaflets and research aimed at capturing patients' opinions about research [3]. In parallel, greater public participation in clinical trials has happened by engaging with other parts of the NIHR; namely, the NIHR Clinical Research Network.

BRCs enhance the relevance of research for patients and the NHS. For example, the application process required academic and NHS partners to jointly review their research portfolios and set priority themes for research, placing patients’ needs at the centre of the applications [3]. Research from the BRCs provides examples of positive impact on patient care, as patients have increased access to novel treatments and technologies that would otherwise become available to them only after a significant delay. Furthermore, by providing access to data from health services research, the BRCs help to improve patient care. For example, research on infection conducted at the Oxford BRC has allowed the combination of actors to bring together samples from the hospital, access to clinical databases and molecular sequencing technology [4]. This research informed actions to cut the transmission of infections at hospital level and is developing new techniques and applications with potential long term economic impact.

Finally, BRCs are also thought to have contributed to an increase in the status and importance of research in the NHS. This can be seen in the enhancement of interdisciplinary translational research through collaboration with university departments beyond medical schools. Moreover, the BRCs and BRUs contribute to overall academic productivity through their publication activity. Year on year, there has been an increase in the publications produced, with nearly 8,000 publications from BRCs and BRUs in 2014-15 demonstrating active dissemination of their research to the international community.

Overall, the NIHR BRCs and BRUs are engaging academia, clinicians and patients through translational research partnerships that help produce world-class outputs [1]. This scientific endeavour translates into benefits not only for patients but also in terms of economic engagements as a result of pairing academic talent with industry’s scale-up and commercialisation capabilities.
Evidence

Webpage describing Biomedical Research Centres.

The report is describes a review of the BRU scheme by conducting a perceptions audit of senior executives involved in the scheme. The review explored what impact these executives felt the scheme is having on the translational research landscape.

The report represents a review of the BRC scheme, undertaken by RAND Europe and commissioned by the DH 18 months after the BRCs were established. The review consists of a perceptions audit of senior executives involved in the scheme.

The report investigates the returns and outputs that three BRCs have produced in order to assess the value of funding NIHR BRCs. The study had two approaches: (1) case studies of individual NIHR BRCs and (2) international benchmarking of NIHR BRCs against comparable international centres for translational research.

9.1.10. Managing a shared knowledge resource: the case of the Journals Library and BioResource

Case study
The NIHR’s research systems and resources, and research infrastructure in the NHS helps to connect researchers with the world-class data or participants required to conduct groundbreaking research. As one component of this, the NIHR BioResource helps to match researchers to volunteers who meet the criteria for participation in their studies. Another resource is the NIHR Journals library which provides researchers throughout the global system, and also the public, to access the outputs of the NIHR-funded research.

A report prepared for the Minister for Universities and Science describes open access to journals as ‘a public benefit which enhances transparency, scientific integrity and rigour, stimulates innovation, promotes public engagement, and improves efficiency in research’ [1]. The work towards open access to NIHR research outputs began in 1997 with the first publication of the journal Health Technology Assessment, which constitutes a record of 98 per cent of research published under the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) programme [2]. Following the success of the HTA journal, the model has been
extended with research outputs from four more NIHR research programmes, the Efficacy and Mechanism Evaluation, Health Services and Delivery Research, Programme Grants for Applied Research and Public Health Research programmes now with journals of their own as part of the NIHR Journals Library.

The peer reviewed reports held in the Library, which is the first of its kind to be established by a health research funder, present detailed information on the research project, and are designed to complement articles in other peer-reviewed journals, which typically contain much less information. The rate of publication has continued to increase since the library’s inception. In total 165 issues were published in 2015, including 97 issues in the Health Technology Assessment series alone. The Journals Library’s value as a relevant and interactive database, and not simply a repository of past research, is illustrated by usage figures: in 2015, the website received 260,000 visits. The average number of citations per article published in Health Technology Assessment over a two-year period has also increased from 1,443 in 1999 to 4,106 in 2015 [3]. Though this citation count in itself is cannot be used as a formal metric of scientific impact, it does tell us that that the articles in the journal are being used and cited by other researchers in the field.

In addition to providing access to existing data, the NIHR’s efforts help to drive the generation of new data where it is most needed. The NIHR BioResource aims to support recruitment for early translational research (experimental medicine) studies by creating a panel of volunteers who are willing to be recalled by genotype and phenotype. The initiative began with the Cambridge BioResource, which was established in 2006, and it has since been expanded to include a further seven centres throughout England, all based around existing NIHR Biomedical Research Centres (BRCs) and Biomedical Research Units (BRUs). Each BioResource has a different focus corresponding with the research at the corresponding BRC or BRU. For example, the South London and Maudsley (SLAM) BioResource for Mental Health has a focus on research into psychiatry and neurology. To date, 75,000 volunteers have signed up to the BioResource [4].

The BioResource has proved valuable a basis for studies that further scientific knowledge and advance translational research. For example, the HaemAtlas project used blood from donors recruited through the Cambridge BioResource to advance understanding of hematopoiesis, the process through which blood cellular components are formed [5]. The blood obtained from the BioResource participants has enabled the HaemAtlas team to perform ‘the most comprehensive analysis of gene expression in hematopoietic cells to date’ [5], which led to the identification of genes that help to determine lineage commitment and cell function. The HaemAtlas team has stated that the data produced by the study ‘will be invaluable for future studies on hematopoiesis and the role of specific genes and will also aid the understanding of the recent genome-wide association studies’ [5]. The BioResource has also been acknowledged for its contribution to studies published in high-impact journals including Nature and Cell [6][7].

By connecting researchers to the people who can provide samples for research studies, the NIHR’s investment in providing an available resource to advance knowledge and research is helping to lay the foundations for future innovation and thus ensuring the UK’s continued leadership in health research.

Evidence


208
Document on open access to research publications.

As of 9 May 2016: http://www.journalslibrary.nihr.ac.uk/about
Webpage describing the NIHR Journals Library

Data from SCImago.

http://www.nihr.ac.uk/policy-and-standards/the-nihr-bioresource.htm
This webpage describes the NIHR BioResource.

Journal article on HaemAtlas featuring in Blood.


Journal article featuring the Cambridge BioResource in Cell.
10. Supporting, training and developing a diverse workforce in the NHS and academia

10.1. Summary

**Skilled. Motivated. Diverse.**

NIHR supports training and development opportunities to develop a diverse workforce and to embed the practice and mindset of clinical research throughout the NHS and academia.

In order to achieve clinical research excellence, research teams must possess technical knowledge and be skilled in working together to overcome difficulties, spark new ideas and inspire other researchers. NIHR is training a highly skilled workforce and developing and retaining the best clinical, health service and public health research professionals. It is also enabling leading clinicians to embark on, and successfully develop, their academic careers while continuing their clinical training.

NIHR supports more than 5,000 trainees through a range of NIHR research funding or training awards. This comprehensive range of research training opportunities includes the prestigious Fellowship Programme and the academic career pathway for doctors and dentists. These and other NIHR training programmes support people at an individual level to realise their full personal skills and potential. By offering multiple fellowships and career development awards, NIHR creates follow-on funding opportunities that enable NIHR clinical researchers to follow a sustainable career path and build a research portfolio. This research is also likely to benefit the wider health and social care landscape, both nationally and internationally. For example:

- Between 2006 and March 2015, NIHR funded 165 Doctoral Research and Clinical Doctoral Research Fellows in England. These fellowships have had a demonstrable impact on individuals’ careers and have created a skilled research and clinical academic workforce in both medical and non-medical professions.
- NIHR is giving 27 NIHR Research Professors the unique opportunity to conduct clinical research which can, and is, moving from ‘bench to bedside’ and from ‘campus to clinic’ by translating research into benefits for patients, healthcare and society.
- Through its Leadership Programme, NIHR is supporting researchers throughout NIHR to become efficient and effective managers and leaders, in order to help improve the way research is conducted within organisations and at the system level.
• NIHR has developed a massive open online course (‘MOOC’), in partnership with the Digital Learning Team at the University of Leeds, which was taken by 8,845 people from more than 80 countries worldwide.

A well-trained research team is a foundation for delivering high-quality research outputs. NIHR offers health professionals support to develop research skills and gives them protected time to conduct research alongside their clinical duties. This provides more flexibility and choice for individuals to determine career pathways that span both clinical and research roles. The following efforts are helping to embed research and its findings into the health system:

NIHR’s Mentorship for Health Research Scheme supports allied health professionals, healthcare scientists, nurses and midwives in their professional development, helping them to gain valuable skills in clinical research.

• Since 2006, the Integrated Academic Training (IAT) pathway has provided research training for more than 2,000 doctors and dentists. This spans the Academic Clinical Fellowships (early-career research during specialist training) to the intermediate NIHR Clinician Scientist awards. Many Clinician Scientists continue to progress on the clinical academic pathway; pursuing joint academic and research careers.

• NIHR is supporting a new training programme for carers of people suffering from anorexia nervosa, which has now been taken up by the two largest eating disorder charities in the UK. The programme is also recommended by the USA-based international charity FEAST and forms the basis of both NHS and international services, including those in the USA and Australia.

10.1.1. Investing in research talent in the NIHR faculty: evidence from the NIHR leadership programme

Case study
The NIHR’s continuous commitment to foster high-quality research that would benefit the UK population relies on high-performing research teams. Well-functioning teams require good leadership. Academic and clinical leadership pose different challenges when compared with other private or public sector organisations, and therefore there is a need for programmes tailored specifically for research and healthcare settings.

To address this gap, the NIHR has developed and funded the NIHR Leadership Programme. Launched in 2009, the programme is a collaboration among the NIHR, the NHS and Ashridge Business School [1]. It is designed to benefit clinical research in NHS England and contribute towards to the nation’s ‘health and wealth’ [1]. It aims to build leadership skills in the NIHR faculty at junior to senior levels [2]. The impacts of the programme span benefits to UK individual researchers and their teams, institutional benefits of improved leadership and systems benefits in strengthening relationships across the NIHR community.

The programme helps participants gain leadership skills that improve their work. A pair of independent evaluations by RAND Europe found that participants noticed an increase in confidence building and approaches to leadership, which also benefits their training and development. In terms of research
performance, senior leaders felt they had improved by being able to overcome challenges individually and as a team, and in approaching the role more creatively and innovatively [3]. Other groups reported similar results, attributing an ability to build self-confidence as a result of the leadership programme [3]. Some reported greater levels of productivity as a researcher, and trainees specifically developed skills in financial and physical resources management [4].

By developing skills which aided the participants’ professional development and decision-making and the implementation of efficient processes within their work places [3] the programme has also benefited organisations as a whole [4]. Among other examples, participants in the programme have reported improvements in an ability to respond to structural change within organisations and translational research capacity strengthening within their networks.

The benefits of the NIHR Leadership Programme can be interpreted at a wider scale. Participants’ ability to better express their team’s objectives to wider and different audiences as well as the interaction with R&D Managers within NHS Trusts suggest a greater engagement between researchers at different levels and across disciplines [3]. Other benefits at a system level included strengthened relationships within the NIHR community as a whole, which could lead to a more sustainable NIHR. In particular, participants across the programme reported that the programme allowed them to strengthen pre-existing relationships or build new ones. Senior leaders in particular commented on the positive effect this had on pursuing more collaborative opportunities with all researchers in the system, even those who might be competitors on grant applications.

The benefits of the NIHR Leadership Programme can be interpreted at a wider scale. Participants’ ability to better express their team’s objectives to wider and different audiences as well as the interaction with R&D Managers within NHS Trusts suggest a greater engagement between researchers at different levels and across disciplines [3]. Other benefits at a system level included strengthened relationships within the NIHR community as a whole, which could lead to a more sustainable NIHR. In particular, participants across the programme reported that the programme allowed them to strengthen pre-existing relationships or build new ones. Senior leaders in particular commented on the positive effect this had on pursuing more collaborative opportunities with all researchers in the system, even those who might be competitors on grant applications.

The NIHR leadership programme is also credited with having enabled participants to scope new or strategic research areas across the NIHR, such as those supported by the Strategic Collaborations Initiative. The Leadership Programme was seen as critical in providing the time and support for people to raise awareness of cross-cutting, strategic issues for the NIHR. In addition, many reported improved cooperation between the NIHR and NHS [4], one of the main objectives of introducing a component of the leadership programme which addressed NHS R&D managers.

On the whole, the NIHR Leadership Programme has enabled individuals to grow and develop as researchers. It has not only been positively evaluated, but it has also recognised internationally. In 2015, the programme was recognised by a European Foundation for Management Development Excellence in Practice Gold Award for ‘Faster and Easier Clinical Research: Developing a Thriving National Community of NHS R&D Directors and Managers’ under Organisational Development [5]. By understanding the wider impact and implications of their role in healthcare research, the participants will contribute to better research both within their organisations and across the NIHR community.

Evidence
Webpage explaining the NIHR Leadership Programme.
10.1.2. Mentoring the next generation of health researchers

Case study

Achieving academic excellence, demonstrated through research impacts that advance the health of the nation, is central to the NIHR’s mission. To achieve this, it is essential to have well-trained research teams that not only possess technical knowledge, but also work together to overcome difficulties, spark new ideas and inspire other researchers. The NIHR has invested in developing such a workforce. One example is the NIHR Mentorship for Health Research scheme. Established in 2012, the scheme is designed to support and accompany allied health professionals and healthcare scientists, nurses, and midwives in their professional development [1], with the overall aim of supporting UK’s ‘next generation of clinical academic leaders’ [2]. This programme’s impact has been measured primarily at the individual level where it has proven beneficial. It is expected that, in time, these benefits will be seen at a sector level, as these researchers will benefit organisations and the entire research and health care system across the country.

The scheme consists of pairing Health Research Training Fellows with a relevant individual who is a recognised leader in a given field, and can act as a mentor. Once fellows and mentors have been matched, mentoring activities take place through face-to-face and/or online interaction [2]. The scheme therefore intends to act as a catalyst for establishing a community of mentorship practice in clinical academic careers.

In the long run, the mentorship programme aims to create a culture of sharing ideas and continuous learning that will advance knowledge. Given that the scheme is in its first few years, an assessment of the
wider organisational and system-level impacts is not yet available. However there is evidence that the scheme is beneficial at an individual level. An evaluation conducted by the University of Huddersfield, covering year 1 of the mentorship scheme found that participants both mentees and mentors looked favourably on the scheme and reported a range of benefits from taking part in it. The evaluators analysed applications to the scheme to understand applicants’ expectations, and conducted an online survey and semi-structured interviews.

They found that mentorship scheme had an impact on individuals in their approach to work and their professional development. In particular, the mentees felt they had developed a series of skills that would help them advance their professional career and help them deliver high quality research. By being able to talk about professional issues and their development with their mentor, as well as by improving their networking skills, many mentees stated that they were able to achieve their personal goals [3]. Furthermore, the scheme benefited the participants’ approach to research by improving their learning capacities and their approach to understanding research purpose and related tasks, including the dissemination of findings. The scheme also helped bolster personal traits in mentees who felt they had grown more confident and resilient to the challenges that often come with research, for example winning research grants and getting published.

The scheme was also beneficial for the mentors who reported that they found value in being able to support their mentee and to watch their mentee’s development. This evaluation finding highlights an important benefit of the scheme, which is that it brings value to both parties involved.

The evaluation of the mentorship scheme shows how NIHR funding is supporting the development of future clinical leaders who are expected to produce high-quality research. The scheme’s demonstrated success at the individual level could also result in wider organisational and system benefits as these individuals become leaders in the system. Some mentees have expressed interest in becoming mentors, thereby [3] broadening the benefit they received to the clinical academic community. The changes observed in individuals show that the Mentorship scheme has had value in terms of training and teaching, and in terms of research through helping to forge future clinical academic leaders.

Evidence


10.1.3. Forming a community of clinical research nurses

Case study

Clinical research nurses are an integral part of the research team working on research studies, and engaging with patients, through recruitment, follow-up and collection of data. There are approximately 4,000 NIHR Clinical Research Nurses who assist in conducting valuable research [1]. In order to help build a coherent and valuable community of Clinical Research Nurses, the NIHR has outlined a Competency Framework for Clinical Research Nurses in 2011 [2], and provides training and development opportunities at the local level that better prepares these nurses to deliver high-quality patient care. A number of strategic priorities were also created which aim to help nurses to develop professionally, known as the 6Cs (communication, compassion, care, courage, competence and commitment). These efforts have led to the development of a range of skills for nurses which have better prepared them to deliver high quality patient care, as well as deliver improvements to policy and practice.

The NIHR’s support has resulted in a policy change, as represented by the introduction of the Competency Framework for Clinical Research Nurses [2]. This framework facilitated the adoption of relevant competences for nurses which reflect the challenges and opportunities of clinical research in the UK and set out the ethical and legal requirements that accompany these activities in order to conduct studies that meet desired standards of quality and safety.

The development of the 6Cs nursing strategy has further contributed to shaping the role of a Clinical Research Nurse. These 6Cs are intrinsic to the work of a Clinical Research Nurse. They require that individuals be capable of challenging and highlighting wrongdoing and willing to incorporate the research results into their practice [3].

These policy instruments have shaped training that benefits Clinical Research Nurses, enabling them to deliver better health care. For example, the Norfolk and Suffolk Comprehensive Local Research Network commissioned an Advanced Research in Practice course which was tailored around the 2011 Research Nurse Competency Framework and followed a survey that identified few training and career development opportunities in the research practitioner workforce. The course, run in 2011 and 2013, provided opportunities for individuals to practice presentation skills and to become better informed on the conduct of clinical research [3].

The Cambridge NIHR/Wellcome Trust Clinical Research Facility also provides training for Clinical Research Nurses. Here clinical nurses at the site are required to do one day of Emergency Scenario Simulation Training per year and staff have reported increased confidence in their approach to emergency situations as a result [4].

Clinical Research Nurses’ abilities have also been recognised by the patients, for example at the NIHR Southampton Biomedical Research Unit (now Centre) in Nutrition, Diet and Lifestyle. In a longitudinal study of children with Crohn’s disease, conducted between December 2010 and April 2013, the nurses were recognised for their calmness, mutual respect, being approachable supportive knowledgeable listeners; and their ability to integrate research into clinical care [4].
The wide range of skills developed by the Clinical Research Nurses was captured in an NIHR publication highlighting a number of successful Clinical Research Nurses. The interviewees stated that, through their role, they were able to help build local research, change research cultures, further develop a specific set of skills that a research nurse needs, develop research management abilities, better foster patient and public involvement, inform the public and support primary care [4]. For example, one nurse moving from industry to the NIHR praised many aspects of the role, including working with patients, having autonomy, and having opportunities for career advancement. In addition, as a Cancer Research Network Good Clinical Practice facilitator she is part of a team that has trained 30,000 individuals across the Comprehensive Local Research Network, and she felt there had been a positive shift in the standing of research in her areas over time [5].

The NIHR commitment to support a community of Clinical Research Nurses can also be seen in efforts to encourage communication in the Clinical Research Nurses community. Examples include the use of social media (#CRNurses on Twitter), through a monthly newsletter, CONNECT; and ‘Celebrating the Clinical Research Nurse’ meetings [6].

Evidence


10.1.4. Cultivating tomorrow’s health research capacity by funding doctoral research

Case study

The NIHR provides PhD positions for promising medical and non-medical healthcare professionals through two award schemes: the Doctoral Research Fellowship (DRF) and the Clinical Doctoral Research Fellowship (CDRF). These fellowships have supported early-stage clinical researchers in entering into, and for the most part, remaining in combined academic and clinical settings, thereby contributing to a strengthened clinical research capability across the health service.

The DRF awards successful applicants with three years of funding (or four to five years if they pursue their PhD part-time). The CDRF is suitable for applicants who have at least one year’s experience in clinical practice in a non-medical profession who are interested in pursuing research. Fellows are awarded with salary costs, in addition to their PhD tuition fees and their research project costs [1].

In 2015, the NIHR Trainees Coordinating Centre (TCC) invited 165 previous NIHR Doctoral Research Fellows and Clinical Doctoral Research Fellows who were awarded and completed their fellowship between 2006 and March 2015 to report on their career pathway since receiving the fellowship. Eighty individuals responded and the information gathered illustrates their career paths [2].

The NIHR TCC found that funded fellowships feed into the academic and healthcare landscape with the majority of respondents working in academia, and one quarter working in the health/healthcare sector. By far, the largest proportion of respondents work in an academic role as a (senior) research associate or as a (senior) lecturer [2]. Over half of the respondents direct or lead a research team, and over a third reported having supervised PhD candidates, suggesting that they are designing, directing and guiding research in their area of expertise [2]. Furthermore, since completing their PhD nearly half of those surveyed had been successful as the lead applicant on one or more competitive grants or awards [2]. The overwhelming majority of respondents remain working in England, showing that the NIHR has invested in researchers who are using their skills to further research and help train future healthcare workers in the nation [2].

In terms of individual-level impacts, almost all respondents stated that they use the knowledge and skills gained as a result of their NIHR DRF/CDRF in their current role. These findings show, at least in part, that the fellowships have contributed to building a cohort of skilled researchers feeding in to the healthcare research landscape and having some impact on treatment and patient care [2].

There is an expectation that the research undertaken by all funded fellowships has a benefit to patients and the broader public within five years of the end of award. The examples below are just two ways in which doctoral research fellows are meeting this expectation.

Dr Kyla Thomas is currently an NIHR Clinical Lecturer having completed her NIHR DRF in December 2013 [3]. Dr Thomas’ work as a Doctoral Research Fellow focused on Varenicline, a smoking cessation medicine, and its neuropsychiatric side effects [3]. This work was undertaken using the NIHR funded Clinical Practice Research Datalink and a systematic review of randomised controlled trials in order to assess the risks and benefits of the drug [3]. The study found that the drug was not linked with an increased risk of death or serious neuropsychiatric illnesses such as depression, suicide attempt and...
suicidal ideation. In fact, its benefits in reducing smoking had knock-on effects on users’ levels of anxiety as they quit smoking [4]. Dr Thomas stated that the reduction in prescription of Varenicline on the basis of unproven neuropsychiatric effects is cause for concern and must be taken seriously by policymakers given the drug’s success in enabling people to quit smoking [4]. The research was one of several studies considered by the Food and Drug Administration in the United States in its safety review of Varenicline in October 2014 which resulted in updates to Varenicline’s label [5]. Pfizer, the manufacturer of Varenicline, has recently published results of a large RCT of 8,144 smokers in 16 countries. This study provides further evidence for the efficacy and safety of Varenicline compared with other smoking cessation drugs [6].

Dr Sonia Saxena is currently an NIHR Career Development Fellow, having previously completed an NIHR DRF and NIHR Postdoctoral Fellowship [3]. Dr Saxena is a GP who leads research in the Child Health Unit at Imperial College, London [3]. Her research showed children whose GPs are easy to access are less likely to visit A&E than those whose GPs are less able to provide appointments [7]. The study published in the journal Pediatrics suggested that modest changes in the provision of GP appointments – such as providing more after-school appointments between the times of 5-7pm – could prevent thousands of visits to emergency departments a year and was widely covered in news and social media [8][9]. The paper was cited in written evidence to the recent Health Select Committee’s enquiry into proposed 7 day working reforms in primary care [10].

Over 300 NIHR funded Doctoral Research and Clinical Doctoral Research fellowships have been awarded since 2006. These fellowships have had a demonstrable impact on individuals’ careers and provided the English academic and healthcare landscape with a skilled research and clinical academic workforce, in both medical and non-medical professions.

Evidence

Introduction to the CDRF programme.

NIHR survey conducted to track the career progression of former Doctoral Research fellows and Clinical Doctoral Research fellows.

NIHR case studies highlighting some accomplishments of its alumni.

Journal article discussing the research findings of Dr Kyla Thomas’ research.

[5] Food and Drug Administration. 2016. FDA Drug Safety Communication: FDA updates label for stop smoking drug Chantix (varenicline) to include potential alcohol interaction, rare risk of seizures, and
studies of side effects on mood, behavior, or thinking. As of 17 April 2016:  
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm436494.htm  
The Food and Drug Administration (United States) safety statement on Varenicline.  
Journal article on the neuropsychiatric safety of pharmaceutical products.  
Journal article on primary care access and hospital visits and stays.  
[8] Imperial College London. 2016. Easier access to children’s GP appointments linked to reduced use of emergency departments. [20 January 2016.] As of 5 May 2016:  
News article on Dr. Sonia Saxena’s work.  
http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/newsandeventspggrp/imperialcollege/newssummary/news_19-1-2016-22-0-8  
News article on Dr. Sonia Saxena’s work showing a link between GPs contractual reforms in 2004 and an increase in children’s hospital admissions.  
www.nhsconfed.org. [3 May 2016.] As of 5 May 2016:  
http://www.nhsconfed.org/resources/2016/05/health-select-committee-report-on-primary-care-released  
News item on the release of the Health Select Committee report on Primary Care.  

10.1.5. Building a research ready workforce: Good Clinical Practice training  
Case study  
Good Clinical Practice (GCP) training is a requirement of the Research Governance Framework for Health and Social Care (2005) and regulations around the conduct of clinical trials for anyone seeking to conduct clinical research [1]. GCP is the ‘international ethical, scientific and practical standard’ [1] for clinical research. Training is delivered through the NIHR Clinical Research Network (CRN) [1], and a strong partnership with Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency. The GCP has demonstrated its value at an individual level, in the workforce and abroad.  
GCP training is provided either face-to-face or online for research in a variety of settings, including primary, secondary, and paediatric care. There is also GCP for the management of investigational
medicinal products and for Adults Lacking Capacity [2]. GCP is designed to help deliver robust research outcomes that ultimately impact on the patient, through ensuring that good data are collected and that people are recruited into studies.

Since 2009, more than 109,000 individuals have followed the GCP training. Owing to the increase in research activities which require GCP-trained staff, demand for GCP training has also increased in recent years. Between 2009 and 2013, approximately 30,000 individuals accessed the training [3]. However, in the 2015-16 financial year, approximately 24,917 individuals followed the e-learning version of the training [1]. This steady stream of individuals following GCP training ensures that there is an available workforce to undertake research. As a result, this centralised provision provides better value for public money, according to an interviewee from the CRN.

At an individual level, the GCP allows researchers to reflect on the clinical research process, understanding how and why data have been collected which is a key benefit to the individual. The GCP also harmonises the language used among clinical researchers enabling informed conversations about their approach and good practice towards research locally. In addition, the face-to-face training provides clinical researchers with an opportunity to network, something that is not always possible given the nature of their work. Individuals commented that the training was an ‘extremely educative programme’ bringing the user ‘up-to-date with GCP’ and that it was ‘practical and thought provoking’ [3].

The NIHR GCP training model has also been adopted abroad, and the CRN delivers it to the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre (PMCC) in Australia. The PMCC was ‘keen…to embed this programme within [its] research culture’ and as of 2014, 10 per cent of the PMCC staff had received GCP training [3]. The former PMCC Head of the Clinical Trials Unit commented that ‘[s]taff who have had the training have an enhanced understanding of the central importance of GCP’ and that the NIHR GCP training model has made a ‘significant change’ to the PMCC [4].

Without GCP training, clinical research would not be able to happen in the UK. However, aside from fulfilling a legal requirement, GCP training seems to offer some benefits to individuals and, as a model, has affected clinical research training abroad.

Evidence


Introduction to the Good Clinical Practice training.


Introduction to the different GCP courses.


A leaflet from the National Institute for Health Research on GCP.
10.1.6. Honing the skills of non-professional carers of people with eating disorders

Case study

It is estimated that 725,000 people in the United Kingdom are affected by an eating disorder [1]. Young people are most likely to be affected by anorexia nervosa which is most likely to start occurring in people at the age of 16 or 17 [1], and bulimia, which is more common, is likely to occur in late adolescence at 18 or 19 years of age [1]. Eating disorders negatively impact on those close to sufferers. In the case of adolescents with an eating disorder, more often than not they are cared for by their parents, almost all of whom would like more information on how to help their children [2]. It is estimated that up to 30 per cent of carers experience ‘clinical levels of depression and anxiety’ which can compound sufferers’ stress and their feelings about their illness [2]. Supported by the NIHR, researchers at King’s College, London (KCL) investigated interventions to alleviate the negative emotional impact of eating disorders on sufferers and their carers. Results from the study have shown that reduced emotional expression in carers is effective in alleviating pro-anorexic beliefs among sufferers and their tendency towards emotional avoidance [2]. This has led to the adoption of training methods both in the UK and abroad which have demonstrated capacity for a beneficial impact on patient outcomes.

The NIHR funded some of the research through a Programme Grant for Applied Research (2007-2014) and Research for Patient Benefit funding (2011-2014), which were complemented by money from South London and Maudsley (SLAM) NHS Foundation Trust which specialises in mental health services [2][3]. The researchers developed three different training interventions: ‘The New Maudsley Method’, ‘Collaborative Care Skills Training’, and ‘Expert Carers Helping Others’ (ECHO) [2]. Studies examining the effects of the Collaborative Care Skills Training workshops showed that they helped to decrease carer burden and provided ‘valuable skills’ to carers [4]. Originally, this training intervention was developed in a series of six two-hour workshops which saw a great reduction in the number of carers reporting high levels of stress [2]. Other results included improvements among adult anorexia in patients whose carers became involved in their treatment [2]. Subsequently, given that workshops were not accessible to all, a ‘self-help intervention’ called ECHO, in the form of DVDs and a book, was developed [2], as well as a clinical handbook [2].

A randomised controlled trial (RCT) of the ECHO intervention revealed some beneficial impacts on patients. Six months following the intervention, inpatients showed ‘a small but sustained improvement in […] quality of life and clinical symptoms’, with fewer ‘in-patient bed days’ in the subsequent six months [5].

These training interventions have been nationally and internationally recognised. First, NHS England’s 2013 Standard Contract for Specialised Eating Disorders makes specific reference to the use of the New Maudsley Method in the treatment of people with eating disorders [2][6]. Secondly, the South London
and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust incorporates the New Maudsley Method into its service [7] and trains approximately 80 carers annually [2]. Third, both Beat and Succeed, two leading UK charities specialising in eating disorders, have adopted interventions as a result of this study, as have charities and services in the USA and Australia [2][8][9][10]. Finally, the study produced a book for carers, *A Skills-based Learning for Caring for a Loved One with an Eating Disorder: The New Maudsley Method*, which had sold roughly 16,000 copies as of July 2013 [2][11]. Another book detailing the interventions and aimed at clinicians, has received recommendations from a number of NHS services in England (Cambridgeshire, Oxford, and South Yorkshire) and in New York and St. Louis in the USA [2].

NIHR funding has contributed to important work in the field of eating disorders. The work has been recognised and promoted internationally, supported by eating disorder charities. Carers, who often felt ill-equipped to manage their loved one’s eating disorder, were provided with an opportunity to learn to manage their emotions, better deal with their loved one’s eating disorder and, in some cases, train other carers. As a result, in the year following carers’ training, practical improvements have been observed in patients, showing signs that the intervention is having a positive impact.

Evidence
Webpage detailing eating disorders and how they can be treated.

Research Excellence Framework case study on training for carers of people with eating disorders.

Webpage describing the South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust.

Journal article testing the transferability of the Collaborative Care Skills Training workshops from the UK to Australia.

Journal article testing the effect of training for carers of people with anorexia nervosa on care.
10.1.7. Expanding understanding of clinical research through a massive open online course (MOOC)

Case study

Conducting people-based research means there is a dual engagement of professionals, current and future, and the public, who should both be involved in research. The success of this engagement relies on obtaining an understanding of what research entails within the UK healthcare system. The NIHR is achieving this educational endeavour through a variety of training including online courses. These types of courses are important because they are free and available to anyone. The online courses are managing to reach wider audiences than just those in the academic and clinical settings and are therefore contributing to dissemination of knowledge on clinical research.

In 2015, the NIHR Clinical Research Network (CRN) launched its first ‘massive open online course’ (MOOC) in partnership with the Digital Learning team at the University of Leeds. This free online course called ‘Improving Healthcare through Clinical Research’ was developed on the FutureLearn platform [1]. The course explained why and how the NIHR is conducting research and how the process of discovery is used to improve healthcare [2]. This MOOC’s ultimate objective is to achieve a better understanding of the challenges and benefits of conducting clinical research among a wide community of learners [3]. In order to reach a wider number of learners, it was designed at an introductory level [3]. The
course used case studies to cover various topics such as the way research can be used to find new solutions
to treat and provide care for some of the major diseases including cancer and dementia; the impact of
clinical research; and the ethical questions raised by clinical research [2].

While only one edition of the course has been run, there are indications of the impact this training has
had, in terms of dissemination of information through high course completion rates and satisfaction with
the course as expressed by the diverse range of participants.

On its opening day, 7,000 people had already registered for the MOOC [2]. This number rose to 8,845
people upon completion of the course with participants from more than 80 countries including patients,
the public and healthcare professionals [3]. Though enrolment was lower than a typical MOOC, the
diverse distribution of participants is illustrative of the wide audience the MOOC attracted. The majority
of participants (48%) were already working in clinical research in healthcare while 24 per cent did not
have any previous knowledge about clinical research [3].

An important indication of the quality of a MOOC is its completion rate. Often a high number of people
sign up to such courses but do not follow through to the end. The average rate of completion for a
MOOC is less than 7 per cent [4]. The NIHR course registered 14 per cent (1,223 persons) of the
participants who followed the course until the end and nearly one quarter (2,004 persons) who returned
to the course more than once. This success is also recognised by Fiona O’Neill (head of Workforce and
Learning at the NIHR Clinical Research Network), who found this number to demonstrate a high level of
engagement compared with the usual participation rate of a MOOC [3]. The high level of engagement
was also seen in the number of questions and comments posted on the platform by the learners [3].

Another important indication of the quality of the MOOC is the participants’ satisfaction. Overall, the
majority of participants who completed the post course evaluation were extremely satisfied with the
quality of the course, giving a high indication of the course effectiveness and quality. Over 90 per cent of
participants rated the experience of attending the course as good or excellent, having met or exceeded
their expectations and willing to recommend it to a friend [3]. Furthermore the participants expressed
different ways in which the MOOC was valuable to them. One benefit the participants expressed was the
flexibility that comes with attending the MOOC, as participants are able to log in at times convenient for
them and to choose how intensively they want to get engaged in the course [5]. Importantly, several
participants mentioned that attending the course gave them confidence to take part in research [6]. The
idea that ‘people don’t do research to you, they can’t do research without you’ [6] resonates with the
NIHR’s commitment to involve patients and the public in research.

The MOOC is a particular example of how NIHR has managed to use internet platforms to reach a wider
audience among which young people that are contemplating a career in research, clinicians, or patients.
The course is a promising tool to engage with a wider audience of learners, complementing the traditional
outlets of knowledge dissemination such as scientific journals, conferences and workshops. The course will
be run again with the aim of improving professional development among healthcare professionals and
bringing awareness on research to wider audience of learners.
Evidence


This page is the MOOC registration page. It explains what the participant is expected to learn, directs readers to previous learners’ highlights and explains the accreditation system.


This announcement from the Clinical Research Network, dated 2 November 2015, presents the MOOC the day it was launched.


This document presents the course and its objectives, gives participant statistics and cites findings from the pre- and post-course evaluations.


This page from the Clinical Research Network, dated 11 March 2016, presents the new version of the MOOC to be launched in June 2016 and the questions it aims to answer.


This 4:18 minute video presents the patients learning from the MOOC.

10.1.8. Enhancing research leadership through NIHR professorships

Case study

The NIHR Research Professorships are prestigious awards which give early-stage academic researchers the opportunity to enhance their research leadership and translation skills over a period of five years [1]. The NIHR is currently the only institute in England that funds research professorship awards of this kind. Between 2011 and 2015, 165 individuals were nominated by their higher education institution-NHS partnership, and 27 individuals were awarded an NIHR Professorship [2]. Selected individuals are chosen based on their potential to become research leaders and will gain access to the NIHR Leadership Programme [3]. Furthermore, NIHR professors, in collaboration with their nominating institution, create a personal leadership and development programme and some serve on other NIHR personal awards panels [2]. Professors are relieved of their local and regional administrative and managerial roles in order
to devote time to research. Given the programme’s focus on the translation of research, NIHR professors are expected to maintain links with health services [1]. Healthcare professionals spend two sessions per week ‘delivering service’, and non-healthcare professionals, such as methodologists, must collaborate with clinical services [1][2]. Overall, NIHR professors must be able to demonstrate that their research can impact on healthcare from ‘bench to bedside’ [1] and from ‘campus to clinic’ [1].

Overall, the NIHR Professorship Award represents a two-pronged approach. At an individual level, the award cultivates promising research talent. At a macro-level, it is expected that the research conducted during the professorship will translate into practice with benefits for patients, healthcare and society. These awards are granted to individuals on course towards becoming professors, demonstrating the potential to become research leaders in their respective fields within a few years [1]. Although, the first cohort of NIHR Professorships have not yet completed their five years, the examples below highlight the story of two individual awardees and how they have benefited from becoming NIHR Professors and the wider impacts of their work.

Professor Waljit Dhillo at Imperial College London has been recognised with NIHR training awards such as the NIHR Clinician Scientist (2004), the NIHR Career Development Fellowship (2009) and the NIHR Research Professorship (2015) [4]. Professor Dhillo’s work through the NIHR Research Professorship award concentrates on the use of hormones in reproductive health [5]. Professor Dhillo has shown the benefits of using the hormone kisspeptin in practice to help with IVF treatment in order to make it more safe, and effective [5]. Funded by the NIHR, the Medical Research Council and the Wellcome Trust, Professor Dhillo and his research team conducted a trial which tested kisspeptin in women with polycystic ovary syndrome [6]. The results revealed that kisspeptin resulted in more live births and was safer than hCG, the hormone traditionally used in IVF [6]. As of November 2015, 30 babies had been born to women who underwent this treatment, demonstrating how this research has been used in practice [6].

Another awardee who has had impact through her work is Professor Nadine Foster, a physiotherapist at the Arthritis Research UK Primary Care Centre at Keele University [5]. Professor Foster received the NIHR Professorship of Musculoskeletal Health in Primary Care in 2012 to lead research on treatments and outcomes for primary care patients with common musculoskeletal pain such as low back pain and knee pain [5][7]. One of her studies, IMPaCT Back, (Implementation to improve Patient Care through Targeted treatment) has highlighted the benefits of stratified care, in which patients’ risk of persistent pain and disability is identified (low, medium and high risk) and then patients are matched with different treatments [8]. In comparison to usual primary care, stratified care led to less back pain related disability and fewer days lost from work, which has a financial impact. On average, cost-benefit analyses show that UK society would save £400 per employed person through this course of action and that the NHS would save £34 per patient using stratified care. Furthermore, the screening tool used to subgroup patients (the STarT Back tool) has been implemented across many NHS services, and Professor Foster’s team estimate that £700 million could be saved if stratified care is implemented widely in general practice [8]. Her work on back pain has led to two large further research studies, a new five year programme funded through an NIHR Programme Grant for Applied Research, developing and testing stratified care for patients with
other musculoskeletal pain problems, and a new randomised trial, funded by the NIHR HTA programme, to test a new stratified care approach for patients with sciatica in primary care. These are but two examples of how NIHR Professors have the opportunity to conduct research that can, and has been, translated into healthcare practice. This investment in individuals has the capacity to transform current practice and improve innovation in healthcare treatments.

Evidence

Webpage describing the NIHR Research Professorship.

[2] Information communicated by the NIHR.

Guidance notes for NIHR Research Professorships.

Professor Dhill’s university webpage.

NIHR case studies highlighting some accomplishments of its alumni.

http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/newsandeventspggrp/imperialcollege/newssummary/news_4-11-2015-14-35-27
News item covering some of Professor Waljit Dhill’s work.

[7] Keele University. n.d. Prof Nadine Foster. As of 9 May 2016:
https://www.keele.ac.uk/pchs/staff/professors/nadinefoster/
Prof. Foster’s university webpage.

This brochure outlines a number of the ways in which the NIHR’s provision of people, programmes, infrastructure and systems are contributing to UK growth. It contains a variety of statistics on the increasing amounts of industrial collaboration with the NIHR, narrative descriptions of routes through which the NIHR provides support, and case studies of particular initiatives involving industry.
10.1.9. **Thriving as a clinical researcher: Individuals and impact from NIHR funding awards**

**Case study**

The NIHR faculty includes each person funded by the NIHR and engaged in activities across academia, the NHS and the third sector in England. The NIHR is committed to building a diverse research community whose work translates into quality care. The faculty’s main goal is to build research capacity through attracting the best talent, facilitating research which is best for the public and patients, and supporting the training and academic needs of health and social care professionals [1]. NIHR training opportunities and funding awards are available to those who have an initial interest in research, have decided to pursue formal research qualifications, or have a research background. The benefits of such funding are two-pronged: first, individuals benefit from the awards they receive by progressing their research careers and building a research portfolio; second, this research has an impact on the wider health and social care landscape, both nationally and internationally.

The NIHR Trainees Coordinating Centre (TCC) manages a variety of funding awards to drive the development of skills and facilitate the research career pathway for methodologists, non-medical healthcare professionals, doctors and dentists. Among these awards are the Academic Clinical Fellowship, the In-Practice Fellowship, the Doctoral Research Fellowship, the Clinician Scientist Award, the Clinical Trials Fellowship, the Career Development Fellowship, and the Post-Doctoral Fellowship. Both the Academic Clinical Fellowship and the In-Practice Fellowship are pre-doctoral awards which provide medical professionals with the opportunity to improve their research skills through academic training or dedicated research time [2][3]. The Doctoral Research Fellowship provides funding for individuals to follow a ‘customised research training programme’ in their doctoral research, allowing them to develop their research skills [4]. Both the Post-Doctoral Fellowship and the Career Development Fellowship provide opportunities to early-stage or experienced post-doctoral researchers, respectively, as well as full time funding for up to three years [4]. Individuals can follow a training programme through the Clinical Trials Fellowships, exposing them to all aspects of clinical trials and building upon their interest and existing experience [5]. Clinician Scientist Awards are personal funding grants, designed to cover the salary costs of an individual and fund his or her research project or programme by way of enabling his or her development [6]. As might be expected, much of the impact of these fellowships has been seen at an individual level in terms of career progression within the health and social care research community; however, some of the research has influenced decisionmaking in policy and practice.

NIHR fellowships have an impact on individuals’ research career trajectory, as evidenced by two Career Development Fellows. Awarded an NIHR Career Development Fellowship in 2014 (administered through the Institute of Neuroscience at Newcastle University), Dr Anna Basu is also an Honorary Consultant Paediatric Neurologist at the Great North Children’s Hospital, Newcastle-upon-Tyne [7][8]. Having completed her PhD in 2007, Dr Basu was awarded a NIHR recognised, locally-funded Clinical Lectureship in 2010 before receiving an NIHR Clinical Trials Fellowship in 2013 [8]. During this time she led a trial comparing two forms of home-based parent-delivered therapy for children with unilateral cerebral palsy [9]. Dr Basu’s research currently focuses on developing and piloting a parent-delivered early
therapy intervention for infants who have had a perinatal stroke. Dr Basu has also been supported as a co-investigator with NIHR Health Technology Assessment funding to assess the acceptability of a trial to understand the efficacy of standing frames for children’s postural management [7]. Dr Carsten Flohr was the first dermatologist to hold an NIHR Clinician Scientist Award, followed by an NIHR Clinical Trials Fellowship and now an NIHR Career Development Award [10]. Dr Flohr participated in the NIHR Leadership Programme, has acted as a member of the Doctoral Research Fellowship Panel and is now on the Postdoctoral Fellowship Panel [7]. During his time as an NIHR Clinical Trials Fellow, he developed experience in trial design and the protocols for two multi-centre randomised controlled trials. Dr Flohr is now Head of the Unit for Population-Based Dermatology Research at St John’s Institute of Dermatology, King’s College London, where he leads a programme of research focused on childhood atopic eczema, including clinical trials. These studies are likely to have an impact on clinical practice both domestically and abroad [7].

Some healthcare professionals, such as Dr Jess Drinkwater, have received funding for initial research training, alongside clinical duties, that led to pursuing formal research qualifications. Since 2009, Dr Drinkwater has received three NIHR fellowships: an Academic Clinical Fellowship, an In-Practice Fellowship and a Doctoral Research Fellowship. Dr Drinkwater’s research as an In-Practice Fellow investigated the role of patient and public involvement in service improvement in primary care [7]. After presenting her findings she was approached to work for her local Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) to develop their engagement strategy. She co-wrote the engagement strategy (worth £200 000) and helped to deliver local training for patients and general practice staff on patient involvement. Both were directly influenced by the findings from her In-Practice Fellowship research. Dr Drinkwater and the CCG are now implementing the engagement strategy and hope it will lead to more patient-centred commissioning, ultimately resulting in improved patient experience across all health services for the people of Bradford. Dr Drinkwater’s research as an In-Practice Fellow formed the foundations of her application for a Doctoral Research Fellowship. During this next fellowship she is working with multiple stakeholders to develop an intervention to strengthen the role of patient participation in service improvement in general practice [7]. Another researcher, Dr Hannah Christensen, a previous NIHR Post-Doctoral Fellow, completed her NIHR Research Development Award-funded PhD in 2007. As a post-doctorate researcher, Dr Christensen worked on an NIHR Programme Grant study called TARGET which investigated how to improve the quality of care given to children presenting to primary care with respiratory tract infections. Following this, Dr Christensen was awarded the NIHR post-doctoral research fellowship examining interventions for infectious disease control [7]. In parallel, Dr Christensen is a member of the NIHR Health Protection Research Unit [7]. In 2015, Dr Christensen’s research findings in cost-effectiveness informed the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation’s decision to roll out the Meningitis B vaccination in the childhood vaccination programme [7].

Other researchers have used NIHR funding to further an existing research career and have generated findings informing healthcare practice both nationally and internationally. Dr Morag Farquhar holds an NIHR Career Development Fellowship (CDF), and her work has helped to influence the development and evaluation of interventions across the Atlantic. Dr Farquhar’s CDF, alongside funding from the charity Marie Curie, has afforded her the opportunity to lead the Living with Breathlessness study. The
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The purpose of this research is to improve care and support for both patients with advanced chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and their carers. Alongside a Macmillan Post-Doctoral Research Fellowship, Dr Farquhar received an NIHR Research for Patient Benefit Award, to conduct research into breathlessness in advanced disease. Dr Farquhar’s work in evaluating the Cambridge Breathlessness Intervention Service (BIS) has received national and international interest, from Australia and Canada in particular. In Canada, ‘INSPIRED’, an intervention for patients with advanced COPD, was modelled on the Breathlessness Intervention Service: 15 teams are rolling out INSPIRED pilots across the country, supported by the Canadian Foundation for Healthcare Improvement [7].

These are just a few examples of how the NIHR is funding individuals who are training for, conducting and evaluating ground-breaking and original research in their field. As a result, these individuals are translating their research findings to clinical practice or informing policy decisions both nationally and internationally.

Evidence

Webpage introducing the NIHR faculty.

Information on the NIHR In Practice Fellowships.

Information on the Academic Clinical Fellowships.

Information on the Fellowship programme.

Information on Clinical Trials Fellowships.

Information on the Clinician Scientist Award.

NIHR case studies highlighting some accomplishments of its alumni.

[8] Newcastle University Faculty of Medical Sciences. 2015. Dr Anna Basu. As of 9 May 2016: http://www.ncl.ac.uk/medicalsciences/research/groups/profile/anna.basu
Dr Basu’s academic webpage.
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Case study

In improving the health and wealth of the nation, the NHS workforce needs individuals who bridge academic pursuits and clinical endeavours. The NIHR awards Academic Clinical Fellowships (ACFs), which give medical and dental professionals a chance to conduct research alongside their clinical duties, thereby creating highly trained research and clinical staff [1]. ACFs are one part of the Integrated Academic Training (IAT) Programme, which has been delivered by the NIHR since 2006. The IAT Programme follows from the recommendations of the Modernising Medical Careers and UK Clinical Research Collaboration’s report of March 2005 [1].

Since this pre-doctoral fellowship programme began, the NIHR has funded 2,247 ACF posts, according to a communication with the TCC, with approximately 250 medical and dental trainees now starting the programme each year [2]. ACFs are designed to allow doctors and dentists to ring-fence 25 per cent of their time to engage in academic research or education research training, while simultaneously pursuing clinical training [1]. Awardees are eligible to use this protected academic or research time to apply for fellowships to support doctoral studies or to draft research proposals for future work [1]. This element demonstrates that the ACF is encouraging individuals to continue in research beyond the timescale of the fellowship.

In 2015, the NIHR TCC conducted an evaluation to determine the destination of ACFs who have completed the programme. Initial analysis of the findings shows individual-level impacts of the ACF, with the majority of individuals who participated in the programme reporting they went on to pursue joint academic and research careers. One previous award holder is Dr Damian Roland who started an ACF in 2009 and was subsequently awarded with an NIHR-funded Doctoral Research Fellowship [3]. In his PhD he examined and developed a new framework to evaluate medical education interventions. A Consultant and Honorary Lecturer in Paediatric Emergency Medicine, Dr Roland now works across Leicester Hospital and Leicester University [3]. Dr Roland’s research centres on illness identification in children and young people, educational evaluation and using social media as a means of knowledge translation. He co-developed the Paediatric Observation Priority Score (POPS), which helps practitioners to confidently recognise when children are sick or when they are ready for safe discharge [3]. The success of POPS has meant it has been adopted in a number of hospital emergency departments in the UK [4]. Alongside the benefits to those who are awarded ACFs, there are several indications of benefits to the wider health research landscape.
In 2015, the Medical Research Council conducted a cross-funder review of early-career clinical academics, based on positions funded by the NIHR and five other research funders. Across all those surveyed who followed a research training fellowship (RTF) or a Clinician Scientist Fellowship since 2006, five per cent gained their first research experience through the NIHR ACF [5]. Furthermore, almost one in five individuals who followed a research training fellowship awarded by any of the six participating funders between 2012 and 2014 were influenced to get into research as a result of the NIHR ACF [5]. One in ten individuals stated that this was their main motivation to pursue research [5]. The report cites ‘ACFs have become an important factor in piquing trainees’ interest in research’ [5]. In addition to this, Goldacre et al. (2011) surveyed ACFs appointed in 2008 and determined that ACFs had many reasons to pursue an academic career, including the ‘challenge of research’, having a ‘varied and stimulating’ career and being part of an ‘intellectual environment’ in an academic department [6]. The authors also found that 80 per cent of respondents had some intention to remain in the UK [6]. These findings suggest that the NIHR ACF programme is contributing towards creating clinical research capacity within the nation.

Overall, the ACFs allow the NIHR to develop its faculty at an early and key stage of individuals’ careers. Supporting a protected environment, where trainees can develop both their clinical and research skills, grants individuals more choice in their career pathway.

Evidence


2005 Recommendations for training researchers and educators.


NIHR case studies highlighting the work of Dr Damian Roland.


Information on the Paediatric Observation Priority Score


Research on the experiences of clinical academics early in their career.

Research conducted to report on the basic demographic characteristics of trainees in 2008, their future career plans, and their views on incentives and disincentives in pursuing a clinical academic career.
NIHR supports regionally driven research to address the distinct health priorities of different regional areas and to assist the national scale-up of local initiatives.

NIHR recognises that the diversity of England’s regions and their health profiles create unique challenges; therefore, it funds regionally focused studies that engage communities in research designed to meet their specific needs. NIHR also identifies innovations developed at the regional level which have the potential to be scaled up, and it funds research to build the evidence base for their wider implementation.

Where a region faces particularly high prevalence of a disease or difficulties in implementing effective treatment, NIHR supports research led from within the region and targeted at the affected population. The 13 NIHR Collaborations for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLAHRCs) play a valuable role in ensuring that research is sensitive to regional priorities and engages local populations. As a result, NIHR-funded projects have been able to produce targeted interventions that improve local patients’ health. For example:

- The West Midlands CLAHRC supported the YouthSpace study to redesign mental health services for Birmingham’s unusually large young adult population. The CLAHRC provided a platform for community engagement throughout the project, which found that the redesigned service could substantially reduce delays in treating young people for psychosis.
- A project involving the East Midlands CLAHRC led to the development of the Leicester Self-Assessment tool to aid early identification of diabetes risk in ethnic minority communities, who form a large proportion of the region’s population and are among those most likely to suffer from diabetes.
- The CLAHRC South West Peninsula has supported work to implement redesigned pathways for stroke care, initially developed within the Royal Devon and Exeter NHS Foundation Trust, throughout the region. This builds on local operational research, which used computer modelling to identify ways to cut the time taken for a person who has suffered a stroke to receive vital clot-busting treatment, with waiting times cut by almost one half.

NIHR’s community-based approach to generate reliable evidence for interventions, a number of those interventions have been adopted in other regions or at the national level. This has led to changes to policy and practice, which improve outcomes for more patients. Various projects illustrate this impact.
• A stroke registry designed for targeted use in London’s ethnically diverse population was developed with NIHR support and has since been adopted by two-thirds of English hospitals. The registry gathers data which enables better prediction of stroke risk and long-term outcomes, which in turn facilitates evidence-based policy and practice in stroke services, as demonstrated by citation of the work in the National Stroke Strategy.

• A study on the energy efficiency of NHS buildings found that innovative ventilation of hospitals in the London Urban Heat Island could enhance patient safety by preventing overheating as far forward as 2080, even as climatic temperatures rise. The London findings on innovative ventilation have been identified by national-level NHS management as an influence on future policy; cited by the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (usually referred to as DEFRA) policy documents; and adopted internationally by private and public healthcare providers, including Skanska and the government of India.

• The Big Local study, supported by NIHR’s School for Public Health, engages local residents in designing health promotion interventions in their local communities and is being monitored by NICE as a possible example of good practice for inclusion in its future Guidelines on Community Engagement.

• A multiregional study on care transitions engaged elderly people from each region, all of whom had recently experienced transitions, as members of the research team. The resultant patient-centred and locally focused findings have led to changes in policy in each of the study regions (Solihull, Leicester, Manchester and Gloucestershire).

• The Head Up project on combating neck weakness in motor neuron disease patients, conducted at Sheffield Hallam University, engaged a local patient group alongside a multidisciplinary team of experts, through NIHR’s Devices for Dignity initiative. This active involvement of local stakeholders enabled the development of a neck support collar that responds to patients’ needs by helping them to communicate and eat.

Where appropriate, NIHR itself seeks to drive scale-up of innovative regional interventions, by funding trials and adaptations which demonstrate their potential benefits for patients throughout the country. Examples include:

• The Football Fans in Training initiative, developed in Scotland, works through football clubs to provide a culturally sensitised weight loss programme for Scottish males. The evidence produced by an NIHR-funded evaluation – showing almost half of participants achieving a target weight loss likely to reduce obesity-related health risks – led to the roll-out of the initiative in sports clubs across England and Europe-wide.

• NIHR funded a trial to determine the potential benefits of wider uptake of the New Forest Parenting Programme, aimed at families of children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, which was originally developed and implemented in Southampton. NIHR support facilitated local clinical involvement in the study, the findings of which are expected to inform revised NICE guidelines.

NIHR’s emphasis on regionally driven research ensures a flow of evidence-based health innovations that have the potential to improve lives on a national scale, aided by NIHR’s willingness to support wider scale-up.
11.1.1. Retaining men’s participation in weight loss programmes in Scottish football clubs

Case study

In spite of obesity rates in UK males being some of the highest in Europe, fewer than a third of participants in weight management programmes are male [1]. The health effects associated with obesity – increased cases of diabetes, heart disease, stroke and cancer – are estimated to place a financial burden on the health system of £2 billion by 2030 [2]. Research into public health programmes to try to reverse the trend of rising obesity play an important part in the NIHR’s portfolio. One such programme in Scotland targeted men in particular, to attract and retain their participation in a weight loss and healthy eating programme [2]. This programme was originally funded by the Scottish Premier League Trust (now the Scottish Professional Football League Trust) and the Chief Scientist Office of the Scottish government, with the evaluation funded through the NIHR.

The programme, titled Football Fans In Training (FFIT), was gender-sensitised and was designed to be delivered in Scottish Premier League football clubs by community coaches. It drew on prevailing conceptions of masculinity, such as men’s feelings of connection and attachment to football clubs, camaraderie and team bonding, to help participants discuss sensitive subjects concerning their weight [1]. The programme consisted of both dietary components and physical activity tailored to individual fitness levels, such as an incremental walking programme and pitch-side training sessions in the football clubs’ home grounds [1].

In 2011, the NIHR provided support for a team at the University of Glasgow to conduct a randomised controlled trial – the first of its kind – to evaluate the FFIT programme and determine how effective it was in helping participating men to lose weight [1]. The team engaged funders and participants at the early stages of designing the research protocol and during the pilot stages of the FFIT programme, in order to assess whether such interventions as the walking programme would motivate men sufficiently to re-engage with physical activity [1]. Throughout the programme they worked with football club coaches and undertook a number of public engagement activities – including a documentary later broadcast by the BBC following a number of the initial participants in the trial – to broaden the reach and accessibility of the research [1].

More than a thousand men registered their interest in the trial, with 747 going on to take part. Those receiving the FFIT intervention lost an average of 5 kg (approximately 5 per cent of their bodyweight) over the course of the programme, with almost half achieving a target weight loss likely to reduce obesity-related health risks [2]. Participants gave positive reports of their physical and mental well-being … ‘it’s just quality time that I didn’t have, because I didn’t have a life…it’s been life changing for me’. The team also found that the intervention, costing around £680 per participant, was also cost effective in terms of participants’ health benefits estimated to accrue over the 12 months of the programme.

The Glasgow team’s rigorous approach, afforded by the NIHR’s support of a randomised controlled trial, delivered a robust evaluation of the FFIT programme’s effects. This was noted by the Scottish government, which praised the success of the programme in attracting and engaging participants across income groups, in particular those at the lower end of the socioeconomic scale. The trial’s results
informed further knowledge-exchange activities with NHS weight management services in the Lothian and Grampian regions, who in 2012 indicated their intention to extend the programme. Further programmes have since rolled out to tackle obesity among inmates in Perth prison and nationally and internationally among rugby clubs in England and New Zealand (RuFIT) [1]. In 2013, a major European-wide expansion of the programme received approximately €6 million in funding to roll out the intervention in 15 major football clubs across Europe (EuroFIT) [3].

Evidence


Paper describing the randomised controlled trial on the weight loss and healthy living programme for men.


Research Excellence Framework case study on improving obese men’s health.


Full write-up of the FFIT project, with information on background, methods, results and impacts.

11.1.2. Highlighting stroke risks in South London through a unique register to inform long-term care and policy

Case study

Every year around 100,000 people in the UK have a stroke – making strokes the third largest cause of death after heart disease and cancer [1]. In order to understand how best to configure healthcare services to support the acute and long-term needs of stroke survivors, clinicians require a platform through which they can collect detailed information on stroke patients, their health outcomes, quality of life and quality of care. The longest-running of these platforms is the South London Stroke Register at King’s College London [2].

By following stroke survivors for up to 10 years after the event, the registry data provide evidence on the long-term nature of the disease and on patients’ ongoing (poor) outcomes [3]. In particular, it highlighted the persistently high nature of cognitive impairment in patients over time following their first stroke [4] and the prevalence of depression in over half of all stroke patients [5]. It also demonstrated the benefits of shortening patients’ hospital stays, with appropriately supported rehabilitation in the community – a strategy found to be more cost effective in the long run than treating patients in general medical wards [6].
Building on this work, the NIHR invested over £1.3 million in research projects and programmes making use of the data held in the register [2]. The support has enabled the King’s team to analyse information from more than 4,000 patients whose first stroke occurred between 1995 and 2012 [7].

As well as estimating the risks of stroke and the likelihood of it recurring, the team aimed to develop clinical tools to predict patients’ long-term outcomes, such as problems with cognition, depression or anxiety. The NIHR’s funding of a broad-reaching programme grant enabled the King’s team to model the most effective methods of providing care and of understanding patients’ needs, the better to provide services to meet those needs [7].

While overall the team found a declining incidence of stroke over the 15 years of data captured in the registry, the research highlighted significant disparities in stroke risk among patients in different ethnic groups, with black men at particularly high risk. The team highlighted a need for prevention strategies to address differences in risk among ethnic groups in culturally sensitive ways [7].

These and other detailed findings informed policy, including the National Stroke Strategy and a parliamentary Public Accounts Committee report on the need for a ‘step change’ in stroke care, in order to address patients’ needs.

Data from the registry and this research also fed in to further studies examining the effects of reconfiguring stroke services to a series of eight ‘hyper-acute’ units in London. Providing continuous specialist care in these units within the first 72 hours of a stroke resulted in an estimated 12 per cent reduction in deaths at 90 days and cost savings of £5.2 million (£811 per patient) as a result of patients’ reduced length of hospital stay [8].

With the NIHR’s support, the King’s team has been able to gather and analyse data as part of a unique resource to improve long-term stroke care. The team’s findings around early supported discharge have informed national guidelines and have been implemented in 66 per cent of English hospitals – with clear indications that better organised and higher-quality care is leading to improved outcomes for patients [2].

Evidence


Information on stroke signs and symptoms, including information on the prevalence of stroke in the UK.


Research Excellence Framework case study detailing the NIHR’s support of research making use of the South London Stroke Register, and the resulting impacts on patient care, practice and policy.


Case study

NIHR funding has supported diabetes research that addresses regional needs but has the potential to be scaled up to the national level, resulting in improved health outcomes and cost savings for the NHS in patients with diabetes. The University of Leicester’s Diabetes Research Centre (DRC) has links with both the NIHR Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLAHRC) East Midlands and the NIHR’s Leicester-Loughborough Diet, Lifestyle and Physical Activity Biomedical Research Unit (BRU). The DRC has developed and trialled risk assessment tools for the prevention of diabetes with support from the NIHR’s Senior Investigator funding and Programme Grants for Applied Research (PGfAR) programmes. The tools were designed to meet the needs of the East Midlands, which has a high
The concentration of ethnic minority groups among whom diabetes is particularly prevalent. The tools have the potential to drastically reduce NHS expenditure on diabetes.

The number of people in the UK with type 2 diabetes (T2DM) stands at around 2.5 million, and is increasing as the population ages and obesity rates rise [1]. A further 9.6 million people are at high risk of developing diabetes, mainly due to glucose disorders [2]. Despite T2DM being preventable, it is estimated that its treatment costs the NHS £8.8 billion per year [3]. However, prevention is made more challenging by the difficulty of detecting T2DM and glucose disorders [4], and there are barriers to uptake of screening in particular ethnic minority groups. These include time constraints and the inconvenience of visiting a GP practice [5].

To address this challenge, in 2008, the DRC conducted screening at 30 general practices in Leicestershire [6]. The data were used to develop two risk assessment tools for use in ethnically diverse populations: the Leicester Self-Assessment (LSA) tool (based on the patient’s own knowledge) and the Leicester Practice Risk (LPR) tool (designed for risk assessment in general practice) [5][7]. LSA and LPR are the first risk assessment tools for T2DM to have been validated in a multi-ethnic UK population [8]. The PGfAR-funded study showed both these tools to be effective in detecting heightened risk of T2DM in general practice [8]. The early detection of T2DM risk and symptoms using such tools as LSA and LPR has been identified as a potential source of cost savings for the NHS. Research by the DRC has shown that the treatment cost per case of T2DM detected can be lowered by £100, to around £250, by using these risk assessment tools [9].

The development of LSA and LPR through regional-level trials has had national-level impacts on clinical practice, as well as policy, health and economic impacts. At the policy level, both tools have been included in National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidelines on the detection of T2DM risk [10][11]. This has been accompanied by the tools’ uptake in clinical practice and various other settings, where programmes are overcoming the barriers to uptake of screening by targeting patients directly in locations other than GP practices and, in doing so, improving early detection and prevention of T2DM. NHS Clinical Commissioning Groups are using LSA at screening events nationwide, and it has been used in connection with the NHS Health Check programme, which aims to prevent heart disease, stroke, diabetes and kidney disease [4].

Early detection and prevention have also been promoted through the LSA tool’s implementation in other settings, including faith centres (in Leicester) and pharmacies (nationally). In 2011, LSA was used in 700 pharmacies as part of a free health check initiative run by Diabetes UK and Community Pharmacy Wales, during which around 8 per cent of the 17,500 people who received the assessment were referred to their GP [4]. Tesco and Boots are also among a number of organisations, including the University of Leicester and the Royal College of General Practitioners, that have made LSA available on their websites; 260,000 people have completed a self-assessment through these websites [4].

Diabetes UK has been particularly active in promoting the use of LSA as a tool for early detection and prevention. The charity has been using the tool at road shows throughout the country since 2011, resulting in more than 20,000 risk assessments and more than 10,000 referrals in 2012 alone [4]. The positive impact of the use of LSA in this initiative has been highlighted by a Diabetes UK study, which
showed that of those assessed, 33 per cent subsequently increased their level of physical activity, 41 per cent started to eat more healthily, and 44 per cent visited their GP for screening [4].

Evidence


News item on launch of national Type 2 Diabetes prevention programme


Press release on NHS Diabetes prevention programme.


Research Excellence Framework case study on pre-diabetes and Type 2 diabetes


Journal article on a UK multi-ethnic community setting and detection of impaired glucose regulation and Type 2 diabetes.


Journal article on screening for diabetes.


Journal article on the Leicester risk-assessment score.

diabetes prevention trials provides a high yield of people with abnormal glucose tolerance. Diabetologia 55 (12): 3238-44. doi: 10.1007/s00125-012-2725-8

Journal article on the Leicester Practice Risk Score in two trials on the prevention of diabetes.


Journal article comparing costs per detected Type 2 diabetes or impaired glucose regulation case through screening strategies.


Summary of NICE guidelines.


NICE guidelines on the prevention of Type 2 diabetes in people at high risk.

11.1.4. Using natural ventilation to cool hospital buildings and reduce energy consumption

Case study

NIHR support for research on energy-efficient health buildings is an example of NIHR investment in research that meets local needs while achieving wider impact. NIHR-funded research on the use of natural ventilation and passive cooling in health buildings has addressed the need, particularly in London, for sustainable and cost-effective improvements to the energy efficiency of NHS building stock.

NHS buildings are major contributors to the UK’s carbon emissions accounting for around 3 per cent of total carbon dioxide emissions and 30 per cent of public sector emissions, at an annual cost of over £400 million on heating and lighting [1][2]. Although the Department of Health (DH) has set targets for NHS organisations for the reduction of emissions, it was reported in 2008 that these would not be met if trends in emissions continued [3]. In addition to posing environmental risks, poor ventilation and cooling endanger patients. The DH has reported that ‘During relatively mild heatwaves, excess death rates are significantly, but avoidably, higher in this country’ [4]. Moreover, climate change and increasing use of electronic equipment in healthcare both exacerbate these issues [1], which are especially severe within the London Urban Heat Island (LUHI).

A team of researchers led by Professor Alan Short of the University of Cambridge has been studying low-energy ventilation and cooling of non-domestic buildings for more than 20 years. Their initial research led to the design of buildings ranging from educational facilities to a brewery, before the DH asked the research team to apply the principles of their work to health buildings. This was followed by NIHR-
funded research which modelled the future resilience of NHS building stock, including a hospital in the LUHI, based on projected temperature increases by 2030, 2050 and 2080. Having found that the majority of existing building stock was at risk of overheating by 2080, the research team determined that energy-saving cooling and ventilation solutions could prevent overheating for the period up to 2080 [5]. These findings led to the conclusion that improved cooling and reduced emissions could be achieved without the costly replacement of NHS building stock – including within the LUHI, where the risk of overheating is highest [1]. The research team also found that the same principles of passive cooling and natural ventilation could be applied to new build hospitals with equally positive results [6].

These groundbreaking findings have had a significant impact on policy, with the potential to result in environmental, health and economic impacts. The Acting Director of the Estates and Facilities Policy Division of the NHS stated that this research ‘demonstrated that the existing estate is capable of being sustainably improved to achieve levels of ventilation and cooling which will extend the estates’ functional suitability for the foreseeable future,’ and that ‘Cambridge University’s research [is] at the heart of government policy on making the country resilient to climate change.’ [7] In addition, the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) has cited the research in its National Adaptation Programme on responding to climate change [8]. Outside the UK, research by Short’s team has been used in the United States by healthcare consortium Kaiser Permanente as evidence for initial moves away from policies prohibiting natural ventilation in hospitals [9]. Changes to policy have been accompanied by changes in building design. Skanska, a multinational infrastructure development company, has incorporated findings by Short’s team into their approach to building hospitals in the UK and abroad [10], and Short is collaborating with the Indian government on a prototype hospital to be used in the design of more than 600 hospitals [1].

The ongoing impact of the research has major potential implications for the NHS’s approach to climate change and environmental sustainability. For example, members of the research team have an advisory role in the redevelopment of Watford General Hospital, which has been described as ‘the first NHS project to deliberately factor in climate change implications’ [11]. Moreover, improved resilience to rising temperatures has important implications for patient safety given the abovementioned health consequences of overheating [5]. Finally, by demonstrating the potential of existing NHS building stock to be made more energy efficient and less vulnerable to overheating, the research has saved the NHS money by helping to prevent unnecessary demolition and rebuilding [1].

Evidence
Research Excellence Framework case study on design for healthcare buildings.
This is a consultation document on a carbon reduction strategy for the NHS.
This webpage provides data on Estate Returns Information Collection.


This document outlines a heatwave plan for England.


Journal article on energy saving strategies in the refurbishment of healthcare buildings.


Document on a low-energy cooling and ventilation systems design strategy in hospitals


[10] Letter from Head of Sustainability, Skanska Infrastructure Development.


11.1.5. Redesigning local youth mental health services to provide care right through to young adulthood

Case study

Evidence suggests that three-quarters of all psychiatric illness begins before the age of 25. NIHR-funded studies of care practice reveal that young people between 16 and 25 years old have the highest incidence of mental health illness of any age group but the worst access to mental healthcare services [1]. With this in mind, a team supported by the NIHR Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLAHRC) West Midlands led a study examining how to radically redesign mental health services for young people in Birmingham [2].

Drawing on its connections among universities in Birmingham and a number of health and social care organisations, CLAHRC West Midlands funded the team to look in detail at the damaging impacts that can arise from bottlenecks in receiving treatment among young people with mental health illnesses. In particular, the team explored the vulnerabilities of 16- to 18-year-olds who either disengage, or become lost, as they transition to adult mental health services, in particular among black and other minority ethnic groups [2].

To address these issues, the team worked with local service users in Birmingham – often quoted as being ‘one of Europe’s youngest cities’ due to its high proportion of under-25-year-olds – to devise an
experimental youth pathway, Youthspace, in partnership with the Prince’s Trust. Targeted at those between 14 and 25 years old, this low-stigma, youth-friendly intervention deployed youth teams and an interactive website to reach out to young people with mental health illnesses. The team also aimed to improve health-seeking behaviours, with a public health campaign targeting young people in the early stage of psychosis through bus and newspaper advertisements, as well as via the Youthspace website [2].

Early results of the impact of the Youthspace initiative showed its success in reducing the delays young people experienced in waiting for treatment for psychosis – from 285 to 104 days compared with those in a control arm [2]. Though only a proof-of-principle, the West Midlands team’s results indicate that this new method of service delivery allowed carers to engage and assess young people without the need for interim contact by secondary mental health services [3].

Building on the Birmingham pilot, the team’s model of a mental health service that responds to the needs of young people right through to the age of 25 has sparked local, national and international interest. Based on the West Midland team’s research, Birmingham now offers a mental health service to children, young people and young adults right through to the age of 25. Responding to this, other local clinical commissioning groups are looking to adapt their services [2]. In addition to having impacts on practice, the work is influencing policy, with the Department of Health’s Future in Mind proposal citing the Birmingham model and noting interest in its further deployment [4]. The work is also noted in an international review of youth mental health services ‘for the 21st century’ [5].

Most importantly, with the support of the NIHR’s CLAHRC West Midlands, the Youthspace initiative is making a real difference to young people’s lives. One teenager noted the impact of the support she received:

‘Taking part in Youthspace has made me turn my anger into a positive to create change for other young people. Youthspace has given me the opportunity to develop my skills and grow as an individual. I have finally been able to use my skills and experiences to make that change. If it wasn’t for the Prince’s Trust and Youthspace giving me these opportunities I wouldn’t be here today [6].’

Evidence


Results of an NIHR Service Delivery and Organisation–funded project to examine the transition of young people with mental health illness to adult mental health services.


A summary of research activity translating to impacts on health and social care services by the West Midlands CLAHRC.
Addressing the needs of local patients with motor neurone disease

Case study

Motor neurone disease (MND) – a neurological condition that causes damage to the nerves that control the body’s muscles – affects around 5,000 people in the UK. Neck weakness is one of a number of highly distressing and challenging symptoms that progressively impact on patients’ independence. MND patients had reported that existing collars, designed principally to immobilise the neck following trauma or surgery, did not provide satisfactory support or allow for sufficient movement. Building on early infrastructure support from Devices for Dignity (D4D) and with funding from the NIHR’s Invention for Innovation programme (i4i), a multidisciplinary team at the University of Sheffield and Sheffield Hallam University has come together to create a novel collar to help overcome neck weakness in patients with motor neurone disease (MND) [1].

Representatives from Dementias and Neurodegeneration (DeNDRoN) – a neurodegenerative disease and dementia-specific speciality group within the NIHR Clinical Research Network – initially took MND...
patients’ concerns on existing neck collars to D4D [2]. Responding to this, D4D brought together a team comprising a neurologist, a physiotherapist, an occupational therapist, a nurse and a team of designers, who engaged members of the local Sheffield MND Association to tackle the problem of how to engineer an improved neck support [1].

Actively listening to patients’ needs and responding to their requests can be a powerful tool to empower them in managing their own care. The local MND Association patient group fed in to the early stages of the project, meeting regularly with the team to refine design concepts for a more user-friendly neck support, and to conduct early testing. Their input and involvement helped to secure funding from i4i to build a prototype, which was then trialled on volunteers as part of the Head-Up project [3].

By drawing on a diverse skill set from across Sheffield’s healthcare and design experts and by working with patients to understand their needs, the team developed a collar that sat lower on the patient’s neck and offered support along the contours of the neck muscles. The device enabled users to adjust the levels of support it provided by inserting a range of shapes. It was also designed with aesthetics in mind, so as to look more like an item of clothing than a medical device [1].

The team’s initial tests showed that the device made it easier for the wearer to communicate, eat and maintain eye contact than did previous supports. It afforded users a greater range of movement and provided more support for its weight and size when compared with other supports [4]. The Sheffield team is now trialling the Head Up device on 20 patients with MND, with engagement from the local MND Association in helping to recruit patients to the study [5].

By responding to local patients’ needs and providing the means to bring together experts from different areas to collaborate, the NIHR has helped the Sheffield team develop an innovative product with potential for improving the quality of life of thousands of individuals living with MND in the UK.

Evidence

Sheffield Hallam University’s write-up of the Sheffield Support Snood project.

Announcement from the design team Lab4Living of i4i funding, referencing DeNDRoN’s role in initiating the idea for the project.

RAND Europe’s evaluation of the NIHR’s i4i programme, featuring the Head-Up project as one of a number of case studies.
The National Institute for Health Research at Ten Years: An impact synthesis


Write-up of phase 1 of the Head-Up project, testing the novel device against other neck supports on 12 healthy volunteers.


Current status of the Head-Up project as it tests the neck support device on 20 users with MND.

11.1.7. Empowering local communities to advance research and improve public health

Case study

The NIHR School for Public Health Research (SPHR) is one of three NIHR-funded national schools. Established in 2012, the SPHR has supported more than 35 projects (2014 data) [1]. The school is promoting research into three main areas: alcohol, ageing well and health inequalities. Within the health inequalities theme, the school is preoccupied with investigating how health interventions could address or avoid perpetuating inequalities.

One of the cornerstones of health promotion interventions is community engagement, as recognised in the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion [2]. The NIHR SPHR is undertaking a project evaluating the impact of community level control over action to improve the community’s neighbourhood [3]. This evaluation project relies on input from the public at all stages of the research, from design to dissemination. Intermediate findings are providing community groups with data that enhance their learning, which is an important element considering that greater community control on decisionmaking should rely on objective information. The latest evidence suggests that collective control can make significant contributions to curbing health inequalities; therefore the evaluation also seeks to identify ways to support greater control by communities [3].

The evaluated initiative, Big Local, has received over £200 million from the Big Lottery Fund and will involve more than 150 communities across England over the next 15 years [4]. The main aim is to give residents living in disadvantaged places control over actions meant to improve their areas. Each community can receive at least £1 million, as well as other support, to design interventions to improve their neighbourhoods. The overall evaluation funded by the NIHR SPHR is being led by Liverpool and Lancaster Universities Collaboration for Public Health Research (LiLaC), one of the eight academic centres of public health excellence that form the SPHR. It also involves collaborations with other current SPHR member institutions [4]. The evaluation is paying great attention to public involvement, in line with the NIHR’s expectation that patients and the public are actively involved in the research NIHR funds. A Resident Network, comprising residents of Big Local areas has been set up to achieve this type of involvement. The network works in partnership with researchers and practitioners to further the accessibility and quality of research [5].
An output resulting from this collaboration is a neighbourhood audit tool designed to increase the understanding about features of areas where people spend their time. In developing and testing the tool, input from the people who live in the respective communities has been instrumental [5]. In the area covered by West End, Morecambe’s Big Local, researchers engaged members of the community through locally trusted organisations, existing community groups working with young people, as well as traditional dissemination methods such as flyers and word of mouth [6]. A series of four workshops was used to gather the insights of selected young people from the community. The participants were positive about being able to provide their input and opinions towards the development of the tool. The researchers also found this process valuable, highlighting the importance of local knowledge in its development; meetings to further assess the tool are envisaged [6].

The overall evaluation consists of two phases. Phase 1, which started in January 2014 aimed at identifying early learning about effective ways to support community empowerment and control in disadvantaged neighbourhoods; develop methods for evaluations of complex area-based initiatives and assess the feasibility of Big Local on health and wellbeing. Phase 1 of the evaluation also established baseline datasets and a typology of Big Local areas [3]. Phase 2, which started in October 2015, is concerned with the identification of health and social impacts of Big Local [4]. These findings are now being used to advance learning for the communities as well as professionals from the public health and third sector. In the words of the Local Trust’s Chief Executive, ‘SPHR have shared with us publicly available data – benchmarking for the communities – regarding education, health and employment. So we learned a bit and the communities can access that as well. We now have that data by postcode which we did not have previously’ [7]. Knowledge gathered through this evaluation is also being disseminated in the form of academic articles [8][9].

Interestingly, even at this early stage, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), in its communication on the Guidelines on Community Engagement, identifies research springing from this evaluation as relevant for future updates of this guideline [10].

While the NIHR SPHR’s evaluation of Big Local is ongoing, the evaluation of the West End, Morecambe project demonstrates involvement of the public in the development, conducting and disseminating of research. Recognition by NICE of the potential of this research to contribute to future guidelines is indicative of the breadth of impact this programme will have upon its completion.

Evidence


These are the minutes of the meeting of the 2014 Advisory Board meeting, which highlight the developments of the school in the past year.


The international document setting out principles for health promotion in 1986.

The poster presents an overview of the progress of the evaluation, focusing on Phase 1.


Webpage on the Communities in Control study.


Webpage on the Communities in Control study looking at partnership with practice and communities.


This piece presents insights from the researchers and young people who were selected from the community vis-à-vis the development of the audit tool.


This brochure describes a series of case studies from the School for Public Health Research, among which ‘Does giving residents control over decisions about their neighbourhoods improve their health?’


The research presents the findings from the developed and applied contextually specific framework for exploring collective control in the early stage of a UK area-based community empowerment initiative. The research found that the conceptual framework helped identify shifts in collective control capability that appeared as a result of the introduction of the intervention.


The research provides insights into how and why the intervention adapts over time as communities develop new capacities and learn from early implementation.
11.1.8. Speeding up access to vital clot-busting stroke therapies via operational research

Case study

Patients with acute ischemic stroke – caused by a blood clot in the brain – have a critically limited time to receive clot-busting (‘thrombolytic’) drugs if they are to avoid suffering permanent brain damage. In urban environments, hyper-acute stroke research centres provide an expedited route to specialist centralised care, with NIHR-supported research in these units helping to improve patients’ timely access to these drugs. In dispersed rural environments, such factors as longer ambulance travel times to hospital add considerable complexity to local decisions around how to provide the best possible stroke care. NIHR-funded researchers at the Peninsula Collaboration for Health Operational Research (PenCHORD) have used advanced computational modelling to inform these decisions and achieve measurable improvements in the numbers of patients receiving life-saving thrombolytic treatment in the south-west of England [1].

Supported through the NIHR Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLAHRC) South West Peninsula, PenCHORD was set up to model healthcare services and predict the impact of changes to patients’ care, before making decisions that impact on their health [2]. To address the challenge of how to provide early thrombolysis to patients with acute ischemic stroke, the team created a detailed working model of patients’ care pathway, from the initial signs and symptoms of a stroke, to first contact with paramedics, to when patients arrive in hospital and begin treatment [3]. They then used this model to run computer simulations of different ‘what if’ scenarios, such as the impact of increased pressure on radiology services (which would act to delay patients receiving a brain scan required to diagnose ischemic stroke) and the speed of communication among different actors in the care pathway (such as paramedics, triage nurses and on-call stroke physicians) [4].

The simulation provided information on improving patient care at virtually no cost, such as paramedics calling ahead to specialist stroke care units, allowing the units to prepare for the patient before the patient’s arrival. Initially working in collaboration with the Royal Devon and Exeter Hospital, in 2011 the PenCHORD team began to apply these changes, with dramatic results. Within a year and a half, the number of patients who were receiving thrombolysis was comparable to those treated in the most specialised urban hyper-acute units (an increase from 4.7% to 11.5% of patients with stroke). In parallel, the average time patients had to wait for this treatment nearly halved (from 58 to 33 minutes). More recent results indicate that thrombolysis treatment rates are at comparable levels to those of large specialised urban centres (14%), representing many more patients likely to have significantly improved outcomes thanks to their receiving clot-busting therapy [3].
Following its initial successes, the PenCHORD team has since extended its modelling work to other hospitals in the region. Making best use of the value of the NIHR CLAHRC’s role as a bridge between research and clinical practice, the team is working closely with the Strategic Clinical Network to partner with acute stroke staff in seven local trusts. Each case requires them to feed detailed information gathered from routine clinical care into their simulation, while involving appropriate staff in the hospital, who, ultimately, are responsible for implementing any changes [5].

The NIHR’s investment in PenCHORD, through CLAHRC South West Peninsula, is allowing healthcare staff to make small, but significant, improvements to the care they provide, based on innovative models that take a novel approach to analysing local healthcare data. In the case of stroke survivors who receive vital clot-busting therapy at a point before they suffer potentially permanently disabling brain damage, this work is having a profound impact on patients’ lives.

Evidence


Overview of PenCHORD’s efforts to model and improve stroke care services in the south-west of England.


Description of PenCHORD’s remit and activities.


Website describing features and outcomes of PenCHORD’s stroke modelling study.


Paper describing the results of PenCHORD’s modelling study and recommendations for reducing in-hospital delays.


Further summary of the PenCHORD stroke services modelling study, detailing recent impacts and plans for further work.
11.1.9. Meeting the needs of older people by involving them in the design of local care

Case study

The NIHR supports community-driven research that engages service users in the development of improved policy and practice for their region. A project conducted in four English regions, with involvement from elderly people from each region, helped to establish user- and carer-centred approaches to care transitions for older people.

Transitions between services have the potential to negatively affect the health and well-being of older people. This is a serious concern given the frequency with which many older people – particularly those with complex needs – move between services [1]. In order to address this concern, the NIHR Services and Delivery Organisation programme funded a study in Solihull, Leicester, Manchester and Gloucestershire to pioneer systematic engagement of service users – in this case elderly people – at every stage of the research in order to identify user-centred approaches to care transitions for each region. Within this overall objective, there were projects focused on people with dementia and on older people from ethnic minorities. In each region, older people with recent experience of care transition were trained in social research methods and brought in to the project as co-researchers. In addition, at each location the research team worked in partnership with the voluntary and statutory sector organisations expected to put the study's findings into practice. By involving local stakeholders, the study aimed to better understand experiences of care transitions.

The study's findings highlighted the significance of the social and psychological needs of elderly people during care transitions [2]. Among the needs identified were consistent relationships with those involved in care, considerate treatment from service providers, informal support networks, and planning and coordination on the part of service providers [1][3]. The study also demonstrated the value of participatory methods in service reviews, particularly with respect to marginalised groups, such as people with dementia [4].

These findings have impacts on policy and practice, both within the four regions where research took place and more widely. Within the study regions, the study informed Solihull's dementia strategy [5][6] and Leicester’s adult social care strategy [7] and led to work with carers in developing a carer policy for Gloucestershire [2]. At the national level, policymakers from the Department of Health’s Care Quality Commission, the Royal College of Nursing and the Royal College of Social work attended a seminar and participated in discussions on incorporating the study’s findings into policy [2]. These policy changes have been accompanied by changes in commissioning. Examples include funding being dedicated to initiatives in Solihull, including dementia outreach provided by the Alzheimer’s Society [2]. In addition, the study has influenced the organisation of care, including the role of a Mental Health Support Reablement Team in Solihull and improved coordination between in-patient and community services in Leicester [2].

An example of the study's impact on practice is the increased provision of information to people with dementia. In Solihull, co-researchers helped to develop information packs for people recently diagnosed with dementia, and in Gloucestershire, additional information has been produced to help patients understand care pathways and transitions [2]. Additional changes to practice can be expected through the
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study’s impact on the training of social workers and reablement staff in Solihull and through staff training on considerate treatment of patients in Gloucestershire [2].

Finally, the study’s use of participatory methods has had an impact on the research agenda going forward. For example, in Manchester, a member of the research team has worked with the Manchester City Council Programme Manager for Integrated Community Provision to design an infrastructure and training programme for co-researchers, with the aim of establishing this as a permanent resource at the local level [2]. At the national level, a DVD in which co-researchers describe their participation [8] has been shown at national conferences and been made available as a teaching resource for health and social work students [2]. Members of the research team also worked with INVOLVE, a national group supporting public involvement in the NHS, on a seminar on participatory research to be presented at the Economic and Social Research Council’s Festival of Social Science. INVOLVE has used the study’s findings in its own work on service user engagement in research [9].

Evidence


Report outlining care transition and older people’s experiences.


Research Excellence Framework case study on experiences of care transitions.


Journal article on identity in dementia.


Journal article on research with older people with dementia.


This link leads to a webpage reporting on experiences of care transitions.
11.1.10. **Testing non-pharmacological parenting interventions for attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder**

Case study

The NIHR has funded research designed to build an evidence base for the scale-up of community-based innovation. An example is a large-scale, NIHR-funded study assessing the generalisability of existing research findings on a parenting intervention for attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Developed in Southampton, it has produced evidence that is expected to influence national guidelines and reach patients nationwide.

ADHD is the most common behavioural disorder in the UK, affecting between 2 and 5 per cent of UK children [1], and it is associated with increased risk of educational failure, interpersonal problems and mental illness [2]. While medication provides a short-term means of controlling symptoms, it has been linked to side-effects, including loss of sleep and restricted growth [3], and many parents prefer to avoid medication [4]. Moreover, the non-pharmacological intervention recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) is a group-based programme, whereas parents generally prefer individualised programmes [5]. The New Forest Parenting Programme (NFPP) was developed in the 1990s in clinics around Southampton to provide an effective alternative to medication for the treatment of ADHD in children. It is an individualised, home-based programme that teaches patients how to modify their child’s behaviour.

Three randomised control trials (RCT) of the NFPP have been conducted, producing results that demonstrate positive effects and leading to modifications of the programme [6][7][8]. Building on this work, the NIHR provided funding for a five-year study, known as the Programme for Early Detection and Intervention for ADHD (PEDIA). Led by Professor Edmund Sonuga-Barke of the University of Southampton, the study is designed to establish the relative value of individualised approaches to non-pharmacological treatment of ADHD, as compared with group-based approaches. Evidence from a literature review and stakeholder interviews was analysed to identify target patients for the ADHD study, as well as barriers to uptake and required modifications to the NFPP. This fed in to a large-scale RCT, which assessed the generalisability of the findings from earlier, smaller-scale trials in order to provide evidence for scaling the NFPP up to the national level. Professor Sonuga-Barke has stated that being funded by the NIHR, rather than through research councils or other sources, facilitated the close collaboration between the University of Southampton and clinical partners required to conduct an RCT on this scale [9].

The PEDIA study is expected to have an impact on national-level policy, leading to changes in clinical practice. Findings are expected to be published in time for the next revision of the NICE guidelines on recognition and management of antisocial behaviour and conduct disorders in children and young people.
Professor Sonuga-Barke has indicated that the NICE guideline committee is aware of the study’s findings and expects PEDIA to influence the content of the revised recommendations [9]. According to Professor Sonuga-Barke, clinicians attending talks at which emerging findings have been presented have been highly receptive to results regarding the value of the NFPP’s individualised approach to non-pharmacological treatment of ADHD [9]. This expected impact – a nationally available alternative to group-based interventions – would represent an example of NIHR research building on local-level innovation to provide people across the nation with treatment that is in line with patient or carer preferences.

Evidence

NHS Choices webpage on attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.

Journal article on attention deficit hyperactivity disorder outcomes in young adults.

Research Excellence Framework case study on psychological treatment in attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.

Journal article on non-pharmacological interventions for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.

Journal article on parents’ training preferences for children with symptoms of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.

Journal article on therapies for children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.

Journal article on parents' training for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.


Journal article on a randomised controlled trial of the New Forest Programme for Preschoolers with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.

[9] Interview with Professor Edmund Sonuga-Barke (principal investigator, PEDIA), 26 April 2016.
In the past 10 years, R&D funding by and for the NHS has changed significantly as a result of NIHR’s formation. Across the 100 case studies in our report, there is strong evidence of substantial impact across patient benefits, the delivery of health and social care, public policy, economic growth and the generation of knowledge. Therefore, transcending the individual case studies presented in this report is the possibility of an eleventh, cross-cutting benefit: the transformative effect NIHR has had, both on itself as a funder for R&D in the NHS and on the wider health research system.

While we have not systematically evaluated NIHR’s achievements against the goals in *Best Research for Best Health*, nor against any other document or set of objectives, we can say that among the 100 case studies of impact synthesised in this report, there is evidence of impact that spans the five main goals set 10 years ago. Drawing on just one example out of the 100 for each goal, we find:

- The use of tranexamic acid to prevent clotting, which could benefit more than 1 million people worldwide, is one way in which NIHR-funded research has come to be recognised internationally as world leading.
- The introduction of a leadership development programme for NIHR faculty to manage transformational research demonstrates how capacity building is used as a science policy intervention.
- NIHR’s contribution to the testing and roll-out of the World Health Organization’s Surgical Safety Checklist, a tool to reduce life-threatening complications now used by 1,790 healthcare organisations worldwide, is helping to improve health and social care.
- The drive to make all research publications open access, in NIHR’s case via a Journals Library, as well as introducing multiple initiatives to enable better and improved access to research data, ensures that knowledge is shared and managed in an efficient manner.
- The commitment to ‘principles of transparency, fairness and contestability’ is affirmed by NIHR establishing a competitive bidding process for its research infrastructure funding, involving international assessment panels in order to ensure that money is spent in a transparent and accountable way for the public good.

The case studies in this report also demonstrate the effects of NIHR’s investments in research infrastructure. A significant proportion of NIHR’s support for research is in the form of investing in the

---

research infrastructure in the NHS, thereby creating an environment where high-quality research is possible by offering funding that allows for the building of new facilities, acquisition of equipment, financing of staff who are drawn towards research, training of researchers and incentivising of industry to engage in early-stage research. These wide-ranging efforts to support the research infrastructure make NIHR a unique actor that brings together clinicians, researchers and the public to advance research discoveries and improve health and care – an actor that underpins research funded by charities, industry and government departments.

Across the case studies we found evidence that a change in culture and values has occurred. A range of stakeholders, from patient groups to research funders, told us that they now feel that researchers are doing the right type of research, in the right way and for the right reasons. For example, the activities supporting trainees, clinicians and future research leaders have served to build capacity and expertise throughout the clinical career pathway, providing support for clinicians and other healthcare professionals to engage in research. INVOLVE, together with other efforts across the system in patient and public involvement and engagement, have led to a shift in the way that the public and service users are engaged in research. They are an active and integral part of the process, helping to both shape and improve the quality of research that is produced.

Clinical research is also supported and valued in a way that it was not before. We can see evidence of this captured in the impact case studies for the 2014 Research Excellence Framework. A brief analysis showed that nearly 250 case studies – or about 12 per cent of those submitted in the field of life sciences – cited NIHR funding as contributing to health and patient benefits. These findings lead us to conclude that one of the things that NIHR may have helped to achieve is that a higher value is placed on clinical and applied research throughout the sector.

This all suggests that it is the interaction between the physical and the cultural, between the project and the system, between the patient and the researcher that has supported system-level change. NIHR has helped to integrate clinical research across organisational and infrastructural boundaries, thereby creating a virtuous circle of valuing and doing applied and clinical research. NIHR infrastructure allows it to draw in funding from others, including the life sciences industry, charities and research councils. NIHR’s nationwide Clinical Research Network supports the use of this infrastructure by the entire system, by finding the right patients to take part in studies. These combined efforts facilitate the translation of research into innovations for the health service, and they facilitate external partners’ funding of clinical research. NIHR has helped to create this systemic infrastructure, both technical and knowledge-based, for clinical research. This change is perhaps the most important, and we suggest it has been done in a fashion which is integrated, additive and synergistic with other parts of the wider health and research system. As one interviewee told us, ‘NIHR has changed the system for the NHS’; that, 10 years in, seems like it will endure.